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    Figure 1  Bernard of Clairvaux, illumination portrait (ca. 1135).  
    De gradibus humilitate et superbiae, Anglo-Norman Benedictine MS (St.-
Augustine, Canterbury).  Source: Bruno S. James, trans. (with B. M. 
Kienzle, ed.), The Letters of Saint Bernard of Clairvaux 
(Gloucestershire:Sutton, Burnes and Oates, 1998 [1953]), cover; cf. James 
France, Medieval Images of Saint Bernard of Clairvaux (Kalamazoo: 
Cistercian Publications, 2007), at p. 64 and Disc n. MA006  (the book’s 
accompanying disc was unavailable upon completion of this thesis). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
 
 This dissertation examines the importance of conversion discourse in early Cistercian 
history, and the relevance of moral contingency and ethical comparison in the formation of 
medieval religious learning institutions.  The monastic conversion of Bernard of Clairvaux is 
approached as a key to many features of Cistercian thought and culture that are present in 
many narrative and legislative texts.  Attention to his conversion in the context of intellectual 
continuities between religious authorities and dependent pupils allows an approach to 
conversion discourse that emphasizes engagement with unlearned or unskilled students as 
central to the promotion of a normative ascetic ethic and the assertion of a moral right to 
teach others.  Conversion discourse is presently discussed as a central aspect of institution-
building practices.  These practices underline symbolic asymmetries of knowledge and 
institutionalized role-hybridism between religious superiors and fellows as penitents and 
lifelong conversi-learners.   
 This thesis also appeals to the comparative examples of other new religious 
communities that were contemporary with the first Cistercians in the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries.  The features of Cistercian monasticism that are brought into relief throughout this 
analysis signal broader sociological issues to which many religious communities committed 
their institution-building energies.  Unlike many other new congregations, the Cistercians 
created not only a meaningful but also a durable institutional framework for the transmission 
of their new tradition between elders and disciples.  The dynamic relationships between 
Cîteaux and Bernard, Bernard and his brothers, Clairvaux and others, as well as between 
Cîteaux, Molesme, and contemporary schools with which they sought relation, reveals the 
considerable syncretism involved in the organization of new religious movements, and in 
their preservation of respective claims to being distinctive schools of enlightenment.                     
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
We ought to walk on two feet – nature and custom. 
Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 2.1491 
 
 Is it not one of the ironies of history that in so many and diverse 
fields as political theory, philosophy, rhetoric, and religion, long-
lasting revolutions were often wrought by people whose main 
aim was to restore law and order? 
Martinus B. Pranger, The Artificiality of Christianity2 
 
 
 This dissertation examines the significance of conversion discourse in the 
literature of new religious movements between the eleventh and twelfth centuries.  
Our case study is the conversion of Bernard of Langres (ca. 1090-1153) to the 
Cistercian monasticism of the New Monastery in Chalon, Burgundy, following ca. 
1113 and his abbacy at Clairvaux after 1115.3  Bernard’s life, writings, and career are 
                                                
1  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 2.149,  “Duo sunt pedes quibus uti debemus: natura et 
consuetudo,” in Jean Leclercq (with H. Rochais, eds.) Sancti Bernardi Opera [hereafter SBOp], 9 
volumes (Rome: Editiones Cistercienses, 1957-77, 1998), 6.2, p. 52; trans. Francis R. Swietek (with M. 
M. O’Brien, ed.), Bernard of Clairvaux: The Parables & The Sentences (Kalamazoo: Cistercian 
Publications, 2000), at p. 171. 
2  Martinus B. Pranger, The Artificiality of Christianity: Essays on the Poetics of Monasticism 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003), pp. 212-13. 
3  Cf. William of St.-Thierry (with Geoffrey of Clairvaux, ed.), Vita Prima S. Bernardi Claraevallis 
abbatis, Book 1 [hereafter William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi], c. 19, in Paul Verdeyen, ed. Vita 
Prima Sancti Bernardi Claraevallis Abbatis: Liber Primus, Guillelmo a Sancto Theodorico Opera 
Omnia 4, Corpus Christianorum Continuatio Mediaevalis 98 B (Turnhout: Brepols, 2011), at p. 46; 
 2 
quite familiar to historians of the twelfth century, and beyond.  But while he is often 
studied as an abbatial and political magister (even in his afterlife as a saint), the 
intellectual, moral, and cultural contingencies of his introduction to Benedictine 
monasticism – and the importance of these in the record of early Cistercian culture – 
remain largely understudied.  In particular, the matter of his status in Cistercian 
tradition and history as a disciple and a lifelong learner abides in multiple essential 
sources, but without modern scholarly commentary or consideration. The record of 
his discipleship during the formative years of Cistercian beginnings is of critical but 
largely unacknowledged significance to the early history of Cîteaux and the origins of 
the Cistercians’ Benedictine institution, their literature, and their ascetic ethics.  This 
thesis is concerned with a two-fold intellectual circumstance in early Cistercian 
history: first, an interpretation of the twelfth-century body of materials related to 
Bernard’s monastic enculturation – that is, his learning, embodying, and articulating a 
group culture – and secondly, the importance of his conversion as an enduring social 
event, the record of which was of considerable significance to the Cistercians’ 
communal creation of a conversion discourse. 
 The ancient and enduring significance of Christian conversion narratives was 
not life-writing (as in Vitae and confessional autobiography) but the institutional self-
representation of community lives in an exegetical and disputational mode.4  The 
claims advanced by conversion narratives are not concerned with individual 
experience, as such, than the vision of a congregation or institution’s purpose in 
context of salvation history and Church history. Such narratives constitute a learned 
                                                                                                                                      
trans. Martinus Cawley, ‘Vita Prima Book 1 – by William of St.-Thierry,’ Bernard of Clairvaux: Early 
Biographiesby William of St.-Thierry, Geoffrey of Auxerre, and Others (Lafayette: Guadalupe 
Translations – June, 2000 [1990]), at p. 18. 
4  Ryan Szpiek, Conversion and Narrative: Reading and Religious Authority in Medieval Polemic 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013), p. 6; Jean-Claude Schmitt (with A. J. Novikoff, 
trans.), The Conversion of Herman the Jew: Autobiography, History, and Fiction in the Twelfth 
Century (Philadelphia and Oxford: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010 [2003]), p. 59. 
 3 
discourse and an intellective endeavour to define institutional and spiritual or 
philosophical identities and group ethics.5  From the vantage of collective thought and 
behaviour, the representation of individual experience arises in the context of ritual 
and repetition; individual voices emerge only from a congregational station and a 
practiced identity (ex officio).6  Self-revelation in conversion discourse was only 
possible within the framework of institution and community. 7   From the testimony of 
named, individual writers, so-called radical honesty about the self contributed to a 
complex political economy of penance, pedagogy, and dramaturgy.8 The course of an 
individual’s moral or spiritual transformation was an aspect of conversion to tradition, 
but individual progress was not the defining endeavour in the tradition’s literature.  
The broader cultural project of conversion discourse is the declaration and recognition 
of a convert’s educative setting as a school for enlightenment.9 
 Bernard’s most famous declaration of self is his description of his life as that 
of “a sort of modern chimaera, neither cleric nor layman (nec clericum gero nec 
laicum).”10  While much academic and confessional discussion has been dedicated to 
                                                
5  Szpiek, Conversion and Narrative, pp. 24-31. 
6  Cf. Martinus B. Pranger, ‘Bernard of Clairvaux: work and self,’ in Mette B. Bruun, ed. The 
Cambridge Companion to the Cistercian Order (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), pp. 
190, 193; idem, The Artificiality of Christianity, p. 246. 
7  Cf. Jean Leclercq, ‘Towards a Sociological Intepretation of the Various Saint Bernards,’ in John R. 
Sommerfeldt, ed. Bernardus Magister: Papers Presented on the Nonacentenary of the Birth of Saint 
Bernard of Clairvaux (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1992), p. 28. 
8 Cf. (On Heloise) Claire Nouvet, ‘The Discourse of the Whore: An Economy of Sacrifice,’ MLN 
[Modern Language Notes] vol. 105, no. 4 (Sept., 1990), pp. 751-54, 756-57, 765-66; Columba Stewart, 
‘Radical Honesty About the Self: The Practice of the Desert Fathers,’ Soborst 12 1990), pp. 27, 30; 
Mark Vessey, ‘History, Fiction, and Figuralism in Book 8 of Augustine’s Confessions,’ in Dale B. 
Martin (with P. C. Miller, eds.), The Cultural Turn in Late Ancient Studies: Gender, Asceticism, and 
Historiography (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2005), pp. 237-38.   
9  Cf. Rebecca S. Norris, ‘Converting to What? Embodied Culture and the Adoption of New Beliefs,’ 
in Andrew Buckser (with Stephen D. Glazier, eds.), The Anthropology of Religious Conversion 
(Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2003), p. 177; Catherine Bell, Ritual: Perspectives and Dimensions 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), pp. 177, 193-94; Szpiek, Conversion and Narrative, p. 95. 
10  Bernard of Clairvaux (to the Carthusians of Portes, ca. 1150), Ep. 250.4, “Tempus est ut non 
obliviscar mei.  Clamat ad vos mea monstruosa vita, mea aerumnosa conscientia.  Ego enim quaedam 
chimaera mei saeculi, nec clericum gero nec laicum.  Nam monachi iamdudum exui conversationem, 
non habitum,” in Jean Leclercq (with H. Rochais, ed.), Sancti Bernardi Opera [hereafter SBOp], 9 
 4 
interpreting his self-description as such, the present reading of this statement is 
advanced specifically according to his congregational situation. The declaration of a 
divided self was central to ascetic and penitential self-representation – what Pranger 
has called the monastic commitment to the idiom of “a miserable life” (“perdite 
vixi”)11 – but it is unlikely that the Cistercian tradition would preserve such a 
statement without it reflecting Bernard’s unity of person and an abiding profession of 
his ascetic goals.12  Indeed Bernard was neither a cleric nor a layman; as a monk and 
penitent, he had become both.  The terms of his self-designation were more 
recognizable to his ascetic readers, in this case both Carthusian elders and Cistercian 
monks.  Elsewhere, and at an earlier time, he had described his professional duties as 
both an abbot and a student to another correspondent, this time a regular canon – he 
described himself as “a debtor to both the wise and the unwise.”13  We posit that an 
enduring aspect of his status in early Cistercian culture was as both an abbot and a 
learner – one who though already learned (“clericum”) was yet ever still subjectively 
“unlettered (‘laicum’).”  
 This reading offers many possibilities about overlooked aspects of his 
relationship to the New Monastery.  His situation in the Cistercian tradition as a 
lifelong conversus (an adult entrant to monasticism) signals the importance of the 
New Monastery’s impact on his self-designation as a learner and leader, at once the 
director of Clairvaux and the ever-dependent disciple of Cîteaux. In surveying the 
                                                                                                                                      
volumes (1957-77, 1998), vol. 8, p. 147; trans. Bruno S. James (with B. M. Kienzle, ed.), Ep. 326, The 
Letters of St Bernard of Clairvaux (Stroud: Burns and Oates, Sutton, 1998 [1953]), p. 402. 
11  Cf. Pranger, ‘Work and self,’ at p. 190. 
12  Cf. Martha G. Newman, ‘Considerations on Life and Death: Medieval Asceticism and the 
Dissolution of the Self,’ Method and Theory in the Study of Religion 21 (2009), pp. 185-86; Robert A. 
Herrera, ‘Augustine: Spiritual Centaur?’ in Frederick van Fleteren (with J. C. Schnaubelt and J. Reino, 
eds.), Augustine: Mystic and Mystagogue (New York: Peter Lang, 1994), p. 161. 
13  Bernard of Clairvaux (to Oger of St.-Nicholas, ca. 1125), Ep. 88.2, “Ego enim, ut verum fatear, 
propter te, mi Ogeri, ipsis meis curis compellor irasci, quamquam in his, teste conscientia, soli caritati 
cupiam deservire, cuius profecto imperio, quia sapientibus et insipientibus debitor sum,” SBOp, vol. 7, 
p. 232; trans. James (Ep. 91), p. 136. 
 5 
terrain of his “Cistercian conversion,” this thesis embeds his early writings and those 
about him within an information ecology of material relevant to the origin of the 
Cistercian tradition itself. By underlining the features of discipleship, ethical learning, 
and the transmission of religious knowledge in the early Cistercian tradition, this 
thesis contributes to an unfinished research corner of early Cistercian studies and 
modern discussion of the early career of Bernard of Clairvaux.14 It submits a model of 
the evolution of the New Monastery into the school that had first trained and would 
ever after claim Brother Bernard as their own. While much has been written about the 
Cistercians’ emphasis on the psychological changes implicit in “making a monk,” this 
thesis submits a reading of the abbot’s early life and works in situations of dialogue 
and intellectual contingency with Cistercian teachings and authorities, and in context 
of the monks’ local history.15 The social meaning of his conversion was not “mere” 
enlightenment but the declaration of his identification as a disciplined subject and 
student of the Cistercian tradition – which was, at the time, still quite recent. 
   
 Bernard from Cîteaux: chimaera, conversus, learner 
 
 In the words of one scholar, “a virtually unknown factor” in the evolution of 
the early twelfth-century Cistercian tradition is the relationship dynamic between 
Bernard of Clairvaux and the second Abbot of Cîteaux, the famous Anglo-Saxon 
                                                
14   Martha G. Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order: Re-assessing the Early Cistercian 
Reform,’ in Christopher M. Bellitto (with L. I Hamilton, eds.), Reforming the Church Before 
Modernity: Patterns, Problems, and Approaches (Aldershot and Burlington: Ashgate, 2005), p. 174; 
David N. Bell, ‘From Molesme to Cîteaux: The Earliest “Cistercian” “Spirituality”,’ Cistercian Studies 
Quarterly, vol. 34, no. 3 (1999), p. 480; cf. J.-B. Auberger, L’unanimité cistercienne primitive: mythe 
ou réalité? (Achel: Commentarii Cistercienses, 1986), pp. 25-41, 257-59, 279-85. 
15  Cf. Martha G. Newman, The Boundaries of Charity: Cistercian Culture and Ecclesiastical Reform, 
1098-1180 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1996), p. 29; Katherine A. Smith, War and the 
Making of Medieval Monastic Culture (Woodbridge: Boydell, 2011), pp. 79-89; Christopher 
Holdsworth, ‘Bernard: Chimera Of His Age?’ in Robert G. Benson (with Eric W. Naylor, eds.), Essays 
in Honor of Edward B. King (Tennessee: The University of South Sewanee Press, 1991), p. 155. 
 6 
expatriate, Stephen Harding (r. 1109-1133; d. 1134).16  Brian McGuire has written 
extensively on the importance of friendship or amicitia in Cistercian culture during 
Bernard’s lifetime; that is, however, chiefly during the years, ca. 1138–ca. 1150, 
which are outside of Stephen’s.17  It is difficult to conceive of Abbot Stephen and 
Abbot Bernard as friends. Their relationship was intellectually and institutionally 
asymmetrical: according to formal roles and a ritualized etiquette, Stephen was 
Bernard’s magister and Bernard was Stephen’s monk-pupil.  And although today 
Bernard is by far the better known between them, in fact it was Stephen – as the 
author of the Cistercians’ law-making Carta Caritatis and the likely editor of the 
early Exordium Parvum – who was the most widely-read Cistercian monk of the 
twelfth century.  The weight of Stephen’s authority as a center of gravity in Cistercian 
beginnings cannot be underestimated.18  Yet, as the subject of the first Cistercian Vita 
and an individual congregant whose writings were preserved as a mirror of Cistercian 
orthodoxy, Bernard was also a center of intellectual gravity, as a learner – he is the 
best known student of Abbot Stephen’s Cîteaux.  His early letters and his first Life 
constitute the earliest detailed record of monastic formation according to the 
Cistercians’ program for ascetic education and socialization. 
 Cistercian spirituality originated in the consuetudinary reform-“order (ordo)” 
of one monastery that became a school.19 The emphasis on caritas in early Cistercian 
intellectuality was of critical significance to both the monks’ institutionalism and 
                                                
16  Brian P. McGuire, The Difficult Saint: Bernard of Clairvaux and His Tradition (Kalamazoo: 
Cistercian Publications, 1991), at p. 24; cf. Constance B. Bouchard, ‘Twelfth-Century Burgundy: The 
Great Unknown?’ in Frances R. Swietek (with J. R. Sommerfeldt, eds.), Studiosorum Speculum: 
Studies in Honor of Louis J. Lekai (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1993), at p. 33.  
17  Brian P. McGuire, Friendship and Community: The Monastic Experience, 350-1250 (Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 2010 [1988]), pp. 251-58, 261, 290, 310-11. 
18   H. E. J. Cowdrey, ‘Stephen Harding and Cistercian Monasticism,’ Cîteaux: Commentarii 
Cistercienses 49 (1998), pp. 214-15; Martha G. Newman, ‘Stephen Harding and the Creation of the 
Cistercian Community,’ Revue Bénédictine 107 (1997), at p. 308.  
19  Michael Casey,’Bernard and the Crisis at Morimond: Did the Order Exist in 1124?’ Cistercian 
Studies Quarterly, vol. 38, no. 2 (2003), p. 141. 
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spirituality, more specifically in its meaning as “care” over “love,” as the operation of 
the transmission of religious knowledge and Christian “love,” through instruction, 
guidance, discipline, and/or mutual revelation.  In accepting the conversions of 
Bernard of Langres and his company (and many others), Stephen’s school (his 
Benedictine workshop for virtue) applied itself to an enduring problem in monastic 
congregationalism.  This was in developing and applying an approach to the co-
existence of ascetic experts and elite-veterans with religious beginners, novices, or 
conversi, as collectively learning penitents living constructively within the one 
community.20  As the later Flemish Cistercian, Gosewin of Bossut (d. 1228) phrased it 
– with more specificity in this meaning than many of Stephen and Bernard’s more 
inexplicit statements – “Caritas is a link; a congenial, wholesome link of mind to 
mind.  Without it, the wealthy are paupers; and with it, paupers are wealthy.”21  The 
authoritative dynamic of the monks’ morally dependent and ethically formative 
discipleship relationships inhered in Cistercian institutionalism through Cîteaux’s 
legal status, via Stephen’s Carta Caritatis, as the organizational center for all of its 
dependent monasteries, schools, shrines, abbots, and students. 
 Bernard himself developed an extensive vocabulary for Cistercian ascetic 
learning, process, and progress, a categorization of monks as learners that he even 
expanded to include the progress of all men.  These he variously described and 
divided into categories, thus: of penitents (paenitentes) or beginners (incipientes, 
initiantes, initiales, intrantes, rudi); advancers (proficientes, progredientes) or 
initiates (initiati); and as the completed (perfecti, consummati), the arrived 
                                                
20  Cf. Conrad Leyser, Authority and Asceticism from Augustine to Gregory the Great (Oxford and 
New York: Clarendon and Oxford University Press, 2000), pp. 101, 125. 
21  Goswin of Bossut, Vita Arnulfi conversi Villariensis, 2.1a, trans. Martinus Cawley, Send Me God: 
The Lives of Ida the Compassionate of Nivelles, Nun of La Ramée, Arnulf, Lay Brother of Villers, and 
Abundus, Monk of Villers, by Goswin of Bossut (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania University Press, 2006 
[2003]),  p. 154. 
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(pervenientes), promoted (prelati, promoti), or persevering (perseverantes).22  Where 
this thesis departs from many other studies of Bernard’s thought and learning is our 
contextualizing his monastic formation within these same stations of intellectual and 
moral dependence, as Cîteaux’s sometime and lifelong conversus, student, and 
learner. His seemingly paradoxical declaration of a chimaerical self drew from and 
contributed to his community’s symbolic economy of institutionalized asymmetry. 
All Cistercian monks were learners; and as such, all Cistercians, including abbots, 
depended on the mercy and education – the caritas – they could expect from and were 
expected to show to their fellows.  As Bernard phrased it in one sermon, “As we are 
debtors of health to the body and of purity to the heart, so [we owe] peace to our 
brother.”23  His rhetoric of chimaerical hybridity enshrined the monks’ pursuit of a 
singleness of identity and purpose among many intellectual alternatives and moral 
opposites, both within and beyond their congregations.24  
 Throughout this dissertation I emphasize the moral contingencies of religious 
education in reform- (and not only monastic) communities.  To be in the state of 
disciplined conversion was to be a learner – unlike Paul of Tarsus, who claimed a 
sudden and spontaneous enlightenment; rather, more like Augustine of Hippo, who 
took up a book and read and discoursed in company.  Conversion process and 
Cistercian caritas alike signal the transmission of literate outlooks and learned social 
behaviours.  As Aelred of Rievaulx’s treatise, the Speculum Caritatis (The Mirror of 
                                                
22  Cf. H.-M. Rochais and R. M. Binont, ‘La collection de textes divers du manuscrit Lincoln 201 et 
saint Bernard,’ cited in Giles Constable, ‘The Orders of Society,’ Three Studies in Medieval 
Religious and Social Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p. 299, and n. 194. 
23  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermones de diversis 16.3, SBOp, vol. 6.1, p. 146.  
24  Cf. Henry Mayr-Harting, “Caritas in St Bernard’s mind…was a concept which virtually demanded 
action beyond the confines of a small monastic circle, because it could be achieved by teaching and 
learning, by analysis and discipline, in theory open to any human being.  It imposed a duty even on 
contemplatives to face the needs of others in the active life,” ‘Two Abbots in Politics: Wala of Corbie 
and Bernard of Clairvaux,’ Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, Fifth Series, vol. 40 (1990), at 
p. 234; Giles Constable, ‘Cluny – Cîteaux – La Chartreuse: San Bernardo e la Diversità delle Forme di 
Vita Religiosa nel XII Secolo,’ in Constable, ed. The Abbey of Cluny: A Collection of Essays to Mark 
the Eleven-Hundredth Anniversary of its Foundation (Berlin: Verlag, 2010 [1975]), pp. 252-53. 
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Charity) began – after prefatory letters by both himself and Abbot Bernard on the 
necessity of humility – “[citing Psalm 103.2] ‘You have unrolled your heavens like a 
scroll, O Lord,’ […] that we may not seek our bread in futile toil but in seeking may 
find, and in finding may feed, and may taste how sweet you are, O Lord.”25  
Bernard’s own abbatial office as the religious superior at Clairvaux emphasised his 
moral dependence on community as a penitent, reflecting a widespread contemporary 
approach to religious superiors as persons in congregations who were “first among 
equals,” with whom they shared their authority.26 
 One important paradigm for this research is the concept of the “discipleship 
community,” an expression coined by Martin Jaffee in an article about the formation 
of Jewish religious-learning circles.  Jaffee stressed that a discipleship community is 
created primarily not on the model of “the psychology of the leader or the follower 
but in the social hierarchy that enables them to discover and enact their [respective] 
roles.”27  The mentor or master (or in Jaffee’s terms, the “sage”) bears a responsibility 
to their disciples that is appropriate to kin; but all affective relationships are 
transferred to the educational setting, the goal of which was the transmission of 
transformative – that is, culturally privileged – knowledge.28  The dynamic of 
communication in discipleship relations is necessarily asymmetrical: “[the] emulation 
                                                
25   Aelred of Rievaulx, Speculum Caritatis 1.1, ‘Extendisti, Domine, sicut pellem coelum tuum…et 
non casso sudore quaeramus panem nostrum, sed quaerentes inueniamus, inuenientes pascamur, et 
gustemus quoniam tu dulcis es, Domine,’ in A. Hoste (with C. H. Talbot, eds.), Aelredi Rievallensis – 
Opera Omnia 1 Opera Ascetica (Turnhout: Brepols, 1971), p. 13; trans. Elizabeth Connor (with C. 
Dumont, ed.), Aelred of Rievaulx – The Mirror of Charity (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1990), 
p. 87; compare Augustine of Hippo, Confessions 1.1, in R. S. Pine-Coffin, trans. Saint Augustine – 
Confessions (London: Penguin, 1961), p. 21.  
26  Giles Constable, ‘The Authority of Superiors in Religious Communities,’ Monks, Hermits and 
Crusaders (London: Variorum, 1988 [1982]), p. 203. 
27  Martin Jaffee, ‘A Rabbinic Ontology of the Written and Spoken Word: On Discipleship, 
Transformative Knowledge, and the Living Texts of Oral Torah,’ Journal of the American Academy of 
Religion, vol. 65, no. 3 (Autumn, 1997), at p. 530. 
28  Jaffee, ‘On Discipleship, Transformative Knowledge, and the Living Texts of Oral Torah,’ p. 530; 
cf. Jean Leclercq, ‘Pedagogie et formation spirituelle du VIe au IXe siècle,’ La scuola nell’Occidente 
Latino dell’alto medioevo, Settimane di studio del centro Italiano di studi sull’alto medioevo 19 (1972), 
pp. 262-63. 
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of the imparter of knowledge is both a primary goal of knowledge and proof of its 
possession.”29  Jaffee’s comments drew the attention of Christine McCann, who has 
explored the implications of discipleship and mentoring relationships in Augustine’s 
letters and sermons.  In McCann’s analysis, Augustine’s Christian education did not 
spontaneously leap from conversion to a singular authority – rather, when writing to 
correspondents, his mentorship was less as his readers’ sole source of knowledge than 
“simply [as] an aid in the process of reading and understanding the Scriptures,” 
together.30  As Michael McCarthy has described, when Augustine’s authority as a 
writer increased, the importance of the people with whom he discoursed became less 
significant to his later readers, and his writings were displaced from their original 
situations in dialogue and contingency.31     
 These emphases on religious learning as the socialization of knowledge seem 
appropriate for the study of learning in cenobitic communities, where, as Adalbert de 
Vogüé has independently described, the vow to observe a disciplined “conversatio 
morum” denoted a dynamic ethic of communication binding the members of a 
Benedictine collective together. 32   Beyond worship, the objective of medieval 
Benedictine discipleship communities was moral progress as the course of an endless 
processus, the lived practice of which was “not to admire great teachings and 
beautiful examples platonically but to force themselves to follow them.”33  The 
concept of the discipleship community is particularly relevant for the study of new 
monastic communities, in which congregants are engaged in a dialogue with the 
                                                
29  Jaffee, ‘On Discipleship, Transformative Knowledge, and the Living Texts of Oral Torah,’ p. 531. 
30  Christine McCann, ‘The Influence of Manichaeism on Augustine of Hippo as a Spiritual Mentor,’ 
Cistercian Studies Quarterly, vol. 44, no. 3 (2009), at p. 263. 
31  Michael C. McCarthy, ‘“We Are Your Books”: Augustine, the Bible, and the Practice of 
Authority,’ Journal of the American Academy of Religion, vol. 75, no. 2 (June, 2007), pp. 346-47. 
32  Adalbert de Vogüé, ‘Saint Benedict and Spiritual Progress: The Author of the Rule between his 
Source and his Biographer,’ Cistercian Studies Quarterly, vol. 34, no. 3 (1999), at p. 288. 
33  de Vogüé, ‘Saint Benedict and Spiritual Progress,’ p. 289. 
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history of their tradition and are also literally writing themselves into Church history 
through accounts such as exordia and vitae, in which contingent events and even 
moral faults acquire ecclesiological and soteriological significance. In early twelfth-
century Cistercian reform-Benedictinism, the abbot was conceived as a learner 
alongside fellow monks, a notion central to both their institutionalism and their 
spirituality.34  The pedagogic role of the living master or “Abba (father)” was 
displaced by the superior authority and the stability of the Benedictine tradition itself 
(that is, as the Cistercians approached it).   As Bernard described of his own moral 
dependence on Abbot Stephen of Cîteaux, “I have so determined to follow always my 
Abbot as master [magistrum] that I may in no way stray from the teaching 
[magisterio] of the Rule.”35  The status of even Stephen as a learner, and the 
foundations of this aspect of the monks’ reform-intellectuality, will occupy our 
attention throughout Chapters Three and Four below.  It is necessary, however, to be 
explicit about how we approach both Bernard’s writings and those about him in early 
Cistercian history, and to state the terms of our approach to his discipleship in context 
of Cistercian beginnings.  
 
 Work and self, cult and history: his early letters and the first Life 
 
 Brian Stock once wrote that Bernard “remains a figure known to all, respected 
by many, and read by few.”36  This point was underlined by Stock’s own near-sole 
                                                
34  Cf. Chrysogonus Waddell, Narrative and Legislative Texts from Early Cîteaux: Latin Text in Dual 
Edition with English Translation and Notes (Cîteaux: Commentarii Cistercienses, 1999), pp. 265-66, 
273.   
35  Bernard of Clairvaux to Adam of Morimond (Feb., 1125), Ep. 7.17, SBOp 7, p. 44; trans. James 
(Ep. 8.17), p. 36; cf. trans. Cowdrey, ‘Stephen Harding and Cistercian Monasticism,’ p. 217. 
36  Brian Stock, ‘Experience, Praxis, Work, and Planning in Bernard of Clairvaux: Observations on the 
Sermones in Cantica,’ in John E. Murdoch (with Edith D. Sylla, eds.), The Cultural Context of 
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reliance on Bernard’s Sermones in Cantica canticorum (a work begun only ca. 1135 
and left unfinished in 1153), as well as the De Consideratione to Pope Eugenius III, 
the last known treatise after The Life of Archbishop Malachy that Bernard penned. 
Stock’s approach is representative of almost all Bernard of Clairvaux scholarship, 
where it is commonly only the abbot’s later or final works that are appealed to, rather 
than the considerable body of material that relativises his status and views among the 
first Cistercians of Burgundy.  To amend Stock’s statement, it is suggested here that 
today it is less a matter of whether Bernard is read than how. Jean Leclercq once 
commented that the study of Bernard’s written works and political career has become 
a sociological problem for historians, and the assessment remains apt.37  The portrait 
of Bernard of Langres submitted here – while addressing only over a decade of his 
Cistercian career, from ca. 1113–ca. 1128 – will without doubt contrast and conflict 
with many prevailing published assumptions and researched resolutions about the 
abbot, based on events and testimonies from his later life. 
 The scope and purpose of the present endeavour is not to contradict studies 
that concern Bernard’s life and career after 1130.  This year saw the outbreak of the 
important nine-year Schism between the Popes Innocent II (d. 1143) and Anaclet II 
(d. 1138), with their respective supporters; the Schism was effectively ended at the 
Second Lateran Council of 1139.38  Both Bernard personally and the Cistercians 
collectively were much changed at the end of these years.  For one, Stephen Harding 
had died, and the leadership of Cîteaux was increasingly clericalized, while Cistercian 
                                                                                                                                      
Medieval Learning: Proceedings of the First International Colloquium on Philosophy, Science, and 
Theology in the Middle Ages – September 1973 (Dordrecht and Boston: D. Reidel, 1975), at p. 222. 
37 Leclercq, ‘Towards a Sociological Interpretation of the Various Saint Bernards,’ at p. 19.  
38  Cf. Mary Stroll, The Jewish Pope: Ideology and Politics in the Papal Schism of 1130 (Leiden and 
New York: E. J. Brill, 1987). 
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houses had expanded far beyond their original Franco-Burgundian borders.39 Bernard 
himself, moreover, was arguably forced to develop a more abstract relationship with 
the Papacy than he had cultivated formerly, in morally changed circumstance after the 
treatment of the Anacletian clergy at Lateran II, the deposition of whom was a major 
breach of the terms of his employment among Innocent’s clergy.40  Bernard’s contacts 
with the Papacy (facilitated through his correspondence with the Chancellor Haimeric 
of Rome) are left unattended in the present study.  This is to privilege and emphasize 
the local situations of his introduction to Cistercianism.  The present study embeds his 
early letters and treatises within the information ecology of Cistercian history and 
ideas, up to ca. 1128.  The sources from this time, in turn, are supported by an appeal 
to comparative and later materials, but only to emphasize enduring themes and 
vocabularies that are relevant to Bernard’s discipleship. 
 Our considerations are complicated by our reliance on William of St.-
Thierry’s Life of Bernard.  This biography was penned as late as ca. 1146-48, before 
Bernard’s death in 1153.  William, who died in 1148, composed an admiring, 
humanistic, and eyewitness portrait of Bernard’s life and early abbacy that covered 
the years from his birth and his conversion up to ca. 1130, as explicitly noted in an 
addendum to the work by a separate author.  The original Life of Bernard was 
absorbed into a much broader hagiographical project that was led by the younger 
monk, Geoffrey of Clairvaux, who was Bernard’s disciple, had never met Stephen 
Harding, and who outlived both William and Bernard by many years.  Geoffrey’s 
appropriation of both William’s work and Bernard’s according to the objective of the 
                                                
39  Cf. Constance B. Bouchard, ‘Twelfth-Century Burgundy: The Great Unknown?’ at p. 41; idem, 
‘Cistercian Ideals versus Reality: 1134 Reconsidered,’ Cîteaux: Commentarii Cistercienses 39 (1988), 
p. 220 
40  Cf. Bernard of Clairvaux (to Pope Innocent II, 1139), Ep. 213, SBOp 8, pp. 73-74; trans. James (Ep. 
283), p. 354; Michael C. Voigts, Letters of Ascent: Spiritual Direction in the Letters of Bernard of 
Clairvaux (Oregon, Pickwick, 2013), pp. 123-29; Stroll, The Jewish Pope, pp. 134-35.   
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latter’s canonization is to be discussed in Chapter One, below.  Because of these 
circumstances, the original work is usually left unattended in modern studies, as if 
scholars are keen to distance its author’s intellectuality from the cult of Saint 
Bernard.41  But some confessional studies have also stressed the independent value of 
the biography as a spiritual treatise and a mirror of early Cistercianism.42  As will be 
seen throughout this thesis, beyond its record of spirituality the Life is also the only 
extant early narrative history concerned with earliest Clairvaux.  The work offers a 
number of important insights on the early spirituality of Cîteaux, as well, particularly 
with respect to the shrine-school’s relationship with both its students and its diocesan 
authorities.   
 It is inevitable that, writing at ca. 1146-48, William projected Cistercian 
values retrospectively in his narrative.43  The Life of Bernard is not an unproblematic 
source-text for Cistercian history, ca. 1113–ca. 1130.  But the text is otherwise also 
quite informative about many obscure and understudied continuities in early 
Cistercian thought and culture that can be traced, if not all the way back to 1098, then 
at least to ca. 1115-18 and thereon, with William an eyewitness presence, audience, 
and reporter.  The framework of our analysis is Cistercian intellectuality as a culture 
in the making; the first Life of Bernard was an important contribution to the collective 
project of Cistercian institutional and philosophical self-definition. It is also both 
intriguing and important that the manuscripts of William’s “first Life,” describing 
                                                
41  Cf. E. Rozanne Elder, ‘Bernard and William of St.-Thierry,’ in Brian P. McGuire, ed. A Companion 
to Bernard of Clairvaux (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2011), at p. 108. 
42  Ambrogio M. Piazzoni, ‘Le premier biographe de Saint Bernard: Guillaume de Saint-Thierry: La 
première partie de la Vita Prima comme œuvre théologique et spirituelle,’ in Patrick Arabeyre, et. al, 
eds. Vies et légendes de Saint Bernard de Clairvaux: creation, diffusion, réception (XIIe-XXe siècles) – 
Actes des Rencontres de Dijon, 7-8 juin 1991 (Brecht and Cîteaux: Commentarii Cistercienses, 1993), 
pp. 14, 18; John J. Conley, ‘The Eremitical Anthropology of William of St. Thierry,’ Cistercian 
Studies Quarterly 25 (1990), pp. 119-20; cf. Leclercq, ‘Towards a Sociological Interpretation of the 
Various Saint Bernards,’ at p. 28. 
43  Cf. Newman, The Boundaries of Charity, p. 24. 
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Bernard’s pre-Cistercian and earliest Cistercian career, were much more widely read 
among circles of regular canons that in houses of monks affiliated with or in the 
provenance of Clairvaux.44  Readers beyond the Cistercians’ formal abbey-schools 
appear to have appreciated William’s Life of Bernard not only as a biography (that is, 
an incomplete biography), but as a study of conversion, and indeed not only Bernard’s 
own.  
 To approach the readership of the Life of Bernard from the vantage of its 
subject’s institutional station as a conversus and a learner allows for a broader 
consideration of enduring ideas in the Cistercian tradition and the Burgundian monks’ 
articulation of an educational norm and an ascetic ethic and orthopraxis.  This thesis 
aims to contribute to still-current pursuits in Cistercian studies in attending, on the 
one hand, the origin of “the ideologies that we associate with the Cistercians,” and on 
the other, the intellectual technologies by which “[religious] institutions sought to 
preserve the nature of individual reform within more abstract organizations.”45  To 
this end, we explore the degree of corroboration between William’s testimony and 
other sources, particularly but not exclusively Bernard’s writings.46  These latter are 
                                                
44  Vide Adriaan H. Bredero – compare MSS: BNL, nouv. acq. 372, fol. 43v-66r (twelfth-century; prov. 
St.-Sauveur d’Eenaeme, O.S.B.), Verdun, Bibl. munic., 62, fol. 137r-184v (twelfth-century; prov. St.-
Vanne de Verdun, O.S.B.), LBM, add. ms. 15621, fol. 106v-163v (twelfth–thirteenth-century, prov. 
Romersdorf (fil. Prémontré)), Mons, Bibl. publique, 30.196, fol. 77r-139v (thirteenth-century, prov. St.-
Feullien (fil. Prémontré)), BNL 5333, fol. 193v-200v (late thirteenth-century, prov. St.-Geneviève 
(regular canons); – and Chalon-sur-Saône, Bibl. munic., 20 (24), fol. 1r-107v (twelfth-century, prov. La 
Ferté), Troyes, Bibl. munic., 888, fol. 12-103r (twelfth-century, prov. Clairvaux), Bodleian MS. e Mus. 
3 (3496), fol. 187v-213r (thirteenth-century, prov. Llanglollen, Wales (fil. Clairvaux)), Chalon-sur-
Saône, Bibl. munic. 6 (5), fol. 24r-60v; 72r-76v (written 1290, prov. Clairvaux), BNL 5370, fol. 1r-77v 
(fourteenth-century, prov. Furness (fil. Clairvaux)), in ‘Études sur la Vita Prima de Saint Bernard (I),’ 
Analecta Sacri Ordinis Cisterciensis 17 (1961), at pp. 19-25. 
45  Janet Burton, ‘Past Models and Contemporary Concerns: The Foundation and Growth of the 
Cistercian Order,’ in Kate Cooper (with J. Gregory, eds.), Revival and Resurgence in Christian 
History, Studies in Church History 44 (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2008), at p. 28; and Newman, 
‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ at p. 179, respectively. 
46  Cf. W. E. Goodrich, ‘The Reliability of the Vita Prima S. Bernardi – the Image of Bernard in Book 
1 of the Vita Prima and His Own Letters: A Comparison,’ Analecta Cisterciensia 43 (1987), at p. 157; 
Michael Casey, ‘Toward a Methodology for the Vita Prima: Translating the First Life into Biography,’ 
in John R. Sommerfeldt, ed. Bernardus Magister: Papers Presented on the Nonacentenary of the Birth 
of Saint Bernard of Clairvaux (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1992), at p. 67. 
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treated as an unambiguously intellectually dependent body of Cistercian literature, 
composed within the same period of years as Cîteaux’s central early narrative and 
legislative texts.  Pre-eminent among these are Bernard’s letters, which material form 
of communication could encompass not only brief letters (in modum epistolarem) but 
also treatises of such length as to be considered a sermon-discourse (sermo) or a book 
(librum).47  As is explicitly testified in a late twelfth-century edition of Bernard’s 
work preserved at Signy (Charleville MS 67), both the abbot’s short and long 
epistolae, his Homilies on the Virgin, and his treatises On the Steps of Humility and 
Pride and In Praise of the New Knighthood were considered co-equal in a manuscript 
that was presenting its readers with a Cistercian doctrinal portfolio.48   
 Letter-writing and the preservation of letters were activities that were tied to 
many broader intellectual projects, and advisory and administrative duties.49  The 
collection and preservation of Bernard’s letters and treatises, alongside other samples 
of early Cistercian literature (including William’s mid-twelfth-century Life of 
Bernard), signal an important early practice among the early Cistercians and many 
other communities that admired them.  This was their delineation of a specifically 
Cistercian educative and ascetic outlook, in explicit comparison with other forms of 
religious and secular life.  The collection of Bernard’s letters constituted a “speculum 
ecclesiae” that privileged professional station within the Church over chronological 
                                                
47  Cf. Bernard of Clairvaux, De praecepto et dispensatione 20.61, “Liber, si iudicetis, non epistola 
censeatur,” SBOp, vol. 3, p. 294. 
48  Cf. Jean Leclercq, ‘Notes sur la tradition des épîtres de S. Bernard,’  Recueil d’Études sur Saint 
Bernard et ses écrits 3 (Rome: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1969), pp. 308-10. 
49  Giles Constable, ‘Dictators and Diplomats in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries: Medieval 
Epistolography and the Birth of Modern Bureaucracy,’ Dumbarton Oaks Papers, vol. 46: Homo 
Byzantinus: Papers in Honor of Alexander Kazhdan (1992), at p. 38; John Van Engen, ‘Letters, 
Schools, and Written Culture in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries,’ in Johannes Fried, Dialektik und 
Rhetorik im früheren und hohen Mittelalter: Rezeption, Überliferung und gesellschaftliche Wirkung 
antiker Gelehrsamkeit vornehmlich im 9. und 12. Jahrhundert (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 1997), pp. 
102-3. 
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order; the only exception was the historical succession of Popes.50 It has been the task 
of modern historians and editors to restore Bernard’s letters to an approximate (and 
still tentative) chronology, the revised order of which is presented in Appendix II, 
below.51  Appendix I presents the order and dates for early Cistercian literature, 
Bernard’s treatises, and key letters and sermons from ca. 1113–ca. 1135, as a 
representation of the place of the letters within a broad and diverse ecology.  
 This thesis will extract a “conversion discourse” from works as diverse as the 
Exordium Parvum, Bernard’s In laude de Novae Militae (for example), and many of 
the latter’s lesser-known or little-studied epistolae, as well of course from the first 
Life of Bernard.  Conversion discourse is implicit and at the heart of these texts, and 
situates Bernard’s career within an arena of local spiritual and institutional history 
that constitutes an early and neglected chapter of the history of the first Cistercians.52  
By exploring the theme of institutionalized asymmetry and hierarchies of knowledge 
– of the transmission of tradition between elders and disciples over the course of not 
one but multiple generations – this thesis does not disengage Bernard from twelfth-
century confessional euhemerism and Cistercian mythmaking, as Bredero 
endeavoured to.53   Rather, and as stated above, according to the logic of conversion 
discourse the record of Bernard’s career was embedded in the information ecology of 
                                                
50  Jean Leclercq, ‘Recherches sur la collection des épîtres de saint Bernard,’ Cahiers de civilisation 
médiévale, vol. 14, no. 3 (1971), pp. 214-15; Bernard McGinn, ‘The spiritual teaching of the early 
Cistercians,’ The Cistercian Order, pp. 224-25; G. L. J. Smerillo, ‘Caritas in the Initial Letters of St. 
Bernard,’ in M. Basil Pennington, Saint Bernard of Clairvaux: Studies Commemorating the Eigth 
Centenary of His Canonization (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1977), p. 119. 
51  Jean Leclercq, ‘Lettres de S. Bernard: Histoire ou Littérature?’ Recueil d’Études sur Saint Bernard 
et ses écrits 4 (Rome: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1987), pp. 156-69, 180-83. 
52  Cf. Jean-A. Lefèvre, ‘Saint Robert de Molesme dans l’opinion monastique du XIIe et du XIIIe 
siècle,’ Analecta Bollandiana 74 (1956), p. 81; Constable, ‘Cluny – Cîteaux – La Chartreuse,’ p. 242; 
Bede K. Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux (Washington D.C.: Cistercian 
Publications, 1972). 
53  Cf. Adriaan H. Bredero, Bernard of Clairvaux: Between Cult and History (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 
1996 [1993]), esp. pp. 3-9; idem, ‘St Bernard and the Historians,’ in Pennington, ed. Saint Bernard of 
Clairvaux, pp. 29-33; idem, ‘The Conflicting Interpretations of the Relevance of Bernard of Clairvaux 
to the History of His Own Time,’ Cîteaux: Commentarii Cistercienses 31 (1980), p. 54. 
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early Cistercian thought and culture, not as one isolated subject but as a link in a chain 
of inherited and evolving intellectuality.54   
 The most radically unfamiliar text by Bernard that we study is his critically 
understudied collection of sententiae.  In fact, our reliance on these makes a 
significant departure from normative Bernard of Clairvaux studies.  The abbot’s 
“sentences” – like his letters, both brevis and longior – have never been treated 
independently to his sermons, though they are an important record of not only his 
teachings but also his learned arrangement of knowledge.55  They are not dependent 
on any single one of his treatises; by contrast, they appear to have informed many, in 
a manner akin to Anselm of Laon, William of Champeaux-Chalon, Peter Abelard, and 
Hugh of St.-Victor’s reliance on their own or others’ collections.56  Although the 
tradition of sentence-collection encouraged student-theologians to take an 
independent view to their own masters, the existence of Bernard’s sententiae testifies 
to a training in thought and method that explicitly signals his role as their author – as 
a writer and/or “sentence-speaker” – who was Cîteaux’s student.57  Like his “diverse 
sermons,” the Sentences were probably collected by Geoffrey or a team of scribes at 
Clairvaux. Rochais believed that the sententiae illustrate the evolution of Bernard’s 
spoken dicta and sermones and his written, literary sermons – however, the sententiae 
                                                
54  Cf. Webb Keane, ‘From Fetishism to Sincerity: On Agency, the Speaking Subject, and their 
Historicity in the Context of Religious Conversion,’ Comparative Studies in Society and History, vol. 
39, no. 4 (Oct., 1997), p. 690; Richard Bauman and Charles L. Briggs, ‘Poetics and Performance as 
Critical Perspectives on Language and Social Life,’ Annual Review of Anthropology, vol. 19 (1990), 
pp. 68, 75. 
55  Cf. Marcia Colish, ‘The Sentence Collection and the Education of Professional Theologians in the 
Twelfth Century,’ in Nancy Van Deusen, ed. The Intellectual Climate of the Early University: Essays 
in Honor of Otto Gründler (Kalamazoo: Western Michigan University Press, 1997), p. 2. 
56  Cf. Constant J. Mews, ‘The Sententie of Peter Abelard,’ Recherches de théologie ancienne et 
médiévale 53 (1986), pp. 155, 163. 
57  Colish, ‘The Sentence Collection,’ p. 19. 
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do not have a liturgical function.58 Rochais has examined the three chief manuscripts 
that preserve the tripartite sequencing of the Sententiae, and although the dating of the 
individual sentences (numbering 357, in total) is nearly impossible to determine with 
precision, the texts remain to be cross-examined with Bernard’s treatises, on which 
they appear to have exerted a certain role (it is unlikely that the treatises or sermons 
subsequently inspired the sententiae).  
 Although the speculative nature of the point must be stressed, this peculiarity 
about the Sententiae suggests that they occupy a place of priority in the educational 
and compositional history of Bernard’s career. Spanning meditationes, parabolae, 
seeming soliloquy, and also sometimes extremely short but revealing dicta, the 
sententiae appear to offer a comparatively raw insight into Bernard’s soteriology. In 
Chapter Four, it will be proposed that their likely source of inspiration was the 
eremitical moral literature composed at La Grande Chartreuse, indeed around the time 
of Bernard’s early abbacy.  While our research throughout many varied linguistic and 
interactional situations in studying Bernard’s conversion will depart, sometimes quite 
far, from the Cistercian history many readers are accustomed to, our endeavour is ever 
to target, contain, and explain his perennially relevant institutional chimaerism.  As 
the support for a learner and a leader, a litteratus and conversus, the conversion 
discourse that created Bernard of Cîteaux–Clairvaux was ever between cult and 
history, in multiply contingent situations that attended his “becoming Cistercian.”   
 
 
 
 
                                                
58  H.-M. Rochais, ‘Enquête sur les sermons divers et les sentences de Saint Bernard,’ Analecta Sacri 
Ordinis Cisterciensis, vol. 18 (1962), at p. 9. 
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 Rites of institution: Bernard’s conversion and Cistercian beginnings 
  
 Cistercian conversion discourse inherited and translated the early 
congregation’s pursuit of a moral and confessional conversio of habits and station, an 
ethos rooted in the New Monastery’s very foundation in 1098, at the twilight of the 
reform-minded eleventh century.  The Novum Monasterium was founded as the 
soteriological project of a group of monks from the abbey of Molesme (dioc. 
Langres).59  The exact circumstances attending their departure from Molesme to 
found their New Monastery in the diocese of Chalon remain unclear; it is probable 
that debates about the reform of monastic life became argumentative, and perhaps the 
original cause lies in the abbey’s social composition between monk-elders and 
inexperienced recruits (and/or culturally illiterate conversi; that is, former clerics, 
laymen, and militiamen).60  The study of Molesme abbey (f. 1075) and its early 
history is crucial to a balanced understanding of the origins of Cîteaux and the local – 
admittedly obscure but vitally relevant – family connections that link Bernard to the 
history of the two abbeys.  As a novice, he was the third-generation heir of the 
Benedictine spirituality and directorship of Abbot Robert of Molesme (d. 1111), and 
at the same time he was the first articulate monastic pupil of early Cîteaux.  
Ultimately, he converted to the way of life (conversatio) of ex-Molesme monks from 
Langres, based in Chalon, who sent him back to Langres in 1115 to direct Cîteaux’s 
own “new monastery” there, that is, Clairvaux. 
 The first Cistercians sought to enhance elements of Benedictine Christianity 
that they claimed were the oldest and most authentic.  They derived their sense of 
                                                
59  Bell, ‘From Molesme to Cîteaux,’ p. 480. 
60  Cf. Constance H. Berman, ‘Distinguishing Between the Humble Peasant Lay Brother and Sister, 
and the Converted Knight in Medieval Southern France,’ in Emilia Jamroziak (with J. Burton, eds.), 
Religious and Laity in Western Europe, 1000-1400: Interaction, Negotiation, and Power (Turnhout: 
Brepols, 2006), pp. 263. 
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moral purpose from their reading and teaching the ethics of the Benedictine Rule. As 
a “textual community” they were institutionally and intellectually oriented around 
their reading and interpreting the Rule.61  In idea and practice, many features of their 
approach reflected the penitential, zealous, and reform-minded ambitions of the late 
eleventh century, and not only within monastic culture.62  The Cistercians’ collective 
emphases on penance, poverty, obedience, and humility were moral values that are 
key to situating Bernard of Cîteaux–Clairvaux firmly within, and as one 
representative of, the vitality of the Benedictine tradition in the early twelfth 
century.63  His becoming a Cistercian Benedictine causes us to be more precise in our 
approach, particularly with respect to the cultural features that are here interpreted as 
crucial to his monastic formation.  This thesis has introduced the subject by way of 
the abbot’s declaration of a chimaerical self, but there are many other interpretive 
paradigms that are relevant to the present study.   
 Bernard learned his monastic way of life as a conversus, that is, an adult 
entrant to monastic life.  He had been an urban cleric from the school of St.-Vorles in 
the township of Châtillon-sur-Seine (Langres).64  His already literate intellectuality 
was adapted to the Cistercians’ penitential, regular asceticism.  To discuss his 
                                                
61  Cf. Brian Stock, The Implications of Literacy: Written Language and Models of Interpretation in 
the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983), pp. 403-54, esp. p. 
410; Derek Baker, ‘Crossroads and Crises in the Later Eleventh Century,’ in Baker, ed. The Church in 
Town and Countryside, Studies in Church History 16 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1979), p. 139; W. E. 
Goodrich, ‘The Cistercian Founders and the Rule: Some Reconsiderations,’ Journal of Ecclesiastical 
History, vol. 35, no. 3 (July, 1984), p. 362. 
62  Cf. Adriaan H. Bredero, ‘The Early Cistercians and the Old Monasticism,’ in David Loades, ed. The 
End of Strife: Papers selected from the proceedings of the Colloquium of the Commission 
Internationale d’Histoire Ecclésiastique Comparée held a the University of Durham 2 to 9 September 
1981 (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1982), at p. 181; David N. Bell, ‘From Molesme to Cîteaux,’ p. 480. 
63 Cf. John Van Engen, ‘The “Crisis of Cenobitism” Reconsidered: Benedictine Monasticism in the 
Years 1050-1150,’ Speculum, vol. 61, no. 2 (Apr., 1986), p. 273; Derek Baker, ‘‘The Whole World a 
Hermitage’: Ascetic Renewal and the Crisis of Western Monasticism,’ in Marc A. Meyer, ed. The 
Culture of Christendom: Essays in Medieval History in Commemoration of Denis L. T. Bethell 
(London and Rio Grande: Hambledon Press, 1993), p. 211. 
64  Cf. Berman, ‘Distinguishing Between the Humble Peasant Lay Brother and Sister,’ 270; Jean 
Leclercq, ‘Introduction,’ in G. R. Evans, trans. and ed., Bernard of Clairvaux: Selected Works (New 
York: Paulist Press, 1987), p. 16. 
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conversion is to speak of his monastic education as a re-introduction to Christianity, 
and as his learning and articulating the Cistercians’ group ethos, which was a 
burgeoning new tradition with a unique moral syntax and institutional vocabulary 
even among contemporary Benedictines. The literature that he produced as an 
abbatial conversus contributed to and empowered the Cistercians’ developing sense of 
social meaning.  In particular he inherited the monks’ long-lived emphasis on 
conversion within their culture and the comparison of multiple moralities.65  The 
emphasis on his syncretic investiture as an abbot and a learner permits us to speak of 
the Clairvaux community as one “discipleship community” under (and indeed in 
partnership with) Cîteaux.  This affects more than our reading of his works.  The first 
Life of Bernard was more than “mere” hagiography, for example – it was a collective 
biography, and also a Cistercian foundation narrative, a work comparable to Cîteaux’s 
Exordium Parvum and other historiographical enterprises.66  Not only Bernard’s 
writings but many others contributed to the Cistercians’ self-consciously-created 
conversion discourse.   
 The density of Cîteaux’s influence and intervention in Bernard’s and 
William’s texts (and others) is evident through the shrine-school’s authorship of many 
definitional discourses and “true meanings.”  The legislated school of Stephen 
Harding is well known for having endorsed only some discourses and practices and 
for excluding others.67  In Chapter Four, covering the years ca. 1115-25, we focus on 
                                                
65  Cf. Richard Valanatasis, ‘Constructions of Power in Asceticism,’ Journal of the American Academy 
of Religion, vol. 63, no. 4 (Winter, 1995), pp. 790-91, 796-97, 800; Newman, ‘Considerations on Life 
and Death,’ pp. 185-86. 
66  Cf. Elizabeth Freeman, ‘What Makes a Monastic Order?  Issues of Methodology in The Cistercian 
Evolution,’ Cistercian Studies Quarterly, vol. 37, no. 4 (2002), pp. 439-40; idem, ‘Aelred of Rievaulx’s 
De bello standarii: Cistercian Historiography and the Creation of Community Memories,’ Cîteaux 49 
(1998), p. 14. 
67  Talal Asad, Genealogies of Religion: Discipline and Reasons of Power in Christianity and Islam 
(Baltimore and London: John Hopkins University Press, 1993), at p. 44; Wim Verbaal, ‘Cistercians in 
dialogue: bringing the world into the monastery,’ The Cistercian Order, pp. 238-40; cf. James B. 
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these themes exclusively through the dynamic between Cîteaux and Clairvaux and 
neglect, for reasons of space, the controversy surrounding the discipline of Morimond 
(ca. 1115-25), and the related matter of the first Cistercian “apostates” (like Robert of 
Clairvaux).68   Bernard’s ideational kinship with Cîteaux and Molesme presents 
enough important material to discuss the early Cistercians’ conversion discourse.  In 
contrast with much current scholarship on Bernardine subjectivities, this thesis will 
also not fixate on his “rhetorical epistemology” as a learner and conversus–writer and 
preacher.69  Nor will this thesis detail potential psychological reasons pertaining to the 
question of “Why did Bernard become a monk?”70  Contra McGuire, the fear of Hell 
remains a relevant consideration, among others, since this motivating emotion situates 
the abbot securely within a learned, moral idiom; as professed literalists of the Rule of 
Benedict all Cistercians had many occasions to think of judgement and damnation.71 
This thesis will primarily explore the social, exegetical, and apologetical nuances of 
Bernard’s religious identifications, and the present interpretations will emphasize the 
                                                                                                                                      
Williams, ‘Working for Reform: Acedia, Benedict of Aniane, and the Transformation of Working 
Culture in Carolingian Monasticism,’ in Richard G. Newhauser (with S. J. Ridyard, eds.), Sin in 
Medieval and Early Modern Culture: The Tradition of the Seven Deadly Sins (York: York Medieval 
Press, 2012), pp. 8-14; Elizabeth A. Clark, Reading Renunciation: Asceticism and Scripture in Early 
Christianity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999), at p. 205. 
68  Cf. Casey, ‘Bernard and the Crisis of Morimond,’ pp. 125ff; Brian P. McGuire, ‘Bernard’s Concept 
of a Cistercian Order: Vocabulary and Context,’ Cîteaux: Commentarii Cistercienses  54 (2003), pp. 
226-29; Christopher Holdsworth, ‘The Early Writings of Bernard of Clairvaux,’ Cîteaux: Commentarii 
Cistercienses 45 (1994),  pp. 27-28. 
69  Cf. Pranger, ‘Work and self,’ pp. 87-89; idem, Bernard of Clairvaux and the Shape of Monastic 
Thought: Broken Dreams (Leiden, New York, and Cologne: E. J. Brill, 1994); Natalie B. van Kirk, 
‘Finding One’s Way Through a Maze of Language: Rhetorical Usages that Add Meaning in Saint 
Bernard’s Style(s),’ Cistercian Studies Quarterly, vol. 42, no. 1 (2007), pp. 31-35; Luke Anderson, 
‘The Rhetorical Epistemology in Saint Bernard’s Super Cantica,’ Bernardus Magister, pp. 97-104. 
70  Brian P. McGuire, ‘Bernard’s Life and Works: A Review,’ A Companion to Bernard of Clairvaux, 
pp. 26-27. 
71  Cf. Peter Dinzelbacher, Bernhard von Clairvaux.  Leben und Werk des berühmten Zisterziensers 
(1998), cited in McGuire, ‘Bernard’s Life and Works,’ p. 26, n. 45; Terrence G. Kardong, ‘Saint 
Benedict and the Twelfth-Century Reformation,’ Cistercian Studies Quarterly, vol. 36, no. 3 (2001), p. 
296; James France, Medieval Images of Bernard of Clairvaux (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 
2007), esp. pp. 279-306; André Borias, ‘Dominus et Deus dans la Règle de Saint Benoît,’ Revue 
Bénédictine 79 (1969), p. 419.  
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moral contingencies of his education that illuminate this approach to early Cistercian 
conversion discourse. 
 As stated, the study of early Cîteaux as a school prompts questions about a 
specifically Cistercian education and an order of inherited knowledge; not their 
concept of themselves as an Order but their approach to coaching students with an 
“ordered charity.”72  Caritas encompassed the monks’ sense of a social destiny and 
their soteriological “statutory assignation (‘noblesse oblige’)” – it united all Cistercian 
elders, abbots, monks, and learning conversi within intellectual and cultural horizons 
that were authoritatively assigned to them and that they were “made to recognize.”73 
The unanimous, conscientious effort that is evident throughout early Cistercian 
literature is the record of a successful, durable, ordered, and regular ascetic 
professionalism that was responsive to specific educational needs and situations. Both 
Bernard’s preserved expressions of self and the record of his religious behaviours 
were, as specimens of Cistercian literature, the outcome of an ethic and etiquette of 
the revealed group self as a self submitted to judgement.74  His varied performances 
of not why he was a monk but rather how, whether, and how far he had become (or 
was becoming) “Cistercian” is the setting in which both his learning discourse and 
Cîteaux’s authority were mutually empowered. 
 As an institution and a school, indeed the heart of a new religious movement 
(for which Bernard unfairly takes much of the credit), Cîteaux was also bound with 
him and other students to a broader project, namely, of publicly defining its 
relationship to ecumenism and to Church history.  The Cistercians’ recourse to 
                                                
72  Cf. Bell, ‘From Molesme to Cîteaux,’ p. 480. 
73  Pierre Bourdieu (with G. Raymond and M. Adamson, trans.), ‘Rites of Institution,’ Language and 
Symbolic Power (Cambridge: Polity, 1991), pp. 119-23; Sally Moore, Law as Process: 
Anthropological Perspectives (London and Boston: Routledge and K. Paul, 1978), pp. 32-37. 
74  Philip Rousseau, ‘Knowing Theodoret: Text and Self,’ The Cultural Turn in Late Ancient Studies, 
pp. 285-89; Schmitt, The Conversion of Herman the Jew, pp. 53-59; Goodrich, ‘The Reliability of the 
Vita Prima S. Bernardi,’ p. 179. 
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doctrinal authority and their obedience to authorities in the persons of their Bishops is 
another important key element of their doctrinal creativity, of how they structured the 
publicity of their teachings and methods, and – ever importantly – how they defended 
their public presence and activities.75  The burden of their efforts and the imperative 
that they conform to an ecumenical conservatism was shared among many other new 
religious groups between the eleventh and twelfth centuries, with varying degrees of 
success.  Before approaching the specific terms and situations of Cistercian 
beginnings in Burgundy (both congregational and ideational), Chapter Two will study 
the symbols of institution that were developed among the eleventh-century Fonte 
Avellanesi (who first taught Peter Damian his Benedictinism), the twelfth-century 
Grandmontines of the Auvergnat, and the Augustinian Premonstratensians (or 
“Norbertines”) of Saxony and Laon.  All of these similarly new groups shared with 
the Cistercians an emphasis on mutual aid, defined affiliations, and prolonged 
associations – inter-communally, and with patrons, teachers, and superiors – as key to 
their expressions of disciplined identity and a sense of congregational purpose.76   
 The first Chapter will deconstruct the legend of Saint Bernard.  By this, it is 
not meant that he will be de-canonized; rather, the terms of his relevance in Cistercian 
history will be relativized between William of St.-Thierry’s original Life of Bernard, 
the text’s subsequent career, and the occultation of Bernard of Cîteaux–Clairvaux in 
the earliest Cistercian narrative history, the Exordium Parvum.  The second Chapter 
surveys the relevant terms and concepts, and the limits of creativity, in conversion 
discourse, and the intellectual and moral contingencies of the transformation of new 
religious communities into formal religious (cenobitic) teaching institutions.  Points 
                                                
75  Jamie Hubbard, ‘Embarrassing Superstition, Doctrine, and the Study of New Religious 
Movements,’ Journal of the American Academy of Religion, vol. 66, no. 1 (Spring, 1998), pp. 62, 87. 
76  Cf. Philip Rousseau, ‘Orthodoxy and the Coenobite,’ in Elizabeth A. Livingstone, ed. Studia 
Patristica 30: Biblica et Apocrypha, Ascetica, Liturgica (Louven: Peeters, 1997), pp. 251, 258. 
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of common concordance, of similarity of circumstance, and/or relevant pressures and 
failures faced by such communities are examined through the examples of the Fonte 
Avellanesi, the Grandmontines, and the Magdeburg Premonstratensians.  Conversion 
discourse is addressed with similarly comparative detail in Chapter Three, which 
describes the late eleventh- and earliest twelfth-century background of Cîteaux and of 
Bernard of Langres’ conversion.  Conversion and the mores of Benedictines were 
central to earliest Molesme–Cîteaux spiritual culture.  The discipleship of Bernard of 
Cîteaux is encountered the most directly in Chapter Four, which for the most part is 
concerned with his abbacy at Clairvaux.  He remained ever under the guidance and 
directorship of Cîteaux, Abbot Stephen, and Stephen’s superiors. 
 The institution-building practices of Cîteaux and Clairvaux are revealed 
throughout the texture of perspectives between William’s Life of Bernard, the 
literature of both Cîteaux and Molesme, and certain significant letters and treatises 
that Bernard wrote during the period ca. 1115/16–ca. 1128/29.  As stated above, the 
scope of the evidence analysis will be limited to the explication of conversion 
discourse in context of community and role identification(s). Like the body of 
materials to be discussed in Chapter Two, the Cistercian–Claraevallian evidence 
discussed throughout Chapters Three and Four demonstrates an articulate and explicit 
attention by the monks to the importance of moral contingency and ethical 
comparison in religious schooling.  The most important known early example of their 
concern for the proper care of their students in this regard relates directly to Bernard’s 
career, in the evident effort undertaken by Stephen Harding (and others) to ensure that 
the young monk not unwittingly suicide through extreme asceticism.  This grisly 
history at early Clairvaux spotlights the Cistercians’ early and creative negotiation 
with individidual religiosity and collective meaning, and the varied symbols of 
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investiture and categorization (from kategorein, “to accuse publicly,” which important 
root was pointed out by Bourdieu).77  To account for Bernard’s discipleship even 
while he was the famous Abbot of Clairvaux is to inquire of our sources what it once 
meant to be a twelfth-century Cistercian during the period of the tradition’s earliest 
history. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
                                                
77  Bourdieu, ‘Rites of Institution,’ p. 121. 
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1. 
THE FIRST LIFE, THE FIRST LIFE, AND CISTERCIAN BEGINNINGS 
 
 
 
    This thesis emphasizes Bernard of Clairvaux’s situation as a lifelong disciple 
of Cîteaux and an ascetic student-conversus in the Cistercian tradition, even if he did 
become a seemingly autonomous monastic magister.  This Chapter will explore the 
foundations of the belief that Bernard was the great teacher and for some the creator 
of Cistercian culture, its ethos and discipline, when it was rather the case – as the 
Cistercians themselves were at pains to point out – that he was their student, or 
disciple (conversus).  The issue is problematized by the fact that Bernard was 
canonized as a saint.  Saints are not traditionally esteemed as fallible persons in 
confessional thought.  They represent the structural condition of the institutions and 
communities from which they come, that is, within which their cult is upheld.  Saints 
are a reified representation of corporate action and moral possibility.  Such was what 
Benedict of Nursia represented for the first Cistercians, and to all Benedictines in 
history.1  Early Cîteaux did not produce Saint Bernard; but it did produce the abbot-
                                                
1 Cf. Jacques Dubois and Geneviève Renaud, ‘Influence des Vies de saints sur le development des 
institutions,’ in Hagiographie Cultures et Sociétiés IVe-XIIe siècles: Actes du Colloque organisé à 
Nanterre et à Paris (2-5 mai 1979), Centre de Recherches sur l’Antiquité tardive et le Haut Moyan 
Age, Université de Paris X (Paris: Études Augustiniennes, 1981), pp. 501-3. 
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ascetic whom others then received as a saint or holy person, which perceptions have 
been reinforced by historians and commentators long after Bernard’s lifetime. 
 Bernard himself was aware that what he meant or represented to others was 
not the same as that which he believed himself to be.  The image of Bernard of 
Clairvaux in the minds of contemporaries and admirers was beyond his control, in 
which circumstance his situation is somewhat unenviable.  “Do not be surprised if I 
am frightened at the titles of honour you give me when I do not feel worthy of the 
honours themselves,” he wrote to Abbot Rainald of Foigny,  “It may indeed be 
becoming that you should give them to me, but it is not fitting that I would agree to 
them.”2  As Goodrich observed, it is impossible to assert that Bernard welcomed the 
role others assigned to him as a vas electionis.3  Indeed, the abbot’s letters are littered 
with the very opposite – his denial of being that which others hoped or intended him 
to be: “I am conscious that what you honour and respect in me is not what I am but 
what I am believed to be,” he wrote to Cardinal Deacon Peter of Rome, ca. 1126; “I 
do not want you to trust too much to my reputation.”4  It may well have been with 
himself in mind that he composed the short sentence, reading thus, “The prophet 
urges his donkey with two spurs: shame, that he may not be disgraced in this world; 
and fear, that he may not be punished eternally.”5  The Abbot of Clairvaux never 
signed his letters or identified himself as “holy Bernard.”  One of his most repeated 
addresses of introduction was, rather, “Bernard, styled [or called] Abbot of Clairvaux 
                                                
2  Bernard of Clairvaux (to Abbot Rainald of Foignym ca, 1121-22), Ep. 72.1, “Primo ne mireris si 
terrear dignitatis nominibus, dum me ipsis sentiam rebus indignum.  Et te quidem decet ut facis, sed 
mihi assentire non expedit,” SBOp 7, p. 175; trans. James, (Ep. 75.1), p. 103. 
3  Goodrich, ‘The Reliability of the Vita Prima S. Bernardi,’ p. 166. 
4  Bernard of Clairvaux (to Cardinal Peter of Rome, ca. 1126) Ep. 18.1, 4, “Gaudeo quidem de gratia; 
sed temperat, fateor, pro tanto favore laetitiam, quod eumdem mihi favorem non opus, sed opinio 
acquisierit.  Pudet nimirum granditer exsultare, cum sentio in me venerari vel diligi, non quidem quod 
sum, sed quod putor…nolo vos de me incertae famae nimis credulum esse,” SBOp 7, p. 66, 68; trans. 
James, (Ep. 19.1, 4), p. 52, 54.   
5  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 2.99, “Duo sunt calcaria, quibus urget propheta asinum sua: pudor, 
ne temporaliter polluatur; timor, ne aeternaliter puniatur,” SBOp 6-2, p. 43; trans. Swietek, p. 161. 
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(Bernardus, abbas dictus de Claravalle),” which styling or titling he professed in the 
institutional sense of his being a Cistercian. This Chapter explores the way that 
Bernard has been “styled” by others, before turning to such as he explicitly admitted, 
his fashioning by the discipline of Cîteaux. 
 
 Saints and Sainthood 
 
 As a saint, Bernard is jettisoned into a realm of agency that is difficult for 
most modern historians to accept.  The line between secular humanism, folklore and 
the supernatural, modern faith, and the confession of ancient and medieval traditions 
becomes blurred.  It is thus necessary to determine what meaning is attached to the 
concept of sainthood as it applies to Bernard in history and historiography. This 
section will approach his sainthood within three levels of reference.  First will be a 
consideration of the new ways in which he is being thought about amongst modern 
scholars of Cistercian and medieval cultural history.  What follows will be a 
discussion of the context of his canonization and his metamorphoses from abbot to 
saint into the man whom researchers encounter today, whether the ontologies implied 
by his canonization are accepted or not.  The last segment will explore the genre of 
the saint’s Life itself. Bernard has been at the center of many intersections of culture 
and belief that distort the record of possibilities in his life as investigated presently (at 
ca. 1111 – ca. 1128).  The evaluations discussed below will show how the 
continuators or “bricoleurs” to his reputation have contributed to a number of 
problematic evaluations of his career in modern discussions.   
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 Changing perspectives:  Bernard the miracle-worker 
 
 There is some irony to the fact that the post-medieval Bernard has never been 
so esteemed as a miracle-worker as he became in the late twentieth century.  Bredero 
and Leclercq – both now deceased, but without doubt the two great Bernard of 
Clairvaux scholars of the twentieth century – did not reject the abbot’s sainthood but 
nonetheless fundamentally rejected the historical seriousness of his healings and 
exorcisms, mostly effected during the high period of his political career.  
Unquestionably for those in his time who could not access his Latin, the abbot’s 
reputation as a miracle-worker was well known and endeared him to many; not only 
preaching but also miracles and blessings were ever a feature of his public 
ecclesiastical engagements.  For Bredero and Leclercq, Bernard’s cloistered, 
monastic, and sagacious sainthood took priority because it was promoted and 
validated by literate, cultured contemporaries and many of similar vocation long 
afterwards. More recent research into the abbot’s life and career has been more 
receptive to approaches based in social anthropology and has moved beyond the 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century scholarship that was these scholars’ 
inheritance.  
 The pioneer researcher of this aspect of Bernard’s career was Benedicta Ward.  
Besides the treatment of his miracles in her study, Miracles and the Medieval Mind 
(1982), and for a long time afterwards, there was no discussion of Bernard as a 
miracle-worker in orthodox currents of modern Cistercian and more generally, 
monastic and secular historiography.6  Christopher Holdsworth relates that when the 
Québécois doctoral candidate André Picard announced at Kalamazoo that he was 
                                                
6  Benedicta Ward, Miracles and the Medieval Mind: Theory, Record, and Event, 1000-1215 (London: 
Scolar Press, 1982), at pp. 175-84. 
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working on the accounts of Bernard’s miracles, the response from his conference 
audience was uncomfortable.7  A number of scholars, however, have taken up the 
study of this neglected feature of the abbot’s career, with particular regard to what it 
means for his place in the history of saints, of medieval debates about the miraculous, 
and for Bernard’s posthumous situation (as Saint Bernard) in a socio-religious cult 
and readership.8  It has been calculated that 315 miraculous events are recorded in the 
Vita Prima, which Picard and Boglioni divided into four categories, coming to 209 
healings, 67 prophecies and visions, 22 exhibits of marvels and powers over nature, 
and 17 exorcisms and other victories over Satan.9  Clearly, Bernard’s reputation as a 
travelling miracle-worker, popular preacher, and bestower of blessings (including 
exorcisms) requires more consideration than the subject has received. This is 
particularly so since it is important to integrate the writer with his documented extra-
literate activities – his strangeness and supernaturality, and his monastic discipline 
and askesis – in order to better appreciate his place and relevance to his own time. 
 The earliest record of Bernard’s career was not in fact William of St.-Thierry’s 
Life, but the peculiar, still much-neglected account of the abbot’s preaching and 
miracle-working tour through the Capetian Franklands, the Low Countries, and into 
Germany, conducted to levy support for the Royal Crusade (an arm of the Second 
Crusade).  He undertook this in order to win the support of the Emperor Conrad for 
                                                
7  Christopher Holdsworth, ‘Reading the Signs: Bernard of Clairvaux and his Miracles,’ in D. Bates, et. 
al, eds. Writing Medieval Biography 750-1250: Essays in Honour of Professor Frank Barlow 
(Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2006), p. 161; cf. André Picard and Pierre Boglioni, ‘Miracle et 
thaumaturgie dans la Vie de Bernard de Clairvaux,’ in Patrick Arabeyre, et. al, eds. Vies et légendes de 
Saint Bernard de Clairvaux: creation, diffusion, réception (XIIe-XXe siècles) – Actes des Rencontres de 
Dijon, 7-8 juin 1991 (Brecht and Cîteaux: Commentarii Cistercienses, 1993), pp. 36-59. 
8  Especially Michaela Diers, Berhard von Clairvaux: Elitäre Frömmigkeit und begnadetes Wirken 
(Münster: Aschendorff, 1991), pp. 270-310; Ferruccio Gastaldelli, ‘Le più antiche testimonianze 
biografiche su San Bernardo: Studio storico-critico sui Fragmenta Gaufridi,’ Analecta Cisterciensia 45 
(1989), pp. 78-9; cf. Christopher Holdsworth, ‘Saint Bernard: What Kind of Saint?’ in Judith Loades, 
ed. Monastic Studies I: The Continuity of Tradition (Bangor: Headstart History, 1990), pp. 86-87; 
idem., ‘Reading the Signs,’ pp. 164-65. 
9  Picard and Boglioni, ‘Miracle et thaumaturgie,’ p. 59. 
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Pope Eugenius III and the Frankish King Louis VII (“the Young”). The Historia 
miraculorum in itinere Germanico patratorum claims to be the eyewitness account of 
these travels, which took place between 1146-47. 10   This text is the earliest 
documentary record of Bernard’s life, and predates any Book of the later Vita 
Prima.11  It was compiled from the notes taken by his companions on the journey – 
Bishop Herman of Constance, his chaplain, Eberhard, Archdeacon Philip of Liège, 
Abbot Baldwin of Châtillon-sur-Seine, the clerks Otto and Franco, Geoffrey of 
Clairvaux, and others – which were then organized by Geoffrey into a composite 
diary of events.12  The Historia was occasionally included in manuscripts of the Vita 
Prima, thereby constituting Book 6 in the already weighty and multi-volume work.13  
Yet, paradoxically, it was precisely Bernard’s success as a miracle-worker – a man 
“looked upon by all the peoples of France and Germany as a prophet and apostle”14 – 
that led to the problems associated with the record of his life and Geoffrey of 
Clairvaux’s effort to have him recognized by Rome as a saint.  It is to this issue that 
we presently turn. 
 
 
 
                                                
10  The work remains in Migne, Patrologia Latina 185, cols. 469-524. 
11  Ward, Miracles and the Medieval Mind, p. 180. 
12  Ward translates a portion thus: “Eberhard: On that day I saw him cure three others who were lame.  
Franco: You all saw the blind woman who came into the church and received her sight before the 
people.  Gaudricus: and a girl whose hand was withered had it healed, while the chant at the offertory 
was being sung.  Gerard: on the same day I saw a boy receive his sight,” in Ward, Miracles and the 
Medieval Mind, p. 180; for another translation of a different segment, cf. Ward, ‘Miracles in the Middle 
Ages,’ in G. H. Twelftree, ed. The Cambridge Companion to Miracles (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2011), pp. 169-72. 
12  Benedicta Ward, Miracles and the Medieval Mind: Theory, Record p. 158. 
13  Cf. Adriaan Bredero, ‘Études sur la Vita Prima de Saint Bernard (II),’ Analecta Sacri Ordinis 
Cisterciensis 17 (1961), pp. 223-24. 
14 Otto of Freising (with C. C. Mierow and R. Emery, trans.), The Deeds of Frederick Barbarossa, 35 
(34), in Mierow and Emery, The Deeds of Frederick Barbarossa by Otto of Ferising and his 
Continuator, Rahewin (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1953), pp. 70-1. 
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 The canonization of 1174 and its twelfth-century context 
 
 Ten years after his death in 1153, Abbot Bernard’s disciple and subdidact (his 
secretary), Geoffrey, became the abbot of Clairvaux, succeeding Fastredus, who was 
elected the abbot of Cîteaux.  Pope Alexander III, in conflict with Barbarossa and in 
exile from Rome, convened a council at Tours in 1163.  Prior to this council Abbot 
Geoffrey had met Alexander in Paris and submitted the first request for Bernard’s 
canonization.  It was turned down, with the reason given that at the time too many 
canonization requests had been submitted.15  As Bredero argued, this initial request 
presupposes the existence of the earliest first draft of the Vita Prima Sancti Bernardi, 
collectively authored by William of St.-Thierry (Book 1), Arnold of Bonneval (Book 
2), and Geoffrey (Books 3-5, and the Historia miraculorum).16 Following the initial 
refusal to accept the text, Geoffrey set upon the whole work to make it more in 
keeping with new procedures being adopted by Rome with respect to the creation of 
new official cults of saints. 
 Meanwhile, within a year of his election as abbot, Geoffrey was forced to 
abdicate his post.  This was because he had been opposed to the shelter of the ill-fated 
Thomas Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury, at the Cistercian abbey of Pontigny.  He 
believed that giving Becket sanctuary would harm the status of Cistercian abbeys 
under King Henry II, who had threatened to expel the Cistercians from Britain if 
Becket was not given up.17  Imposing in the arena of international politics, Geoffrey 
was forced from his post by King Louis and Alexander himself, as well as by Bishop 
                                                
15  Cf. Alexandri III Pontificis Romani Epistolae et Privilegia ordine chronologico digesta (Anno 
1159-1181), in Migne, PL 200, 245D; Bredero, Between Cult and History, p. 44. 
16  Bredero, Between Cult and History, p. 44. 
17  Frank Barlow, Thomas Becket (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1990 
[1986]), p. 157. 
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Godfrey of Langres (a friend of the late Bernard’s), who had returned to Clairvaux 
during Geoffrey’s visit with the Pope.18  Geoffrey thereafter found refuge at Cîteaux 
under Fastredus, where he took with him the copy of the Vita Prima, and where he 
eliminated from it – apparently an editorial priority at the motherhouse – the stories 
by William of St.-Thierry of the three sexual temptations Bernard experienced before 
his conversion at Cîteaux sixty years before.19  In 1171 Fastredus appointed Geoffrey 
as the abbot over the Cistercian community of Fossanova at Latina, in Italy.  He then 
became the abbot of Hautcombe in Savoy in 1176, and only returned to Clairvaux in 
1188, after which nothing else is known of his life or end.20 
 It would seem that Geoffrey exercised very little direct pressure on the Curia 
to review Bernard’s canonization after 1164, beyond another submission of the Vita 
Prima in 1174.  The influential pressure guiding the canonization came from another 
source, an obscure monk named Tromund of Chiaravalle, near Milan (who was 
probably in correspondence with Geoffrey at Fossanova).21  Tromund was also linked 
to the Papal chancellery, and it was he who exerted pressure on Pope Alexander to 
review considerations for Bernard’s formal elevation to sainthood.22  Tromund’s 
mediating influence of ideas and priorities between Rome and Geoffrey’s cause was 
twofold.  In the first place, he emphasized the significance of the reported dream of 
Bernard’s mother, Aleth, by William (discussed below), which established a prophetic 
foundation for Bernard’s absolute, pre-natal qualification for sainthood; in the second 
                                                
18  Bredero, Between Cult and History, pp. 49-50.  
19  Cf. Bredero, ‘Études sur la Vita Prima de Saint Bernard (III),’ Analecta Sacri Ordinis Cisterciensis 
18 (Rome: Editiones Cistercienses, 1962), pp. 28-29. 
20   Cf. Joseph Gibbons, ‘Introduction,’ Geoffrey of Auxerre: On the Apocalypse (Kalamazoo: 
Cistercian Publications, 2000), pp. 11-12. 
21  Bredero, Between Cult and History, p. 57. 
22  Bredero, ‘Études sur la Vita Prima (III),’ p. 43. 
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place, and related to this, he emphasised Bernard’s teaching and preaching.23  Hence, 
when Alexander announced Bernard’s canonization on January 18, 1174, it was upon 
the abbot’s reputation as a teacher, and an orthodox confessor and doctor of faith, not 
as a miracle-worker or possessor of supranormal powers. 
 Why was the canonization so belated?  The reason given to Geoffrey by the 
Pope in 1163 is only half of the story.  Canonization procedures were undergoing 
significant changes throughout the latter half of the twelfth century; Geoffrey’s Vita 
Prima was composed at an intellectually inopportune time.  In general, aristocratic 
and episcopal legitimations of local cults were an established matter of course 
throughout the tenth and eleventh centuries.  In the later twelfth century, however, a 
clause from the ninth-century Council of Mainz was reinterpreted; where once it had 
read that canonizations were to be pursued by “the Prince and the Bishops,” was now 
revised as the prerogative of the Pope and the Roman episcopacy alone.24 In 1170, 
Alexander III asserted this right in a letter to the King of Sweden, where he 
condemned the local veneration of King Eric, who had been murdered while drunk.  
In this letter he asserted that no matter how many miracles this man had performed 
following his demise, official canonizations required the approval of the Church of 
Rome.25    
 Moreover, Papal policy regarding miracles had changed, which meant that one 
of the chief criteria for which Geoffrey, at least, believed Bernard to qualify for 
                                                
23  Cf. Appendix ad diatribam de illustri genere S. Bernardi Clarevallensis Abbatis, in Migne, PL 185, 
1509A; Bredero, Between Cult and History, p. 57. 
24  Adriaan Bredero, ‘Saints and Sainthood,’ in Bredero (with R. Bruinsma, trans.), Christendom and 
Christianity in the Middle Ages: The Relations Between Religion, Church, and Society (Michigan: 
William B. Eerdmans, 1994 [1986]), p. 165. 
25  “Cum etiam si per eum miracula fierent non liceret vobis ipsum pro sancto absque auctoritate 
Romanae Ecclesiae venerari,” cited in Aviad M. Kleinberg, Prophets in Their Own Country: Living 
Saints and the Making of Sainthood in the Later Middle Ages (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1992), at p. 26; cf. E. W. Kemp, Canonization and Authority in the Western Church (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1948), p. 99. 
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sainthood was no longer valid.  Miracles were no longer accepted as direct evidence 
of an individual’s candidature for sainthood – heretics, sorcerers, and evil spirits 
could perform marvels as well, after all.26  The taxonomies of sanctity were being 
redrawn, moving away from ritual expertise (the administering of blessings, for 
example, which could be imitated by heretics and witches), to verifications of interior 
dispositions and recorded demonstrations of inner virtue.27  First-hand witnesses and 
the beneficiaries of miracles were also now required to provide testimony as to their 
virtue, to determine that the miracle itself was not a mundane, human act but a 
rational and graceful intervention in nature by God.  In the case of Bernard’s miracles, 
the beneficiaries of his healings and exorcisms throughout all of his travels could 
hardly be tracked down easily, for there were hundreds, dispersed throughout the 
Franklands, the Empire, and the Low Countries; and many of the witnesses who had 
put their names to the Historia miraculorum were deceased.  Hence, the qualifications 
for Bernard’s sainthood as represented by the Vita Prima and the Historia were “out 
of date,” to some extent.28 Geoffrey of Clairvaux needed an individual like Tromond 
of Chiaravalle, who was close enough to the Papal court to be in touch with these 
intellectual and administrative developments.  Bernard’s delayed canonization was far 
less informed by his extraordinary career as a miracle-worker, than upon the evidence 
– supported by the dossier of his writings copied and translated uninterruptedly to the 
present day – that he was a holy teacher and auctor: a “person made into a classic,” to 
borrow an expression from Peter Brown.29   
 
                                                
26  For a theoretical considerations of distinctions, cf. David Frankfurter, ‘Dynamics of Ritual 
Expertise in Antiquity and Beyond: Towards a New Taxonomy of “Magicians,” in Paul Mirecki (with 
M. Meyer), eds. Magic and Ritual in the Ancient World (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2002), pp. 159-178.  
27  Cf. Benedicta Ward, ‘Miracles in the Middle Ages,’ p. 161. 
28  Borrowing Ward’s expression, ‘Miracles in the Middle Ages,’ p. 161.   
29  Peter Brown, ‘The Saint as Exemplar in Late Antiquity,’ Representations 2 (Spring, 1983), p. 4; 
Bredero, Between Cult and History, p. 20. 
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 Hagiography and History: nineteenth-century distinctions 
 
 Before proceeding further, it is necessary to comment on the nature of 
hagiography as evidence for social and cultural history.  For one, the problems of 
“hagiography” are well known.  A saint’s Life is not the same as a biography, so 
received wisdom relates, because it offers the reader only an imagined portrait of an 
idealized human nature within a narrative that is wholly, and sometimes impenetrably, 
symbolical, and confessionally-oriented.30  As Bredero would argue, hagiography 
served the purpose of transforming a human person into a cult object, immune to 
direct criticism, with the result that any portrait the genre offers is (ordinarily) far 
from acceptably credible. What is less commonly known today is that hagiography 
did not mean the same thing in the Middle Ages as it does in the present.  Hagio-
grapha, meaning “sacred writings,” meant simply the Books of Scripture to medieval 
readers and writers, and so the definition remained for many centuries.31  The addition 
of saints’ biographies (Vitae) to the list of texts that comprised hagio-graphical 
narratives was a nineteenth-century initiative, perhaps linked to the popularity of 
novels, and which Felice Lifshitz has dated more or less precisely to the seventh 
edition of the Dictionnaire de l’Académie Française (1878).  This text added saints’ 
lives to its definition after its various prints according to the old etymology, from 
1696-1835. 32   Additionally, in England, the first attested use of the word 
“hagiographer” as “an author of saints’ lives” appeared in Sir James Stephen’s Essays 
                                                
30 Régis Boyer, ‘An attempt to define the typology of medieval hagiography,’ in Hans Bekker-Nielson 
(et. al.), eds. Hagiography and Medieval Literature: A Symposium (Odense: Odense University Press, 
1981), pp. 30-31. 
31  Jean Leclercq, ‘L’écriture sainte dans l’hagiographie monastique du Haut Moyen Ages,’ Settimane 
10 (1963), p. 105. 
32  Felice Lifshitz, ‘Beyond Positivism and Genre: “Hagiographical” Texts as Historical Narrative,’ 
Viator 25 (1994), p. 109. 
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in Ecclesiastical Biography (1850), which dismissed the kinds of chronicles formerly 
composed and held in esteem by “hagiographers.”33  An important aspect of these 
developments is that “hagiography” came to be distinguished at precisely the same 
time as intellectuals were defining another, very intellective discipline, namely 
“history.” As Lifshitz observes, “the modern historical profession owes a certain 
amount of its core notions of self and other to a newly-imaged ‘untrue’ narrative 
genre, that is, ‘hagiography,’ which could not lay claim to the kind of accuracy 
historians wished to reserve for their narratives.”34     
 It is important to recognize, therefore, that what is today called hagiography 
served a multitude of functions more complex than simply representing the narrative 
account of a holy Life, as localized in focused traditions of reading, copying, and 
studying the Bible (and other texts, of course). As Geary has pointed out, 
hagiographic manuscripts were created in a wide variety of contexts, suggesting a 
range of purposes as well as modes of production independent to their relevance to 
regional cult rituals.35  And as Tudor has pointed out, monastic libraries were not full 
of works of only pious interest; saints’ Lives shared shelves with much history and 
law, classical works, as well as books on natural science and medicine.36  These 
considerations – and especially Tudor’s suggestion of a link between monastic 
readers’ interests in natural philosophy and medicine in the life of a local holy person 
– will be particularly relevant to the discussion of William’s interests in writing 
Bernard’s first Life. 
 
                                                
33  Liftshitz, ‘Beyond Positivism and Genre,’ p. 109. 
34  Liftshitz, ‘Beyond Positivism and Genre,’ p. 110. 
35 Patrick J. Geary, ‘Saints, Scholars, and Society: The Elusive Goal,’ in Living With the Dead in the 
Middle Ages (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1994), p. 19. 
36 Victoria Tudor, ‘Reginald of Durham and Saint Godric of Finchale: Learning and Religion on a 
Personal Level,’ in Keith Robbins, ed. Religion and Humanism, Studies in Church History 17 (Oxford: 
Basil Blackwell, 1981), p. 41. 
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 The Vita Prima Sancti Bernardi  
 
 The principal authors behind the Vita Prima Sancti Bernardi have been briefly 
introduced above.  The whole Vita Prima, or First Life of Saint Bernard, is not to be 
confused with our primary source for the abbot’s early life, beyond his own writings.  
William of St.-Thierry was the author of the first Life (what Leclercq called the “Old 
Life”), which became Book 1 of Geoffrey of Clairvaux’s Vita Prima. It is with 
William’s work, the reflection of his years of knowing Bernard, from ca. 1117-20 
until 1148, that is our chief interest.  However, William’s text has for the most part 
received little humanistic commentary.  When the twelfth-century Life of Bernard is 
discussed, scholars are in general more concerned with the entirety of the Vita Prima. 
Bredero, for example, though he considered William’s Vita to be a text particularly 
disreputable for its supposed context as an effort to preserve the abbot’s career and 
person from cathedral-school criticism, nonetheless believed that the entirety of the 
Vita Prima was an unworkable text, asserting that both William and Geoffrey should 
be regarded as unreliable authorities on Bernard’s life and activities.  On both counts, 
in Bredero’s account, the authors departed from “earthly reality” to present a 
biography that is less the literary and anagogic study of the life of a monk than a work 
of apologetic, misleading, even aggressive, monastic polemic.37     
 What this segment explores are new ways of thinking about the Vita Prima as 
a whole.  Discussion of the First Life takes us to a certain extent away from the period 
of our more immediate concern.  Yet because the first Life and the First Life are so 
                                                
37  By contrast, “Our present judgement of a historical person depends to a considerable extent on a 
view of culture that incorporates opinions about the experience of earthly reality that are totally 
different from those that were current in [the] Western European society of the twelfth century,” 
Bredero, Between Cult and Hisotry, p. 18. 
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often discussed as interchangeable – a problematic consequence of Geoffrey’s title – 
it is necessary to consider the work in its totality as well.  For, in part, this is 
somewhat unavoidable.  After the rejected proposal to promote Bernard’s 
canonization in 1163, Geoffrey took the five Books of the Vita Prima and apparently 
revised them to be more in keeping with his own aesthetic enterprise and with Papal 
canonization procedure.  His re-workings were primarily of a stylistic nature, 
however, and the actual content of the Life was for the most part preserved, though a 
number of passages were excised, such as, for example, William’s account of the 
foundation of Jully, a castle turned into a nunnery to house the wives and relatives of 
the men who had converted to life at Cîteaux.38  Geoffrey’s editorial concern 
represents a tactical negotiating of the multiple opinions and ideas about his subject, 
and his keeping in tune with the mid- to later-twelfth century Cistercians, who sought, 
for example, to actively exclude women from their vita religionis.  Excising the 
account of the foundation of Jully was apparently a more appropriate attitude to 
represent in Cîteaux’s copy of the Life of Abbot Bernard. The fact of this difference 
shows that Geoffrey’s work on the Vita Prima makes it a text that is situated 
uncertainly between two periods of Cistercian history, thought, and culture, periods 
that are neatly separated by the decisive years following William of St.-Thierry’s 
death in 1148 and Bernard’s own in 1153. 
 
 The Difficult Text 
 
 At any given point in reading William’s Life of Bernard, it is important to 
remember that there is a second author abiding behind the text, an editor prior to the 
                                                
38  Cf. William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 19, in Verdeyen, p. 47; trans. Cawley, p. 19; Bredero, 
‘Études sur la Vita Prima de Saint Bernard (I),’ p. 33. 
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subsequent copyist.  In some cases the dual authorship appears obvious, while in 
others the distinction is subtle, and the determination of whether a passage may have 
meant more or less to William or Geoffrey becomes an intuitive science, which, of 
course, becomes very difficult to conclude upon.  In general, however, the manuscript 
evidence provides ample possibilities for determining what it was that Geoffrey saw 
fit to preserve or delete from William’s work.  Bredero compared the two recensions 
of the Vita Prima (see below) and also compiled a long tabulation of passages and 
paragraphs that were excised or altered under Geoffrey’s eye.  The deleting of the 
description of Jully has been mentioned.  Other examples include simple deletions or 
additions of words or expressions, or of particular details.   
 These alterations imply more attention to style and confessional detail than an 
intention to falsify. For example, from his own researches, Geoffrey inserted that 
Bernard’s father’s castle was not just in Burgundy but specifically in Fontaines;39 that 
Hugh of Mâcon, who had known Bernard since before the Cistercian conversion, had 
gone on to build up the Cistercian abbey of Pontigny;40 he included a significant 
detail that Clairvaux had been built not only by monks dispatched by Stephen Harding 
but also other religious men, presumably laymen or laybrothers;41 and, with more 
political expediency, Geoffrey deleted a curt remark William had made about the 
Duchess of Lorraine before her conversion at Bernard’s behest. 42   Geoffrey’s 
                                                
39 Compare: (A) “Bernardus Castellione Burgundie oppido oriundus fuit parentibus claris…” and (B) 
“Bernardus Burgundie partibus, Fontanis oppido patris sui oriundus fuit parentibus claris…,” Bredero, 
‘Études sur la Vita Prima (I),’ p. 31. 
40   (A) “Adiunctus est ei etiam dominus Hugo Matisconensis, nobilitate et probitate morum, 
possessionibus et divitiis seculi ampliatus […],” (B) “Inter quos adiunctus est ei etiam dominus Hugo 
Matisconensis, qui hodie raptus a Pontigniacensi cenobio, quod…,” Bredero, ‘Études sur la Vita Prima 
(I),’ p. 32. 
41  (A) “{…] ad edificandam domum Clarevallis mittere fratres eius et cum eius viros alius religiosus.  
Quibus abeuntibus…,” (B) “[…] ad edificandam domum Clarevallis mittere fratres eius.  Quibus 
abeuntibus…,” Bredero, ‘Études sur la Vita Prima (I),’ p. 34. 
42  (A) “Ducissa Lotharingie, femina quidem secundum speculum nobilis – sed ignobiliter nimis 
victitans, cum vidisset […] postmodum ad religiose vivendum commonitione et doctrina eius conversa, 
usque hodie […],” (B) “Ducissa Lotharingie, femina nobilis sed non tam nobiliter victitans, cum 
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interventions in William’s text do not make the work unworkable, though they 
certainly need to be taken into account.  As Eugene Goodrich concluded, “we are still 
left with a general image of Bernard and an assertion of his influence on his age that 
seems to have a solid basis in historical reality,” and he was referring to the Vita 
Prima as a whole rather than William’s work in particular.43 Casey has gone further, 
arguing that it is possible to debate whether any work done in the Vita Prima was 
really to politically manoeuvre events for the purpose of Bernard’s canonization, than 
to simply “tell his story,” and, “in such a way that others would hold his memory in 
veneration, be edified by his life, and feel drawn to imitate [him],” throughout many 
abbeys. 44 
 The distinction between the A and B recensions of the Vita Prima needs to be 
acknowledged.  In 1164, Geoffrey was forced to abdicate his post as abbot of 
Clairvaux, as described above.  At some point before this time, Geoffrey travelled to 
the traditional Benedictine abbey of Anchin, under whose Abbot Siger the monastery 
was making copies of Bernard’s writings.  It was here that Geoffrey left an early 
“working copy” of the Vita Prima that contained the suggested changes.45  The work 
was preserved in a three-volume codex, including Bernard’s writings and the Historia 
miraculorum, now known as the unique manuscript Douai MS 372.46  This work 
constitutes the foundation for Recension B of the Vita Prima, while the earlier 
Recension A was worked on during Geoffrey’s time at Cîteaux, and copied at 
Clairvaux’s sister-houses, La Ferté and Morimond, before B became available.47  One 
                                                                                                                                      
vidisset…postmodum ad religiose vivendum eius admonition conversa, usque hodie […],” Bredero, 
‘Études sur la Vita Prima (I),’ p. 36. 
43  Goodrich, ‘The Reliability of the Vita Prima,’ p. 156. 
44  Casey, ‘The First Life into Biography,’ p. 57. 
45  Bredero, Between Cult and History, p. 48. 
46  Cf. Bredero, Between Cult and History, pp. 48-9. 
47  Bredero, Between Cult and History, pp. 51-2; Casey, ‘The First Life into Biography,’ p. 61. 
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should bear in mind that Geoffrey probably possessed hard feelings toward Clairvaux 
after 1164, and was probably not inclined to provide them with the updated copy of 
the Vita until his return there, much later, following his tenures in Italy and Savoy.   
 
 The Fragmenta and the Vita’s origins reconsidered  
 
 Bernard’s famous preaching tour throughout Francia, the Low Countries, and 
Germany has been mentioned above.  As is well known, the planned and resultant 
Edessa Expedition, a politically prestigious wing of the Second Crusade, was a 
disaster.  Thousands died, and the Emperor and King Louis were humiliated by the 
gesta Dei per Turcos – they had been, moreover, the first kings to ever embark on a 
crusade, which made it all the worse. Bernard’s reputation suffered greatly as a result, 
one assumes; the evidence is predictably laconic.  However the abbot wrote to Pope 
Eugenius in 1150 that an assembly at Chartres had elected him the leader of a new 
expedition, which may have been an attempt to renew enthusiasm by going to battle 
with Bernard himself (a test of the expedition’s legitimacy judged according to 
whether the prophet survived or not).48  Understandably, Bernard did not blame 
himself for the crusaders’ fall.  He saw the defeat rather as a sign of the crusaders’ 
sins, compounded by their holding tournaments after Easter following their return 
(these shows were likely designed to lift their morale).49  The fallout from the failure 
of the crusade was arguably the lowest point in Bernard’s career, and within three 
years of 1150 he was dead. His funeral was nonetheless a massive affair that caused 
                                                
48  Bernard, Ep. 256.4 (to Pope Eugenius III, ca.1149-50), SBOp 8, pp. 164-65; trans. James (Ep. 
399.4), p. 472. 
49  Bernard Ep. 376 (to Suger of St.-Denis, 1149), p. 339; trans. James (Ep. 405), p. 476.  
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problems for Cistercian discipline, and saw the Bishops that attended apparently 
disrespected by laypeople jostling for place and proximity.50  
  Bredero believed that the main reason behind William of St.-Thierry’s 
composing Bernard’s first Life was, beyond devotion, to craft an apologia for a friend 
involved in many controversial contemporary affairs.  The most prominent of these, 
in Bredero’s evaluation, was Bernard’s condemnation of the scholars Peter Abelard 
and Gilbert of Poitiers (William himself had goaded Bernard into both of these 
engagements).51  Each of these conflicts drew sharp criticism from contemporaries, 
who did not think the abbot’s involvement in the debates was appropriate.52 William 
died in 1148.  It is unknown whether he knew of the fall of the Edessa Expedition 
while writing the Life of Bernard.  It is all the more curious that the subject has not 
been raised in discussions about the origins of Bernard’s Vita.  Whereas the 
condemnations of Abelard and Gilbert had a negative effect for several cliques of 
cathedral school scholars, the abbot’s involvement in the Expedition had implications 
for the whole of Western Christendom, for the Papacy, the Capetian regnum, and the 
Hohenstaufen Empire – and these surely occupied Cistercian attention more than the 
reputations of two cathedral-school scholars.  Whatever the case may have been, the 
Vita Prima Sancti Bernardi was begun in difficult circumstances, which continued to 
influence the text’s composition for many years. 
                                                
50  Geoffrey of Clairvaux, Vita Prima 5, c. 14, “The greatest gathering of all was anticipated for the 
third day, both because of its solemnity and because it was to be the day of the burial.  But by noon of 
the second day, so many had flocked to besiege the sacred remains, and so zealously had they packed 
themselves in on every side, that even the bishops there received scant reverence, to say nothing of the 
brothers,” in Verdeyen, p. 208; trans. Cawley, p. 107. 
51  Bredero, Between Cult and History, pp. 31-32, 79. 
52  Cf. R. M. Thompson, ‘The Satirical Works of Berengar of Poitiers: An Edition with an 
Introduction,’ Mediaeval Studies 42 (1980), at p. 114; Nivard of Ghent, Ysengrimus, 6.87-89, ‘Inde 
michi tota protende uoragine fauces - / Quam late valeas pandere labra, vide!  Romor ubique refert, 
quam sis Bernardus hiandi,’ trans. Jill Mann (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 1987), p. 492.  
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 The wing of the so-called Second Crusade that was the Edessa Expedition 
(that is, the first ever Royal Crusade) was arguably of more direct relevance to the 
writers recording Bernard’s attributed sanctity and authority for posterity.  What is 
implied in this statement is not that the work was designed to defend the abbot in the 
wake of the crusade’s collapse, but rather to place emphasis on the significance of the 
preaching tour that had taken place before the crusaders departed.  For it would seem 
that it was this, rather than the outcome of the expedition, that had spurred William’s 
intent to write the biography of his friend.  William was a contemporary of the tour, 
and was not a participant but would have known that Bernard was travelling through 
the regions of his homeland (to be more accurate, the place of his education), in 
Liège.53  Thus it would seem that his original Life of Bernard was planned in some 
way as a companion-piece or prehistory for the record of Bernard’s journey to 
Germany, an occasion for praise and celebrity rather than formal apology. 
 William himself provided the testimony that he did not compose the Life 
solely on his own initiative.  He wrote from devotion, to be sure – “For ages I have 
wanted to do what bit of service one in my position might,” – but he also explicitly 
stated that, “Then, too, I am compelled and encouraged by the kindly goodwill of 
certain brothers, men constantly at the man of God’s side and acquainted with his 
every concern.”54  At least one of these brothers was without doubt Geoffrey, who 
had known Bernard for but a handful of years compared to the some-thirty-year 
relationship between William and Bernard.  That William was prevailed upon by 
Geoffrey to compose the first ever Life of Bernard is commonly accepted.  It is also 
commonly asserted that William wrote from notes provided by Geoffrey, the so-
                                                
53  Cf. Ludo Milis, ‘William of Saint Thierry, His Birth, His Formation, and His First Monastic 
Experiences,’ trans. Jerry Carfantan, William, Abbot of St. Thierry: A Colloquium at the Abbey of St. 
Thierry (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1987 [1979]), pp.  21-2. 
54  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi Prol., in Verdeyen, p. 31; trans. Cawley, pp. 1, 2. 
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called Fragmenta Gaufridi, gathered by the younger monk and furnishing such detail 
as the precise location of Bernard’s father’s castle.55  It is these that are believed to be 
the texts to which William referred when he wrote that he was presented with 
materials with which to write this first Life.56  However, a consideration of the 
passage itself would suggest an alternative explanation; the passage runs thus:        
     
 It is they [the brothers] who have been reporting to me materials 
obtained by diligent investigation and inquiry, reporting other 
episodes too that they were present for and saw and heard for 
themselves.  Full many have been the brilliant deeds of God they 
thus report to me, deeds done through this servant of His, done with 
themselves on hand and witnessed to by their own well known 
religious spirit and scholarly learning.  And, as if that were not 
enough to set my work above suspicion of falsehood, they bring 
forward the authoritative witness also of personages well proven as 
bishops, clerics or monks, so well proven that no believer is free to 
distrust them. All of which goes without saying, since these deeds 
are common knowledge to the whole world.57 
 
                                                
55  I.e. Fragmenta c. 1, “Erat quidem indigena Castellionis sed dominus minoris castri cui Fontane 
nomen est, quod famosissimo illi castro Divionis supereminet in excels rupe locatum,” in  Robert 
Lechat, ‘Les Fragmenta de Vita et Miraculis S. Bernardi par Geoffrey d’Auxerre,’ Analecta 
Bollandiana 50 (1932), pp. 89-90. 
56 cf. Casey, ‘The First Life into Biography,’ p. 60; Goodrich, ‘The Reliability of the Vita Prima,’ p. 
155; Gastaldelli, ‘‘Le più antiche testimonianze biografiche,’ p. 4. 
57  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, Prol., “Sed et me fratrum quorumdam pia benevolentia 
plurimum ad hoc impellit et cohortatur, qui cum viro Dei iugitur assistant, omnia eius noverunt, 
ingerentes quaedam diligenti inquisitione vestigata, plura etiam quibus cum fierent ipsi interfuerunt et 
viderunt et audierunt.  Qui cum multa suggerant et praeclara, quae per servum suum Deus ipsis 
praesentibus operatur, et nota eorum  religio et scola magisterii ab omni me liberet suspicione falsi; 
adhuc etiam ad testimonium sibi adsciscunt probabilium auctoritatem personarum, episcoporum, 
clericorum et monachorum, quibus fidem non habere nulli fidelium licet.  Quamquam id superfluo 
dixerim, cum totus ea noverit mundus,” in Verdeyen, pp. 31-32; trans. Cawley, p. 2. 
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The particulars of this passage would suggest that it was not the Fragmenta that 
Geoffrey presented to William – the records of his notes and inquiries into Bernard’s 
background – than rather the account, or the draft of the account, of his Historia 
miraculorum.  Over the prior decades of their friendship, William had had ample 
opportunity to learn the particulars of Bernard’s early, pre-Cistercian life and pre- and 
early abbatial career.  It must be considered at least possible that the Fragmenta were 
of more relevance to Geoffrey, and other monks who had not known Bernard 
throughout the early years following Clairvaux’s foundation.   Indeed, many of these 
had probably never met some of Bernard’s brothers and other relations, whom 
William cited explicitly as persons with whom he had spoken in gathering his 
information about Bernard’s youth. 
 What these considerations suggest is that we be careful in attributing to the 
Life of (Saint) Bernard more political emphasis than is warranted.  This is not to deny 
the political dynamic to the writing of a saint’s Vita, for such there always was.  But 
what the historical context preceding the composition of the first Life by William 
would suggest is that – in the event that the author had been unaware of the outcome 
of the Edessa Expedition – the reason for the writing of the Life was, simply, to write 
the biography of a man believed to be a marvel, “[whose] deeds are common 
knowledge to the whole world.”  Rather than defence, what was called for was 
explication and background.  Was the circumstance surrounding the first Life by 
William perhaps even something other than the writing of a saint’s life, with the 
objective of Bernard’s canonization?  Such will be treated in the segments that follow.  
But, before this, if the circumstance behind this Life can be relativized to the situation 
of Bernard’s mass-eyewitnessed success as a miracle-worker and a wonder, it is 
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necessary to discuss for a moment what it was that the abbot meant to Geoffrey, who 
devoted the rest of his life to finishing William’s first Life of Bernard. 
 
 The devotion and discipleship of Geoffrey of Clairvaux 
 
 Geoffrey’s story is yet to be told, and it might to be added that his life and 
individual career under Bernard remains an area of study deserving more 
consideration than it has generally received.  He himself described his introduction to 
Bernard, which took place during the latter’s preaching-tour in Paris following his 
political successes as an employee for Pope Innocent II.  Geoffrey was a young 
student in Paris, perhaps formerly a student of Peter Abelard, which has led to 
questions about his own reasons for defending Bernard’s reputation, along the lines of 
the defence as Bredero suggested.58  Geoffrey’s account of his first encounter with 
Bernard is blurred behind his rhetoric of praise for his subject and his sense of the 
spiritual transformation that Bernard effected in him: “Blessed be the day on which 
the sun of righteousness and compassion visited my poor soul from on high, to 
completely recreate a wayward and wrongly directed person instantaneously,” he 
wrote, and he continued: “I began to be his creature.  For all eternity, I will remember 
this compassion, which was given me in such full measure and changed me so 
suddenly,” as well as, he adds, twenty-one others who were “caught” by Bernard (as 
fish are caught by fishermen) during this same tour in Paris.59  
 Geoffrey went on to become a monk at Clairvaux, becoming Bernard’s 
subdidact, and after the abbot’s death he became Bernard’s chief hagiographer.  His 
whole life became one devoted to Bernard of Clairvaux.  It is difficult to agree with 
                                                
58 Casey, ‘The First Life into Biography,’ p. 62. 
59  Geoffrey of Clairvaux, Fragmenta,  c. 49, pp. 18-21. 
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Bredero, however, that either Geoffrey and William wrote with the intention to 
deceive.  In Geoffrey’s case, the intent was to approximate his own prose to Bernard’s 
personality, character, and charisma; he admitted that Bernard’s person “is far more 
distinctly expressed in his books, and it emerges so clearly in his own writings that it 
seems he had created an image and mirror of himself in them.”60   In his recent book, 
Enchantment: On Charisma and the Sublime in the Arts of the West, Jaeger has 
written with sympathy of what Bernard’s “beauty” meant to Geoffrey in terms of 
what he called the “Cult of the Person” – for which Bernard’s hagiographer provided 
a pre-eminent illustration.61  Bernard’s beauty must be appreciated not only within its 
aesthetic but also its pedagogic context of reference.  To Geoffrey, Bernard was a 
sage and master par excellence.  It was he who had transformed Geoffrey’s life 
“eternally,” by his sagacity as well as his compassion: “In a word, he was amply 
endowed with wisdom and virtue and grace with both God and human beings.”62 
What needs to be remembered, however is that Geoffrey never met Bernard’s own 
and official magister, Stephen of Cîteaux.  Stephen had been deceased for six years 
before Geoffrey became a monk.  Beyond the then-reigning abbot of Cîteaux, then, 
Geoffrey’s experience of Cistercian monasticism was wholly derived from his 
discipleship under his beloved abbot of Clairvaux.   
 That his love and devotion for the living and the late Bernard would distort the 
image of the abbot as represented in the Vita Prima is unavoidable.  But as Lifshitz 
has argued, it is important not to dismiss revisions and rewritings as un-historical; 
                                                
60  Geoffrey of Clairvaux, Vita  Prima 3.29, “Haec nos quidem de sacris moribus patris nostril pro 
modulo notsro sub brevitate perstrinximus.  Ceterum longe eminentius in suis ille libris apparet et ex 
litteris propriis innotescit.  In quibus ita suam videtur expresisse imaginem et exhibuisse speculum 
quoddam sui,” in Verdeyen, p 154. 
61   C. Stephen Jaeger, Enchantment: On Charisma and the Sublime in the Arts of the West 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012), at pp. 143-46. 
62  Geoffrey of Clairvaux, Vita Prima 3.1, in Verdeyen, p. 133. 
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they are still historiographical and meaningful enterprises.63  Geoffrey’s work was 
not, or not solely, some misleading project of “légendarisation intentionelle.”64  
Geoffrey was absorbing the sentiments of many others and shifting them to another, 
enhanced register: for him, more than anything else, Bernard was not only a holy man 
but a great teacher (his teacher, in particular).  By contrast, our purposes are to study 
Bernard as a youth and young adult, a student, and disciple under Stephen and 
Cîteaux.  Whatever Geoffrey’s interventions in his mid-twelfth-century text, it is 
therefore to William of St.-Thierry that we turn, for nowhere else in any narrative 
produced about Bernard’s life are such years documented as in the original, or “Old,” 
Vita. 
 
 William of St.-Thierry’s Life of Bernard 
  
 Distinguishing between Geoffrey of Clairvaux and William is important.  
Although both were utterly devoted to Bernard of Clairvaux, their life stories and 
their respective relationships with the abbot must be taken into account when treating 
the Lives they composed in his honour.  Geoffrey, as discussed above, wrote three 
Books of what became the Vita Prima Sancti Bernardi, and edited the Historia 
miraculorum.  He spent over twenty years on these works, not including the years 
within William’s lifetime, during which time he also played a significant role 
arranging Bernard’s letters into the so-called Codex epistolarum.  William, by 
contrast, was not concerned with the heights of Bernard’s political career, at least in 
his Life of Bernard.  This is debatable, of course; as Bredero has shown, William was 
well aware of the controversial causes to which the abbot had been committed.  But 
                                                
63  Lifshiftz, ‘Beyond Positivism and Genre,’ p. 99. 
64  Bredero, ‘Études sur la Vita Prima (III),’ p. 248. 
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William did not include these episodes in his biography.  Whether death cut short his 
intentions to do so, or whether he intended to deliberately occlude the parts of 
Bernard’s career that had invited censure from others, his Life of Bernard nevertheless 
remains the sole source on the abbot’s early life, his pre-Cistercian career, and his 
early Cistercian years, the latter period also supplemented by writings produced by 
Bernard himself. 
 In the Afterword or Superscriptum to William’s Life, the Abbot Burchard of 
Balerne wrote that William had written this work while a Cistercian conversus at the 
abbey of Signy, near Rheims.65  William’s Cistercian context permeates his work, and 
one scholar has observed that the first Life of Bernard must be seen above all as not 
only praising Bernard but the Cistercian school of discipline as well.66  The personal 
context of the work should not be neglected either.  “This faithful man [William] had 
as his particular motive for writing,” as Burchard wrote, “the friendship and 
familiarity by which he had been linked to the man of God for a long time.”67  By 
contrast with Geoffrey, William had known Bernard for around or almost thirty years.  
The two had met anytime between ca. 1116 to 1121 – the precise date is unknown.  
Before this time Bernard was ill and waylaid from abbatial duties by his extreme 
asceticism.68  This places William at a distinct advantage over Geoffrey, who met 
Bernard only in 1140, and especially over Arnold of Bonneval (author of the Vita 
Prima, Book 2), who is more likely to have benefited from Geoffrey’s Fragmenta 
than anyone else.   
                                                
65  Burchard of Balerne, Superscriptum, in Verdeyen, p. 84; trans. Cawley, p. 65. 
66 Richard M. Peterson, ‘Anthropology and Sanctity in the Vita Prima Bernardi I,’ in E. Rozanne 
Elder, ed. Noble Piety and Reformed Monasticism, Studies in Medieval Cistercian History 7 
(Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1981), p. 45. 
67  Burchard of Balerne, Superscriptum, “Fuit autem praefato fideli viro specialis causa scribendi, 
amicitia et familiaritas, quibus viro Dei multo tempore coniunctus erat,” in Verdeyen, p. 84; trans. 
Cawley, p. 65. 
68  Cf. E. Rozanne Elder, ‘Bernard and William of Saint Thierry,’ in McGuire, A Companion to 
Bernard of Clairvaux, p. 110, with various dates discussed at n. 11. 
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 Leclercq argued that William’s Life of Bernard tells us a lot more about 
William – his psychology and emotions – than the work’s author had intended.69  This 
is certainly true, but deserves to be appraised afresh independently from Leclercq’s 
analytical outlook based in “psycho-history.” The two monks, William and Bernard, 
had met while the latter was residing in a shack built behind Clairvaux, “such as is 
built for lepers at public crossroads.”70  The young abbot was seriously ill, and 
William’s first gesture in their friendship was to upbraid and expel the doctor whom 
the monks’ Bishop, William of Champeaux, had employed to nurse him.  The doctor, 
so William reports, had been feeding the young abbot a disgusting mixture of raw 
blood for butter and olive oil for water, a hideous concoction for a man whose 
digestive system was already terribly self-injured.71  Bernard’s intake of water was 
increased, and so began their long friendship.  It is less the emotional dynamic of 
William’s love for Bernard that is of importance to present purposes than the 
explicitly ethical-ascetic components.  These elements informing the first Life of 
Bernard have not received the attention they deserve; the often unpalatable aspects of 
this history was also perhaps deliberately downplayed by Leclercq and others 
(understandably, for the episodes spotlight Bernard’s physical self-wreckage, 
suffering, and morbidity).  Before discussing this, however, it is important to 
emphasize the humanistic element that informed William’s Life and that distinguishes 
                                                
69  Jean Leclercq (with Marie-Bashir Saïd, trans.), A Second Look at Saint Bernard (Kalamazoo: 
Cistercian Publications, 1989), pp. 15-18. 
70  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 33, “turgurio, quale leprosis in compitis publicis,” in 
Verdeyen, p. 58; trans. Cawley, p. 32. 
71  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 33, “Ibeque cum eo manducantes, cum arbitraremur 
hominem tam infirmum, tantaeque providentiae commissum, sicut oportebat procurandum, et 
videremus ei, agente medico illo suo, offerri cibus quos sanus quis vix prae angustia famis attingeret, 
videbamus et tabescebamus, vis regulari silentio nos cohibente quin in illum quasi sacrilegum et 
homicidam ira et contumeliis insurgeremus…Nam et sartaginem crudam per errorem sibi oblatam pro 
butyro multis diebus noscitur comedisse, oleum bibisse tamquam aquam, et multa talia contingebant 
ei,” Verdeyen, p. 59; trans. Cawley, p. 33.  
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the work even further from that of the other biographers who contributed to the final 
Vita Prima. 
 
 William’s sources 
 
 The above has introduced the circumstances of William and Bernard’s first 
encounter and the foundations of their friendship.  It is important to underline how 
less dependent William would have been on Geoffrey’s Fragmenta than most 
scholars have assumed.  In a segment above, it was argued that the text William 
reported as being presented with was less likely Geoffrey’s Fragmenta than, rather, 
the draft of the Historia miraculorum.  William very likely did not need access to the 
Fragmenta.  The reason for this is somewhat obvious, for Burchard of Balerne 
pointed out in the Superscriptum that, “one could scarcely [have] come across [a 
biographer] with more intimate access” to the life of his subject (writing in the past 
tense, following William’s decease).72  Long before he had become a Cistercian at 
Signy, William had been a resident and visitor of Clairvaux for many years.  His Life 
of Bernard is indeed one of our most privileged sources on the early life of many 
monks at Clairvaux, an aspect of the text that has been neglected by subsequent 
historians’ emphases on Bernard’s absolute exceptionality. 
    In knowing Bernard during these early years, William had access not only to 
Bernard himself but also his family, among those who were resident monks at 
Clairvaux with him and under him (awkwardly, as his monastic fratres and “sons”).  
Between William and Geoffrey, it is only William who could have met Bernard’s 
brother, Gerard, who was Clairvaux’s cellarer and who died in 1139, before Geoffrey 
                                                
72  Burchard of Balerne, Superscriptum, in Verdeyen, p. 84; trans. Cawley, p. 65. 
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even became a monk.73  William even provided the portrait of Gerard’s career as, 
first, the convert brought out of military captivity (literally, as a hostage) through 
Bernard’s intercession, and secondly, as the cellarer of Clairvaux.74  Elsewhere, he 
related an occasion of his own talks with Bernard’s eldest brother, Guido, who – 
“when he and I were together one time and were discussing this kind of thing,” – was 
wont to dismissing Bernard’s miracles as over-exaggerated.75  “He went on with his 
usual zealous downplaying of his brother’s strengths, but,” charmingly, “not to upset 
me, he added” (as William then related), that many matters were revealed to Bernard 
through prayer, as illustrated by a story Guido told about the founding of Clairvaux’s 
new house of Trois-Fontaines.  For William’s readers, such was a demonstration of 
Bernard’s uncanny ability to persuade others of the merits of prayer and positive 
thinking.  It also illustrates the distinct advantage that William’s work possesses over 
Geoffrey’s, in providing inalienably valid witness to Bernard’s early personal and 
professional history.76  Bernard’s family were certainly more immediate sources for 
William’s Life than were Geoffrey’s Fragmenta.   
 William’s most privileged source of information about Bernard’s life, 
however, was Bernard himself.  It is William alone who is our source for the story of 
Bernard’s childhood vision at Christmas, in which the young boy beheld and 
understood the mystery of God’s incarnation as the god-made-human-babe. William 
                                                
73  Among his monks, Bernard publicly lamented Gerard’s death in Sermon 26 of his Sermones in 
Cantica Canticorum; the work is discussed in M. B. Pranger, ‘Bernard of Clairvaux: work and self,’ in 
Bruun, ed. The Cistercian Order, at pp. 192-93. 
74  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi cc. 11-12, 27, in Verdeyen, pp. 41-43, 53-54; trans. Cawley, 
pp.12-14, 26. 
75  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 64, “Guideo namque, frater eius maior natu inter fratres 
suos, cuius gravitates et veritatis fuerit vir, omnes sciunt qui eum scire potuerunt.  Hic cum simul 
alicubi essemus, et de huiusmodi loqueremur, et quaererem ego ab eo, sicut iucundae ad amicos 
collocutionis esse solebat: “Fabulae,” inquit, “sunt quae auditis,” in Verdeyen, p. 78; trans. Cawley, p. 
58. 
76 William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 64, “Cumque suo more et solito studio fraternas virtutes 
deprimeret, mihi tamen nollet esse molestus: “Quae,” inquit, “nescio non dico vobis; sed unum narrabo 
quod et scio et expertus sum, multa ei in oration revelari.”  Deinde ennaravit mihi […],” in Verdeyen, 
pp. 78-9; trans. Cawley, pp. 58-9. 
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concluded with the statement that, “so persuaded was he at this hour that ever since, 
he has confessed a belief that this was the very hour of the Lord’s coming to birth,” 
that Christmas night, as – one presumes – Bernard told William years later.77  The two 
men had had many occasions to discuss the origins of Bernard’s piety, not only in the 
earlier years when Bernard was ill but also in later years when William himself was ill 
– one suspects, from attempting to mimic Bernard’s extreme asceticism.  William is 
in fact the first historical witness to Bernard’s interest in the Song of Songs, the moral 
sense of which Bernard used to relate to him while both men were ill and enfeebled in 
Clairvaux’s sick-bay.78   
 It is from this passage that we learn that William himself was taking notes of 
his observations during these early years: “Each day I would write down whatever 
God enabled me to recall of what I had heard, lest it slip away.”79  That William was 
taking notes during this time appears to have escaped scholarly attention, leading to 
the current supposition that the elder monk was near-totally reliant on the younger 
Geoffrey.  It was rather the case as Burchard of Balerne described, that William was 
indeed the most authoritative person who could have been approached to write a 
biography of the Abbot of Clairvaux.  While this segment has discussed the personal 
foundations behind this task, what follows will situate William’s prose within his 
intellectual interests.  Such discussion will help place the biography within its 
                                                
77  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 4, “Persuasum est autem animo eius et nobis nonnumquam 
dicere consuevit quod eam credit horam fuisse dominicae nativitatis,” in Verdeyen, p. 35; trans. 
Cawley, p. 6. 
78  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 59, “Infirmi ergo ambo tota die de spirituali physica 
animae conferebamus, de medicamentis virtutum contra languores vitiorum.  Itaque tunc disseruit mihi 
de Cantico canticorum, quantum tempus illud infirmitatis meae permisit, moraliter tantum, intermissis 
altioribus mysteriis Scripturae illus, quia sic volebam et sic petieram ab eo,” in Verdeyen, pp. 74-5; 
trans. Cawley, p. 53. 
79  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 59, “Singulisque diebus quaecumque super hoc audiebam, 
ne mihi effugerent, scripto alligabam, in quantum mihi Deus donabat et memoria me ivuabat,” in 
Verdeyen, p. 75; trans. Cawley, p. 53. 
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monastic-humanistic context, in such context distinct, to some extent, from 
Geoffrey’s efforts to see Bernard canonized as a saint. 
  
 Monastic humanism and Aleth’s dream 
  
 In a segment above, the Milanese monk Tromund of Chiaravalle was 
introduced as an individual who put pressure on the Roman Curia for Bernard’s 
canonization for two related reasons.  These were, that Bernard’s sanctity had been 
foretold in a dream, in which had been revealed to his mother her son’s future 
illustriousness as a preacher and sage.  This received fact appears to have been what 
secured for Bernard (and more especially, for Geoffrey) his posthumous canonization.  
On a number of counts, it would seem that this dream was also well known, and 
respected as authoritative by many contemporaries.  That William’s Life of Bernard 
contained the account of the dream was one of the reasons for the text’s importance, 
as Burchard of Balerne related in his Superscriptum: “The following is what 
prospective readers of this work will readily enough learn from it…[secondly, of three 
points] Then also how, while still within his mother’s womb, he was seen to receive a 
mark foreboding the future holiness of his life and doctrine.”80  While Bredero 
dismissed the account as “the more or less obligatory dream vision that a vita was 
expected to contain,” contemporaries clearly thought differently of the status of 
Aleth’s dream.81  It is to its content and interpretation that we presently turn. 
                                                
80  Burchard of Balerne, Superscriptum, “Itaque qui accredit ad lectionem operis huius, facile satis 
intelligent…Qui et in utero matris sanctificationem visus est accepisse, de qua concept sunt praesagia 
future sanctitatis illius vitae pariter et doctrinae,” in Verdeyen, p. 84; trans. Cawley, p. 66.  
81  Bredero, Between Cult and History, p. 30. 
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 In sleep Bernard’s mother, Aleth, saw that she bore in her womb not a boy but 
a barking whelp (“catellum…latrantem”), all white with spotted red on his back.82  
Disturbed (“super quo territer vehementer”), she sought the council of a certain seer 
(“cum religiosum quemdam virum consuluisset”), who, assuming the spirit of 
prophecy, assured her that the barking dog was a marvelous pup (“optimi catuli”), and 
that his barking signified his defense of the faith from its foes. Furthermore, “like any 
good dog,” his tongue would be medicinal, “healing many a person of many a disease 
of the soul.”83  According to Bredero, the imagery of the dream co-ordinated with 
what criticisms had been leveled at Bernard from opponents in his public speeches 
against Abelard and Gilbert of Poitiers.  Berengar of Poitiers, for example, had 
likened the abbot’s preaching to a dog’s senseless barking, and the poet Nivard of 
Ghent satirically proposed that his anti-hero, Ysengrimus the wolf, could open his 
jaws as widely as Bernard, the “summus magister hiandi.”84  What Bredero did not 
account for, however, was the co-ordination of this imagery – mythological, to be 
sure, but not implicitly misleading – in terms of the Cistercian philosophy of 
conversion and spiritual transformation. 
 William’s discourse regarding Bernard’s animality in utero speaks directly to 
the anthropology of the animal in Cistercian-Benedictine monastic conversion, from 
base instinct to intellective religio and enlightened spiritualitas.  By these means, the 
allegory of philosophical animality – the “form of life which is dominated by the 
bodily senses” – was transformed into “reason,” for “on the borders of animality and 
                                                
82 William of St.-Thierry Vita Bernardi c. 2, “somnium vidit praesagium futurorum, catellum scilicet 
totum candidum, in dorso rufum et latrantem in utero se habere,” in Verdeyen, p. 33-34; trans. Cawley, 
p. 4. 
83 William of St.-Thierry Vita Bernardi c. 2, “ ‘Ne timeas, bene res agirut, optimi catuli mater eris, qui 
domus Dei custos futurus magnos pro ea contra inimicos fidei editurus est latratus.  Erit enim egregius 
praedicator et tamquam bonus canis, gratia linguae medicinalis in multis multos morbos curaturus est 
animarum,” in Verdeyen, p. 34; trans. Cawley, p. 4; cf. Geoffrey of Clairvaux, Fragmenta, cc. 2, 6 in 
Lechat, ‘Les Fragmenta de Vita et Miraculis S. Bernardi par Geoffroy d’Auxerre,’ pp. 90, 91. 
84  Nivard of Ghent, Ysengrimus, cited in Bredero, Between Cult and History, p. 31. 
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reason the kind Creator has left, in the nature of the human soul, intelligence and 
inventiveness, and in inventiveness, skill.”85  Hence derive the “realms of literature, 
art, and architecture, [and] the countless discoveries of all sorts which men have 
made.”86   For a human being to contemplate its animal nature was to discern what it 
was that made him or her base or noble – “Be yourself a parable of edification for 
yourself,” as William once wrote – for “there is no more worthy or more useful 
exercise for man endowed with reason than what involves the best of his 
endowments, that in which he excels other animals and the other parts of himself: his 
own mind, or spirit.”87 For, according to William, “this is the life of God…not so 
much an advance in reason as an attachment of the affections to perfection in wisdom 
[…]  This is the perfection of [hu]man[kind] in this life.”88  
 There are many reasons to consider the account of Aleth’s dream as more 
philosophically and symbolically complex than simply to defend Bernard’s reputation 
from outsiders.  What the above suggests is that whether the source of the story was 
Bernard himself or another, in William’s hands it became a revelatory parable; the 
significance of which, moreover, was not only to enhance Bernard’s reputation but to 
provide an allegory for spiritual transformation in general.  Such was but one of the 
acts of God through Bernard – though technically, though Bernard’s mother and the 
dream-interpreter; the monks simply explicated it and embedded it in narrative.  The 
hagiography of William’s Life of Bernard was humanistic, and a kind of humanism 
                                                
85  William of St.-Thierry Epistola ad fratres de Monte Dei 1.13.45, 1.15.55, ed. Paul Verdeyen, 
Guillelmo a Sancto Theodorico Opera Omnia pars III: Opera Didactica et Spiritualia, Corpus 
Christianorum 88 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2003), pp. 237, 239; trans. Theodore Berkeley (with J. M. 
Déchanet), The Golden Epistle: A Letter to the Brethren at Mont Dieu (Kalamazoo: Cistercian 
Publications, 1976), pp. 27, 31. 
86  William of St.-Thierry, Epistola 1.15.58, in Verdeyen, p. 240; trans. Berkeley, p. 32. 
87  William of St.-Thierry, Epistola 1.28.105, 2.5.206, in Verdeyen, pp. 250, 271-72; trans. Berkeley, 
pp. 47, 81. 
88  William of St.-Thierry, Epistola Aurea 2.22.286, p. 102. 
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harnessed to the task of monastic enlightenment, not delusion.89  There is, however, 
another aspect of William’s preoccupation with Bernard that deserves discussion, and 
this is the matter of his extreme asceticism, which did set him significantly apart from 
others.   
 
 William’s Life of Bernard and Bernard’s asceticism 
      
 Bernard’s ascetic practices represent perhaps the most alienating and 
disarming feature of his personality and career, especially to readers reared on his 
reputation as a sage and philosopher.  The abbot sought to destroy his body as much 
as possible without seeking suicide; his non-suicidal self-injury is yet to find an 
interpreter willing to discuss it.90  Curiously, his eating habits did not feature in 
Caroline Bynum’s classic Holy Feast and Holy Fast (1987), a work that placed more 
emphasis on the inspiration that medieval women religious found in the equally 
extreme Francis of Assisi (ca. 1181-1226) – who may have been more inspired by 
Bernard’s example than modern historians have noticed.91  The subject of Bernard’s 
“fasting” – which almost killed him, several times – merited only two notes in 
Bynum’s account, though she did admit that the abbot practiced “severe abstinence,” 
focusing more on his advice on moderation to others.92  In fact, the subject of extreme 
asceticism and the Cistercians is yet to be essayed.  The private penances of Aelred of 
                                                
89  Cf. Edouard-Henri Wéber, La Personne Humaine au XIIIe Siècle: l’Avènement chez les Maîtres 
Parisiens de l’Acception Modern de l’Homme (Paris: Librarie Philosophique, 1991), A.4, s.v. ‘Les 
Principales doctrines anthropologiques du XIIe siècle,’ at pp. 46-8. 
90  The literature on non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) is extensive; a classic work on the subject is 
Armando Favazza, Bodies Under Seige: Self-Mutilation, Nonsuicidal Self-injury, and Body 
Modification in Culture and Psychiatry, 3rd ed. (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2011 
[1987]), cf. ‘Preface to the Third Edition,’ pp. ix-xv. 
91  Caroline W. Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Good to Medieval 
Women (Berkeley and Los Angles: University of California Press, 1987), pp. 95-100. 
92  Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast, pp. 48, 84. 
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Rievaulx, for example, who privately subjected himself to immersion in a hidden tank 
of freezing water, “to quench the heat in himself of every vice,” has not attracted 
much attention, despite the interest of his first biographer, Walter Daniel, in the 
subject.93   For William, Bernard’s practices invited not only interest but also a need 
for explanation.  More than any other author behind the Vita Prima, William focused 
on Bernard’s diet, discipline, and physiognomy, with a scientific and humanistic 
interest in Bernard’s body that is unmistakably distinct from Geoffrey’s spotlighting 
the abbot’s “beauty of soul.”94  
 Beyond his sleep deprivation, Bernard’s body suffered from his existing on a 
near liquid diet.  “Food for him meant bread with milk, or with water stock from the 
vegetable poet, or else such pap as is served to infants.”95  His experience of eating 
was unpleasant for him (and as may be assumed, everyone else).  His digestive 
functions slowly broke down, and William did not skirt from detail about the 
consequent vomiting and diarrhea: “Nowadays his ruined stomach promptly throws 
up, undigested, whatever he forces down his throat.”96  So ruined were the muscles of 
his stomach that he could no longer laugh without pain: “As best he could recall, from 
his earliest conversion onwards, it had always cost him more effort to laugh than to 
avoid it,” as Geoffrey related from Bernard’s own testimony.97  As William described, 
                                                
93  Walter Daniel, Vita Ailredi c. 16, “I should not omit to tell how he had built a small chamber of 
brick under the floor of the novice-house, like a little tank, into which water flowed from hidden rills.  
Its opening was shut by a very broad stone in such a way that nobody would notice it.  Aelred would 
enter this contrivance, when he was alone and undisturbed, and immerse his whole body in the icy cold 
water, and so quench the heat in himself of every vice,” ed. F. M. Powicke, Walteri Danielis – Vita 
Ailredi Abbatis Rievall’ (London and Edinburgh: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1963 [1950]), pp. 24-5; for 
a geological survey of the existence of these rills beneath Rievaulx, cf. Roger C. Cooper, ‘New Light 
on Aelred’s Immersion,’ The Harvard Theological Review, vol. 69, no. 3-4 (Jul.-Oct, 1976), pp. 416-
19. 
94  Cf. Jaeger, Enchantments, p. 145. 
95  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 39, “Cibus eius cum pane lac, vel aqua decocionis 
leguminum, vel pultes errant quales infantibus fieri solent,” in Verdeyen, p. 63; trans. Cawley, p. 38. 
96  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c 22, in Verdeyen, pp. 49-50; trans. Cawley, p. 22. 
97  Geoffrey of Clairvaux, Vita Prima 3, c. 5, “De risu dicimus quod ex ore eius frequenter audivimus, 
dum cachinnos religiosorum hominum miraretur: ‘non meminisse se a primis annis suae conversionis 
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“Medical men, on seeing him and his conversion, were in wonderment and charged 
him with doing the same kind of violence to nature in his own case as if a lamb were 
to be harnessed to a plow and forced to plod along.”98  There will be reason to 
consider further elements of Bernard’s asceticism throughout this dissertation, for 
indeed his individual habits would prove a problem regarding what standards were to 
be practiced at Clairvaux and throughout the schools of early Cîteaux.  Bernard did 
not pursue his penances without a price on his community and school; the question 
that shall be explored is how Cîteaux responded to and integrated his ascetic 
idiosyncracies. 
 The point of the above discussion, however, has been to emphasize the 
significance of Bernard’s asceticism to William in his Vita Bernardi.  While Bredero 
argued that William sought to promote Bernard’s reputation, which was – in the case 
of the Edessa expedition – certainly likely to have been part of his reasoning, what 
has been neglected is William’s particular interest in Bernard’s extreme discipline.  
As Bredero observed but did not explore, one possible reason for the composition of 
the first Life may well have been that the younger Geoffrey and his company believed 
the sickly abbot was close to death, ca. 1145-47.99  His lack of moderation and his 
excess(es) required defense as much, if not more than, his extra-mural activities.  One 
of William’s chief interests, indeed, was how it was that Bernard was still alive, 
particularly given his travels and success in promoting the Cistercian discipline: “who 
else is there in this age of ours, that has done things as great as he for the honour of 
God and the benefit of the Church?  He is doing such things still, despite all his 
                                                                                                                                      
aliquando sic risisse, ut non potius ad ridendum quam ad reprimendum sibi vim facere oporteret; et 
risui suo stimulum magis adhibere quam frenum,” in Verdeyen, p. 137; trans. Cawley, p. 91. 
98  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 38, “Videbant eum et conversationem eius homines medici 
et mirabantur, tantamque vim eum in seipso causabantur inferred naturae, ac si agnus ad aratrum 
alligatus arare cogeretur,” in Verdeyen, p. 63; trans. Cawley, p. 38. 
99  Cf. Christopher Holdsworth, ‘Bernard of Clairvaux: his first and greatest miracle was himself,’ in 
Bruun, The Cistercian Order, at p. 173; cf. Bredero, Between Cult and History, p. 34. 
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deathly languor and in contrast with so many others, more robust of body and better 
cared-for in health than he.”100  To this William added, “And further, look at the 
number of people whom his word and example draws out of the secular world, not 
only to conversion but onwards to perfection itself.”101 
 Between his radical asceticism and his miracles, Bernard was also wrote as 
much as he did, he preached all that he did, he travelled, performed exorcisms, 
healings, and blessings, visited courts and cities, and became known to thousands of 
people, both clerical and lay alike.  One does not need to believe that Bernard was a 
saint to recognize that he was a social marvel.  He was also a spectacle, and those who 
sought his employment for their causes and pursuits probably knew this and exploited 
it.  But one should not conclude from this that Bernard’s exceptionality was the 
exclusive focus of his first biographer, William.  What is being explored here is his 
relationship to Cîteaux, wherein, as a conversus from the years ca. 1113-15 and on, 
Bernard began his lifelong mortification of the senses and body.  Like his writings, all 
of his practices were supported or informed by the central school of Cîteaux, where he 
had received his ascetic education. As monastic intellectual property, Bernard’s being, 
his mind and body, were inextricably bound to the discipline of Cîteaux, and his 
discipleship was bound to their rules.  He was their student.  It is to the history of, and 
the modern historiography on, this school of monks in Burgundy who drew Bernard 
and others to their number, that we turn. 
 
 
                                                
100  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 40, “Quis enim nostra aetate, quantumuis robusti corporis 
et accuratae valetudinis, tanta aliquando fecit quanta iste fecit et facit moribundus et languidus, ad 
honorem Dei et sanctae ecclesiae utilitatem?” in Verdeyen, p. 64; trans. Cawley, p. 39. 
101  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c.40, “Quantum postea numerum hominum verbo et 
exemplo traxit de saeculo non solum ad voncersionem sed ad perfectionem?” in Verdeyen, p. 64; trans. 
Cawley, p. 39. 
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 Re-Assessing Cistercian Origins   
 
 Although the story of Cistercian beginnings is well known to Cistercian 
scholars, it is profitable to recapitulate its main themes.  Whereas the narrative of 
Cistercian beginnings is frequently told in modern research on the Cistercians, these 
studies – including the most recent – traditionally move beyond the story of 
foundations to further periods, or to the Cistercians far from Burgundy.102  As 
Bouchard has noted, the original Cistercians in their homeland of Burgundy remain to 
a certain extent, and paradoxically, understudied.103  The same also pertains to the 
early career of Bernard of Clairvaux, who was born and who died in the diocese of his 
birth, in Langres, notwithstanding that he travelled so widely.  Although the story is 
well known, then, it is important to be familiar with its outline before proceeding to 
the detail and the course upon which this thesis directs the extant data.   
 Cîteaux, or as it was then known, the New Monastery, was a late eleventh 
century monastery, and the shrine was founded in 1098.  One of the many notable 
peculiarities of Cistercian history is that it begins with a migration. The shrine to the 
Virgin Mary that the monks founded in the “desert” land between Langres and Chalon 
was the symbolic axis of their New Monastery, the realization of their ideal of reform 
monasticism (as Bernard’s Homilies demonstrate, from Clairvaux) as not only an idea 
but a space, a place for praxis and transformation. There was an extensive symbolic 
armour and legal architecture that protected altars, shrines, and churches of all 
recognized kinds as places beyond the reach of territorial competitors for space and 
                                                
102  Cf. Janet Burton and Julie Kerr , The Cistercians in the Middle Ages (Woodbridge; Boydell Press, 
2011); Emilia Jamroziak, The Cistercian Order in Medieval Europe, 1090-1500 (London and New 
York: Routledge, 2013). 
103 Bouchard, ‘Twelfth-Century Burgundy: The Great Unknown?’ in Francis R. Swietek (with J. R. 
Sommerfeldt, ed.), Studiosorum Speculum: Studies in Honor of Louis J. Lekai (Kalamazoo: Cistercian 
Publications, 1993), pp. 33ff. 
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status.104  The devotion of the Burgundian lay gentry to the Marian Christianity of 
Molesme is demonstrated in various charters, and lay enthusiasm for Robert of 
Molesme’s monasticism contributed in part to the significance of the name of the first 
Cistercians’ own Marian house, the “Novum Monasterium,” which had many 
implications for the men who coined and championed it. The site itself was holy, not 
they. Cistercian shrines were not officially the foci of early twelfth-century 
pilgrimages by the laity, but narrative evidence shows that laypeople did travel to 
early Clairvaux for blessings, while many Benedictines arrived to imbibe the “new 
monasticism” and to worship at these houses. By conceiving the New Monastery, 
Clairvaux, and other monastic sites as shrines (and in the Cistercians’ case especially, 
shrine-schools), we are better-placed to recognize the moral and emotional investment 
of the clergy and the laity in their shrines to saints, and the historically constant 
motivation to “reform” the conduct and outlook of shrine attendants.105 
 A director of the Cistercians’ original project was an abbot called Robert of 
Molesme.  Molesme was in Langres, whereas the New Monastery was situated 
uncertainly in territory between the dioceses of Langres and Chalon.  The small group 
of founders comprised former monks of Molesme, who had left this latter abbey in 
circumstances that are still uncertain today.  A number of the monks’ names are 
known: Robert was accompanied by his Prior, Alberic, and a certain Stephen Harding 
who, after Alberic, was abbot at the New Monastery during the time when Bernard 
                                                
104 Matthew Innes, State and Society in the Early Middle Ages: The Middle Rhine Valley, 400-1000 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), at pp. 17-19, 25-26, 41, 138-39; cf. Dominique Iogna-
Prat (with G. R. Edwards, trans.), Order and Exclusion: Cluny and Christendom Face Heresy, 
Judaism, and Islam (1000-1150) (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 2002 [1998]), pp. 78-
82, 156-81; Barbara H. Rosenwein, Negotiating Space: Power, Restraint, and Privileges of Immunity 
in Early Medieval Europe (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1999), pp. 8, 76-78, 108, esp. 171-83. 
105  Cf. Sarah Hamilton, Church and People in the Medieval West (London and New York: Pearson, 
2013), at p. 121; Ian Wood, ‘Constructing Cults in Early Medieval France: Local Saints and Churches 
in Burgundy and the Auvergne, 400-1000,’ in Alan Thacker (with R. Sharpe, eds.), Local Saints and 
Local Churches in the Early Medieval West (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), pp. 157-64; John 
Howe, ‘The Nobility’s Reform of the Medieval Church,’ The American Historical Review, vol. 93, no. 
2 (Apr., 1988), at pp. 332-33. 
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and his company entered, around 1112-13.  There was also a certain Ilbodus (who 
was still at Cîteaux in 1115 and will be met again later), as well as a John and Peter.  
When Robert was forced to leave the New Monastery and return to Molesme, only 
some of these men stayed at the new site.  How the monks told their story afterwards 
is represented in their early narratives.  It is upon these texts that the modern debates 
about Cistercian origins have centered.     
 
 Berman and The Cistercian Evolution 
 
 In 2000, Constance Berman published a thesis entitled, The Cistercian 
Evolution: The Invention of a Religious Order in Twelfth-Century Europe.106  As one 
may observe from its title, Berman’s interest was not pre-eminently with the monks in 
Burgundy but, like the more recent surveys, a study of the Cistercians’ broad impact 
on Europe throughout the High Middle Ages.  In fact, most of her argument and 
material concerns the later twelfth century, the same period surveyed above, during 
which Geoffrey of Clairvaux and others were pursuing Bernard’s canonization. As a 
whole, Berman’s thesis provoked enormous controversy.  She argued that the key 
narrative and legislative texts for early Cistercian history were written much later than 
“most historians of the Middle Ages” believe.107  The conclusion to her thesis was 
that the Cistercian Order did not exist until the 1160’s; “in the 1140’s and 1150’s such 
an Order did not yet exist; there was only a congregation in Burgundy vaguely tied 
together by precepts about love [caritas].”108  Of the some-326 Cistercian houses 
founded by 1152, only forty were authoritatively incorporated into and tied to the 
                                                
106  Constance H. Berman, The Cistercian Evolution: The Invention of a Religious Order in Twelfth-
Century Europe (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2000) 
107  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, p. 53. 
108  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, p. 151. 
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central school in Burgundy.109  The Cistercian ethos had spread rapidly, but the 
administrative structures for which the Order would be held as exemplary by 1215, 
took a long time to catch up. 
 Berman dated all of the narrative and legislative texts that described the period 
of the monks’ beginnings to around ca. 1160 and on.  Thus the Exordium Parvum, the 
Exordium Cistercii, and the Carta Caritatis were all works that do not accurately 
reflect the monks’ experience during the late eleventh to early twelfth centuries, or 
even during the second quarter of the twelfth century.  They were, in her analysis, 
products of the later twelfth century and of vastly different circumstances to the way 
of life or vita religionis as developed by Robert, Alberic, Stephen Harding, and the 
younger Bernard.  Berman’s dating these texts to such a later date was through a 
reading of the evidence that suggested that no manuscripts in which these texts were 
preserved could be dated to before the mid-twelfth century.110  Such was not the case, 
as Chrysogonus Waddell demonstrated in a lengthy review; he had only the year 
before published a study of these same texts and manuscripts, and had spent more 
time with them than had Berman.111  These texts were also not only historical 
narratives but were works that preserved official diplomata and letters of 
authorization, and Berman’s thesis had concluded that these texts must be forgeries: 
the bull of Pope Calixtus II, granted to the New Monastery in 1119, contained, for 
example, so many “errors in diplomatic formulae” that it simply had to be a fake.112  
 “Invention,” for Berman, meant fabrication, the writing of history in the guise 
of earlier authors, with the intent to (mis-)represent a period of history not 
                                                
109  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, p. 107. 
110  Berman, “None of the manuscripts or texts can be dated to before 1150,” in The Cistercian 
Evolution, at p. 59. 
111  Cf. Chrysogonus Waddell, ‘The Myth of Cistercian Origins: C. H. Berman and the Manuscript 
Sources,’ Cîteaux 51 (2000), pp. 299-386. 
112  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, p. 87. 
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experienced by the supposedly real authors of these works.  The result of this 
fabrication was the late literary invention of the Cistercian Order; the “references to 
the ordo cistercienses as a group to which they belong came into common usage only 
in the thirteenth century.”113  Berman critiqued the very concept of an “Order,” which 
was indeed a valid and useful aspect of her thesis, and distinguished between the 
meanings of the word Ordo as either a “way of life,” or school, and its meaning as a 
“group,” with an emphasis on the institutional and administrative connotation of the 
latter as making an Order in the sense as she was pursuing.114  Because her area of 
expertise was Cistercianism in the Frankish south, her broader point about the gradual 
Cistercianization of the many Cistercian-inspired but not officially Cistercian houses 
was illustrated by appeal to outside examples, to wit: “the gradual transformation of 
these independently pre-Cistercian houses of reformed monks and nuns into proto-
Cistercians in southern France and elsewhere laid the groundwork for what eventually 
was a much more rapid affiliation of these proto-Cistercians into an Order in the 
1160’s and thereafter.”115  This task of administrative centralization was also situated 
quite precisely; it was only after Bernard’s death that Cîteaux, “a small congregation 
in Burgundy,” began to enforce its specific practices and customs upon “member 
abbeys” formerly of merely Cistercian inspiration and not of formal affiliation.116  
 A disturbing consequence of Berman’s thesis taken together with Bredero’s 
arguments about Bernard’s Vita Prima is that if both of these scholars are correct, 
then all of the materials dealing with Cistercian history in Burgundy ca. 1098-
1130/70 are unusable. In short, on all fronts we are presented with lies and liars, 
apparently.  That medieval monks could lie is beyond question; of course they did, on 
                                                
113  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, p. 79. 
114  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, p. 112. 
115  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, p. 103. 
116  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, pp. 222-23. 
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occasion (and on many occasions, they have probably not been found out).  But that 
the whole of Cistercian history as represented in the extant material dealing with the 
monks’ first decades is an elaborate mythology with no basis in historical reality, is an 
untenable situation, a problem highlighted in the title of Cygler’s review of Berman’s 
thesis.117  Before despairing and calling, as did Bredero, the study of this period a 
point of impasse for modern research, we turn to the response of Berman’s critics, and 
then to the new ways that the texts describing the New Monastery can be regarded. 
 
 Berman’s critics and current issues about Cistercian “Beginnings” 
 
 The most important critic of Berman’s research was a scholar who published 
his findings the year before the publication of The Cistercian Evolution, which places 
this latter work in a rather awkward academic situation. Waddell spent many years 
with the early Cistercian narrative and legislative texts, and his conclusions about 
their dates – insofar as conclusions could be asserted, for the whole subject remains 
mostly conjectural – is accepted by others, and is the basis for the research undertaken 
here.  There are two narratives of the origins of Cîteaux, the Exordium Parvum and 
the Exordium Cistercii.  Waddell saw the longer of these, the Exordium Parvum, as 
the earlier, and argued that the Prologue and Chapters 1, 2 and 4-15 derive from a 
manuscript Q-source that is no longer extant.  The additional material was provided 
by Abbot Raynard, who succeeded the short-reigning successor of Stephen Harding 
(Abbot Guy, r. 1133); Waddell dated this addition to the Exordium Parvum to before 
                                                
117   Florent Cygler, ‘Un ordre cistercien au XIIe siècle?  Mythe historique ou mystification 
historiographique?’ Revue Mabillon 13 (2002), pp. 307-328. 
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or around 1147.118  He also argued that the Exordium Cistercii, which some believe 
was composed at Clairvaux, was a work likewise produced by Raynard, albeit earlier 
in his abbacy, ca. 1136-37.119  As Janet Burton has argued, a compelling reason for 
the priority of the Exordium Parvum as a representation of earlier Cistercian outlooks 
is the centrality of the Rule of Benedict to its rhetorical construction; it is a faithful 
representation of Cistercian attitudes, at least from Stephen Harding’s abbacy (1108-
33) and onwards.120 
 Berman’s other critics, particularly Elizabeth Freeman and Brian McGuire, 
have highlighted other areas of her thesis that require correction or re-appraisal.  
Freeman, for example, has pointed out that the dating of a text according to the 
manuscript in which that text is preserved is not a reliable gauge for determining the 
significance of the work’s content to its historic readers and copyists; there is no a 
priori reason to assume that the date of a manuscript equates to the date of the text’s 
composition.121  Pointing out that it is sensible to recognize that the experiences and 
circumstances of the Cistercians of the early twelfth century and the later twelfth 
century were markedly distinct, Freeman highlighted the significant fact that even 
according to Waddell’s dates, the Exordium Parvum and Exordium Cistercii were 
already composed long enough after the New Monastery’s late eleventh-century 
                                                
118  Cf. Chrysogonus Waddell, Narrative and Legislative Texts, pp. 233-59; cf. Janet Burton, ‘Past 
Models and Contemporary Concerns: The Foundations and Growth of the Cistercian Order,’ in Kate 
Cooper (with J. Gregory, eds.), Revival and Resurgence in Christian History, Studies in Church 
History 44 (Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2008), p. 29; on Abbot Guy’s demonic influence and 
disappearance, cf. Herbert of Clairvaux, De miraculis libri tres, c. 24, “Cumque in ipso suae 
promotionis primordio, fratrum professiones de more susciperet, isdem Dei famulus Stephanus vidit 
immundum spiritum ad illum venientem, atque in os ejus ingredientem.  Vix mensis praeterierat unus, 
et ecce, revelante Domino, denudata est impuritas ejus, et eradicate est mox de paradiso Dei plantatio 
spuria, quam Pater coelestis non plantarat,” in Migne,  PL 185, 1334A-B. 
119  Waddell, Narrative and Legislative Texts, pp. 137-61; cf. Jean-Baptiste Auberger, L’unanimité 
cistercienne primitive, pp. 52-57. 
120  Burton, ‘Past Models and Contemporary Concerns,’ p. 31; cf. David N. Bell, ‘From Molesme to 
Cîteaux: the Earliest ‘Cistercian’ ‘Spirituality,’” Cistercian Studies Quarterly, vol. 34, no. 4 (1999), p. 
473. 
121  Elizabeth Freeman, ‘What Makes a Monastic Order?  Issues of Methodology in The Cistercian 
Evolution,’ Cistercian Studies Quarterly, vol. 37, no. 4 (2002), p. 430. 
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foundation.  There is no strictly documentary record for the very earliest years, and in 
this the Cistercians were hardly exceptional for medieval communities and 
community-chroniclers.  Their telling of their own history was necessarily a kind of 
“invention,” but less in the sense of fabrication than for the purpose of creating a 
sense of collective purpose, group definition and identity, what Freeman termed in 
another paper, “community memories.”122   
 McGuire focused on Berman’s use of the terms “Order” and “ordo.”  He 
sketched the positive contributions of the book as highlighting the complexity of the 
creation of an Order out of a congregation.  But he also pointed out that were 
Berman’s thesis correct, we would have to assume “that there was at this time a 
massive conspiracy to falsify the origins of the Cistercians,” which forgers, moreover, 
“would have had to contradict the memories of many monks who, at the time, would 
have had a clear recollection of Stephen Harding.”123  McGuire has also pointed out 
that Berman’s conclusion about a total absence of administrative co-ordination cannot 
explain how the Cistercian ethos spread so quickly before 1152, notwithstanding 
Bernard’s travels and employments abroad.124  He has also pointed out, in another 
publication, that Bernard had been aware of belonging to a distinct ordo since the 
1120’s.  While the precise meaning of the term ordo in Berman’s sense may be 
ambiguous, it is nonetheless clear that the abbot was aware of institutional hierarchies 
within the Burgundian congregation that indicated a group coherence that Berman did 
not recognize.125     
                                                
122 Freeman, ‘What Makes a Monastic Order?’ pp. 439-40; cf. Freeman, ‘Aelred of Rievaulx’s De 
Bello Standarii: Cistercian Historiography and the Creation of Community Memories,’ Cîteaux 49 
(1998), pp. 5-28. 
123  Brian P. McGuire, ‘Charity and Unanimity: The Invention of the Cistercian Order – A Review 
Article,’ Cîteaux: Commentarii Cistercienses 51 (2000), pp. 289, 291. 
124  McGuire, ‘Charity and Unanmity,’ p. 292. 
125  McGuire, ‘Bernard’s Concept of a Cistercian Order: Vocabulary and Context,’ Cîteaux 54 (2003), 
pp. 226-27, 228-29; ‘Charity and Unanimity,’ p. 293. 
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 All agree, however, that a great merit of Berman’s book is that it has forced 
scholars to review assumptions long held about the development of the Cistercians 
into an institutional organization and Order.  Freeman indicated the significance of 
recognizing the motives and in particular the audiences of the customaries in which 
these texts were copied and distributed.126  Such pertains not only to prospective 
Cistercian monks and nuns but also – and just as importantly – to the Bishops in 
whose dioceses the monks settled.  McGuire has highlighted the significance of oral 
tradition to the growth and maturation of the Cistercian tradition, and has pointed out 
that the chief occasion of Cistercian sociability, the annual General Chapter held at 
Cîteaux, also does not possess extant records for its earliest years but was, 
nonetheless, an important point of contact for Cistercian abbots to meet one another 
and negotiate affiliations.127  Martha Newman has also contributed an important 
element to the discussion by emphasizing how the Exordia and Carta Caritatis 
represent an important bridge between the earlier, face-to-face congregations and the 
later, more socially abstract institutional organization known as “the Cistercian 
Order.”128  There are, however, a number of other considerations that may be 
appraised, and these have both positive and negative bearings on Berman’s thesis.  
The conclusion that these promote is not that Berman’s thesis is impracticable.  
Rather, there is much insight to be gained from re-appraising The Cistercian 
Evolution in light of her more recent research and theories. 
 
 
 
                                                
126  Freeman, ‘What Makes a Monastic Order?’ p. 439. 
127  McGuire, ‘Charity and Unanimity,’ p. 296. 
128  Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ p. 179. 
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 Schola caritatis: Berman’s thesis in new light 
 
 Berman was unnecessarily dismissive of the early Cistercian congregations in 
Burgundy.  These communities purportedly amounted to little more than “a 
congregation in Burgundy vaguely tied together by precepts about love” – “Early 
Cistercian ideals about monastic ordo centered on notions of charity [caritas] with 
little concern for administrative conformity or unanimity.”129  The first point to be 
argued against this conclusion concerns her use of the concept of caritas which, 
between the earliest literature produced between Cîteaux and Clairvaux was central to 
the articulation of their collective identity and mission.  Between “love” and “charity” 
(the modern English derivation of caritas), Berman’s evaluation of the significance of 
caritas for the Cistercians seems inconsistent.  Though describing its relevance as 
vague in one segment, it would become the point of the greatest contention between 
the various communities in the later twelfth century: “The later Cistercian 
administrative Order was an ‘umbrella-organization’ of independent reform houses 
that came into existence only considerably later than the initial discussion about the 
application of caritas to internal monastic practices,” yet, “once the Summa Carta 
Caritatis is dated to 1165, we can read it as the administrative response to a crisis in 
which the practice of caritas among members of a congregation of Burgundian 
houses had become strained.”130   
 That caritas was of ethical as well as institutional significance to the early 
twelfth-century Cistercians was decisively proven by Newman in her study, The 
Boundaries of Charity: Cistercian Culture and Ecclesiastical Reform, 1098-1180 
(1996).  What remains underexplored is the significance of caritas as the Cistercians 
                                                
129  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, pp. 151 and 79, respectively. 
130  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, pp. 99 and 150, respectively. 
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inherited it, as Benedictines in Burgundy.  For the itinerant Burgundian monk, 
Rodulfus Glaber (ca. 985-1047), an elder contemporary of Robert of Molesme, 
caritas was an extremely important and multi-valent monastic ideal.  In Glaber’s 
History in Five Books we see the Christological significance of caritas in monastic 
thought as an aspect of imitatio Christi; for God is caritas (“Deus caritas est,” 1 John 
4.8).  Such was demonstrated, for example, by the self-sacrifice of monks who had 
gone to war with Duke William-Sancho of Navarre against the Spanish Dar-al-Islam 
(martyrdom in religious conflict is the earliest and most enduring form of imitatio 
Christi).131  Elsewhere, Glaber wrote that when this aspect of God was “chilled 
(frigescente)” in the hearts of the clergy, so would “times dangerous for their souls” 
begin for humankind as a whole.132  It is, however, in his Life of William of Dijon that 
a further nuance to the concept becomes apparent.  
 Caritas as an aspect of God indeed means “love” – and “charity” in the sense 
of divine condescension (the fact that God became a man and suffered horribly for 
humankind) – but as “love,” it is also the root of the concept of “care,” in the sense of 
spiritual care and instruction. William of Volpiano-Dijon was Glaber’s monastic 
magister, and he was an abbot who had travelled from Italy in order to reform houses 
in Normandy and Burgundy.  Glaber described how, “the Lord had given him, along 
with many other strengths, such power of saving eloquence that he conferred upon all 
who received his teaching the greatest reinforcement of faith, the growth of goodness 
and virtue and the correction of vices.  For to all he behaved in a charitable way, 
whether he deemed it proper to be severe or gentle.”133  Caritas thus pertained not 
                                                
131  Rodulfus Glaber, Historiarum Libri Quinque 2.18, trans. and ed. John France, Rodulfus Glaber: 
The Five Books of the Histories (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989), pp. 82-83. 
132  Rodulfus Glaber, Historiarum Libri Quinque 2.10, trans. France, pp. 68-69. 
133  Rodulfus Glaber, Vita Domni Willelmi Abbatis c. 10, “Tantam enim ei Dominus cum ceteris 
virtutibus virtutem salutaris verbi concessit ut quibusque doctrinam illius suscipientibus summam 
conferret fidei firmitatem bonarumque virtutum augmentum ac vitiorum emendationem.  Omnibus 
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only to care and instruction but also to correction and the guiding hand and inspiration 
of a teacher.  This becomes the most apparent in the description of William’s teaching 
practices, which were not only to the benefit of monks; Abbot William also taught 
uneducated laymen a form of prayer consisting of five parts, so as to enhance their 
devotions.134 
 It is in such light that we revisit the limits of caritas in Berman’s Cistercian 
Evolution, as will be pursued throughout this dissertation.  Another major issue 
requiring address is that ordo in the Benedictine context meant not only a way of life 
or group but also a school (schola, “a school for the Lord’s service,” as in the Rule of 
Benedict’s Prologue, c. 45).135  In its early years, every school must exercise a certain 
measure of institutional flexibility, for its curriculum must be adapted to the needs 
and instincts of its students, however precocious or ignorant.  As Rousseau has argued 
with respect to monasteries in late antiquity, “where we find an idealization of 
communal values, we can often detect an artificial suspension of historical 
development, which already takes for granted the superiority and dominance of one 
ascetic mode over others,” a statement that is as relevant for understanding the early 
Cistercian monasteries and their histories in Frankish Burgundy as for Pachomian 
monasteries and their instructive Vitae in Egypt. 136   In harmony with such 
considerations, Berman would later argue with more subtlety the points that were 
                                                                                                                                      
enim, sicuti expedire noverat, sive leniter seu asperime caritative tamen huiusmodi exhibebat,” ed. 
Neithard Bulst, trans. John France (with P. Reynolds), The Life of St William, in France, Rodulfus 
Glaber, at pp. 280-81.  
134  Rodulfus Glaber, Vita Domni Willelmi Abbatis c. 12, “Instituit quoque simplicioribus vel idiotis e 
seculo ad se confugientibus fratribus orandi formam, quinque modulis mystice constantem, ut videlicet, 
quot sensibus humani corporis Deus offenditur, totidem vocum clausulis ad misericordiam rogaretur.  
Erat autem huiusmodi: Domini, Iesu, rex pie, rex Clemens, pie Deus.’  Subiungebatur vero singulis: 
‘Miserere.’  Supputabatur nanque taliter ut, si verbi gratia in decem novenalibus articulorum iuncturis 
ter quinquies identidem revoluendo devote diceretur, psalterii tota series mutuata persolueretur,” trans. 
France and Reynolds, op. cit., pp. 286-7. 
135  Regula Benedicti Prol.45, Constituenda est ergo nobis dominic schola servitii,” in Terrence G. 
Kardong, Benedict’s Rule: A Translation and Commentary (Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1996 
[1980]), at p. 2 
136 Rousseau, ‘Orthodoxy and the Coenobite,’ p. 244. 
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important in The Cistercian Evolution, and it is in light of these that her work may be 
appraised afresh.   
 As she later explained, before institutional centralization and self-definition, 
every congregation was simply a community of persons.  People who came to such 
groups were simply ‘converts,’ which term – conversi, or conversae – would, through 
the later twelfth century, come to denote exclusively “laybrother” or “laysister,” a 
laboring class of religious who were inferior to professed monks and nuns.137  Even 
relations between the sexes – a point of particular significance in early Cistercian 
monasticism – were dynamically more integrated than the case would later become, 
when these communities crystallized into ascetic institutions.138  Berman has argued 
this case by appealing to the example of Pons de Léras, a miles who became a 
conversus at the Cistercian abbey of Silvanès around ca. 1150.  That Pons was called 
a conversus in the sense of being a laybrother-farmhand and at the same time was 
Abbot of Silvanès is a semantic and political non sequitur.139  The conclusion Berman 
drew from these analyses was that the class line between monks and conversi was a 
long time in development. Prior to its enforcement, distinctions between monks and 
conversi (and nuns and conversae) were probably merely to do with education and 
literacy.140  Hence the importance of recognizing these foundations as schools, and as 
congregations centered on mutually reciprocal and disciplining caritative practices. 
                                                
137  Berman, ‘Distinguishing Between the Humble Peasant Lay Brother and Sister, and the Converted 
Knight in Medieval Southern France,’ in Emilia Jamroziak (with J. Burton, eds.), Religious and Laity 
in Western Europe, 1000-1400: Interaction, Negotiation, and Power (Turnhout: Brepols, 2006), p. 265. 
138  Cf. Elizabeth van Houts, ‘Conversation Amongst Monks and Nuns, 1000-1200,’ in Stephen 
Vanderputten, ed. Understanding Monastic Practices of Oral Communication (Western Europe, Tenth-
Thirteenth Centuries) (Turnhout: Brepols, 2011), pp. 287-89. 
139  Berman, ‘The Life of Pons de Léras: Knights and Conversion to Religious Life in the Twelfth 
Century,’ Church History and Religious Culture, vol. 88, no. 2 (2008), pp. 126-28; ‘Distinguishing 
Between the Humble Peasant Laybrother and Sister,’ p. 274. 
140  Berman, ‘Distinguishing Between the Humble Peasant Laybrother and Sister,’ p. 267. 
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 Berman’s newer thesis is compelling, chiefly because it sheds light on the 
issues she raised in The Cistercian Evolution. In particular her work demands that 
historians attend more to local circumstance and the stories told at local congregations 
before assuming institutional structures and solidarity.141  There is, moreover, another 
reason to consider Berman’s work in new light.  This is because she identified 
Bernard of Clairvaux as one of these conversi, as considered in her later accounts, on 
par with the knight Pons de Léras.142   Once again Bernard has proposed quite a 
radical argument, and her discussion of the mutation of twelfth-century conversi and 
conversae in law and literature has not received elaboration or comment in recent 
early Cistercian studies.143  This thesis will continue to explore the relative plasticity 
of the social stations of regular conversi in the twelfth century, throughout the 
Chapters to follow. The research area that Berman described requires much further 
mapping if the early Cistercians are to be understood in a comparative perspective.  
What shall be explored in the segment to follow, the final segment of this Chapter, is 
how it was that Bernard figured as the student-conversus at the school of Cîteaux, the 
“New Monastery.”  Just like Pons de Léras, Bernard had had no experience of 
monastic discipline before his Cistercian conversion.  His situation and role as a 
student of the early Cistercian, pre-Claraevallian school and ordo reveals important 
recurrences in later history.  
 
 
 
                                                
141  This point was observed by John Van Engen, ‘Review – The Cistercian Evolution: The Invention 
of a Religious Order in Twelfth Century Europe by Constance Hoffman Berman,’ Speculum vol. 79, 
no. 2 (2004), at p. 454. 
142  Berman, ‘Distinguishing Between the Humble Peasant Laybrother and Sister,’ p. 270. 
143  Newman, ‘Foundation and twelfth century,’ The Cistercian Order, pp. 26, 29-31. 
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 Bernard and Cîteaux Between Cult and History 
 
 What the segments above have signaled is the present effort to provide insight 
into a feature of Bernard’s life and career that is underestimated.  The above 
discussion of debates about the Cistercians’ first narratives of origins has intended to 
lay the groundwork for the appreciation of the situation out of which Bernard the sage 
and ascetic emerged, not only to history but in his immediate society. Among the 
“many Saint Bernards,” it has not been the abbot’s identity as a Cistercian that has 
been underestimated.  Rather, it is Bernard’s identity as a learner, a disciple, and 
student of the New Monastery and of Stephen Harding (and others), that is the 
missing link between the Bernard of history and the Saint Bernard of cult.  The 
importance of exploring his Cistercian conversion lies in the fact that – so far as is 
certain in an area of many uncertainties – Bernard did not leap into early twelfth-
century society as a Cistercian Benedictine fully formed. Throughout his writings 
remains a record of his conversion to ideas, his conversion of ideas, and his inner 
change to a cultural thought-world that he represented as a public agent for Cîteaux to 
outsiders. 
 What is necessary in this final segment is to continue the discussion about the 
early Cistercian narratives of origins as begun above.  The Exordium Parvum is a 
privileged source for a period in Bernard’s own life that lacks, for the most part, any 
contemporary documentation.  It provides the account of his entry to Cîteaux, with the 
friends and family who have been met briefly above, and who will be met again at 
later points in this thesis.  Yet, seemingly paradoxically, Bernard himself is never 
named or identified in this work.  From the impressions of the Cistercian 
consuetudines, Bernard of Cîteaux never existed – yet we cannot conclude from this 
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that readers were unaware of Bernard of Clairvaux, for it was indeed through his 
travels and influence that many Cistercian houses were founded.  Hence we are 
presented with a paradox that requires explanation.   
 
 The Exordium Parvum, c. 17 
 
 According to Waddell’s hypothesis about the accumulative nature of the 
Exordium Parvum, the chapter of this text in question was composed by a successor 
to Stephen’s post as Abbot of Cîteaux, by Raynard du Bar, after the 1130’s.  This is 
clear, at least, in the fact that Chapter 17 of the Exordium Parvum provided the 
description of the person and abbacy of Stephen Harding.  It is already a retrospective 
account of a period of history that was not only Bernard’s early history but that of the 
New Monastery itself; and it was written at a time when this monastery was no longer 
“New” but was called by its now-familiar name, Cîteaux.  Chapter 17 is the source of 
an oft-cited description of Stephen Harding, an oft-cited description of the New 
Monastery’s unique customs, as well as the famous description of Bernard and his 
company’s entry to the New Monastery.  The manuscript title of the chapter is “De 
morte primi abbatis et de promotione secondi, et de institutis et laetitia eorum (Of the 
death of the first abbot and the promotion of the second, and of their institutes and 
their joy).”144   The chapter is densely implicated in the description of Cistercian 
beginnings, ranging from the New Monastery’s leadership, its customs, and its first 
metamorphosis into a public school, described as its “joy.”  An analysis of the 
segment describing Bernard’s entry to Cîteaux must be prefaced with an 
understanding of how it fits into a wider historiographic outlook.    
                                                
144  Waddell, Narrative and Legislative Texts, p. 438. 
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 According to the text, the first abbot of the New Monastery was not Robert but 
Alberic, who are men to be met properly in Chapter Three, below.  The “second 
abbot,” Stephen, merits especial significance, for by the time that both Bernard and 
Raynard became Cistercians, both Robert and Alberic were deceased.  This chapter 
provides the description of Stephen that is most commonly cited in modern 
discussions of his life and career: “a certain brother, Stephen by name, English by 
birth; he too had come there from Molesme with the others, and was a lover of the 
Rule and of the place.”145  Herein lies the image of Stephen Harding in modern 
historiographic thought, which shall likewise be explored in another Chapter.  The 
significance of his introduction in the Exordium Parvum, however, was to situate the 
customs and institutes within the context of his role as a teacher and abbot.  As 
Newman has observed, we do not know what Stephen preached in Chapter and it is 
difficult to gauge the precise extent to which he personally coached the spiritual 
growth of his monks.  The embedding of Stephen Harding into this text, however, was 
an effort to evoke his person and pedagogy as a role encountered by the Cistercians 
and Bishops who would read this work, as either prospective monks or interested 
inquirers and potential patrons.146 
 As a charismatic teacher present through this text, Stephen was the guide to 
the administration and spirituality of all of the Cistercian houses for whom this text 
was of central institutional relevance.  “It was in his time that the brethren,” as the 
work related, began to assume the contours of the Benedictine outlook that became 
uniquely Cistercian.  “Lest there remain in the house of God…anything smacking of 
pride of superfluity, or anything that at any time corrupt the poverty – guardian of the 
                                                
145  Exordium Parvum c. 17.3, “Huic successit quidam frater, Stephanus nomine, Anglicus natione, qui 
et ipse cum aliis de Molismo illuc advenerat, quique amator Regulae et loci erat,” in Waddell, p. 438.   
146  Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Early Cistercian Order,’ p. 184. 
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virtues – that they had voluntarily chosen,” the decisions presented as his served to 
define and outline the discipline to be pursued among all Cistercian houses and 
conversi.147  The monks decreed that those of their ordo would possess no crosses of 
gold or silver but only painted wooden ones; no fabrics except of plain cloth or linen, 
without silk, gold, or silver; chalices of silver but never of gold; and altar cloths, 
which “they explicitly decreed” were to be of linen, and wholly lacking in any 
pictoral ornamentation.148    
 It was also during this time, “Illis diebus,” that the Monastery increased in 
“lands and vineyards and meadows and farmsteads,” though the monks did not 
decrease in the intensity of their observances.149  Despite these achievements the 
monks were described as despairing that they lacked successors in their enterprise, 
even if they possessed the means to practice their discipline profitably.  As will be 
seen in a further Chapter, the New Monastery was hardly an isolated shrine.  But it 
was in this context of describing the institutes and the landscape of early Cîteaux that 
Bernard and his company came to the site.  How the narrative then dealt with the 
entry of the monks’ successors – the heirs of their efforts, and the first recruits of what 
would become a mass religious movement – is very revealing of early Cistercian 
outlooks as to Bernard’s relevance to their institution and school. 
 
 
 
                                                
147  Exordium Parvum c. 17.5, “Deinde ne quid in domo Dei…remaneret, quod superbiam aut 
superfluitatem redoleret, aut paupertatem, custodem virtutum, quam sponte elegerant aliquando 
corrumperet,” in Waddell, p. 438. 
148  Exordium Parvum c. 17.6, 7, 8, “Confirmaverunt ne retinerent cruces aureas seu argenteas, nisi 
tantummodo ligneas coloribus depictas…Pallia vero omnia et cappas atque dalmaticas tunicasque ex 
toto dimiserunt; sed calices argenteos, non aureos, sed si fieri poterit deauratos…Pallae autem altarium 
ut de lino fierent et sine picture plane praecipiebant,” in Waddell, p. 438. 
149  Exordium Parvum c. 17.9, “Illis diebus in terris et vineis ac pratis curtibusque eadem ecclesia 
crevit, nec religione decrevit,” in Waddell, p. 438. 
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 The absence of Bernard of Cîteaux 
 
  “God…visited that place in those times, pouring out the bowels of His mercy 
upon those who were petitioning Him,” and there was “sent to that church at a single 
time so many clerics, learned and noble, so many laymen, powerful in the world and 
likewise noble, that thirty simultaneously and with alacrity entered the novitiate, and 
by battling well against their own vices and the enticements of malign spirits, were 
able to finish their course.”150  There are two aspects of this passage that are of 
significance.  First is the fact that Bernard – though he was of this company – is 
nowhere identified or named. He was simply one of the thirty who entered the New 
Monastery and embarked on the course of a collective conversion.  The second is that 
the account telescopes the experience of the conversi – for they simply enter, they 
battle, and complete their course over the course of but a few lines.  The point of the 
segment was not to highlight a period of history to which readers and historians 
interested in Bernard’s individual life might refer.       
 The rhetorical purpose of the very short account (indeed, in keeping with the 
work’s title, “Exordium Parvum,” the “Little” or “Humble History”) is revealed in 
what immediately follows: “Encouraged by their example, the old and the young, men 
of every age in every part of the world, seeing in these that what they had once 
dreaded as impossible in the observance of the Rule was, in fact, quite possible, began 
running hither to bow their proud necks under the sweet yoke of Christ, to love 
ardently the hard and harsh precepts of the Rule, and wondrously to gladden and 
                                                
150  Exordium Parvum c. 17.10, 11, “Ergo istis temporibus visitavit Deus locum illum, viscera 
misericordiae suae effundens super se petentes…Nam tot clericos litteratos et nobiles, laicos etiam in 
saeculo potentes et aeque nobiles, uno tempore ad illam Dei gratia transmisit ecclesiam, ut triginta 
insimul in cellam novitiorum alacriter intrarent, ac bene contra propria vitia et incitamenta malignorum 
spirituum fortiterque decertando, cursum suum consummarent,” in Waddell, p. 438. 
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invigorate that church,” the New Monastery.151  The passage explicitly invoked the 
terminology of the Prologue to the Rule of Benedict: “And if we wish to flee the 
punishment of Hell and attain eternal life, while there is still time and we are still in 
this body, and there remains time to accomplish all this in the light of this life, we 
must run and accomplish now what will profit us for eternity.”152  “Therefore,” as the 
Rule continues, “we must establish a school for the Lord’s service.”  The purpose of 
the conversion narrative in the Exordium Parvum was not to single out any individual 
member of the group for illustration.  Rather, collectively, the group provided the 
model for the many who had or would since come “running” to the Cistercian 
discipline.  It was this original group, and not Bernard alone, who were held as 
exemplary.   
 In an important paper entitled, ‘The Presence – and Absence – of Bernard of 
Clairvaux in the Twelfth-Century Chronicles,’ Pascal Phillips discussed a number of 
sources in which we might expect Bernard to merit a mention, but which, by contrast, 
either ignore him or seem unaware of him.  Phillips provided a much-needed 
corrective to the perspective, the “scholarly folk myth,” in which modern over-
familiarity with Bernard among historians has led to many assumptions about his 
relevance to contemporaries distant from him in place, time, and political or spiritual 
orientation.153  Phillips surveyed a number of historical works – such as by William of 
Malmesbury, Orderic Vitalis, Otto of Freising, and others – in which Bernard’s status 
                                                
151  Exordium Parvum c. 17.12, “Quorum exemplo, sense et iuvenes, diversaeque aetatis homines in 
diversis mundi partibus animati, videntes scilicet in istis possibile fore quod antea impossibile in 
custodienda Regula formidabant, illluc concurrere, superba colla iugo Christi suavi subdere, dura et 
aspera Regule praecepta ardenter amare, ecclesiamque illam mirabiliter laetificare et corroborare 
coeperunt,” in Waddell, p. 438. 
152  Regula Benedicti Prol.42-45, “Et si, fugientes gehennae poenas, ad vitam volumus pervenire 
perpetuam, dum adhuc vacat et in hoc corpore sumus et haec omnia per hanc lucis vitam vacat implere, 
currendum et agendum est modo quod in perpetuo nobis expediat.  Constituenda est ergo nobis 
dominici schola servitii,” in Kardong, p. 2. 
153  Cf. Pascal Phillips, ‘The Presence – and Absence – of Bernard of Clairvaux in the Twelfth-Century 
Chronicles,’ in Sommerfeldt, ed. Bernardus Magister, pp. 36-7. 
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in their history was hidden, ambivalent, or ambiguous.  An important interpretation he 
offered was to point out, as had Leclercq before him, that as an abbot – 
notwithstanding his personal charisma – Bernard was very low on the political 
hierarchy, far below secular magnates, archbishops and bishops, and as a Cistercian 
abbot, of a new ordo and discipline, his status was lower than many other Benedictine 
abbots representing shrines of greater antiquity, cultural weight, and reputation.154  
Phillips’ essay provides a critical perspective that is often, and ironically, ignored by 
many secular historians. 
 Yet, curiously, despite surveying a wide array of historical narratives, Phillips 
neglected to discuss the fact that Bernard is absent even in the earliest Cistercian 
sources.  Beyond his own writings, and Geoffrey’s, the first time Bernard’s record 
appears in narratives by the Cistercians from Burgundy is in William’s Life, 
composed before 1148.  How is this to be explained?  Some have suggested that even 
to his own magister Stephen, Bernard was an antagonistic and “difficult” disciple.  As 
Bredero asked in Between Cult and History, “Should the entry of Bernard and his 
companions not also be viewed as a detour on the road toward the establishment of 
his own community, which he eventually realized when he founded [sic] Clairvaux in 
1115 in his native country? [the diocese of Langres]”  Bredero continued, “A desire to 
have his own ‘new monastery,’ where he himself could be the abbot, would certainly 
have corresponded to his nature.”155   
 Others have proposed less personalized interpretations.  Berman believed that 
the author of the Exordium Parvum (writing, according to her thesis, in the 1160’s) 
sought to minimize his importance and the institutional significance of Clairvaux, as 
                                                
154  Philips, ‘The Presence – and Absence – of Bernard of Clairvaux,’ p. 41; cf. Leclercq, ‘Towards a 
Sociological Interpretation of the Many Saint Bernards,’ p. 21. 
155  Bredero, Between Cult and History, p. 209. 
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the contemporary discussion about the abbot’s canonization would have provoked.156  
This is an interesting perspective, but one that falters at the thesis’ argument regarding 
the late dating of the Exordium itself. Berman’s critics have offered counter-
arguments more in keeping with Waddell’s dating of the work to the earlier period.  
Both McGuire and Freeman have argued that these texts were produced at a time 
when neither Bernard nor Clairvaux had acquired the prominence and significance 
that they would in the years that followed.157  Then, during the period of the Papal 
Schism of 1130–39, Clairvaux experienced a spike in donations of property, a marked 
contrast to the only three preserved charters of donations prior to 1130.158   It was 
more likely that the Exordium Parvum was designed to stress the humility and 
poverty of Cîteaux, and that of its later famous pupil (and Papal agent) in Bernard.   
 
 Cistercian spirituality and Bernard the learner 
 
 Bernard was the student of early Cîteaux, and certainly one among a great 
many.  Unless he and Clairvaux were to break away from the Cistercian school 
(which they never did), there seems little reason to assume that they should ever have 
merited a mention in the Exordium Parvum at all.  The point that the passage of the 
Exordium Parvum was pressing was the universality of the Cistercian discipline and 
its appeal: it described how the example of these initial conversi was followed by 
“men of every age and in every part of the world” – and perhaps the more deliberate 
point was to exclude the many women who had joined the Cistercian movement.  
Rather than perpetuating the legend of Bernard’s absolute exceptionality – i.e., that 
                                                
156  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, p. 149. 
157  McGuire, ‘Charity and Unanimity,’ p. 295; Freeman, ‘What Makes a Monastic Order?’ p. 433. 
158  Cf. Jean Waquet (with J.-M. Roger and L. Veyssière, ed.), Recueil des Chartes de l’Abbaye de 
Clairvaux au XIIe siècle (Paris: C. T. H. S., 2004), nn. 4-8, at pp. 7-17. 
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the Exordium Parvum c. 17 was written in order to conscientiously diminish or 
excuse his individual importance or impact – this thesis submits that from the very 
earliest Cistercian literature onwards, Bernard was seen as a student of the discipline 
of Cîteaux and entirely dependent on the New Monastery’s sponsorship and training.  
This approach was as appropriate for Bernard as anyone else who joined the school. 
 Cîteaux was a school, and it was also what Stock called a “textual 
community,” a community centered around the Rule of Benedict and other, related 
canonical works.159  It was on the Rule in particular that Bernard was reared, and it 
was according to its text that his occupational person acquired definite shape when he 
assumed his tenure as the abbot of Clairvaux.  That Bernard was a teacher himself 
cannot, in the final analysis, be excluded.  Such was one criterion for his successful 
performance as an abbot, and such was also the basis upon which his person and 
writings have been revered for centuries.  But his status as a learner was a central 
feature of his social relevance as well, which is a conservative view that has been 
under-represented in accounts of his life for as long as the opposite view of his 
sainthood and sagacity have been maintained.  Arguably, it is time to pursue this 
track, especially since it is not uncharted: it was the image with which the early 
Cistercians, Bernard himself, and William of St.-Thierry represented the life and 
career of the now especially famous Abbot of Clairvaux. 
 Long ago, Bynum wrote an important study comparing the pedagogy and 
spiritual practices of Benedictine monks with regular Augustinian canons.  Her thesis 
concluded with a neat division of labour between monks and canons that she saw as 
defining their respective occupations: monks were lifelong learners, subject to the 
processes of self-formation according to the Rule of Benedict and their ruminative 
                                                
159  Cf. Bell, ‘The Earliest ‘Cistercian’ ‘Spirituality,’’ p. 473-74; Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the 
Formation of the Cistercian Order,’ pp. 178ff. 
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meditations; canons, by contrast, were bound as priests to attend to the laity and one 
another in the capacity of teaching as well as learning.160 What the above has stressed 
is that Bernard was both, a learner as well as a teacher.  If Abbot Bernard were not 
thought to have been a teacher, his writings and the record of his life would scarcely 
have merited preservation and admiration.  But the point to be observed is that his 
conversion was an important part of this teaching, by word and example.  
 The Bernard of history and cult was bound to his readership of the Rule of 
Benedict and his discipleship under Stephen Harding. To acknowledge Bernard’s 
search for humility is to access not only an important and neglected feature of his 
philosophy and personality but also his situation as a Cistercian committed to 
Benedictine life and discipline.  To recognize his status as a student and learner grants 
us the perspective that Bernard combined many functions in his social practices as an 
abbot and teacher. These responsibilities were accumulative; their result was his 
metamorphosis from prospective priest to monk, and thence to abbatial magister.  
Bernard the simple monk and student remains ever the elusive goal.  And beyond 
Cistercian culture specifically, his example of conversion can be appraised in 
comparisons with other congregations.  Before returning to Cistercian beginnings and 
the career of Bernard of Langres, we examine the careers and moral examples other 
kinds of conversi, both Benedictine and other. 
 
 
                                                
160  Caroline W. Bynum, Docere Verbo et Exemplo: An Aspect of Twelfth-Century Spirituality, 
Harvard Theological Studies 31 (Michigan: Scholar’s Press, 1979), at p. 191, and passim. 
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2. 
CONVERSION AS A NEVER-ENDING PROCESS 
 
 
A person learns for five reasons – to know,  
to be known to know, to sell, to build, and be built. 
To learn in order to know is curiosity; 
to be known to know is vanity; 
to sell is simony; 
to build is caritas; 
and to learn in order to be built is humility. 
Bernard of Clairvaux, 
Sententiae 1.191 
 
 This Chapter discusses conversion narratives and how such works like Lives 
and other records or perspectives about conversio and conversatio morum were 
preserved as social, intellectual, and literary artifacts. What unifies the present array 
of texts under consideration is their common purpose of imparting instruction while 
being records of spiritual and personal idiosyncracies – that either a.) became official 
models of submission to a traditional, accepted, and canonically-situated vita 
religionis, or b.) that reflect a rejected tradition or a lost or reformed originating 
                                                
1  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 1.19, “Quinque de causis addiscit homo, ut sciat, ut sciatur scire, ut 
vendat, ut aedificet, ut aedificetur.  Ut sciat, curiositas est; ut sciatur scire, vanitas; ut vendat, simonia; 
ut aedificet, caritas; ut aedificetur, humilitas,” SBOp 6.2, p. 13; trans. Swietek, p. 124. 
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circumstance.2  The approach taken here borrows from Karl Morrison, who described 
the composition and readership of conversion narratives as illustrations of “the poetic 
process of understanding in transmission.” 3  What is emphasized presently is the 
relevance of these records for collective confessional groups, for an individual leader 
or founders’ admirers and students, and for religious chroniclers removed from their 
subjects in time and/or place.  All of the comparable examples to be studied below 
present a unique discourse about conversion within and not simply to Christianity in 
eleventh- and twelfth-century religious culture.  Our examples below are the early 
Fonte Avellanesi, the first Grandmontines, and the Premonstratensianism of the 
Magdeburg circaries. It is important to consider the record of Bernard’s conversatio in 
comparative light.  By such a route Abbot Bernard can seen as, not unexceptional but 
certainly not longer absolutely exceptional for his time.  In some ways he was much 
less confrontational and much more willing to compromise with authorities than tends 
to be appreciated today. 
 
 First Principles: Conversio, Conversatio, Cenobitization 
 
 William of St.-Thierry’s use of the terms conversio and conversatio is 
important.  Conversio expressed an individual’s call to religion that implied a 
commitment to professional religious life as a monk, nun, or canon (or canoness, 
hermit, or other, like a crusader), to Christian ethics and institutions, as opposed to 
becoming a Christian from absolute non- or a-Christianity.  Conversio and 
                                                
2  Treating other kinds of texts, Ineke van’t Spijker has written about “guides into monastic life, as 
‘scripts’ for the monk or canon, who, reading such a script and ‘recomposing’ it in his mind, will 
compose himself according to it – will become a ‘living text,’ a work of art – when what is read, is 
enacted inwardly,’ in Fictions of the Inner Life: Religious Literature and Formation of the Self in the 
Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries (Turnhout: Brepols, 2004), at p. 15. 
3   Karl Morrison, Understanding Conversion (Charlottesville and London: University Press of 
Virginia, 1992), p. 10. 
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conversatio both imply a “turning around,” a personal or collective change of being, 
and this meaning is closely linked to paenitentia, the late-ancient translation of the 
Greek metanoia, itself the translation of the Hebrew teshuvah (“atonement”), which 
means literally to turn around or orient oneself towards God.4   The sense of 
conversion as motion (that is, emotion and spiritual effort) is not immediately 
apparent in the Latin conversio, but it is evident in the Old French convertir, based on 
convertere, again literally “to turn around.” Though an etymological link between 
conversio and paenitentia might also seem literally non-apparent, the Christianization 
of conscience was central to the Levitical objectives of the Penitentials, as Milis 
explored regarding the canons on sexuality in these widely read and irrepressibly 
popular pastoral texts.5  The expression conversatio morum is found in the Rule of 
Benedict in both the practical sense of “observance” and in the meta-ethical sense of 
the moulding of mores,6 which latter Ludo Milis described as the Christianization of 
conscience.7  That conversio and conversatio are related but distinct is evident in a 
letter of praise from Hildebert of Lavardin to the esteemed cathedral magister 
William of Champeaux, regarding the latter’s “conversatio et conversione” in retiring 
from secular school teaching to teach the regular canons of St.-Victor’s shrine near 
                                                
4 I.e. Isaiah 31.6, “Return as you had once turned away, O ye children of Israel,” and cf. James G. 
Crossley, ‘The Semitic Background to Repentance in the Teaching of John the Baptist and Jesus,’ 
Journal for the Study of the Historical Jesus, vol. 2, no. 2 (2004), pp. 143-46, 148-50. 
5  Cf. Ludo Milis, ‘Purity, Sex, and Sin,’ in Milis, ed (with T. Guest, trans.). The Pagan Middle Ages 
(Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1998), esp. p. 132; Pierre J. Payer, ‘The Humanism of the Penitentials 
and the Continuity of the Penitential Tradition,’ Mediaeval Studies 46 (1984), pp. 345, 347; Allen J. 
Frantzen, ‘The Significance of the Frankish Penitentials,’ Journal of Ecclesiastical History, vol. 30, no. 
4 (Oct., 1969), p. 412. 
6  I.e. Regula Benedicti Prol. 49, “Processu vero conversationis et fidei,” cf. 1.3; 21.1; 22.2; 58.1, 17; 
63.1; 73.1, in Kardong, Benedict’s Rule, ‘Index,’ s.v. ‘Conversatio (conversatio),’ at p. 638 (citation 
from p. 3). 
7  Ludo Milis, ‘Conversion: A Never-Ending Process,’ in J. Deploige (with M. De Reu, et. al.) 
Religion, Culture, and Mentalities in the Medieval Low Countries: Selected Essays (Turnhout: Brepols, 
2005), p. 154. 
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Paris, in 1108.8  Later, Bishop William – a patron and friend of the young Abbot 
Bernard and the first Cistercians – would become a Cistercian himself, ad 
succurrendum, in 1120 (d. 1121).  While conversio framed the acknowledgement of a 
change of mind and the considerations surrounding the choice of a specific 
institutional affiliation, conversatio was more personal, an idiosyncratic, in-depth and 
moralistic search for amelioration and enlightenment that a person might pursue 
through diverse ordines, consuetudines (practices and customs), and disciplined 
interpretations of religio.9  
 There were, for example, the conversions of many individuals who 
participated in Bernard’s conversio but not in his unique and extreme conversatio.  
Among his fellows were his brothers, such as Guido the eldest, who agreed to follow 
him only upon his wife’s consent,10 and Nivard, who was originally too young to be 
eligible;11 as well as their uncle, Gaudry the miles, who agreed outright to his 
nephew’s plan.12  There was, moreover, the eventual assent from Guido’s wife,13 and 
the rest of Bernard’s family (to be treated in the following Chapters); the later 
conversion of a band of knights, who stopped at Clairvaux on their way to a 
tournament but became monks after Bernard held a toast to their souls;14 and there 
                                                
8  Hildebert of Lavardin, Ep. 1 in Migne, PL 171:141A, cited in Constable, The Reformation of the 
Twelfth Century, p. 15. 
9  Giles Constable, The Reformation of the Twelfth Century, p. 15. 
10 William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 10, “Guido primogenitus fratrum…Hic primo paululum 
haesitans, sed continuo rem perpendens et recogitans, conversioni consensit, sit amen coniux 
annueret,” in Verdeyen, p. 40; trans. Cawley, p. 11.  
11  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 10, “Primo quinque fratres eius aggreditur, solo minimo ad 
conversionem adhuc minus habili seniori patri ad solatium derelicto,” in Verdeyen, p. 40; trans. 
Cawley, p. 10. 
12  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernadi c. 10, “Primus omnium Galdricus avunculus eius, absque 
dilation aut haesitatione, pedibus, ut aiunt, iuit in sententiam nepotism et consensum conversionis,” in 
Verdeyen, p. 40; trans. Cawley, p. 11. 
13  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 10, “Accersito Bernardo veniam deprecatur, et prior ipsa 
conversionis petit assensum,” in Verdeyen, p. 41; trans. Cawley, p. 12. 
14  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 55, “Divertit aliquando nobelium cohors militum ad 
Claramuallem, ut sanctum viderent abbatem…Ut enim egressi sunt monasterii fores, mutuis sese 
ceperunt inflammare sermonibus, quia cor eorum ardens erat in eis.  Inspirante igitur Deo et current 
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was the conversion of the aforementioned Duchess of Lorraine, who enjoyed 
uncertain distinction as a person from whom Bernard had cast out seven demons.15  
Clearly, conversion was an important aspect of William’s writing the Life of Bernard, 
as witnessed in a passage that has been cited already, to wit: “Look at the number of 
people his word and example draws out of the secular world, not only to conversion 
but onwards to perfection itself” 16 – which conversi and conversae, it deserves to be 
noted, numbered not dozens but hundreds.  
 William wrote of conversatio on a number of occasions, recalling the distinct 
processes within converting that took place for Bernard and his family after their 
submission to Cîteaux, proper.  Narrative conversatio was instructive in William’s 
hands and is an aspect of reading Bernard’s Life that he designed to stimulate serious 
consideration, not only admiration and the imagination. William called Bernard’s 
inimitable asceticism his conversatio, and he gave a warning to those who might seek 
to imitate the abbot unwarily (as, perhaps he once had).  Medical men were in 
wonderment at Bernard’s conversatio, and the biographer observed that an important 
lesson was to be learned in that it had debilitated him from attending his duties at 
Clairvaux.17  Significantly, William also described Bernard’s increasing socialization 
as beginning with the “bodily illness [that] forced him into a different regime and 
conversatio,” apart from his brethren and family, which isolation “provided the 
                                                                                                                                      
velociter verbo eius, eadem hora reverse et conversi a viis suis, spirituali militiae dextras dederunt,” in 
Verdeyen, p. 72; trans. Cawley, p. 49. 
15  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 68, “Ducissa Lotharingiae, femina quidem secundum 
saeculum nobilis…postmodum ad religiose vivendum commonitione et doctrina eius conversa, usque 
hodie se esse de qua septem daemonia eiecerit gloriatur,” in Verdeyen, p. 81; trans. Cawley, p. 62. 
16  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 40, “Quantum postea numerum hominum verbo et exemplo 
traxit de saeculo non solum ad conversionem sed ad perfectionem,” in Verdeyen, p. 64; trans. Cawley, 
p. 39. 
17 William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 38, “Et utinam post rudimenta primae eius conversationis 
cum hominibus, postquam didicit aliquantenus et consuevit homo cum hominibus esse, et intelligere 
super egenum et pauperem, compatiendo infirmitatibus hominum, utinam se circa semetipsum talem 
exhibuisset qualem circa ceteros tam benignum, tam discretum, tam sollicitum,” in Verdeyen, p. 62; 
trans. Cawley, p. 37. 
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primary occasion of his exposure to persons of the world,” such as William himself – 
“Soon a great multitude of these converged on him, and he responded liberally by 
lending them his presence and holding forth to them the Word of Life.”18 William 
made another important point that women also shared in the collective sacrae 
conversatio of Bernard, his friends, and family, in their having become nuns at Jully, 
a Cistercian-inspired house based in a converted castle in Langres, that was not 
affiliated with Cîteaux but Molesme.19   
 The title of this Chapter is borrowed from Ludo Milis, who described 
conversion as “never-ending” in his study of the Low Countries as the cradle of Dutch 
culture, traversing the Christianization of these territories from the Merovingian 
period up to the fourteenth century.20  The period of our study is much more limited in 
scope.  But much has been inspired by Milis, in particular his notions of “in-depth 
conversion” (the Christianization of conscience) and his study of the institutional 
transformation or regularization of hermits into regular, or Augustinian canons (or 
canonesses)  – most commonly, from communities of male hermits (sometimes, but 
with more careful handling, women) who had “dropped out” of their social and 
material environment to become professional penitents, practicing meditation and 
asceticism.  Of their institutionalization Milis preferred the term “cenobitization” over 
“canonical conversion,” which is of course a misleading expression. 21  
“Cenobitization” implies the intellectual, social, and legal restructuring of a religious, 
                                                
18 William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 42, in Verdeyen, p. 65; trans. Cawley, p. 41. 
19  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 18, “Quia vero ex praedictis sociis eius uxorati aliqui 
fuerant, et uxores quoque cum viris idem votum sacrae conversationis inierant, per ipsius 
sollicitudinem aedificatum eius coenobium sanctimonialium feminarum, quod Iulleium dicitur, in 
Lingonensi parrochia,” in Verdeyen, p. 47; trans. Cawley, p. 19. 
20  Ludo Milis, ‘The Conversion of the Low Countries and Church Institutions until c. 1070,’ ‘The 
Church in the Low Countries between Gregorian Reform and Avignon,’ ‘Conversion as a Never-
Ending Process,’ in Deploige (et. al., ed.), Religion, Culture, and Mentalities, at pp. 54-79, 181-151, 
and 153-65, respectively. 
21  Cf. Milis, ‘Hermits and Regular Canons in the Twelfth Century,’ in Religion, Culture, and 
Mentalities, at p. 193; idem ‘Conversion as a Never-Ending Process,’ ibid. p. 154. 
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usually eremitical community, undertaken to regulate the penitents’ social cohesion 
and discipline and to raise their collective customs to a level of respectability and 
legality, as either regular canons or as monks.  In either respect, cenobitization 
implied the congregation’s self- or externally-imposed public transition into a formal 
convent (from conventus, assembly) enclosed within a cenobium-abbey, defined and 
legally represented through their obedience to a Rule.     
 The records of the origins of groups of such professionally religious 
individuals tend to suspend or smooth over the occasions of their sometimes troubled 
situational adjustments to institutional orthodoxy.  Their negotiations with 
contingency and memories of charismatic beginnings reflect what Sally Moore has 
described as the “processes of regularization,” unrelated to but comparable with the 
regularization of communities under a Rule (Regula), either by Benedict (for monks) 
or Augustine (canons).22  Moore argued that, “order and repetition are not all illusion, 
nor all ‘mere’ ideology, nor all fictive scholarly models, but are observable on a 
behavioural level, as well as in fixed ideas.”  Situations of adjustment are the events 
of redefining apparent irregularies into concrete knowledge, rules, and new inter-
community relationships that then defined the collective as bound to a common rule 
of law and ethos.23  Sociocultural dynamics are constantly striving to transform 
human contingency into significant and meaningful process: “the social world is a 
world in becoming, not a world in being (except insofar as ‘being’ is a description of 
the static, atemporal models men have in their heads).”24  It is important to study 
conversion narratives comparatively and in the context of their interactions with 
shared traditions and interested outsiders.  The texts also interacted with their readers, 
                                                
22 Moore, Law as Process, at pp. 38-39, 78. 
23  Moore, Law as Process, pp. 38, 79. 
24  Victor Turner, ‘Social Drama and Ritual Metaphors,’ in Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors: Symbolic 
Action in Human Society (New York: Cornell University Press, 1974), at p. 24. 
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for their preservation reflects the institution- and authority-building projects of 
communities and individuals who both shaped conversion discourses and were shaped 
by them in turn.25   
 It is in such terms that the present Chapter explores multiple situations of 
regularization and adjustment in conversion and conversatio.  Such is to study 
conversatio and cenobitization as aspects of adaptation to the rules of living 
religiously, formally, with conversion narratives as the models through which ideas 
were communicated or received, rejected or elaborated upon, and preserved.  As 
Gananath Obeyesekere has also observed, ascetic efforts to find a durable cohesion 
between collective and personal symbols is an important expression of collective 
cultural recognition. 26   Every medieval “textual community” was also a “little 
tradition,” and not all found durability but were reformed or repressed, either by the 
congregants themselves or by outsiders. We attend to the interplay of symbols and 
roles in these congregations’ records of ideas about conversion in their historic 
“now,” of living canonically between public and private religiosities.  From such 
considerations it will be seen that conversion among our eleventh- and twelfth-
century subjects did not end with the spiritual formation of a leader or law-maker. 
They continued in the performed scenarios of “understanding in transmission” among 
their audiences and fellow congregation, and later congregants, disciples, and 
imitators.   
 
 
 
                                                
25  Cf. Barbara Finlay, ‘The Origins of Charisma as Process: A Case Study of Hildegard of Bingen,’ 
Symbolic Interaction, vol. 25, no. 4 (Nov., 2002), at p. 537-78. 
26   Cf. Gananath Obeyesekere, Medusa’s Hair: An Essay on Personal Symbols and Religious 
Experience (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Presss, 1981), pp. 14, 37. 
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 Conversion to Institutions: Comparable Discourses 
 
 The idea of an inner “turning around” and its public demonstration in 
submission to an ascetic discipline and school inhered in many works of doctrinal 
imagination and pedagogy. Many schools of religious learning in this period 
accommodated and gave meaning to the slow conversion journeys of their students, 
and their teachers in particular.  These learning experiences within conversio vel 
conversatio were of more importance to many medieval readers – both Benedictine 
and non-Benedictine – than many modern commentators have tended to acknowledge.   
 Conversio and its many attendant transitions – broadly encompassed in Milis’ 
term, “cenobitization” – link Bernard of Clairvaux and Cîteaux to Peter Damian and 
the Romualdian Fonte Avellanesi, the Grandmontine followers of a certain Stephen of 
Muret, and the disciples of Norbert of Xanten in the Saxon north and in Frankish 
Laon.  These groups, and many others, occupied a place each in the wide spectrum of 
competing discourses in the Christianity – or Christianities – of the High Medieval 
Latin West and provincial Europe. The study of the conversions to follow situates 
each of the nominated congregations’ originating circumstances and initial 
idiosyncracies within their outlook as being a school of self-reform (as conversion), 
and as a legally and traditionally respectable congregation of teachers. In each of the 
cases to follow, an emphasis is laid on the life and conduct of individuals within the 
new traditions – many of which and of whom are today totally obscure – that were in 
their time well known and to many thought worthy of serious consideration, 
commemoration, and imitation, or on the other hand, were thought by others as 
challenging, threatening, bizarre, or in deep need of “reform.”  Such tensions 
informed the formation of many religious communities. 
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 Romuald, Peter Damian, and the Fonte Avellanesi 
   
The angel of the Lord shall encamp round them that fear Him;  
and shall deliver them. […] 
Fear the Lord, you His saints, 
 for those who fear Him lack nothing. […] 
Come my children, hearken to me; 
 I will teach you the fear of the Lord. 
 
Psalm 33 vv. 8, 10, 12. 
 
 The first text for our present study is the eleventh-century Life of Romuald by 
the Ravennese rhetor and Cardinal of Ostia, Peter Damian (ca. 1007 –ca. 1072).  
Romuald (ca. 951 –ca. 1027) was an itinerant ascetic preacher and exorcist also from 
Ravenna, and he was the founder of many Benedictine congregations.  Among these 
were the hermitages of Fonte Avellana (in the Italian Marche), Val di Castro, and 
Camaldoli.  His career was the forerunner of many patterns of devotional tradition 
and religious emotion that characterise the later eleventh century, the twelfth, and the 
later Middle Ages.  He led a remarkable, well-travelled life and was well-connected 
and –remembered.  Peter Damian never met Romuald personally, but knew his 
disciples at Fonte Avellana, which house he entered in 1034, around the age of 27.27  
After his lifetime, Fonte Avellana was absorbed into the twelfth-century Camaldolese 
Order.  As Derek Baker pointed out, the direct influence of Romualdian ideas and 
practices is difficult to prove, but “there is an obvious consonance between the Italian 
experiments and those elsewhere in the west, a compatibility of outlook and attitude 
between Romuald and Damian, and men like Bruno [of La Chartreuse], Stephen 
                                                
27  Emily A. Bannister, ‘“From Nitria to Sitria”: the construction of Peter Damian’s Vita Beati 
Romualdi,’ European Review of History–Revue européenne d’histoire, vol. 18, no. 4 (Aug., 2011), p. 
500. 
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Harding, and Robert of Arbrissel.”28  Romualdianism emanated from centers such as 
Cuxa, Ravenna, and Venice, and was not a subject on which the early Cistercians 
were explicitly informed.  
 Romuald’s received wisdom was preserved through the lens of Peter 
Damian’s conversion and discipleship at Fonte Avellana.  His early works and the 
outlook of his spirituality indisputably derive from the education he had received 
among the hermits who lived there.  The Life is “Romualdian” at second-hand 
transmission, but it is confessionally eyewitness to the now-extinct Fonte Avellanesi 
tradition. From the sources about Romuald that he searched out – among his teachers 
at Fonte Avellana and abroad – Damian provided a full and humanistic biography 
filled with testimonies about the late Master’s person, his broad impact, and 
teachings.  As with William of St.-Thierry, it will also be seen that Damian’s purpose 
in representing other subjects – his own teachers and their spirituality – was more 
than simply admiring portraiture. Throughout his letters – in particular his epistolae or 
letter-treatises – he consistently attended a complex effort to raise Fonte Avellana’s 
spiritual idiosyncrasies to a legitimate place within the Benedictine tradition.  How 
the hermits could be a part of monastic orthodoxy and yet preserve their own unique 
and sometimes forbidding consuetudines will help reveal how similar processes of 
institutional identification pertained in later, parallel models of schools of conversion. 
    
 
 
                                                
28  Derek Baker, ‘Crossroads and Crises in the Religious Life of the Later Eleventh Century,’ in Baker, 
ed. The Church in Town and Countryside, Studies in Church History 16 (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 
1979), at p. 137; cf. Henrietta Leyser, “What is arresting about the eremitical movement is its eruption 
in different times and in difference places, [and] the impossibility on the whole of finding links and 
prototypes,” Hermits and the New Monasticism: A Study of Religious Communities in Western Europe, 
1000-1150 (London: Macmillan Press, 1984), p. 25. 
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 The broad impact of Romuald from Ravenna 
  
 A lay noble from a Ravenese ducal family, Romuald embarked upon a never-
ending conversion in the performance of a vicarious penance for his father’s murder 
of a kinsman.29  He submitted in penitential but not monastic station to the monastery 
of St.-Apollinaris in Classe. Exceeding his duty to “the customary penance of forty 
days for homicide,” he stayed on for three years, becoming a de facto monk and 
befriending a resident laybrother, who persuaded him of the power of the shrine’s 
saint.  From the convictions he developed about keeping God’s law thereafter, 
Romuald began criticizing the brethren of Classe, who conspired to kill him – he was 
warned by the goodwill of other brothers.30  So he left this cenobium and pursued 
discipleship under a famous hermit called Marino, near Venice.  Marino taught him 
how to read, chant/practice, and meditate upon the Psalms. Romuald had “left the 
world” illiterate, and his teacher used to hit him so hard on the head with his stick that 
he became deaf in one ear.31   
 Eventually he returned home and applied Marino’s methods on his father, 
Sergio, beating and bullying him into his own penances.  This was after some wide 
travels.32  Romuald’s patrons and travels even led him to the ear of the young 
Emperor Otto III (980-1002), whom with others he pressured to perform a penance 
for the brutal treatment of the overthrown and captured, sometime locally-elected 
                                                
29 Peter Damian, Vita beati Romualdi c. 1, “Romualdus autem licet nullum perempto vulnus inflixerit, 
quia tamen interfuit, penitentiam tanti reatus accepit moxque ad Classense monasterium beati 
Apolenaris, more homicidarum diebus .XL. permansurus in luctibus, properavit,” in Giovanni Tabacco, 
ed. Vita beati Romualdi (Rome: Instituto storico italiano per il Medio Evo, 1957), p. 15; trans. Peter-
Damian Belisle, Camaldolese Spirituality: Essential Sources (Ohio: Ercam Editions, 2007), p. 108. 
30  Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi cc. 2-3, in Tabacco, pp. 16-20; trans. Belisle, pp. 108-111. 
31  Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi c. 4, in Tabacco, p. 21; trans. Belisle, pp. 111-12. 
32  Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi c. 12, in Tabacco, pp. 33-34; trans. Belisle, p. 119. 
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“anti-Pope,” John Philagathos, in 998.33  Romuald, the ever-penitent, ever-peripatetic 
corrector of mores, acquired a considerable reputation. “‘So, my good man,’” the wife 
of a certain Arduinius supposedly said, when her husband returned from a lesson, 
“‘You’ve been with that heretic, that old seducer – now will you leave me wretched 
and deprived of every human comfort?’”34  For modern tastes, Romuald is certainly 
an unusual “model” and magister in Damian’s Vita Romualdi. It is unclear how 
rhetorical and how faithful the biographer was being with his source in a certain 
marquis, Rainier of Tuscany, who supposedly said, “‘Neither the Emperor nor any 
other mortal can frighten me equal to the terror that Romuald’s gaze [gave] me.  
Before him I do not know what to say and can offer no excuses to defend myself.’”35  
 Romuald’s lived conversatio was the spirit of his own tradition. But, as with 
Bernard’s fasting, there were a number of occasions when the depth of his desires and 
discipline was offered as a model one ought not to imitate.  He had a scar on his 
forehead, Peter Damian learned.  He had received this after settling in a lone cell 
neighbouring a small cemetary.  During prayer one night his mind wandered to the 
graveyard, and “horrible images began to invade his spirit” – evil spirits broke into his 
cell and beat him, only fleeing when he called out Christ’s human name.  “At the 
moment when the demons had entered, the cell’s window had battered him on the 
forehead.  After that he carried a visible scar there, proof of the wound he had 
                                                
33  Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi c. 25, in Tabacco, pp. 53-54; trans. Belisle, p. 131; cf. Rodulfus 
Glaber, Historiarum Libri Quinque 1.12, in France, p. 24; on Otto’s struggle with the Roman citizen 
Crescentius, and the penance he performed for the outcome of the conflict, cf. Gerd Althoff (with P. G. 
Jestice, trans.), Otto III (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2003 [1996]), pp. 72-73. 
34  Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi c. 59, in Tabacco, p. 101; trans. Belisle, p. 164. 
35  Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi c. 40, in Tobacco, p. 83; trans. Belisle, p. 150; cf. Rob Meens, 
‘Politics, mirrors of princes, and the Bible: sins, kings, and the well-being of the realm,’ Early 
Medieval Europe, vol. 7, no. 3 (1998), pp. 356-57; Sarah Hamilton, ‘Otto III’s Penance: A Case Study 
of Unity and Diversity in the Eleventh-Century Church,’ in R. N. Swanson, ed. Unity and Diversity in 
the Church, Studies in Church History 32 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996), pp. 87-93. 
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received.”36  The lesson learned, especially relevant for penitents with a penchant for 
morbidity (see below, and observe Bernard), was of not straying too far, existentially 
and socially, and becoming lost in mists and horrors, so to speak.  As Bernard 
observed, ever distrusting of the truly solitary life, “One who separates himself from 
human society loses the consolation of companions…the ruination of his life 
frequently results.”37    
 Another lesson from Romuald’s conversion was similarly important to Peter 
Damian’s reporters, the disciples at Fonte Avellana who were the chief informants 
behind the mid-eleventh-century Vita Romualdi.  After being abused and thrown out 
of a monastery in Bagno, Romuald fell into a melancholy and “resolved within 
himself that in the future he would concern himself with his own salvation, letting go 
of the care of others.  But after thinking so, a great fear seized him; he feared dying 
condemned by God’s judgement, if he would obstinately keep this resolution.”38  The 
fear of God motivated his social outreach, and the severity of his oft-rejected ideas.  
Many of the monastic houses where he taught expelled him violently or with the 
threat of violence, as at St.-Apollinaris, Bagno, and elsewhere.  He never settled in 
one place, and instead of teaching his disciples directly, the inspired congregations he 
left behind were Benedictine, as he had first been trained at Classe.   
 He was strikingly idiosyncratic. His extreme compunction is the most 
consistent theme of his spiritual career.  He was reportedly reluctant to celebrate Mass 
publicly because the intensity of his emotion interrupted and derailed his discourses.  
                                                
36  Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi c. 16, in Tabacco, pp. 39-40; trans. Belisle, p. 123. 
37  Bernard, Sententiae 2.76, “Qui a societate recedit, amittit conviatorum solatia; prosequendi socios 
subit fastidia; aberrans facile seuitur devia; incurrit saepius vitae naufragia,” SBOp 6.2, p. 40; trans. 
Swietek, p. 157. 
38  Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi c. 18, “Cum itque sic eliminatus abiret et nimia tristitie vis in mentis 
eius iam interiora descenderet, hoc apud semetipsum deliberat, ut iam de cetero sua contentus aliene 
salutis curam omnino postponat.  Post quam videlicet cogitationem tantus animum eius terror invasit, 
ut si in eo quod mente conceperat obstinate persisteret, periturum se dampnandumque divino iudicio 
nullatenus dubitaret,” in Tabacco, pp. 43-44; trans. Belisle, p. 125.  
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Similarly, “when he travelled on horseback with the brethren, he would draw behind, 
psalmodizing and weeping continuously.”39  But he also counseled against weeping 
too intensely, advising, “‘Be attentive not to shed too many tears, because they can 
ruin your eyesight and damage your brain.’” 40   He stressed moderation, the 
accommodation of weakness, and ascetic restraint.  This he had learned during his 
discipleship in Venice, when the portly Doge, Peter Orséolo, had come to him in 
shame that he could not bear to fast so much. “With fatherly compassion for his 
fragility,” Romuald added a half-loaf to his ration, offering “a merciful hand to a 
brother who was slipping and needed more strength for the way of life he had 
chosen,” while remaining the Doge and a layman.41   
 Romuald coached individuals dedicated to a huge spectrum of desires for 
atonement and enlightenment.  Romualdianism accommodated an equal meaning to 
the depth and solitude of the heart, the human need for company, the moral need for 
moderation, and an acceptance of the consuming intellectual passions that many today 
dismiss as extremism; the tradition held them all in careful balance. Discipline – and 
“the Discipline” (see below) – was prescribed with careful measure.  Limits and 
counter-measures, and restraint and moderation, were institutionally central to 
Romualdian and, as will be met presently, Fonte Avellanese spirituality.  It is to these 
men (and the women they coached, too) that we turn, before studying Damian’s 
defence of Romualdianism as the fulfillment of the Benedictine tradition, just like the 
Cistercians’ New Monastery claimed to be at the end of the same century.   
 
 
                                                
39  Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi cc. 34, 35, in Tabacco, pp. 74-75; trans. Belisle, pp. 144-45. 
40  Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi c. 31, in Tabacco, p. 68; trans. Belisle, p. 141. 
41  Peter Damin, Vita Romualdi c. 8, in Tabacco, p. 28; trans. Belisle, p. 115. 
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 Peter Damian and the Penitents of Fonte Avellana     
  
 Peter Damian entered Fonte Avellana and became a Benedictine hermit at the 
reasonably young age of around 27.  He became the Prior of Fonte Avellana at around 
age 36.42  His Life of Romuald is usually dated to ca. 1042, since he was writing some 
fifteen years after Romuald’s death.43  The Life was his first work, though Ranft 
argues that he had composed his Tractate Against the Jews a year or two earlier.44  By 
1043 he was writing letters to Rome; by 1046, to the Emperor; and in 1059 he was 
elevated to the prestigious seat of Ostia as Cardinal-Bishop, from which place he 
broadcast much of the severe tone of voice for which he is best remembered today. 
He was also a friend and counsellor of the Empress Agnes of Poitou (ca. 1025-77), 
was employed by a succession of Popes on legatine missions, and was an honoured 
guest at Cluny and at Monte Cassino, the latter the oldest monastery in the West 
(founded by Benedict of Nursia himself). What the present addresses is not Peter’s 
political career but rather how conversatio was important to the record of religious 
behaviours at Fonte Avellana that some of his letters articulate.  
 As first a student and then the shrine’s Prior, Peter Damian was in a unique 
position to record the way of life of the hermits who lived there.  Though officially 
their superior, he saw himself as their disciple, student, and servant.  Because he was 
formally literate – unlike the majority of the hermits, it seems – he also appreciated 
books, bringing some with him and editing those that were in the house’s library, 
which service was an aspect of his conversion and humanism akin to his writing the 
                                                
42  Lester K. Little, ‘The Personal Development of Peter Damian,’ in William Jordan (with B. McNab 
and T. Ruiz, eds.), Order and Innovation in the Middle Ages (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1976), p. 318. 
43  Cf. Peter Damian, Vita Romualdi, Prol., in Tabacco, pp. 9-10; trans. Belisle, p. 105. 
44  Ranft, ‘Let Your Life Always Serve as a Witness,’ pp. 44-45ff. 
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Vita Romualdi.45  The hermits’ formal learning, however, was far from his concern in 
promoting their way of life and in praising them individually.  One of his most 
challenging points for contemporaries and for readers today was his denigration of 
secular studies as “vanity”; he had formerly been a teacher of Latin rhetoric in Parma 
and Faenza.  He cited, from canonical authorities, the examples of Ss. Anthony, 
Benedict, Martin, and Hilarion as men who had abandoned Plato and Pythagoras for 
the Gospel; “We are, you know, the disciples of fishermen and not orators, and one 
should hear from the mouth of a Christian not the Latinity of a Cicero, but the 
simplicity of Christ.”46  He was keen to remind contemporaries that knowing how to 
read and speak with polished elegance was not the beginning and end of wisdom, and 
certainly not of religion.   
 Thus he wrote of a fellow, Dominic Loricatus (d. 1060), as, “my lord and 
teacher, whose language, to be sure, is the vernacular, but whose life is truly 
accomplished and elegant.” Dominic did not recite the Psalms verbally but had the 
uncanny skill of being able to “[run] through their meanings mentally,” and Damian 
considered him “a true philosopher and teacher” – “his whole life was a learned 
lecture as well as a sermon; it was both instruction and discipline.”47  Similarly, 
                                                
45  Peter Damian, Ep. 18.20 (ca. 1045-50), “Bibliothecam namque omnium veteris et novi testamenti 
voluminum licet cursim ac per hoc non exacte vobis emendare curavimus.  Ex passionibus quoque 
beatorum martirum, ex homeliis sanctorum patrum, ex commentariis, allegoricas sacrae scripturae 
sententias exponentium, Gregorii scilicet, Ambrosii, Agustini, Ieronimi, Prosperi, Bedae, Remigii, 
etiam et Amelarii, insuper et Aimonis atque Pascasii, divina gratia nostris alubescente laboribus, plures 
libros habetis, quibus vacare potestis, ut sanctae animae vestrae non solum oratione crescent, sed etiam 
lectione pinguescant.  Ex quibus nimirum codicibus nonnullos pro nostra possibilitate correximus, ut in 
sacrae disciplinae studiis intellegenciae vobis aditum panderemus,” ed. Kurt Reindel, Die Briefe des 
Petrus Damiani, 4 vols. (Munich: Monumenta Germaniae Historica, 1983-1993), vol. 1,  p. 178; trans. 
Owen J. Blum, Peter Damian – Letters, 6 vols. (Washington D. C.: Catholic University of America 
Press, 1989-2004), vol. 1, p. 169. 
46  Peter Damian, Ep. 132.30 (ca. 1065-71), in Reindel, vol. 3, p. 452; trans. Blum, vol. 5, p.72; cf. 
Ep. 117.13 (ca. 1064), in Reindel, vol. 3, pp. 321-22; trans. Blum, vol. 4, pp. 324-35. 
47  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.17, 22 (ca. 1055-57), “Dominocum dico, doctorem videlicet et dominum 
meum, cuius quidem lingua rustica est, sed vita artificiosa satis et lepida, quae accurate faleratae 
urbanitatis verba inaniter trutinat…Psalmodia sane illi idcirco tam facile provenit, quia non tam verba, 
ut ipse asserit, lingua perstrepente revolvit, quam sensum mentis vivacitate percurrit,” in Reindel, vol. 
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Martin Storacus was but “a rustic, uneducated ‘fool,’” who stuttered through the 
Psalms “one way or another” but nevertheless recited them in their entirety six times a 
day.48   Another was Leo of Sitria, “a profound but unlettered man,” who, “besides the 
Psalms, had little or nothing of an education, [and yet] was so superior to any 
grammarians and philosophers of the world in his understanding of the Scripture and 
his insights of guidance, that whoever of us approached him seeking counsel in any 
matter of the soul and received a word of advice from him was as assured of him as if 
he had received a response from a prophetic spirit.”49  
 Damian promoted what he called their “divine arte” as opposed to the secular 
artes and professional learning.50  He wrote to many hermits and others whom he 
believed could benefit from the discipline they had developed, and the models they 
presented.  For the hermit William (of place unknown), he composed a dialogue 
between water and wine in praise of the former, because William had not wanted to 
join the group for the lack of wine.51  Damian’s most famous letter of eremitical 
counsel was addressed to a certain Florentine hermit, called Tuezo.  Tuezo was a man 
of local fame who had recently offended Damian during the latter’s visit, first by 
impertinently asking whether Romuald was in Heaven, and then, after some 
argument, throwing Damian out of his cell by the belt and slamming the door.52   
                                                                                                                                      
2, pp. 21, 24; trans. Blum, vol. 2, pp. 213, 234; Ep. 109.12 (1064), “Tota quipped vita eius praedicatio 
et aedificatio, doctrina erat et disciplina,” in Reindel, vol. 3, p. 209; trans. Blum, vol. 4, p. 214. 
48  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.9, “Quendam habemus in cellula rusticum idiotam, vix quinquaginta psalmos 
utcumque balbutientem, eosdem tamen per dies singulos subiectis semper letaniis sexies iterantem,” in 
Reindel, vol. 2, p. 15; trans. Blum, vol. 2, p. 226. 
49  Peter Damian, Ep. 117.18, “Quod etiam in domno meo Leone probatur incluso. Posuimus enim 
stulte peritum, apponamus eciam sapienter indoctum.  Hic plane Leo cum praeter psalmos, aut nescio 
quid tenuissimum et extremum, litteras non didicerit, grammaticos quoslibet ac mundi philosophos in 
scripturarum noticia et in consiliorum spiritalium profunditate praecellit, ut quicunque ad illum de 
quovis animae negocio consulentes accedimus, suscipientes ab eo verbum, ita confidimus ac si 
prophetici spiritus oraculum reportemus,” in Reindel, vol. 3, p. 325; trans. Blum, vol. 4, p. 327. 
50  Peter Damian, Ep. 28.45 (ca. 1048-55), “Solitaria sane vita caelestis doctrinae schola est ac 
divinarum artium disciplina,” in Reindel, vol. 1, p. 272; trans. Blum, vol. 1, p. 281. 
51  Peter Damian, Ep. 10 (ca. 1045), in Reindel, vol. 1, pp. 128-36; trans. Blum, vol. 1, pp. 113-23. 
52  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.4, 5, in Reindel, vol. 2, pp. 10, 12; trans. Blum, vol. 2, pp. 223-24. 
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Damian’s later reply was a long letter about the Fonte Avellanesi who, unlike Tuezo, 
did not shun the company of fellow hermits and their counsels: “He who cannot live 
peaceably with his companions because of his furious spirit, will be forced to live 
alone like a wild animal.”53  To Tuezo’s ambivalence towards Romuald’s teachings, 
Damian replied that, “while you were still being formed in this new way of life [ipso 
conversionis novae], you went your own way, teaching before you had learned, first 
giving orders before you had observed the Law yourself.”54  In the city of Florence, 
“anything that is said by a man of such great reputation is seized upon as if it were 
some oracular prophecy proceeding from a Sibylline source” – “what is praised to the 
skies [there] hardly deserves a mention here,” at Fonte Avellana.55 
 He described the Fonte Avellanesi as men who “are not, in popular opinion, 
celebrated, famous, or outstanding men, but judge themselves to be despicable and 
ragged creatures, so inferior to all good people that in no respect do they consider 
their lives [conversationis] superior to mine or to others like mine…as equals [they] 
show me every sign of affection [charitatis] like members of a family.”56  His 
descriptions of this community are our sole record for the lives of these men.  In their 
company was the sometime young and impressionable Peter Damian immersed and 
nurtured in the youth of his career. To begin with an elder at the shrine: Martin 
Storicatus had not left its solitude for fifteen years – “Evidence for this is his hair, 
which is now so long that it almost reaches down to his heels […though] I do not 
approve of this kind of penance.” 57   He was very explicit about Martin’s authority: 
                                                
53  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.34, in Reindel, vol. 2, pp. 31-32; trans. Blum, vol. 2, p. 241. 
54  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.6, “Nulla siquidem disciplina, ut dicitur, monasticae institutionis attritus, sub 
nulla maiorum custodia maceratus, in ipso conversionis novae tirocinio adhuc durus et rigidus, huius 
propositi iter arripiens ante cepisti docere quam dimere quam legume mandata servare,” in Reindel, 
vol. 2, pp. 12-13; trans. Blum, vol. 2, p. 225. 
55  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.6, 7, in Reindel, vol. 2, pp. 13-14; trans. Blum,vol. 2, pp. 225, 226. 
56  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.24, in Reindel, vol. 2, p. 25; trans. Blum, vol. 2, pp. 235-36. 
57  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.9, in Reindel, vol. 2, p. 15; trans. Blum, vol. 2, pp. 226-27. 
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“Often when I am asked to undertake some matter of ecclesiastical importance, or 
some arbitration case, and know that it will be difficult for me, even though others are 
at hand I take advice from this brother.”58 Another resident was Rudolfus of Gubbio 
(d. 1064), who had been a hermit at Fonte Avellana during Damian’s priorate but later 
became a Bishop.  “Since he was young, and often suffered from grave melancholy 
because of his passionate nature, he used to attach ropes to the rafters in his cell, and 
inserting his arms, chanted the Psalms while thus suspended.”59 He died at “scarcely 
the age of thirty,” probably due to his habit for sleeping naked save for an undershit 
and on a bare board, in winter (a matter over which he and Damian had argued).60   
 The most famous hermit of Fonte Avellana, however, was Dominic Loricatus, 
so known from the mail corselet he wore and his many iron bands. “He and I are 
separated from one another by the church that stands between us, with our cells on 
either side” – the younger Damian frequently travelled to the older man’s cell for 
advice and insight.61  Once they had an argument because Dominic could not teach 
him how to weep properly, but clearly the pupil admired him – in the first place, he 
admitted, for his cognizance of psalmody (his knack for chanting the Psalms silently), 
and secondly, his affable self-accusation of living sensuously with fennel on his 
bread.62  Dominic was locally hailed as the initiator of a new form of purgative 
discipline. Damian later expanded the record of his life with the detail that he had 
once been a priest, whose office had been bought for him by his parents (in this case 
with an animal hide, but nonetheless simonaically).  “Because he had been improperly 
                                                
58  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.11, in Reindel, vol. 2, p. 16; trans. Blum, vol. 2, p. 228. 
59  Peter Damian, Ep. 109.5, “Plane dum iuvenalis aetatis ingruente natura gravissimam sepe pateretur 
accidiam, laqueribus cellulae funiculos innectebat, sicque ulnis insertis psalmodiae studio pendulus 
insistebat,” in Reindel, vol. 3, p. 204; trans. Blum, vol. 4, p. 209. 
60  Peter Damian, Ep. 109.8, in Reindel, vol. 3, pp. 204-5; trans. Blum, vol. 4, p. 209. 
61  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.17, in Reindel, vol. 2, p. 21; trans. Blum, vol. 2, p. 231. 
62  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.22-23, in Reindel, vol. 2, pp. 24-25; trans. Blum, vol. 2, pp. 234-35. 
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ordained, so long as he lived he never dared to celebrate Mass.”63  He was so afraid of 
compounding this sin (and presumably others) that whenever Damian asked for the 
time, “he would never reply that it was exactly any given hour but always…that it 
was about nine [o’clock, Terce] or about twelve [Sext],” so as to avoid lying 
unintentionally.64  But in many ways he still remained a priest and exercised a 
sacerdotal role and office.  His praxis was designed to compassionate fallen souls and 
living sinners. Peter Damian, it happens, is possibly the first medieval writer to 
employ “Purgatory” as a substantive, as a spiritual place or plane, and the credit for 
this idea likely goes back to Dominic.65   
 His tool for good works was self-flagellation, a practice that Damian defended 
many times (see below).  He had originally worked with green branches but later 
found a whip, which he then never left the hermitage without.66  He had calculated a 
way of performing penance that he believed liberated souls from one year, one 
century, even one thousand years, of purgation, a theology that makes little sense if 
we think he was flagellating for his own benefit, alone.67  Interestingly, his lashed 
                                                
63  Peter Damian, Ep. 109.10, “Dominicus itaque cum esset in saeculo clericus, quia tunc symoniaca 
vigebat heresis, quae et nunc utinam prorsus esset extincta, ut presbyter fieret, a parentibus eius data est 
episcopo hircinae pellis aluta…Nam hoc pavore perterritus contempsit saeculum, induit monachum, 
arduumque mox heremiticae vitae tamquam bellator intrepidus arripuit institutum.  Sed quia male 
promotus est, donec advixit sacrosancti altaris usurpare ministerium non praesumpsit,” in Reindel, vol. 
3, p. 208; trans. Blum, vol. 4, p. 212. 
64  Peter Damian, Ep. 109.33, “Nam si quando etiam quaereretur, quota diei hora esset, numquam 
absolute dicebat, tota est, sed cum additamento semper prope tertia hora est, prope sexta hora est.  
Inquisitus a me, cur semper ita diceret: ‘In hoc, inquit, mendacium caveo.  Nam sive sit hora transacta, 
sive adhuc fortassis immineat, propinqua tamen est, quae videlicet a momento in quo loquimur, non 
elongat,’” in Reindel, vol. 3, pp. 220-21; trans. Blum, vol. 4, p. 224. 
65  Cf. Blum, at Ep. 102.17, vol. 2, p. 133 n. 38. 
66  Peter Damian, Ep. 109.27, in Reindel, vol. 3, p. 216; trans. Blum, vol. 4, p. 220. 
67  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.18, “Centum autem annorum paenitentia, sicut ipso auctore didicimus, sic 
expletur.  Porro cum tria scoparum milia unum penitentiae annum apud nos regulariter expleant, decem 
autem psalmorum modulatio, ut saepe probatum est, mille scopas admittat.  Dum centum quinquaginta 
psalmis constare psalterium non ambigitur, quinque annorum paenitentia in unius psalterii disciplina 
recte supputantibus invenitur.  Sed sive quinque vicies ducas, sive viginti quinquies, centum fiunt.  
Consequitur ergo, ut qui viginti psalteria cum disciplina decantat, centum annorum penitentiam se 
peregisse confidat…Memini quoque, quia cuiusdam quadragesimae imminentis initio mille annos 
imponi sibi per nos ad paenitentiam petiit, quos certe omnes ferme antequam ieiunii tempus 
transigeretur, explevit,” in Reindel, vol. 2, p. 22; trans. Blum, vol. 2, p. 232. 
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“genuflections” were called his metaneas, an abstruse word linked to the Greek 
metanoia, which as mentioned earlier was the translation of the Hebrew teshuvah 
(“atonement”) and the conceptual root of the Latin conversio and paenitentiam.68    
Although flagellation itself proved hard to promote among traditional monks, the 
principle behind Dominic’s practice proved very popular.  As Damian wrote, “by the 
example of this old man in taking the discipline, the custom spread in our area, so that 
not only men but even noble women took [it] up,” such as the widow of a certain 
Tethbaldus, “[who] once told me that by taking the discipline according to a pre-
determined norm she had satisfied one hundred years of penance.”69  Because of his 
own admiration for Dominic, we can be sure that Peter Damian also flagellated often 
and violently.   
 As Rachel Fulton observed, the Fonte Avellanesi were at the forefront of 
emergent patterns of spirituality that were not only apostolic, but actively imitative of 
Christ. 70  Much like the later Cîteaux, Fonte Avellana was not some obscure 
eremitical project but an experiment of ideas that became widely admired and 
imitated, not only by Benedictines but also non-Benedictines as well.  Unlettered 
though some were (from Sir Dominic to Rodulfus, who was popular enough to be 
ordained a bishop), the Fonte Avellanesi became well known and influential.  As 
Damian wrote to his nephew, “you should choose just a few from the many 
[examples] who are available, and use them as a model as you strive to fashion the 
beauty of the spiritual man.”71  He wrote to enlighten others of forms of life from 
                                                
68  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.21, “[…] a depresso homine mille metaneas in uno psalterio fieri admiratus 
expavi,” in Reindel, vol. 2, p. 24; trans. Blum, vol. 2, p. 234. 
69  Peter Damian, Ep. 66.26, in Reindel, vol. 2, p. 276; trans. Blum, vol. 3, p. 66. 
70 Rachel Fulton, From Judgement to Passion: Devotion to Christ and the Virgin Mary, 800-1200 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 2002), pp. 99-105.  
71  Peter Damian, Ep. 132.19, “Sed quorsum haec tam longa narratione protracta?  Nimirum ut et to ex 
pluribus paucos eligas, ad quorum normam interioris hominis pulchritudinem effigiare contendas,” in 
Reindel, vol. 3, p. 447; trans. Blum, vol. 5, p. 66. 
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which to find inspiration, one way or another: “by using the differing virtues of holy 
men you too may renew in yourself the image of the one true God…[and] return to 
recognize God Himself.”72  His letter to Tuezo was not only to chastise the city 
recluse for a lack of hospitality but a lack of caritas, the condescension of a teacher 
willing to be taught, and to learn humility.73  
 
 Peter Damian’s Romualdianism and the Benedictine tradition 
 
 Peter Damian’s letters evidence a determined effort to demonstrate that the 
Fonte Avellanesi neither challenged Benedict’s Rule nor perverted its purpose, but 
that they understood it and were fulfilling it profoundly.  He argued that they 
occupied the heart of the Benedictine tradition, and that monks of traditional 
observances had much to learn from them. He was keen to show how the Romualdian 
Fonte Avellanesi complemented the Benedictine eremitical “institution 
(institutionis)”: “though today the brothers are proud to adopt this name [i.e. of 
Benedictines], still, for the sake of humility, they prefer to call themselves 
paenitentes.”74  In many ways they anticipate the sentiments of the anonymous late 
twelfth-century (probably Flemish) treatise, On the Diverse Orders and Professions 
Within the Church, in which was said, “Bodily exercises, fasts, and vigils confer 
glory…Thus [hermits] do not bear the name of hermit idly but embellish it with 
works.”75  Damian wrote a few times that, “whatever is done in monasteries of strict 
                                                
72  Peter Damian, Ep. 132.19, “Quatinus sicut ille diversorum corporum habitudines ad unius 
simulachri speciem transtulit, sic et to ex variis sanctorum virorum virtutibus unius in te veri Dei 
restaures imaginem, ut ad eundem postmodum feliciter cognoscendus revertaris auctorem,” in Reindel, 
vol. 3, p. 448; trans. Blum, vol. 5, pp. 67. 
73  Peter Damian, Ep. 44.25, 37, in Reindel, vol. 2, pp. 26, 33; trans. Blum, vol. 2, pp. 236, 242-43. 
74  Peter Damian, Ep. 50.9, in Reindel, vol. 2, pp. 83-84; trans. Blum, vol. 2, p. 293. 
75  Libellus de diversis ordinibus et professionibus qui sunt in Ecclesia, c. 1, “Exercitatio corporalis, 
ieiunia et vigiliae, illos gloriosos reddunt.  Heremitae ergo nomen incassum non teneant, sed opera 
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and regular observance is also observed with careful attention and facility here,” and, 
elsewhere that, “whatever is said in the Rule of Benedict, in the Life of the Fathers, 
and their regulations and collations, everything, I think, pertains to our discipline, and 
to put them all together here seems superfluous.”76  The hermits saw their religio as 
an extension of pre-existing and prevalent ideas and customs – Peter Damian’s task 
was to explain how this was so. 
 Although hermits are usually imagined as solitary creatures, the Fonte 
Avellanesi were absolutely communitarian, in both practice and philosophy.  They did 
not occupy cells together but nonetheless lived around the shrine together and were 
bound by mutual filial obligations.  The bond between them surpassed death.  As 
Damian related, “additional prayers that the blessed Romuald prescribed” 
accompanied their performance of the Psalter.77  If a brother died, the hermits fasted 
for him for seven days, flagellated seven times (amounting to a thousand blows on 
each turn), performed seven hundred prostrations, thirty Psalters “in the traditional 
manner,” and a Mass each day over thirty days – “this regulation of our hermitage is 
never subject to any suggested variation, and this custom for the dead is always 
strictly observed as something that cannot be changed.” 78   That the hermits 
endeavoured to complete their brothers’ penances shows how central “Karitas” was 
                                                                                                                                      
exornent,” in Giles Constable (with B. South, trans. and ed.), Libellus de Diversis Ordinibus et 
Professionibus Qui Sunt in Aecclesia (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), pp. 8-9; cf. Giles Constable, 
‘Eremitical Forms of Monastic Life,’ in Constable, ed. Monks, Hermits, and Crusaders in Medieval 
Europe (London: Variorum Reprints, 1988), V, p. 249. 
76 Peter Damian, Ep. 18.14, “De caeteris vero monachicae institutionis observationibus quicquid in 
regulari et districto monasterio tenetur, idem etiam hic caute et sollerter nichilominus custoditur,” in 
Reindel, vol. 1, p. 174; trans. Blum, vol. 1, p. 165; cf. Ep. 50.27, 51 in Reindel, vol. 2, pp. 98, 111; 
trans. Blum, vol. 2, pp. 304, 314; cf. Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, pp. 146-
87. 
77  Peter Damian, Ep. 18.10, in Reindel, vol. 1, pp. 173-74; trans. Blum, vol. 1, pp. 164-65. 
78  Peter Damian, Ep. 18.16, “Illud etiam silentio praeteriri dignum esse non ducimus, quia cum frater 
quispiam ex nostris obierit, unusquisque pro eo septem dies ieiunat, septem disciplinas cum millenis 
scoparum ictibus accipit, septingentas metaneas facit, triginta insuper psalteria ex more decantat, 
continuis quoque triginta pro eo diebus missarum solemnia specialiter celebrantur,” in Reindel, vol. 1, 
p. 175; trans. Blum, vol. 1, p. 166. 
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among them: “there is such love among the brethren, such unanimity of will forged by 
the fire of mutual charity, that everyone considers himself born to serve all and not 
himself.”79  The principles and practice of the traditional monastic liturgy were 
radically extended among the Fonte Avellanesi.80  The hermits even elaborated a 
significant mythology about their work; three centuries before Dante’s Comedy, Peter 
Damian composed an account of a soul’s journey through Purgatory led not by Virgil 
but St. Benedict.81 
 Their ecclesiology – that is, what this community of hermits believed “the 
Church” to be – is striking.  In their view, each individual soul was the whole Church: 
“in many it is one, and in each it is mystically complete…simple in many by reason of 
the unity of faith, and multiple in each through the bond of love and the various 
charismatic gifts…all are from one, and all are one.”82  Peter Damian wrote this in a 
letter-treatise entitled, Dominus vobiscum, in which he addressed the grammatical 
issue of how it was that a hermit could say “God be with you” in the plural while 
praying alone in a cell.  The answer was paradoxical: “our solitude is at once plural 
and our community singular,” which was to say that, “whatever any individual 
member of the faith performs in the sacred liturgy, the whole Church appears to do in 
                                                
79  Peter Damian, Ep. 18.15, “Illud sane cuncta haec videtur excedere, illud omnibus sancte viventium 
digne censetur virtutibus eminere, quod tanta est inter fratres karitas, tanta unitas voluntatum vicarii 
amoris igne conflata, ut unusquisque se non sibi sed omnibus natum credat,” in Reindel, vol. 1, p. 175; 
trans. Blum, vol. 1, p.166. 
80  Cf. Lester K. Little and Barbara H. Rosenwein, ‘Social Meaning in the Monastic and Mendicant 
Spiritualities,’ Past & Present, vol. 63 (May, 1974), pp. 5-8; Irven M. Resnick, ‘Peter Damian on 
Cluny, Liturgy, and Penance,’ Journal of Religious History, vol. 15 (1988), pp. 63-66; Patricia Ranft, 
‘The Maintenance and Transformation of Society through Eschatology: Cluniac Monasticism,’ Journal 
of Religious History 14 (1987), at p. 247. 
81  Peter Damian, Ep. 10, in Reindel, vol. 1, pp. 128-36; trans. Blum, vol. 1, pp. 113-23. 
82  Peter Damian, Ep. 28.11-13, “Ecclesia siquidem Christi tanta karitatis invicem inter se compage 
connectitur, ut et in pluribus una et in singulis sit per mysterium tota, adeo ut et omnis universalis 
aecclesia non inmerito una Christi perhibeatur singulariter sponsa et unaquaeque electa anima per 
sacramenti mysterium plena esse credatur aecclesia…quia cum in una hominis persona tota designetur 
aecclesia et ipsa consequenter aecclesia una dicatur virgo, sancta aecclesia et in omnibus sit una et in 
singulis tota, nimirum in pluribus per fidei unitatem simplex et in singulis per karitatis glutinum 
diversaque dona karismatum multiplex, quia enim ex uno omnes, omnes unum,” in Reindel, vol. 1, pp. 
255-56; trans. Blum, vol. 1, p. 262. 
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the harmony of its single faith and love.”83  Thus, they argued, they participated in the 
works of monks, and on these grounds they saw that women too participated in this 
conversatio.  In their ecclesiology women (mulieribus) even offered Mass, “even 
though it appears to be offered only by the priest in particular” – “the sacrifice that is 
placed upon the altar by the priest is offered in common by all the family of God.”84  
Damian added, “If I am truly her member [a member of the Church], I quite properly 
fulfil my function of acting in the name of all.”85  Herein lay the justification for the 
hermits’ idiosyncratic and extreme penances, which they performed not only for 
themselves but for all.  When they uttered the sacerdotal words, “Dominus 
vobiscum,” they held before their eyes all Christians, near, distant, past, and present, 
throughout all worlds under God.  In doing so, they were directly imitative of 
Benedict of Nursia himself.86   
 It was in this spirit that they challenged the traditional monastic monopoly 
over salvific works.  “Do not choose,” Damian warned, “to sink from the strict 
eremitic life into the laxity of the monasteries.”87  The hermits did not reject 
Benedictine cenobitism, but it is clear that they collectively belittled some idea of a 
“popular monasticism.”  To a certain “Abbot J,” Damian related how “the Rule for 
cenobites [the Regula Benedicti] gives evidence that it does not contain perfection, 
but clearly sends him who would be perfect to the eremitical orders,” combining the 
                                                
83 Peter Damian, Ep. 28.15, 19, in Reindel, vol. 1, pp. 257, 259; trans. Blum, vol. 1, pp. 264, 266. 
84  Peter Damian, Ep. 28.20, in Reindel, vol. 1, p. 259; trans. Blum, vol. 1, p. 266. 
85  Peter Damian, Ep. 28.21, “Et si eius sum veraciter membrum, non inconvenienter adimpleo meae 
universitatis officium,” in Reindel, vol. 1, p. 260; trans. Blum, vol. 1, p. 267. 
86  Peter Damian, Ep. 28.44, “Quapropter sive praesto sint, sive desint, ipse spiritalibus oculis 
praesentes attendit, pro quibus orare disponit, nec abesse sibi per spiritale contubernium credit, quos in 
oratione secum pariter comprehendit.  Obtutus itaque fidei salutationis verba eis intendit et accipit, 
quos adesse comminus per spiritalem praesentiam cernit.  Quiquis ergo frater in cellula singulariter 
habitat, communia aecclesiae verba proferre non timeat, quem videlicet a conventu fidelium, et si 
locale spacium dividit, cum omnibus tamen unitas fidei in karitate coniungit, qui licet absint per moles 
corporum, presto sunt per unitatis aecclesiasticae sacramentum,” in Reindel, vol. 1, pp. 171-72; trans. 
Blum, vol. 1, p. 280; cf. Pope Gregory I, Dialogi 2.35.3, 6-8, in Caroline White, trans. and ed. Early 
Christian Lives (London: Penguin, 1998), pp. 200-202,  
87  Peter Damian, Ep. 18.18, in Reindel, vol. 1, p. 177; trans. Blum, vol. 1, p. 168. 
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precepts of the Rule, Chapters 1, 72, and 73.88  “You see, then,”  he continued, “that 
the eminent teacher established the beginning of the religious life [conversationis 
initium] but urged the one installed in it on to higher goals.”89  In the Rule’s own 
words, it was but an introduction and “little Rule for beginners,” which words the 
Fonte Avellanesi assumed Benedict meant literally.90 Damian wrote that the Doctor 
had “encouraged, promoted, and urged” progression into eremitical austerities, “and 
to show beyond doubt how great his desire was in this regard, he set it at the 
beginning of his Rule, and spoke of it as he brought to the Rule to a close…so that it 
would seem he was commanding it throughout the whole text,” making (he added), 
“the order of cenobites somewhat inferior to the eremitic life.” 91   The Fonte 
Avellanese charism was that they applied Benedictinism as a philosophy that 
contained but did not define their discrete ascetic customs.  “The school of this Rule 
was established more for learning obedience than for performing penance,” Damian 
                                                
88  Peter Damian, Ep. 152.8, “Porro autem cum ipsa coenobitarum regula perfectionem se non habere 
perhibeat, sed volentem perfici ad heremi patenter instituta transmittat, cur nos perfectionis arcem et 
ipsi conscendere flocipendimus, et insuper aliis ne ad meliora proficiant invidemus?” in Reindel, vol. 4, 
p. 10. 
89  Peter Damian, Ep. 152.8, “Vides igitur, quia doctor insignis in monasterio quidem constituit bonae 
conversationis initium, sed ad sublimioris in sancta religione fastigii provocat institutum, ut illic 
honeste vivere moresque componere velut in convalle piae conversationis incipiat, deinde spiritalibus 
iam exercitiis roboratus tanquam a lacte ad cibum solidum transiens verticem perfectionis ascendat,” in 
Reindel, vol. 4, pp. 9-10. 
90 Regula Benedicti c. 73.8, “Quisquis ergo ad patriam caelestem festinas, hanc minimam inchoationis 
regulam descriptam, adiuvante Christo, perfice, et tunc demum ad maiora quae supra 
commemoravimus doctrinae virtutumque culmina, Deo protegente, pervenies,” in Regula Benedicti, 
trans. Terrence G., Kardong, Benedict’s Rule: A Translation and Commentary (Minnesota: The 
Liturgical Press, 1996 [1980]), p. 602; cf. Chapter 72, “De zelo bono quod debent monachi habere.” 
91  Peter Damian, Ep. 152.12, “[…] ut ex monasterio frater ad heremum transeat, doctor insignis non 
modo non abnuit, verum etiam suggerit, provocat, et impellit.  Atque ut evidenter ostenderet, hoc apud 
se quantam desiderii vim haberet, hoc regulae suae principium indidit, hoc descriptum fine conclusit.  
Ab hac scilicet sanctus ille liber incipitur, in hac per auxesim materia terminatur, up ipsum 
quodammodo per omnem sui textum praecipere videatur.  Porro autem cum incipientium scribere ista 
sit regula, quantinus ut auditor reddatur intentus, commendent quae scribenda sunt, iste non solum in 
ipso regulae incipientis exordio, sed et in fine quoque totum opus suum levigando et annullando 
depreciat, ut coenobitarum ordinem heremiticae vitae supparem statuat,” in Reindel, vol. 4, p. 12; trans. 
Blum, vol. 6, p. 13. 
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stated.92  Rodulfus of Gubbio was praised in exactly such terms, in that “he laudably 
observed the Rule as a monk and in turn preserved his authority as a Bishop.”93  The 
penitents of Fonte Avellana were not limited to the spatial confines of the hermitage.  
The discipline of their school, however, was contained and defined by its 
identification with the Benedictine tradition. 
 The hermits believed that their philosophy was practicable by all.  But not 
everyone had the strength to perform such feats as they. “In these matters,” Damian 
wrote, “it seems proper and more liberal…[that] one be given an option rather than 
prescribe [techniques] by definitive legislation.”94  Among the Fonte Avellanesi the 
lines between inner and outer, public and private, and individidual and institutional 
penances were blurred.95  Each congregant was obliged to do as they could to 
contribute to the overall project of salvation.  Damian stated that the method chosen 
was wholly subjective; “It makes little difference what punishment the flesh of the 
penitent is made to suffer, so long as the pleasure of former allurements is changed 
for the better by the vicarious sufferings of the body he has put under restraint.”96  To 
the Bishop Mainardus of Urbino, he counselled that, “[If] you are still afraid to cause 
pain to your body, or even more, since you are not yet able to sacrifice yourself to 
God through bitter penance [i.e. retiring to Fonte Avellana or a monastery], reach out 
to those things that are about you…use your personal property in exchange for 
                                                
92  Peter Damian, Ep. 153.24, “Quantum ergo ex sancti viri verbis colligere possumus, magis ad 
discendam obedientiam, quam ad peragendam penitentiam regulae huius scola cognoscitur instituta, 
non ut sive peccatores sive iustos excludat, vel ullum genus hominum respuat, sed quia omnem vim et 
intentionem ad edocenda obedientie praecepta constituat,” in Reindel, vol. 4, p. 26; trans. Blum, vol. 5, 
p. 28. 
93  Peter Damian, Ep. 109.7, in Reindel, vol. 3, p. 206; trans. Blum, vol. 4, p. 210. 
94  Peter Damian, Ep. 50.48, “Sunt enim quibus horum aliqua non conveniunt, atque ideo tutum 
videtur, atque liberius, ut in talibus magis optio proponatur, quam difinitiva regulae sententia 
praescribatur,” in Reindel, vol. 2, p. 109; trasn. Blum, vol. 2, p. 313. 
95  Cf. Sarah Hamilton, ‘Penance in the Age of Gregorian Reform,’ in Kate Cooper (with J. Gregory, 
eds.), Retribution, Repentance, and Reconciliation, Studies in Church History 40 (Rochester: Boydell 
Press, 2004), pp. 52-3. 
96  Peter Damian, Ep. 45.6, in Reindel, vol. 2, p. 37; trans. Blum, vol. 2, p. 247. 
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yourself.”97 Above all, no one was to be forced into the discipline, flagellation, 
regarding which matter Damian devoted a letter of counsel for all communities linked 
to Fonte Avellana.  His writing it was linked to the hermits’ education of recruits, for 
he states that the discipline was frightening people off – “[it] is thought to be more 
appalling than it actually is.”98 
 Peter Damian’s intellectual achievement was his defence of Romualdianism as 
a fulfilment of the customs performed by monks in monasteries of traditional 
observance.  This was, in the first place, despite the fact that many of the Romualdiani 
did not come from the milieu of most monks, and in the second, despite the fact that 
many contemporaries thought them weird and abnormal.  The fact that Romualdian 
philosophies were rejected so often shows that many believed their outlooks to be 
incompatible with socially orthodox attitudes and practices.  Yet, Fonte Avellanese 
Romualdianism provoked undeniable interest from many others, and it was traditional 
monks who were found lagging behind the increasingly popular outlook.  Damian’s 
task had been to align Romualdianism within the Benedictine tradition and institution, 
and to define and contain their conversio vel conversatio as a radical but legitimate 
method of lifelong atonement for sins.  In this he succeeded, though Fonte Avellana 
was later absorbed by the Camaldolesi.  Later hermits became Camaldoli monks, and 
were finally and irrevocably “cenobitized.” Though Fonte Avellana still stands (much 
metamorphosed architecturally), the way of life of its first congregants is now mostly 
forgotten.   
 
 
 
                                                
97  Peter Damian, Ep. 110.6, 7, in Reindel, vol. 3, pp. 226, 227; trans. Blum, vol. 4, pp. 229, 230. 
98  Cf. Peter Damian, Ep. 133.4, in Reindel, vol. 3, p. 454; trans. Blum, vol. 5, p. 74. 
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 Stephen of Muret and the conversi-clercs of Grandmont 
 
[Stephen’s Prologue – First Discourse]   
  The first occasion we encounter in the Gospel where Jesus is preaching  
to his disciples is in his sermon on the institution of the monastic life.   
‘Blessed are the poor in spirit,’ is the way, we might say, He began His Rule. 
[…] 
Anyone, married or unmarried, can be saved by keeping the Rule of God,  
which is by no means the case with Benedict’s Rule. 
 
There is no other Rule but the Gospel of Christ. 
 
Stephen of Muret (et. al.) 
 Liber Sententiarum99 
 
 This segment explores a very different congregation, and one based not in 
Italy but the southern Franklands, in the Auvergnat.  They are similar to the 
Cistercians in that their origins were native to the eleventh century, and that they are 
chiefly remembered for their later twelfth-century rise (and/or fall).  Like the Fonte 
Avellanesi, their original conversatio and popularity are also mostly unknown today.  
Another strange mixture of ex-priests, monks, and laymen, with the added 
idiosyncrasy that some were ex- or retired First Crusaders, the original disciples of 
Stephen of Muret (ca. 1045–ca. 1124-25) and their successors, the Grandmontines, 
were much less successful in adapting their first charism and confession to pre-
existing institutions and cultural taxonomies of religion.  With Peter Damian as their 
spokesmen, the Fonte Avellanesi appealed to and relied upon the Rule of Benedict as 
the basis for their conversatio – as it had served in Romuald’s first penance at Classe. 
                                                
99 Liber Sententiarum [Liber de Doctrina vel Liber Sententiarum seu Rationum beati viri Stephani 
primi patris religionis Grandimontis] Second Prologue, “Primo siquidem sermone quem suis fecit 
Iesus discipulis, sicuti in evangelio reperitur, locutus est de institutione monachorum, cum diceret: 
Beati pauperes spiritu, et sic denique suam incoepit regulam…In regula Dei, a quocumque tenetur, 
cum uxore potest saluari et absque uxore, quod nequit fieri in regula sancti Benedicti […] Non est ali 
regula nisi evangelium Christi,” in Johannes Becquet, ed. Scriptores Ordinis Grandimontensis, Corpus 
Christianorum, Continuatio Mediaevalis 8 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1968), p. 5; trans. Deborah van Doel 
(with M. O’Brien, J. Becquet, et. al.), Stephen of Muret – Maxims  (Kalamazoo: Cistercian 
Publications, 2002), pp. 25, 7-8 respectively. 
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The Grandmontines, by contrast, had neither any such spokesman nor like assurances, 
because Stephen refused to lend credence to any Rule save the Gospel.   
 The dangers attending the Grandmontine conversatio and philosophy are at 
once self-evident and peculiar to this congregation. The Liber Sententiarum advances 
an openly challenging self-investiture suggestive of the abstract “popular 
monasticism” that the Fonte Avellanesi competed with (and belittled).  It may be that 
a link between the First Crusade and Stephen’s followers contributed to this sense of 
competition – the line between crusader, pilgrim, soldier, hero, monk, and penitent 
ascetic was already thin before the Pilgrimage, and assuredly many returned First 
Crusaders had difficulty reintegrating into former social worlds.100  Whence the rise 
of the military orders, for example, and, it would seem, the Grandmontines in the 
Auvergne (in fact not far from Clermont). The First Crusaders and early 
Grandmontines seem to share a certain streak of committed fundamentalism. Stephen 
is reported to have advised novices that, “You will never return to your family home 
and, should they come looking for you, you may not make them aware in any way of 
your present needs,” as if in embracing a terrible voluntary exile.  “You can move to 
any monastery you wish, where you can find impressive buildings, delicate foods 
served up according to season; there too you will meet great expanses of land covered 
                                                
100  Cf. Guibert of Nogent, Gesta Dei Per Francos, c 7, “These and other remarkable things were done 
on this expedition, which we think can be described in their entirety by no one.  No one in any age has 
ever heard that any nation, without a king, without a prince, departed from its own lands and that, 
under God only, both the lowly and the great learned to carry the yoke, so that the servant did not serve 
a master, nor did the lord claim anything more than brotherhood from the servant.  Thus, I say, we 
cannot offer examples from the past to match this, nor do we think that anything like this will occur in 
the future. […] For who could describe how great a crowd of nobles, burghers, and peasants, from 
Frankish lands alone (of the others I say nothing)…undertook the journey to the tomb of the Lord?” 
trans. Robert Levine, The Deeds of God Through the Franks: A Translation of Guibert of Nogent’s 
Gesta Dei Per Francos (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1997), p. 147; Giles Constable, ‘The Place of the 
Crusader in Medieval Society,’ in Constable, ed. Crusaders and Crusading in the Twelfth Century 
(Cornwall: Ashgate, 2008 [1999]),pp. 143, 156; Jonathan Riley-Smith, The First Crusade and the Idea 
of Crusading (London and New York: Continuum, 2009 [1986]), cf. Chapter 3 ‘Conditions on the 
March,’ pp. 58-90, and ‘Chronological Table,’ pp. 159-63; cf. Walter Portges, ‘The Clergy, the Poor, 
and the Non-Combatants on the First Crusade,’ Speculum, vol. 21, no. 1 (Jan., 1946), pp. 12-13. 
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in flocks.  Here, you will find only poverty and the Cross,” echoing an ethos wholly 
compatible with the First Crusade, from which Stephen had attracted at least one 
disciple.101    
 For these men, Christ’s Sermon on the Mount was His Rule and enough; “if 
what St. Benedict has produced is indeed a Rule, surely that term could be even more 
properly applied to what has come down to us from the Blessed Paul and John the 
Evangelist, both of whom spoke about the Lord in more complete and comprehensive 
ways.”102 “Brothers,” as Stephen’s discourses begin, “I know that after my death there 
will be those who will question you about which ordo you belong to, what Rule you 
adhere to.  Some will inquire out of sincere interest, others simply to find fault.”103  
Regarding such detractors, the Liber concluded with the counsel, that “God alone 
knows how we really stand with Him.  Even if our way of life is not guaranteed to be 
holy, at least it is not ambiguous.”104 “Know too,” he warned, “that I will not concern 
myself with you [if you leave this discipline], nor will you allow yourself to be so 
with me, for as you can see I have torn my feet from the way of the world – if I will 
not return there for my own sake, there is small chance that I would return for 
yours.”105  Who this stern Pastor and penitent was remains a mystery.  What is more, 
the integral religiosity and spiritual self-investiture that he taught and encouraged 
among those drawn to him failed to genuinely survive even the end of the twelfth 
century. The pressures of preserving the spiritual idiosyncrasy of Stephen’s 
                                                
101  Liber Sententiarum 1.1, 1.3, in Becquet, p. 6; trans. van Doel, pp. 9, 10, respectively; cf. Giles 
Constable, ‘The Cross of the Crusaders,’ Crusaders and Crusading in the Twelfth Century, pp. 67-70; 
M. Celia Gaposchkin, ‘Pilgrimage to Crusade: The Liturgy of Departure, 1095-1300,’ Speculum, vol. 
88, no. 1 (Jan., 2013), pp. 47-50; Bernard McGinn, ‘Iter Sancti Sepulchri: The Piety of the First 
Crusaders,’ in Bede K. Lackner (with K. R. Phillips, ed.), The Walter Prescott Webb Memorial 
Lectures (Austin and London: University of Texas Press, 1980), pp. 49-56. 
102  Liber Sententiarum, Second Prol., in Becquet (op. cit.), p. 5; trans. van Doel, p. 8.   
103  Liber Sententiarum, Second Prol., in Becquet, p. 5; trans. van Doel, p. 7.  
104  Liber Sententiarum, Conclusio, in Becquet, p. 61; trans. van Doel, p. 172. 
105  Liber Sententiarum, 1.2, in Becquet, p. 6; trans. van Doel, p. 10 (emphasis added). 
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penitential Christianity among his followers’ successors, the Grandmontines, as well 
as the difficulties of the latter’s adaptation to the cooling of charismatic fervours, 
were particularly acute.  The Muret-Grandmontine example illustrates a number of 
the dynamics of “conversion to institutions” as this Chapter is exploring. 
 
 The mystery of Stephen of Muret 
 
 Very little is known about Stephen of Muret’s life.  His Life was composed at 
an early but uncertain date, and was edited for submission to Rome in 1188 by the 
seventh Pastor of Grandmont, Gérald Ithier (1188-96).  It is a much less reliable 
source than the Vita of Stephen’s disciple, the ex-crusader Hugh Lacerta (d. 1157), 
which was composed around the time of the fifth Pastor, Pierre Bernard Boschiac 
(1163-70).106  Jean Becquet believed that an original Q- or “A”-source Vita Stephani 
was composed around the time of the fourth Pastor, Stephen de Liciac (1139-63).  It 
was in this Stephen’s time that the Liber Sententiarum was also compiled, “[from] 
those anecdotes we have heard from Stephen’s disciples concerning him, for they 
knew him with the certainty that comes from what they heard for themselves.”107  
Grandmont’s Rule was designed later and Pope Adrian IV approved it in 1156.108  
These four texts – the Vita Stephani, Vita Ugonis (composed by a William Dandina in 
the time of Pierre Bernard), the Book of Discourses (the Liber Sententiarum or Liber 
de Doctrina), and the Grandmontine Rule – collectively embodied and enshrined the 
                                                
106  Maire Wilkinson, ‘Stephen of the Auvergne and the Foundation of the Congregation of Muret-
Grandmont According to its Primitive Traditions,’ Medieval History, vol. 2, no. 2 (1992), pp. 45-6; 
Jean Becquet, ‘Les premiers écrivains de l’Ordre de Grandmont,’ Revue Mabillon 43 (1953), pp. 125-
30. 
107  Liber Sententiarum Prol, in Becquet, p. 4; trans. van Doel, p. 5.  
108  Jean Becquet, ‘La Règle de Grandmont,’ Société Archéologique et Histoire du Limousin 86 
(1958), pp. 30-32. 
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late Stephen’s oral-aural teachings and his charisma. Through these texts, Stephen 
continued to preach to his disciples at Muret, Grandmont, and elsewhere.   
 From the four central Grandmontine texts, a fairly nuanced portrait of 
Stephen’s ministry at Muret can be sketched.  According to both the Book of 
Discourses and the Rule, Stephen’s pedagogic praesentia was the central focus of 
Grandmontine tradition, after the Gospel.  “It was as a father of a family that he 
dedicated his time to counselling others…he drew daily from his treasury of riches 
those jewels whose worth he himself proved by means of long and pious 
perseverance, so that by his own example his disciples should not be hearers alone but 
doers.”109  It was not, however, only formal disciples who were the audience for his 
discourses.  Men and women from all walks of life visited him, though women were 
forbidden from submitting to the Grandmontine conversatio.110  From the example of 
his charity towards his visitors, the twelfth-century Grandmontines inherited the 
custom of always showing solicitude to any prostitutes and actors who came to 
them.111  The Book of Discourses also preserved sententiae explicitly given to visitors 
who did not stay at Muret, for example, “If at present you do not wish to leave behind 
all wrong-doing, then for now give up some measure of it.  This is a wise method of 
instructing any sinner who is not up to a thorough-going conversion.”112  
                                                
109  Regula venerabilis viri Stephani Grandimontensis, Prol, “Dum in heremi solitudine amabilis Deo 
et hominibus vir sanctissimae atque per omnia laudabilis vitae Stephanus Grandimontensium primus 
pater frequentia discipulorum comitatus diu maneret, ab oratione raro spiritum relaxans, oves sibi a 
Domino commissas saepissime visitare consueverat, quasque orationum meritis conservabat, suarum 
exemplo virtutum ad religionem informabat ac salutiferae verbo doctrinae reficiebat.  Doctus quippe 
ille paterfamilias cotidie coram eis proferebat de thesauro suo nova et vetera, quos non auditores 
tantum, verum etiam praeceptorum Dei factores, longa piae devotionis perseverantia probaverat,” in 
Becquet, Scriptores, p. 65; trans. Carole A. Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont (Kalamazoo: 
Cistercian Publications, 1989), p. 40. 
110  Cf. Regula, c. 39, “Ne mulieres in hac religione recipiantur, omnimodo prohibemus,” in Becquet, 
Scriptores, p. 86. 
111 Conclusio Vitae, c. 14, “Denique meretricibus atque histrionibus sua libenter etiam corporalia cum 
spiritalibus impendebat, dicens super hoc negotio: […],” in Becquet, Scriptores, p. 324. 
112  Liber Sententiarum 62, “Et qui non vult omne malum relinquiere ad praesens, tamen quandam 
partem deserat.  Sic debet vir sapiens malum hominem docere.  Cum eum omnino convertere non valet, 
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 It remains the case that Stephen’s background is essentially mostly unknown.  
His broad impact, however, is undeniable.  As the first Prologue to the Book of 
Discourses related, the Grandmontines believed that, “second only to God’s mercy is 
the steadfast faith of Stephen, our Pastor of good memory, upon whom with the grace 
of God we may always rely.”113  There were at least three dependent cells that were 
founded in his lifetime, all of which now lie in ruins or simply as stones: Boisverd, 
Châtenet, and Clusea.114  Grandmont – ten kilometres north of Muret and at an 
approximate altitude of 567 metres115 – was not among them. In fact, Stephen never 
knew about Grandmont, and arguably never envisaged that his teachings would 
crystallize into what later became the Grandmontine Order.116  It is probably for this 
reason that the Liber Sententiarum has a much longer official title, and possesses two 
Prologues, the first anonymously collective and the other an introductory discourse by 
Stephen himself.117  Upon his death, his successor at Muret, Pierre of Limoges (ca. 
1124-37), led a transfer of disciples to Grandmont, leaving their former home as but a 
small shrine attended by a small number of brothers.118  Grandmontine history, like 
Cistercian history, began with a migration. 
  
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                      
demonstret ei qualiter in ipsa malitia quodlibet bonum faciat, et credet sibi melius quam si diceret ei 
malum universum relinquere,” in Becquet, Scriptores, p. 32; trans. van Doel, p. 94. 
113  Liber Sententiarum, Prol., “Post Domini misericordiam, fidei constantiam Stephani pastoris nostri 
memoriter commendemus, in qua per Christi gratiam salutem speramus aeternam,” in Becquet, 
Scriptores, p. 4; trans. van Doel, pp. 4-5. 
114  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, p. 44. 
115  Wilkinson, ‘The Vita Stephani Muretensis and the Early Life of Stephen of Muret,’ in Judith 
Loades, ed. Monastic Studies I (Liverpool: Bangor, 1990), p. 102. 
116  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, p. 48. 
117  Cf. Becquet, ‘Premiere écrivains,’ pp. 130-32.    
118  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, p. 51. 
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 The Liber Sententiarum between cult and history 
  
 In the late twelfth century, Gérard Ithier described the site Pierre and his 
company had chosen as “stern and cold, infertile and rocky, misty and exposed to 
winds…a solitude for penitence and religion, and those who dwell there lead a hard 
life.”119  As stated above, Stephen of Muret never knew of Grandmont’s existence, 
though it became the school center at which his religio, conversatio, and 
consuetudines were practiced and taught.  He had neither prepared for nor anticipated 
the institutional genesis or development of any “Grandmontine” “Order.”  A 
significant aspect of this is that he had therefore had no control over the writing of the 
four central Grandmontine texts, including the Liber Sententiarum and the Rule of 
Grandmont – the very existence of the latter was a contradiction of his teachings.  As 
has been stressed, beyond their fundamentalist approach to the Gospels, the ex-
Muretensian Grandmontines depended on the Book of Discourses for their 
confessional and congregational orientation.  This text preserved not only Stephen’s 
praesentia, but also the oral-aural, pedagogic, and counselling teaching method of his 
spoken, public discourses at Muret. 
 The audience for and informants behind the Book were openly recognized to 
as a mixture of lettered and unlettered men.  Grandmontine tradition distinguished 
between them as conversi and clercs, and, unusually, these men lived together (not 
unlike most hermits, however).  The clercs could read, and were responsible for doing 
so during dinners, while conversi generally could not read, so they listened.120  What 
is especially unusual is the ratio estimated for their twelfth-century congregation; one 
observer commented that there were four Grandmontine conversi to each clerc per 
                                                
119  Gérard Ithier, Speculum Grandmontis, in Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, pp. 52-3. 
120  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, pp. 53-54. 
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cell, and the first Grandmontine obituary, covering the years ca. 1120-60, listed 23 
clecs to 130 conversi – the clercs were vastly outnumbered.121  The artifact that is the 
Book of Discourses was written by a congregationally inferior clerc or small body of 
clercs, with his (or their) informants being both clerc- and convers-veterans who had 
memorialized Stephen’s discourses.  Written counsel beyond Scripture was evidently 
secondary in the earliest years of the congregations’ intellectual history; the Pastor 
Stephen de Liciac – who oversaw the Book’s composition, ca. 1156 – was probably a 
clerc, but this is not inevitable.  
 This is suggested by the Life of the convers, Hugh Lacerta.  The Vita Ugonis – 
written by the clerc, William Dandina – is heavily dependent on the Liber 
Sententiarum in its narration of Hugh’s conversion from ex-crusader to 
“Grandmontine” (he was never a congregant at Grandmont itself).  Following his 
sojourn in Jerusalem, Hugh had come to Muret to hear Stephen preach.  He was 
enamoured with the idea of remaining “fixed to the Cross” and of relinquishing 
control over his own sight, speech, cognition, and habits like sleeping and eating.122  
What followed was a narrative conversion account based on the material of Stephen’s 
counsels in the Book.  All of Hugh’s attitudes were to change; all that he had loved in 
the world he departed from, including his family.  At Muret, all that was to be found 
was “so great a Cross and poverty,” reflecting a citation above.123  The conversion 
account also enshrines a specific precept that Stephen delivered on the education of 
                                                
121  Stephen of Tournai, Ep. 166, “…tres aut quattuor clerici duodecim seu quindecim laicis 
adiungantur per cellulas,” cited in George Conklin, ‘Law, Reform, and the Origins of Persecution: 
Stephen of Tournai and the Order of Grandmont,’ Mediaeval Studies 61 (1999), p. 112; cf. Giles 
Constable, The Reformation of the Tewlfth Century, at p. 229. 
122  William Dandina, Vita Ugonis c. 13, in Becquet, Scriptores, pp. 172-73; cf. Liber Sententiarum, 
1.1, “Aspice crucem, multum est difficile ibi manere.  Si huc adveneris, in ea configeris, et amittes 
dominationem quam habes in temetipso, in oculis et in ore ac in in ceteris membris,” in Becquet, 
Scriptores, p. 7; trans. van Doel, p. 9. 
123  William Dandina, Vita Ugonis c. 13, “tantum crucem et paupertatem,” in Becquet, Scriptores, p. 
173; cf. Liber Sententiarum, 1.1, in Becquet, Scriptores, p. 7; trans. van Doel, p. 9. 
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novices, namely, that “former worldly ways of doing things [no longer] suffice: new 
ways of talking, walking, sitting, seeing, working, praying – indeed, of everything – 
have to be learned [anew].” 124  Hugh’s Vita was the intellectual project of a 
Grandmontine clerc whose purpose was to demonstrate how Stephen’s Discourses 
could be and had been lived in practice as one persons’ “new life (conversari).”125  
 To write, read (aloud), and to pray was essentially the sole charge given to the 
clercs, and this too is a Grandmontine idiosyncrasy.  “We entrust the temporal care of 
the communities to the conversi alone,” so Chapter 54 of the Rule specifies; it was a 
lesson in humility that the clercs be subject to them in all things.126  This was an 
extraordinary novelty for the twelfth century.  In general, institutional conversi – also 
known as laybrothers, distinct from adult converts proper – were men attached to 
monasteries but who constituted a class apart.127 Laybrother responsibilities were to 
ensure that the formal religious did not labour on the farm granges, travel to markets, 
or trade and communicate with the populous (vulgar) laity beyond the monastic 
enclosure.  Traditionally, they were housed separately, were permitted to grow beards 
(earning them the uncommon name, conversi barbarti), and were defined otherwise 
by their non-clerical (Latinate-illiterate) status and agricultural occupation. They were 
inferior to formal religious, and in general only somewhat above the status of 
                                                
124  Liber Sententiarum 2.2, “Et qui tantopere spectatur, valde sibi necessarium est ut sit circumspectus 
atque sollicitus, debetque discere loqui, ambulare, sedere, aspicere, operari, Deumque deprecari, atque 
omnia alia facere aliter quam in saeculo faciebat,” in Becquet, Scriptores, p. 7; trans. van Doel, p. 13. 
125  William Dandina, Vita Ugonis c. 15, “Susceptus itaque et factus discipulus, et religiosorum 
pauperem Christi numero sociatus intra congregationem, mox cum Dei servis conversari et vivere 
coepit secundum paupertatis votum, et modum et regulam sub illo tanto patre constitutam,” in Becquet, 
Scriptores, p. 175; cf. Wilkinson, ‘Stephen of the Auvergne and the Foundation of the Congregation,’ 
pp. 52-55 (with more examples and references given). 
126  Regula c. 54, in Becquet, Scriptores, p. 92. 
127  Cf. Chrysogonus Waddell, ‘The Cistercian “Lay Monk” – Monachus Laicus.  A Contradiction in 
Terms?’ Cîteaux: Commentarii Cistercienses, vol. 61, no. 1 (2010), p. 53. 
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servants.128  Burchard of Balerne – author of the Superscriptum to William’s Life of 
Bernard – is better known for composing an Apologia de barbis (ca. 1160), intended 
for the Cistercian conversi of Rosières.  In this work, he made clear that, “we [who 
are] without beards…are engaged around the altars and chalices; you who have 
beards are deputed to ploughs and mattocks.”129  
 The conversi’s situation at Grandmont as the governors of the clercs is wholly 
unattested anywhere else.  They were agriculturalists and traders, to be sure, but they 
also controlled the house finances, possessed an equal status and vote in Chapter, and 
were responsible for ringing the bell for the clercs’ offices (in other words, they 
controlled the regularization of work and the telling of time).130  The Priors of 
Grandmontine cells and oratories were conversi, as Hugh Lacerta’s leadership at 
Plagne illustrates.131  The Grandmontine Rule also mentions the office of curiosi, 
whose charge was the maintenance of cells (the curae cellae), clothing distribution, 
the common diet, and the care of the sick.   As a Prior was to an Abbot in a 
monastery, the curiosus was the deputy of the Grandmontine Prior, and was probably 
a convers as well.132  The Pastor (chief Prior) at Grandmont was theoretically neither 
clerc nor convers but both.  This ambiguous tradition about Stephen’s successors is 
implied, for one, in a purported dream-vision of Hugh Lacerta in which the late Pastor 
Stephen had both a beard and a tonsure133; and secondly, by the famous twelfth-
century enamel (prov. Limoges), representing a bearded Hugh (in hooded garb with a 
                                                
128  Cf. Giles Constable, ‘[Apologia de Barbis –] Introduction,’ in R. B. C. Huygens, Apologiae Duae 
– Gozechini, Epistola ad Walcherum; Burchardi, ut videtur, Abbatis Bellavallis, Apologia de Barbis, 
Corpus Christianorum, Continuatio Mediaevalis 62 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1985), p. 128.  
129  Burchard of Balerne, Apologia pro Barbis 6.210-17, in Huygens, ed., Apologia Duae, pp. 166-67. 
130  Cf. Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, pp. 42, 75-6. 
131  Cf. William Dandina, Vita Hugonis, cc. 30-35, in Becquet, pp. 185-90ff. 
132  Regula cc. 54, 55, in Becquet, Scriptores, pp. 92, 93; cf. Becquet, ‘La règle de Grandmont,’ p. 25; 
Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, p. 72. 
133  William Dandina, Vita Ugonis, c. 49, in Becquet, Scriptores, p. 202. 
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staff) greeting a haloed Stephen (bearing a book), again both bearded and tonsured 
(Figure 2). 
 
 
 
 Figure 2. Hugh Lacerta (left) and Stephen of Muret (right).  Panel 
from the retable of Grandmont’s high altar, ca. 1189; Paris, Musée 
de Cluny. Source: C. A. Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of 
Grandmont (1989), cover; J. Martin and L. E. M. Walker, ‘At the 
feet of St. Stephen of Muret: Henry II and the order of 
Grandmont,’ Journal of Medieval History,16 (1990), Fig. 2 at p. 4. 
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 Stephen called all of his disciples “monks,” but this was because “all 
Christians who come together to live as one can be called monks” – “we have it from 
blessed [Pope] Gregory that Saint Benedict wrote a Rule for monks.  This is true, but 
that Rule can only be called a Rule at all because it derives from the Gospel.”134 On 
the other hand, none of the Grandmontines were monks really, but – like the Fonte 
Avellanesi – “sinners.”  The clerc-compilers of the Book set out a hierarchic but 
porous nuance in their spirituality that balanced the congregation’s explicit social 
dualism and asymmetry.  As one discourse runs, “Ah but we are [all] so lazy…Make 
the effort to become well-versed in solid spiritual teaching; so much so that your 
convictions influence your acts. […] The Word of God affords more pleasure to those 
who act on it than those who only listen to it, or copy its letters, but never get around 
to doing it.”135   
 In this vocation the Grandmontines literally lived (as, perhaps, a “textual 
community”) the mythos-ideal of spiritual balance as related in the Gospel tale of 
Christ in the house of Martha and Mary, which medieval exegetes interpreted as a 
parable about diverse services and offices performed within the one house of the 
Church.136  What balance there was at Grandmont did not survive long, however, and 
safety in tradition and law was not on their side.  That they wrote a Rule at all was the 
first step of a departure from and a compromise with the jeopardous “little tradition” 
that the Liber Sententiarum enshrined, namely, that Stephen respected no Rule 
                                                
134  Liber Sententiarum, Stephen’s Prol., in Becquet, Scriptores, p. 5; trans. van Doel, p. 7. 
135  Liber Sententiarum 117.2, “Sed multum est homo desidiosus; si enim certissime dignosceretur 
quod unus apostolorum Dei alicubi descendisset, et loqueretur ad populum, quam plures homines illuc 
concurerent!  […] Idcirco debet initi vir sufficienter edoctus bonis sermonibus ut eos exerceat operibus, 
quatenus sibi placeant.  Sicut enim favus dulcior est homini illum comedenti quam aspicienti, sic sermo 
divinus dulcior est animae illum perficienti quam si auditu vel scripturis sciret et minime perageret,” in 
Becquet, Scriptores, p. 57; trans. van Doel, pp. 163-64 (emphasis added). 
136  Cf.. Giles Constable, ‘The Interpretation of Mary and Martha,’ in Constable, Three Studies in 
Medieval Religious and Social Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), pp. 80-81. 
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beyond the Gospels.  The Grandmontine Rule’s appearance at all is possibly 
explained merely by legal representation and appearances, or it may have been a 
response to new recruits and especially clerical converts, who perhaps had difficulty 
adapting to or reconciling with the clerc-conversi arrangement.  In any event, what 
problems existed already took a dangerous turn when two rival Kings became 
interested in the Grandmontines’ novel new ordo. 
 
 The rise and fall of the early Grandmontines 
 
 The Muretensians and Grandmontines are mostly unknown today, but they 
were far from obscure in the early to mid-twelfth century.  Their eclipse is closely 
linked to the kingdoms of Capetian France and Angevin Britain, and politics related 
to secular patronage wore down the already tenuous cohesion of the emergent Order.  
It is difficult to know to what extent the breakdown was inevitable, given the inherent 
ambiguities and the unexpected history of Stephen’s teachings in the context of 
Grandmont’s very foundation.  The congregation needed little for disagreements and 
situational incompatibilities to escalate into open hostilities.  Their material success 
was not their undoing, as might be expected; rather, the novelty of their organization 
was ill-equipped to compete with the interests of outside powers.  These interventions 
ultimately resulted in the collapse and reconstitution of the Grandmontine Order in 
the thirteenth century.    
 The first patron of note who took an interest in the Grandmontines was the 
Empress Matilda (ca. 1102-1167), a granddaughter of William the Conqueror.  
Grandmontine tradition holds that she visited them on travels through Francia before 
her marriage to Count Geoffrey of Anjou in 1128.  It was purportedly during her visit 
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that they received the courtibaut or dalmatic that later tradition distorted as having 
been given to Stephen of Muret, when it was more likely worn by Stephen de Liciac 
(r. 1136-63).137  When Matilda died she was buried at the Norman abbey of Bec, but 
she left thirty thousand Angevin shillings to the Grandmontines.138  Her interest in 
them was inherited by her son, King Henry II (1133-89), and it was during the time of 
his involvement that matters began to escalate beyond what the congregation could 
handle. Henry visited Grandmont on numerous occasions between 1167-82. His 
patronage was behind at least three foundations – Notre Dame du Parc lès Rouen 
(1156-57), Bercey (ca. 1168), and Villiers (1172).139  In 1166 he had lavished support 
upon the Grandmontines for the building of their oratory-churches, and this project 
took place during the Pastorships of Pierre Bernard Boschiac (1163-70) and William 
de Treignac (1170-89).140  When the news of Thomas Becket’s murder reached 
Grandmont, all the work was suspended and the king’s workmen were dismissed; but 
it resumed after 1172, and there were good relations between Grandmont and the 
King by 1176.141   
 The relationship between Henry and Grandmont is revealing as to the nature 
of their appeal for a layman, not least a magnate.  When, as he thought, he was on his 
deathbed in 1170, he was convinced that he would be buried at Grandmont, and he 
produced a document supposedly composed ca. 1167 proving that this arrangement 
had been settled.142  The idea horrified his counsellors, however, for Grandmont was 
too novel, and too obscure and ignoble (compared with other shrines) to provide 
                                                
137  Judy Martin and Lorna E. M. Walker, ‘At the feet of St. Stephen Muret: Henry II and the order of 
Grandmont redivivus,’ Journal of Medieval History 16 (1990), p. 7; the courtibaut is presently in the 
church treasury of Ambazac. 
138 Martin and Walker, ‘At the feet of Stephen of Muret,’ p. 7. 
139  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, p. 62. 
140  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, pp. 58-59. 
141  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, pp. 59-60. 
142  Gesta regis Henrici secundi, cited in Martin and Walker, ‘At the feet of Stephen of Muret,’ p. 7. 
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adequate entombed repose for a monarch.143  When he did die much later, Henry was 
buried at Fontevrault, where his wife, Eleanor of Aquitaine (d. 1204) was also later 
interred; Henry’s counsellors succeeded in persuading him from his idea, but it is 
unclear how willingly the King had acquiesed.144  It should be remembered that 
Grandmont was closely linked to crusade enthusiasm and knightly piety, and the 
Pastors during the time of Henry’s patronage – Pierre Bernard (taught at Plagne by 
Hugh Lacerta) and William – were both conversi.  Although Henry never embarked 
on any crusade himself, it is revealing of his inclinations that in his will he left more 
money to the Grandmontines than any other order, besides the military orders.145   
 As his mother had encouraged esteem for Grandmont in him, Henry 
encouraged his son, Henry, likewise, and they were there together in 1182.  This trip 
backfired spectacularly, for in the following year the younger Henry led an uprising 
against his father and plundered both Grandmont and St.-Martial at Limoges to 
finance it. He died whilst besieging Martel in Périgord on 11 June, and it was the duty 
of a Grandmontine brother to report the news to the King.146  Pastor William was 
prepared to have the body buried among them, but Bishop Sebrant-Chabot of 
Limoges protested that the prince had died an excommunicate (that is, whilst 
besieging his city).  Grandmont was allowed to keep only the younger Henry’s brain, 
eyes, and entrails while the corpse proper was taken to Rouen cathedral in 
Normandy.147  It is clear that the Grandmontines were keen to possess the elder 
Henry’s patronage and good will, but it is also evident from at least one outside 
observer that the congregation was not coping well with the concerns resulting from 
                                                
143  Martin and Walker, ‘At the feet of Stpehen of Muret,’ p. 7. 
144  Cf. Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, p. 57. 
145  Martin and Walker, ‘At the feet of Stephen of Muret,’ p. 11. 
146  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, p. 61. 
147  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, p. 61; Martin and Walker, ‘At the feet of Stephen of 
Muret,’ p. 11. 
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these attentions.  Walter Map, who had been with Henry in Limoges in 1173, 
mirrored his King’s enthusiasm (as all courtiers must), but he also made the insightful 
observation that, “many prominent people are offering themselves and their property 
to [the brothers] – I fear that something will come of it.  They are already called to 
councils [colloquiis] and treat the affairs of Kings.”148 
 Map is one of the most detailed non-Grandmontine sources about the 
congregation during the latter half the twelfth century.  In the same work, he keenly 
noted tensions within the community; the “clerici” of Grandmont, he wrote, “were 
anxious to have the first place alike” with the “laici” (and it is very signficant that he 
used this word), “in internal and external business – the laici wished the statutes of 
Stephen [of Muret] to remain unaltered, and the question is still undecided.”149  Map 
was strikingly prescient in both of his comments.  It was when the Grandmontines 
expanded into Capetian Francia that circumstances became untenable.  Capetian 
interest in them had followed in the wake of Matilda and Henry.  King Louis VII (no 
longer “the Young,” and returned from the failed Edessa Expedition) wished a 
Grandmontine oratory to be established near Paris; this was Bois de Vincennes, which 
he provisioned to be built between ca. 1158-59, though the church did not receive a 
charter until 1164.150  From thenceforth, as later chroniclers interpreted events, the 
Grandmontines were divided into two further kinds: the “Fratres Anglici,” on the one 
hand, centered upon Grandmont in the Angevin empire, and the “Fratres Gallici,” 
native to Paris.151  Although these eighth- to nineteenth-century distinctions are 
compelling, it may be more precise to say that the Grandmontines were now split by a 
                                                
148  Walter Map, De Nugis Curialium, 1.26, trans. and ed. M. R. James (with C. N. L. Brooke and R. 
A. B. Mynors), Walter Map: De Nugis Curialium – Courtiers’ Trifles (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), 
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149  Walter Map, De Nugis Curialium 1.17, in James, et. al., pp. 52-55. 
150  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, p. 62. 
151  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, pp. 62, 68. 
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linguistic division between the Frankish south and the north, the langues d’Oc and 
d’Oïl, respectively.  This is particularly telling in the fact that clerc and convers are 
vernacular words native to the south, and as Walter Map proves, northerners could not 
but interpret the Grandmontine “conversi” as anything but laymen (“laici”).  This 
would prove to be a fateful distortion of the Grandmontines’ outlook and 
congregational arrangement by outsiders. 
 Events spiralled out of the control during the Pastorship of William de 
Treignac in the 1180’s.  No single cause can be identified, and the antagonisms were 
likely accumulative.  Contemporary testimonies suggest multiple and disparate 
causes.  Tensions about the status of the clercs have been introduced above.  The 
responsibilities of the conversi – which were, as seen above, literally “temporal,” in 
organizing the regulation of work and of time in the ringing of the oratory bell – also 
included provisioning the clercs for church services.  Their impact on “Grandmontine 
time” appears to have been negative as regards its telling through the regulation of 
worship, which was the only other practical responsibility the clercs had beyond 
reading, writing, and meditating.  As one complaint apparently ran, the collation bell 
was being delayed particularly for the hour of Compile – that is, till after dark – 
because the conversi wanted to work longer in the fields (which, to be fair, was their 
penitential praxis).152  This dispute raged for decades.   
 Other and more specifically contingent causes can be cited, however.  
Opinions about Pastor William’s relationship with the Angevin King may have been 
divided at Grandmont, for example. Egalitarian though their penitential ethics were, it 
is arguable that not all conversi (or clercs, for that matter) appreciated William’s 
caritative subtleties in commemorating of the memory of the late Prince Henry.  The 
                                                
152  Hutchison, The Hermit Monks of Grandmont, p. 75-6; cf. Liber Sententiarum 1.2, in Becquet, 
Scriptores, p. 6; trans. van Doel, p. 7.     
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Book of Discourses shows part of the problem, for the tradition was in a moral bind: 
Stephen of Muret had once counselled lay soldiers that whatever their military 
actions, to pillage (auferre) was worse than to merely thieve (furare) because the 
former showed greater pride; 153 and on the other hand, tradition enshrined that even 
the greatest sinner, even torturers, deserved a good word from Grandmontine 
“sinners,” for such were “the thoughts and deeds of true caritas.”154 Stephen of Muret 
had obviously not provided for the event of someone pillaging him, for what, after all, 
had he had worth stealing, besides people?  
 Fr. Becquet, who devoted decades of scholarship to unearthing the 
Grandmontines, argued that it was the December council of 1187, called by King 
Phillip II at Bois de Vincennes, that spelled the beginning of the end for Grandmont, 
for this council was also a Chapter meeting.155  In calling a Chapter at Bois, Phillip 
overrode the authority of Grandmont on multiple offensive counts.  The subject of the 
Chapter, moreover, was the equalizing of relations between the clercs and conversi – 
and the result was a reform project creatively tailoring the Grandmontine Rule in 
favour of the clercs, according to seventeen points of contestation.156  The piety of 
this “reform” – this libertas clericorum – redounded to King Phillip’s honour, and 
Pope Urban III was pleased to support it.  But Grantmont rejected both Urban’s 
resultant Bull and the Articles of Bois de Vincennes.157  Pastor William appears to 
have been inclined to co-operate, which may explain why, in 1187, he was barricaded 
in his room and deposed while another Stephen, a brother paradoxically from Bois, 
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was elected in his place.158  The new Pastor Stephen was excommunicated and Pope 
Urban declared William reinstated, but this too had no effect, and William was driven 
into exile – he died in Italy in 1188.  It was reported that some two hundreds clercs 
and thirteen conversi – collectively roughly a sixth of the Order – departed with him.  
Many of these (though apparently not all) found new homes in Cistercian houses; a 
Grandmontine called William even became the Prior of Pontigny.159  
 At some point in the conflict, the esteemed canon lawyer Stephen of Tournai – 
the episcopal abbot of St.-Geneveive in Paris (r. 1176-91) – was invited into the fray.  
He is our only extant source on the fate of the “anti-Pastor” Stephen and his followers 
from a comment in one of his letters, that, “we believe that the main conspirators [i.e. 
Stephen and his company] will go elsewhere, wishing to disappear rather than 
comply, to die rather than obey.”160  He condemned the conservative supporters who 
remained at Grandmont for daring, as “laymen,” to rule the “priesthood.”161  It was 
during this time that Gérard Ithier was elected the seventh Pastor (appointed through 
extra-mural intervention), and welcomed the Pope and the monarch’s remedying the 
institutional asymmetry between the clercs and conversi throughout the Order. The 
conservatism of Stephen of Tournai’s social and legal outlook, and the persistence of 
certain of the Grandmontines’ own conservative resistance to reform, is evident again 
in a later letter that Stephen wrote answering appeals around ca. 1191 that he return 
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attention to “liberating” the Grandmontine clercs – he complained how “the conversi 
[there] are warriors from youth,” and he was fearful of mettling with them again.162   
 What is especially significant for the present account is that he had also had 
occasion to evaluate the Grandmontine custom against Cistercian Benedictinism.  
This was in a letter he wrote to the Prior of Pontigny, Robert de Gallardon.  Robert 
had accepted Grandmontine converts, who were most likely clercs, before 1180, and 
he certainly did so during the clerc-conversi revolts in the decade that followed.  In 
this letter, Stephen of Tournai insisted upon the superiority and security of the 
Cistercian religio, and the instability of the Grandmontines’ by contrast.  Their 
penitential discipline was inordinate, he argued, and if only others of their custom did 
as these converts had they would not be falling so far away from “the path of 
justice.”163 To such outsiders unfamiliar with the nuances of their religio and its 
language, Grandmont was a world turned upside down, where the majority and those 
in government were “not clerics but laymen, not lettered men but those who are 
without letters.”164  For Stephen the canon lawyer, the office of the Grandmontine 
convers was contrary to ecclesiastical custom and authority.  He was unable to handle 
the tradition of Stephen of Muret’s disciples on its own terms, for the notion of a 
theoretically equivalent status between clercs and conversi was literally foreign to his 
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background and training.165 This “Pastor (domino)” Stephen, so he consoled Robert of 
Pontigny, was hardly in a position to found a new tradition and ordo.166  Perhaps he 
was right – and perhaps Stephen of Muret would have agreed with him.  
 In 1216, Pope Innocent III decisively instituted the office of a clerical 
“corrector” as the superior to the convers–curiosus, and in the following year his 
successor, Honorius III, settled that most enduring, trivial and yet symbolically 
central issue of who rang the collation bell, to be rung now only by a clerc.167  He also 
charged the curiosi with rendering monthly statements of accounts to the respective 
correctors for each cell.  The combination of these interventions led to open and 
violent revolt among the Grandmontines. Conversi physically destroyed parts of the 
oratory and ejected the then-Pastor, or “Prior,” Caturcin and forty clercs with him; 
they elected a sympathetic, conservative clerc in his place.168  The revolt did not last 
long however, for the Pope ordered the Bishop of Limoges to employ an armed force 
to restore order.  The contained and “pacified” Grandmontine rebels were 
permanently deprived of their offices, and sentenced to be whipped each Sunday in 
Chapter, to fast every Friday, and to undergo a year as excommunicants.169  Innocent 
IV gave Grandmont a new constitution in 1247 that instituted the clercs in 
governorship over the conversi “laybrothers” – and there was little left of the idea of 
the early Grandmontine convers when in 1317 Pope John XXII declared the 
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congregation a monastic Order.170  Grandmont was suppressed in 1772 but the 
philosophy of its first conversatio had been extinguished long before.171 
 There is much reason to contemplate the fall of Grandmont and Muret.  Their 
example is absolutely unique. Unlike the Benedictine Fonte Avellanesi, they refused 
to identify with, negotiate, or compromise with the regular institutions of the Church. 
They were fundamentalists and inflexible – tenacious, not pernicious – and their 
religio did not endure.  The radical clericalization and cenobitization that the order 
underwent testifies to the strength of governmental-ecclesiastical law enforcement 
and to contemporary ideas about social order over spontaneous faith; which the 
Grandmontine ideal was, in fact, as developed by retirees from and contemporaries of 
the First Crusade, and enthusiasts of a certain obscure hermit.  From these unlikely 
beginnings to their pathetically contradictory monastic reconstitution, the 
Grandmontines’ example shows that conversion was a never-ending process for 
discourses and institutions as well as for the people who create them.  These processes 
are also unpredictable, as implied by those clercs who supported Grandmont’s 
original arrangement, despite the opposition of canon law and the Romano-Frankish 
reform interventions. In conclusion, let it be asked: did the Grandmontine project – 
the conversion of institutions, and of preserving Stephen of Muret’s conversatio – fall 
inevitably, as from deficient foundations, or from contingent circumstance and 
outside intervention?  Much remains unknown about this unique and ill-fated 
congregational experiment.    
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        Norbert of Xanten and the Premonstratensian Tradition 
 
 Father Norbert loved the monastery of Cappenberg greatly, more than the others. I will 
include here what he said about it when he stayed there in the convent of the brothers.   
 “Beloved brothers,” he said, “Once when I was not far from here I saw the Holy 
Spirit descending over this place.  As I contemplated it, a great light rose up and 
spread around it.  Glorify our God accordingly, brothers, because this truly is the 
mountain of his sanctification, a mountain won by Him with His right hand.” 
 I myself, seated in the same convent of brothers, heard these words,  
lest anyone befuddled by lies presume to impugne this truth. 
 
Anonymous – The Life of Count Godfrey of Cappenberg172 
 
 This last congregation is exactly contemporary with Bernard and the 
Cistercians in Burgundy.  Who were the Premonstratensians, and what?  To answer 
the latter, they were regular canons, a medieval institutional novelty that is today 
much noted but remains still understudied.  Some introduction to basic terms and a 
rehearsal of the names, “Premonstratensian” and “Premonstratensianism,” from 
Prémontré, deserves place. Around 1138, the Saxon Premonstratensian Bishop, 
Anselm of Havelberg (ca. 1100-1158) wrote a letter to a certain Abbot Egbert.  It 
regarded the transitus of a canon, Peter of Hamersleben (dioc. Magdeburg), to 
Egbert’s Benedictine abbey in Huysberg (dioc. Halberstadt); in other words, the 
canon’s conversion to monasticism.  Egbert’s three letters to Anselm about Peter have 
not survived, but the Bishop’s reply – preserved as a long epistolary treatise – makes 
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apparent that Egbert assumed entitlement because the regular canon vocation was ill-
defined and inferior to the ordo monasterii.  “You complain,” Anselm complained, 
“about the term ‘regular canon.’  You say that it is a novelty and therefore 
contemptible, as if novelty need be so.”173  The antiquity of the discipline was traced 
to the authority of Bishop Augustine of Hippo.  The imitation of the model of 
Augustine’s governance of his household formed the intellectual and institutional 
basis for sacerdotal cenobitism in the medieval West.174  As Augustinians, the now-
obscure Premonstratensian order participated in a tradition of Christian humanism and 
pedagogy that spanned the millenium between Augustine’s thought in Africa to the 
European Reformation and beyond.175   By definition, the Premonstratensians were 
also not only regular but sapiential or philosophical Augustinians, in imitation of 
Augustine as a holy man both morally well-governed and mystically inspired.  
 The name of their charism likely derives from the words of their founder 
himself, Norbert of Xanten (ca. 1080-1134), at the site in Laon that became the 
canonry-abbey called Prémontré in 1120.  None of Norbert’s writings have survived 
to qualify it, but the name was variously conceived by others as “the meadow –” or 
the “mountain forshown” (pratum monastratum, præmonstratus). 176  The visionary 
significance of the expression is implied by the author of the Life of Godfrey through 
his comment, “lest anyone befuddled by [confusion] impugn [our] truth,” that is, the 
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famous founding prophet’s love for Cappenberg over even Prémontré itself.  
Prémontré was but one place and school of the observance of “Norbertine” discipline.  
The founder of Prémontré and the spiritual father of Cappenberg, Norbert – “that 
discoverer and originator of new light and new conversion,” “[a] shaper and 
propagator of canonical religious life, a gatherer of the servants of Christ, the founder 
of many convents, [and] a powerful preacher of true penance” – was a traveller who 
never stayed anywhere long. 177  The designation “Premonstratensian” possessed 
central hermeneutic value in the later definitions of and debates about his tradition 
and legacy. Investigation into what the idea of the path foreshown signalled amongst 
Norbert’s widely dispersed congregations is our present endeavour in interpreting the 
crystallization of this congregation’s conversatio into the institution and charism 
called Premonstratensianism.     
 Premonstratensian nomenclature and self-investiture begins with Norbert’s 
conversion and conversatio.  Hence some scholars’ preference for the broad 
designation of his followers as “Norbertines.”  The writers who are identified with or 
who represented his tradition were widely spread apart and do not seem to have 
known each other. As Carol Neel has pointed out, a holistic formula for identifying 
the congregation’s collective voice remains forthcoming, and defining “early 
Norbertine spirituality” is an interpretive challenge.178  But some possibilities may be 
presented from the complex of as yet still-understudied primary materials.  Prémontré 
is in Laon, but Norbert’s final ministry was in Magdeburg – his Life was written in the 
circumstances following his appointment and decease at its archiepiscopacy, in his 
station as a magnate in the German Church.  What the present segment analyzes is the 
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Cappenburgensis, c. 2, “informator ac propagator religionis canonicae, servorum Christi aggregator, 
coenobiorum non paucorum fundator, tam habitu quam voce strenuissimus verae poenitentiae 
praedicator,” MGH SS 12, p. 516; trans. Antry and Neel (op. cit.) at pp. 70, 95 respectively. 
178 Neel, ‘Introduction,’ Norbert and Early Norbertine Spirituality, p. 3. 
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emergence of the Magdeburg tradition in contrast to the Franks of Prémontré.  
Defining Norbert’s legacy, and the Premonstratensian charism and institution, was an 
intellectual project that is latent throughout the Life of Norbert and that of at least one 
illustrious disciple, as well as in Anselm’s Letter.  These critical sources – composed 
in Saxony, and not the Laonois – articulated the congregation’s attempt to prove the 
allegiance of their conversion discourse with Norbert’s career and ministry.     
 
 The never-ending investitures of Lord Norbert 
 
 A cultural dualism dominates the early history of Premonstratensianism far 
more conspicuously than the tensions among the mid-twelfth-century Grandmontines. 
Norbert’s Magdeburg biographer stated that he had been “of Frankish and Salic 
German stock,” and was well-known in the townships of Xanten and Gennep.179  His 
family was well connected and certifiably related to the reigning Imperial dynasty. On 
his mother’s side Norbert also had relations in Laon, whence his travels there and the 
founding of Prémontré 18 kilometres west of the city.180  The preacher had to 
negotiate Frankish foreignness during his travels, and he was once described as 
intending to learn French during a stay at Laon, a language that he did not know.181  
One episode from his travels highlights his separation from his audience in a way that 
is difficult to interpret but as rhetorically situated.  During a tour in Nivelles, he 
encountered a demoniac; upon his efforts to exorcise her, the demon shamed him by 
reciting the Song of Songs first in Latin, then in French, and then in German.182  This 
                                                
179 Anon, Vita domni Norberti Magdeburgensis achiepiscopi [Vita Norberti A], Prol., MGH SS 12, p. 
670; trans. Neel, p. 126. 
180 Neel, Norbert and Early Norbertine Spirituality, at p. 269, n. 34. 
181  Vita Norberti A, c. 11, MGH SS 12, p. 681; trans. Neel, p. 142. 
182  Vita Norberti A, c. 10, MGH SS 12, p. 680; trans. Neel, p. 140. 
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was immediately before he decided that he should take lessons in the local 
language.183 
 The Frankish-Salic divide inheres in the origins of the Life of Lord Norbert 
(A) itself.  This text was in fact unknown to historians until 1853, when the 
manuscript was discovered in a fourteenth-century miscellany at the Royal Library of 
Berlin.  Previously, there had been a common Vita (B), which was longer in length 
than the new discovery.  The shorter manuscript is today generally considered to be 
earlier than the text that was already known.  The work belongs to the earliest 
Premonstratensian hagiographic tradition, which was based in Germany.  The singly-
attested manuscript is known as the Vita Norberti A in contrast to the later, Frankish 
B.184  There are at least eight passages in A that are absent in B – one of these is the 
account of Norbert’s effort to learn French.185 There are also over more than twenty 
medieval and early modern manuscripts extant for B, and only the one manuscript of 
A (besides a fragment of its text that was identified in 1972).186  The first or Old Vita 
A was composed sometime before ca. 1164.187  It was written by an anonymous 
member of Norbert’s court circle in Magdeburg, whence the manuscript’s title, Incipit 
vita domni Norberti Magdeburgensis archiepiscopi (“Here begins the Life of Lord 
Norbert, Archbishop of Magdeburg”).188  The heading for manuscripts of the B-text 
was commonly, by contrast, “Of the Origins and Spread of the Premonstratensians” – 
their narrative, with its lengthy scriptural exegeses and moralizations, was based on 
                                                
183  Cf. Giles Constable, ‘The Language of Preaching in the Twelfth Century,’ Culture and Spirituality 
in Medieval Europe (Aldershot and Brookfield: Variorum, 1996 [1994]), at p. 148. 
184  Cf. Neel, Norbert and Early Norbertine Spirituality, p. 121. 
185  Cf. Neel, Norbert and Early Norbertine Spirituality, at p. 269, n. 37. 
186  Neel, Norbert and Early Norbertine Spirituality, p. 122. 
187  Cf. P. Lefèvre, ‘L’Épisode de la Conversion de S. Norbert et la Tradition Hagiographique du Vita 
Norberti,’ Revue d’Histoire Ecclésiastique 56 (1961), pp. 815-19; cf. W. M. Grauwen, ‘Inleiding tot de 
Vita Norberti A’ (1984), cited in Neel, Norbert and Early Norbertine Spirituality, p. 266, n. 13. 
188  Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, MS Theol. Lat. 79, fols. 90r-110v, at fol. 90r, 
cited in Neel, Norbert and Early Norbertine Spirituality at pp. 266-67, nn. 3, 21 
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the Vita A.189 The twelfth-century project that the unique manuscript A represents was 
conceived and executed in a richly humanistic episcopal-clerical milieu – the work 
testifies to the considerable intellectual vitality of Germany in the early twelfth-
century, especially given that the first Vita Norberti was the basis for the Vita 
Norberti “B” copied and elaborated upon by the Frankish Premonstratensians.190  
 Of utmost significance to his career prospects and contemporary memorial 
record is that Norbert was a Lord.  He was been born to secular lordship and died in 
an office of ecclesiastical lordship as the Archbishop of Magdeburg (r. 1126-34).  He 
undertook an extremely public conversion.  A subdeacon of the church at Cologne, an 
attendant at the Imperial court, and called well esteemed and “middle-aged” (before 
July, 1118 – see below), Norbert’s conversio began when he and a companion were 
riding to a place called Freden.191  Suddenly, a lightning bolt struck the ground, 
throwing Norbert from his horse and splattering his clothes with mud.  “He thought he 
heard a voice denouncing him,” and on his return home, “in the spirit of salvation 
through fear of the Lord, he put on a hairshirt beneath his outer garments to do good 
deeds and penance for his past life,” which is not discussed at all.192  Norbert began 
attending lessons at the monastery of Siegburg, south-east of Cologne, ruled by the 
Abbot Conon, “under whose teaching and good guidance he advanced in fear and 
                                                
189  I.e. ‘Prologus in librum de iniciis et incrementis premonstratensium,’ Munich, Bayerische 
Staatsbibliothek, Clm. 17.144, fol. 3r (prov. Schäftlarn), cited in Neel, Norbert and Early Norbertine 
Spirituality, at pp. 123, 267, n. 21; cf. Wilfried M. Grauwen (with O. Michael Meussen, trans.), 
‘Introduction to the Vita Norberti B,’ Annales Praemonstratensia 66 (1990), pp. 18-19; Lefèvre, ‘La 
Tradition Hagiographique du Vita Norberti,’ pp. 820-23. 
190  C. S. Jaeger, The Envy of Angels: Cathedral schools and social ideals in medieval Europe, 950-
1200 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1994), pp. 76-87. 
191  Vita Norberti A, c. 1, MGH SS 12, p. 671; trans. Neel, p. 126. 
192  Vita Norberti A, c. 1, MGH SS 12, p. 671; trans. Neel, p. 126. 
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love of the Lord.”193  These events comprise the exordium (c. 1) to the whole record 
of Norbert’s career; the Vita A as extant possesses no Prologue otherwise.   
 He then went from Seigberg to his Archbishop at Cologne, Frederick. He 
begged him to ordain him a deacon and priest on the same day, an investiture that is 
contrary to ecclesiastical custom.194  Frederick complied with Norbert’s desire to 
imitate the irregular ordination of St. Augustine, but it became Norbert’s lifelong 
obligation to preserve its legitimation through seeking Papal consent for its renewal.  
He began his wanderings shortly after his investiture.  Also irregularly but in the spirit 
of Augustine, he assumed the officio episcoporum of public preaching immediately.  
In July 1118, a council was held in Fritzlar attended by “Archbishops, Bishops, 
abbots, and many of the clergy and Christian people.”  Accusations were made 
against him about his usurping the office of preacher and his “wearing a religious 
habit although he was still living on his own and had not entered [accessisset] a 
religious life.”195   
 He was compelled to leave Xanten, “seeing that he did not benefit the men of 
that region in either word or deed.”196  He resigned the benefices and income from his 
employ under Frederick and sold all of his houses and possessions, “either through 
inheritance from his father or in some other way by hereditary right, along with their 
furnishings,” and gave the money to the poor.  He kept for himself only a woolen 
tunic and mantle, his priestly vestments, and a small amount of silver that he 
                                                
193 Vita Norberti A, c. 1, “monasterio Segebergensi et sanctae conversationis abbati Cononi familiarem 
se reddidit, cuius doctrinis et institutionibus optimis in timore et amore Domini profecit,” MGH SS 12, 
p. 671; trans. Neel, pp. 126, 268, n. 4. 
194 Vita Norberti A, c. 2, MGH SS 12, p. 671; trans. Neel, p. 127. 
195  Vita Norberti A, c. 4, “Ubi dum ab aemulis contra eum proponeretur, quare praedicationis 
officium usurpasset et quare religionis habitum praetenderet, cum adhuc de proprio vivens nondum ad 
religionem accessisset, et quare adhuc in saeculo agens,” MGH SS 12, p. 673; trans. Neel, p. 129. 
196  Vita Norberti A, c. 4, MGH SS 12, p. 673; trans. Neel, p. 130. 
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distributed on his subsequent journey to Castle Huy following the river Meuse.197  
From Huy he travelled barefoot with two companions to the Frankish pilgrimage 
center of St.-Gilles, where Pope Gelasius II (r. 1118-19) was visiting. Norbert 
requested and received the Pope’s permission to preach, and he carried the document 
certifying this with him.198  At St.-Gilles he was joined by another subdeacon, and the 
four men travelled to Valenciennes.  That winter, all of the company but Norbert died 
– possibly all of the company had been barefooted.199   
 Marooned in Valenciennes, Norbert gained provisions enough to leave again 
only on the fortuitous arrival nearby of a friend he had known at court, who was now 
Bishop Burchard of Cambrai. Norbert acquired from Burchard not only provisions but 
also a new disciple, Hugh from Fosses (d. 1164), who later became the first abbot of 
Prémontré.  Throughout 1119 Norbert and Hugh travelled “about the castles, villages, 
and towns, preaching and reconciling those at odds with one another and reducing old 
hatreds and wars to peace.”200 Hugh even took Norbert to Fosses to quell a conflict 
that had killed sixty men, and the recital of this event suggests that either Norbert or 
Hugh himself had contributed information to the first Vita Norberti. In October 1119, 
Norbert travelled to the Council called at Rheims by Pope Calixtus II, still barefooted.  
He was welcomed warmly, though “the Bishops and abbots who had gathered 
there…asked him to relax somewhat the harshness of the penance he had 
undertaken.” 201   He shrugged them off courteously, and requested a Papal 
confirmation of his dual investiture and a renewal of the “letter of apostolic authority” 
                                                
197  Vita Norberti A, c. 4, 5, MGH SS 12, pp. 673-74; trans. Neel, p. 130. 
198  Vita Norbreti A, c. 5, MGH SS 12, p. 674; trans. Neel, p. 130. 
199  Vita Norberti A, c. 5, MGH SS 12, pp. 674-75; trans. Neel, p. 131. 
200  Vita Norberti A, c. 6, MGH SS 12, p. 675; trans. Neel, pp. 131-32, 133. 
201  Vita Norberti A, c. 9, “Audiens autem Norbertus apostolicae sedis dignitatem innovatam esse, ad 
idem concilium autumpnali tempore nudis pedibus accessit, ubi ab episcopis et abbatibus, qui ibidem 
convenerant, cum gaudio susceptus est.  A quibus cum rogaretur aliquantulum relaxare et indulgere sibi 
super duricia et asperitate assumptae poenitentiae […],” MGH SS 12, p. 677; trans. Neel, p. 136. 
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authorising his license to preach.202  Calixtus also arranged for the preacher to be 
lodged in the household of Bishop Bartholomew of Laon, notwithstanding that 
Norbert had relatives in the region.   
 Troubles began anew when Norbert attempted to attend, and was ejected from, 
the famed local cathedral school.203  On a return tour, Calixtus and Bartholomew 
attempted to set him as the abbot of the local canonry of St.-Martin, but this proved to 
be another abortive project.204  Probably with much exasperation, Bartholomew took 
Norbert on a tour of the diocese to find a place to settle with his disciples.  The 
chronicler Herman of Tournai described this tour in his local history, the Miracles of 
St. Mary of Laon (ca. 1136-42); first, the Bishop took Norbert to Foigny and then to 
the forest of Vosges, where the preacher at last declared that he had had a vision of 
white-robed men carrying silver crosses around the land, “the meadow shown” – 
“God has destined this place for me,” he announced.205  The church of Prémontré was 
built with the help of Norbert’s Frankish relatives and resources from home – the Vita 
A reports, “some of the stonemasons were German, some were French,” and the Vita 
B contrasts the Teutonici workmen with “our men” (nostrates).206  Yet, while settling 
Hugh and others at the site, Norbert barely even stayed there, save for the winter of 
1120-21 after which he set off for Cambrai to preach.207  After further journeys – 
making a few returns to a turbulent Prémontré (see below), and journeying to Rome 
for another confirmation of his investiture and license – he returned to Cologne, 
                                                
202  Vita Norberti A, c. 9, MGH SS 12, pp. 677-78; trans. Neel, p. 136. 
203  Vita Norberti A, c. 9, MGH SS 12, p. 678; trans. Neel, pp. 136-37. 
204  As the canons of St.-Martin supposedly complained, “We do not want this man over us because 
neither our custom nor that of our predecessors has known such a master.  What is ours would be taken 
away and not returned; we would plead our case and not benefit; we would pass sentence but not be 
feared.  Let us live as we are,” Vita Norberti A, c. 9 MGH SS 12, pp. 678-79; trans. Neel, p. 137. 
205  Herman of Tournai, Miracles of St. Mary of Laon 3.3, 4, trans. Antry, pp. 73-74. 
206  Vita Norberti A, c. 12 “Cementariorum autem quidam Teutonici erant, quidam Gallici,” MGH SS 
12, p. 685; trans. Neel, p. 149; Vita Norberti B, cited in Neel, Norbert and Early Norbertine 
Spirituality, p. 267, n. 17. 
207  Vita Norberti A, c. 9, MGH SS 12, p. 679; trans. Neel, p. 138. 
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which city and citizens had “[known] him previously as a youth.”208  There, with his 
old patron Archbishop Frederick, he founded a church to house his first local disciples 
(remember, his earliest companions had died, and Hugh remained at Prémontré). 
 In 1125, Archbishop Rudigar of Magdeburg died.  The Salian King (not yet 
Emperor) Lothair and the Papal legate Gerard Caccianemici (the future Pope Lucius 
II) decided to appoint Norbert in his place.209  The See of Magdeburg was the 
Metropolitan of Saxony, and it was a frontier facing the Empire’s non-Christian 
human and land expanse beyond the Elbe.  Magdeburg’s church had full control of 
the city’s market, mint, and trade tolls, though the city’s comital advocatus had 
jurisdiction over the merchants.210  The tenth-century Sephardi traveller Ibrāhīm ibn 
Ya’qūb reported the vital circulation of furs, lead, and tin in the region, as well as the 
presence of Imperial guards, officials, and scribes in the city, “who have knowledge 
of languages…[and] have translated the Gospels into Slavonic.”211 As in ibn-Yaqūb’s 
time, so too in Norbert’s, Magdeburg directed a flourishing Slav-slave trade industry; 
it received its incense, among other goods, from Yemen and Baghdad; and its 
agricultural, material, and mineral networks spread into Lotharingia and Burgundy, to 
and from Scandinavia, and into the Muslim-controlled, silver-producing silk routes 
that are presently between southern Russia and northern Iran.212  Little wonder that 
when Norbert arrived at Magdeburg palace in 1126 for this final, decisive investiture 
                                                
208  Vita Norberti A, c. 12, MGH SS 12, pp. 681-82; trans. Neel, pp. 143. 
209  Vita Norberti A, c. 18, MGH SS 12, pp. 693-94; trans. Neel, p. 162. 
210  Cf. Thietmar of Merseburg, Chronicon 6.73, in David A. Warner, trans. and ed., Ottonian 
Germany: The Chronicon of Thietmar of Merseburg (Manchester and New York: Manchester 
University Press, 2001), p. 286; cf. Henry Mayr-Harting, ‘The Church of Magdeburg: Its Trade and its 
Town in the Tenth and Early Eleventh Centuries,’ in Mayr-Harting, ed. Religion and Society in the 
Medieval West (Aldershot: Variorum, 2010 [1992]), p. 141. 
211  Ibrāhīm ibn Ya’qūb, in Zakariya al-Qazwīnī, Athār al-bilād wa akhbār al-‘ibād (‘Monuments of 
the Countries and Histories of their Inhabitants’), trans. Paul Lunde and Caroline Stone, Ibn Fadlān 
and the Land of Darkness: Arab Travellers in the Far North (London: Penguin, 2012), pp. 164-65, 
166. 
212  ibn Ya’qūb, in Lunde and Stone, The Land of Darkness, pp. 165-66; Mayr-Harting, ‘The Church 
of Magdeburg,’ pp. 146-47. 
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as Archbishop – still barefoot, and wearing a shabby coat – the unknowing 
doorkeeper turned him away.213  
 In 1130, the Schism between Papareschi (Pope Innocent) and Pierleoni (Pope 
Anaclet) broke out. Archbishop Norbert was present to witness the absent Pierleoni’s 
excommunication at a council in Rheims (October 18-29, 1131).214 Lothair organized 
an expedition to expel the anti-Pope from Rome, which Norbert joined.  He was a 
strange addition to the Imperial army: a wanderer returned to his native element 
preaching and exorcising passerby villagers and soldiers on the march, throughout 
Valentano and Viterbo, Pisa, Orte and Narni, and on to the Aventine frontier in 1133. 
After the seige, Anaclet was expelled (for the time being), Innocent seized the Papal 
throne, and Lothair was crowned Emperor.215  Norbert remained in Rome and around 
Pisa.  However, in time, and “worn out by long and severe penitential austerity, his 
health declined both from the strain of the journey and the corruption of the air.”216  
Remarkably faithfully, he made the return journey to Magdeburg, where, after four 
months of convalescence, he died on Wednesday June 6, 1134.217     
 Norbert’s career is quite striking.  His conversion and renunciation of station 
took him full-circle, from being a nobleman in low ecclesiastical orders, to a barefoot 
preacher and penitent of ambiguous but celebrated investiture, to his appointment as 
the Lord-Archbishop of a flourishing Metropolitan See. Like Bernard’s, his career 
illustrates a distinction that Peter Brown once drew between “articulate” and 
“inarticulate power,” as exercised by individuals through socially and politically 
                                                
213  Vita Norberti A, c. 18, MGH SS 12, p. 694; trans.  Neel, p. 163. 
214  Vita Norberti A, c. 19, MGH SS 12, pp. 697-98; trans. Neel, p. 166.  
215  Vita Norberti A, c. 21, MGH SS 12, pp. 701-2; trans. Neel, pp. 171-72. 
216  Vita Norberti A, c. 22, “Post multos itaque labores homo Dei viribus corporis destitui coepit, 
utpote longa et gravi attritus asperitate poenitentiae, invaluitque in eo aegritudo tum ex labore itineris, 
tum ex corruptione aeris,” MGH SS 12, p. 703; trans. Neel, p. 173. 
217  Vita Norberti A, c. 22, MGH SS 12, p. 703; trans. Neel, p. 173. 
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recognized channels, or not, respectively.218   Norbert evidently fell, more often than 
not, in the latter category.  The efforts of a succession of Popes, as well as of a 
number of Bishops and abbots and a King, to situate him, his convictions, and 
apparent powers, into some office and station shows how earnest their desire was to 
convert his enthusiasm into articulate authority with appropriate station.  One effect of 
this was the founding of “Premonstratensianism,” and the clerical crystallisation of 
this idea in various efforts of congregational self-representation.  One biography in 
particular that was of great significance to the congregation was the Life of a young 
layman, whose devotion for Norbert’s cause certainly exceeded ordinary measure.  
 
 The Life and lands of Count Godfrey of Cappenberg 
 
 From his relatives and Bishop Bartholomew in Laon to Burchard in Cambrai 
and Frederick at Cologne, Norbert’s patrons were of inestimable importance for the 
support of his chosen way of life and the establishment of his schools of conversion.  
His Life reserved especial commendation for the nobility whom he met on his travels. 
Countess Ermensind of Namur (ca. 1072-1143), for example, upon hearing that 
Norbert was nearby, travelled to meet him to co-ordinate the founding of a church on 
her lands, for her soul and her ancestors’ good – the abbey of Floreffe was founded 
before Christmas 1121, as the second of Norbert’s foundations after Prémontré.219  
The Norman Count Theobald of Blois (ca. 1090-1152), a grandson of William the 
Conqueror, was another noble client.  The Life describes how Theobald came to 
Norbert for spiritual counsel, ca. 1124, and that the preacher was impressed enough 
                                                
218  Peter Brown, ‘Sorcery, Demons, and the Rise of Christianity: From Late Antiquity into the Middle 
Ages,’ in Brown, ed. Religion and Society in the Age of Saint Augustine (New York and London: 
Harper & Row, 1972 [1970]), at p. 124. 
219  Vita Norberti A, cc. 12, MGH SS 12, p. 682; trans. Neel, pp. 145; cf. c. 18, p. 166. 
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with the Count’s bearing that “he did not presume to change this man’s holy way of 
life [conversationis consuetudinem]” – “[Norbert] advised that he […] beget an heir 
through marriage to inherit [his] vast domains with the blessing of his forefathers.”220 
The preacher represented Theobald’s character in a request for the hand of Matilda, 
daughter of the brother of the Bishop of Regensburg, whom Theobald married in 
1126 in Norbert’s presence.221   
 The Life contrasted the count’s example with that of another.  This was the 
Westphalian Count Godfrey, a young man and bellicose, who died ca. 1126.  On the 
one hand there was Theobald, the “count of France, who supported the needy with his 
goods to possess all as though having nothing,” whom Norbert had advised to marry 
and beget heirs; on the other, he wanted this latter “prince of Westphalia, a plunderer 
of others’ goods, to renounce his possessions” while married but still childless – “the 
man of God used much discretion in his advice.”222  Under Norbert’s counsel, 
Godfrey’s conversion provoked as much (if not more) wonder and distrust as 
Norbert’s had.  Godfrey was the son of Count Godfrey of Gennep and the Countess 
Beatrix from Swabia.  His younger brother was called Otto; his wife, Jutta.  Norbert 
came to Westphalia in 1121, and Godfrey – “wealthy, powerful in arms and well 
endowed with estates, servants and handmaids” – went to see him, with Otto.223   The 
following year, “each vowed to serve the Lord under the Rule of St. Augustine and 
                                                
220  Vita Norberti A, c. 15, “[…] ideoque sanctae huius conversationis consuetudinem mutare non 
praesumpsit, sed concilium dedit, ut incepto opere bono persisteret et contracto matrimonio procrearet 
heredem, qui cum benedictione praecedentium patrum suorum terram largissimam obtineret,”  MGH 
SS 12,p. 689; trans. Neel, pp. 157-58. 
221  Cf. Vita Norberti A, cc. 15, 17, MGH SS 12, pp. 689, 693; trans. Neel, pp. 158, 162; cf. Kimberly 
A. LoPrete, Adela of Blois: Countess and Lord (c. 1067-1137) (Dublin: Four Courts Pres, 2007), 
Appendix 6, ‘Thibaud IV’s Marriage,’ at pp. 565-68.  
222  Vita Norberti A, c. 15, “In hoc autem consilio vir Dei multa usus est discretione, quippe qui 
memoratum principem Westfaliae, raptorem alienorum, propriis renunciare voluit, hunc autem 
Franciae comitem, qui de facultatibus suis egenos sustentabat, tamquam nichil habentem cuncta 
possidere persuasit,” MGH SS 12, p. 689; trans. Neel, p. 158. 
223  Vita Norberti A, c. 15, MGH SS 12, p. 688; trans. Neel, p. 156. 
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the obedience of the famous Brother Norbert.”224   Despite the protests of Jutta’s 
family, Godfrey made his lands home to three canonical monasteries: Cappenberg, 
Vartar, and Ilbenstadt, which he entrusted to Norbert’s overseership.225  These 
became mixed houses of men and women, clerics and laypeople.  Godfrey retired to 
Cappenberg, and Otto to Ilbenstadt, and the burgeouning castellan republic of 
religious observed Augustine’s Rule “more strictly than had been the general practice, 
abstaining from fatty meat and showing the rigour of their penance in rough attire.”226  
As had been Norbert’s own, Godfrey, Otto, and Jutta’s conversions were very public 
– as tends to be the case with nobility, as Bernard of Clairvaux once drily observed to 
the nun Sophia, perhaps around ca. 1125-27.227   The nobles’ conversions were public 
indeed especially given that the brothers had to fill these houses with more 
congregants than just willing friends, ministers and canons, servants, and soldierly 
ministeriales.228  When Otto heard that the lord Manegold of Hagen and Wirberg was 
slain and that many were offering their hands to his heir, Aurelia, he offered her a 
celibate alternative – the two eloped at night for Ilbenstadt. Aurelia gave her 
inheritances to Norbert for distribution among the castles; Otto destroyed Hagen by 
fire; and “a convent of brothers and sisters thrives today at Wirberg,” as the 
Cappenberg author of the Vita Godefridi related.229  
                                                
224  Vita Godefridi comitis Capenbergensis, c. 2, MGH SS 12, p. 516; trans. Neel, pp. 95, 264, nn. 7, 9. 
225  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 2, MGH SS 12, p. 516; trans. Neel, p. 95. 
226  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 3 MGH SS 12, p. 516; trans. Neel, p. 96. 
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fratre nostro,“ MGH SS 12, p. 515; trans. Neel, p. 94. 
229  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 6 MGH SS 12, p. 521; trans. Neel, p. 104. 
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 At Cappenberg, Godfrey was still respectfully called “Count” by the brothers 
(meaning Norbert’s canons, rather than the resident conversi and conversae).230  He 
could not escape his rank and, apparently, some memories – undocumented in the Life 
– of wrongdoings that he had done or had done in his name.  He became 
Cappenberg’s privy cleaner, “degrading himself to the lowest servitude,” as the 
sometime-resident author described.231  Godfrey also personally built Cappenberg’s 
guesthouse and washed the feet of the poor there, and oversaw the distribution of his 
moneys to them.232  The count’s religious governorship of Cappenberg is testimony 
not only to the conversion of peoples but also their conversion of space.  The site 
remained an important fortress in the landscape.  When the Bishop of Münster 
attempted to exchange it with Godfrey for any of his own properties, the latter’s reply 
was firm – “Our undertaking is inspired by God’s gift, Father.  All those who try to 
move it from this place by threat or blandishment labour in vain. For no reason will I 
allow that this place in my charge be given over to worldly vanity.  Where before 
now,” he purportedly discoursed, “knights [militum] have rampaged ungoverned, 
there must instead be constant holy worship…even if you offered four times as many 
possessions in recompense, I would never allow this castle [castrum] to be returned to 
the business of the secular world.”233 Godfrey’s conflicts with his ministeriales in the 
wake of his conversion provoked from the author of the Life the important comment, 
“When we are amazed at the many wonders in Godfrey’s life, we ought to marvel all 
                                                
230  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 10, “Fratres eum universi, proud dignum erat, honorabant, et pristino 
dignitatis nomine comitem interdum nuncupabant,” MGH SS 12, p. 525 ; trans. Neel, p. 111. 
231  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 10, “Sed minimum est hoc humilitatis indicium, cum aliquando etiam, 
quod ad confutandam superbiam nostram silere non possum, se cloacarium domus nostrae humillima 
seu extrema servitute deiectus exhibuit,” MGH SS 12, p. 525; trans. Neel, p. 112. 
232  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 10, MGH SS 12, p. 525; trans. Neel, p. 112.  
233  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 9, MGH SS 12, p. 524; trans. Neel, pp. 109-10. 
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the more at the good things he did when he was still a secular nobleman,” and “still in 
secular dress.”234 
  Godfrey’s conversion was also intimately related to the support of his aunt, the 
Benedictine Abbess Gerberga of a nunnery near Münsterschwarzach.  It is even likely 
that Cappenberg’s transformation had been in part her idea.  Before he ever met 
Norbert, she had purportedly confided in her nephew that she had forseen Cappenberg 
as a suitable place for a congregation.235  When Godfrey undertook his conversion 
and that of his castles, she was also probably one of the recipients of the some 105 
ministeriales, and the properties to support them, that he gave to the churches of 
Münster, Cologne (the site of Norbert’s foundation with Frederick), and others.236  
Gerberga sponsored and benefited both spiritually and materially from her nephew’s 
conversion; and in the meantime, Cappenberg developed a self-consciousness as the 
site at which Premonstratensianism took its beginnings in Germany.  Illustrating the 
outlook of the Vita Godefridi’s author at the beginning of this segment, the castle was 
also known as the Mons Speculationis and, more boldly, Mons Syon (after the city 
conquered by the prophet-king, David).237 
 Around 1124-25, Norbert was in Prémontré, just prior to his appointment at 
Magdeburg.  He invited Godfrey to visit him.  Obediently he and Otto “came to 
Prémontré, the place the Lord chose and ordained, as its name reveals – 
                                                
234  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 6, “Quodam tempore cum cives Monasterienses adversus comitem 
nostrum, seculari adhuc habitu detentum [etc. …] Itaque cum in Godefrido multa stupeamus mirifica, 
ea plus mirari solemus, quae in seculari dignitate bona executus est,” MGH SS 12, pp. 520-21; trans. 
Neel, p. 103. 
235  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 2, MGH SS 12, pp. 515-16; trans. Neel, p. 94. 
236  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 4, MGH SS 12, p. 519; trans. Neel, p. 101. 
237  2 Samuel 5.7; cf. Norbert Backmund, Monasticon Praemonstratense, vol. 1 (1983), cited in Neel, 
Norbert and Early Norbertine Spirituality, p. 264, n. 17. 
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praemonstratum, shown forth [praedestinatum].”238    There they were ordained as 
acolytes and spent a year amongst the Frankish brothers, “strengthening many by the 
example of their conversationis,” as formal acolytes and no longer laymen.239  At the 
beginning of his post at Magdeberg, Norbert asked Godfrey to accompany him to the 
city.  On this trip – Godfrey’s first demanding excursion following his formal 
conversion to religious station – the former count underwent a strange, perhaps 
emotionally-motivated decline: “[his] well-being…bore the splendour and noise of 
the secular world ill, and he began to suffer from a wasting illness,” possibly based in 
an excessive ascetic subjectivity akin to Bernard’s and that of the young Romualdian, 
Rodulfus of Gubbio.240 With Norbert’s blessing, Godfrey retreated not to Cappenberg 
but Ilbenstadt, where, after a short convalescence and his requesting the forgiveness 
of all present for his past wrongdoings, he died in 1126, only “around thirty years 
old.”241   In 1149 his bones were transferred to Cappenberg, which belated translatio, 
moreover, signals Otto’s filial sentiment in having kept Godfrey’s body for so long.242 
 The raw materials of the Count’s life and conversion made for a pious and 
shocking religious biography.  There is some reason to believe that Godfrey’s death, 
unambiguously linked to his conversatio, was not hailed as admirable among all who 
heard the important news: if nothing else, his ascetic decease was an ominous 
beginning to Norbert’s career as Archbishop.  The Life of Godfrey is a particularly 
and specifically significant text for our purposes for two reasons, beyond recording an 
important early twelfth-century comital conversion.  In the first place, the text – 
                                                
238  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 10, “Venit ergo ad locum vere iuxta nomen suum a Domino 
praemonstratum, electum ac praedestinatum, ubi et origo nostri ordinis coepit […],” MGH SS 12, p. 
525; trans. Neel, p. 113. 
239  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 10, “[…] ubi cum fratre acolytus ordinatus est, ibique quam plurimos 
suae conversationis exemplis roboravit,” MGH SS 12, p. 525; trans. Neel, p. 113. 
240  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 10, MGH SS 12, p. 525; trans. Neel, p. 113. 
241  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 10, MGH SS 12, pp. 525-26; trans. Neel, pp. 113-14. 
242  Vita Godefridi comitis, c. 12, MGH SS 12, p. 527 ; trans. Neel, p. 116. 
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and/or its author – articulated Cappenberg’s sense of investiture as being pre-eminent 
amongst Norbert’s foundations, at least in Germany.  The anonymous author is an 
important eyewitness to the broad impact of Norbert of Xanten between linguistic and 
cultural divides.  He is also significant as a “Premonstratensian” author because he 
wrote Godfrey’s Life before there was any Life of Norbert.  His occasion was the 
translation of Godfrey’s bones to Cappenberg, and the biography was finished ca. 
1150.243  This text, and not the first Vita Norberti, is the earliest extant sample of 
Premonstratensianism’s model of conversio vel conversatio, which are described in 
later years throughout many portraits for clerics, hermits, conversi and conversae – 
the Life of Godfrey, by eminent contrast, represents the tradition’s engagement with 
all of these in the one work.   
 Secondly, the Life is significant to our purposes for a technical reason. The 
work became something other than “mere” hagiography; it is also an example of the 
kind of document of which the Cistercian Exordium Parvum is another, to be treated 
in Chapter Three to follow.  The Life of Godfrey is a model of what Bautier and 
Lifshitz identified as a “historical cartulary” or “chronicle-cartulary,” a statement or 
rehearsal of property rights within or attached to a narrative of a religious 
community’s local (founding) history.244  Though not a cartulary proper as composed 
of discrete receipts, the Additamenta to the Vita Godefridi took pains to specify that 
Cappenberg was Godfrey’s possession through ancestral rights dating back to 
Charlemagne’s niece, Imeza. The line of descendants and castle keepers in the interim 
was recited to reiterate Godfrey’s intentions to keep Cappenberg but for God, as cited 
                                                
243  Neel, ‘Life of Godfrey of Cappenberg – Introduction,’ at p. 87.  
244  R.-H. Bautier, ‘L’historiographie en France de l’ouest aux Xe et XIe siècles,’ Settimane 17 (1970), 
pp. 816-21; Liftshitz, ‘Beyond Positivism and Genre,’ at p. 103. 
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above.245  He and his brother had given away their castles near Swabia, Krähenegg 
and Hildrizhausen; one addendum also noted that when the brothers’ father had died, 
their mother Beatrix had married Count Henry of Ryetbeke and had since had a 
daughter by him called Eileke, who had married Count Engelmar of Aldeburg and 
herself had borne two sons.246  In other words, there were other properties attached to 
the family that could be sought after, but Cappenberg remained God and Godfrey’s in 
perpetuity.   
 “It is right to record these things about our patron,” an author of these notes 
wrote, “so that there be no doubt about the truth behind this endowment, and so that 
all may be roused to greater faith.”247  For, in the final analysis, the Life was written 
for the residents of Cappenberg itself – the canons, ministeriales and other male 
conversi, and the conversae (married and unmarried) whom Norbert and his pupils, 
Count Godfrey and his brother Otto, had housed to pursue their Norbert-inspired, 
Augustinian-Premonstratensian conversions. 248   Norbert’s barefooted return to 
Germany, his preaching, and broad impact upon clerics and youths among the secular 
nobility generated a collective social and belief-movement that constituted the first 
settlement and spread of Premonstratensianism in the Empire.   
 
 Demons, erratic anagogy, and the canons of early Prémontré 
    
 Thus far, this segment has placed emphasis on the episcopal and lay element, 
interest, and involvement in Premonstratensian or “Nobertine” beginnings.  The 
                                                
245  Additamenta fratrum Cappbergensium, trans. Neel, at p. 118. 
246  Additamenta fratrum Cappbergensium, trans. Neel, pp. 118-19. 
247  Additamenta fratrum Cappbergensium, trans. Neel, p. 119. 
248 Cf. Shelley A. Wolbrink, ‘Women in the Premonstratensian Order of Northwestern Germany, 
1120-1250,’ The Catholic Historical Review, vol. 89, no. 3 (July, 2003), pp. 392-93.  
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canons of the emergent Order have on several occasion assumed a background role, 
for example, as the anonymous authors of the Lives of Norbert and Godfrey, the 
canons whom Norbert gathered, and then left, at Prémontré, and also the “brothers” 
who continued to call Godfrey “Count” during their residency at Cappenberg.  Unlike 
the Fonte Avellanesi – with Peter Damian representing their collective voice – and the 
Grandmontines – among whose number the clercs exerted a not inconsiderable 
influence over preserving Stephen of Muret’s discourses – a lay dynamic dominates 
early Premonstratensianism beneath its materially clerical veneer.  Norbert was 
effectively if not actually a layman, and was indeed rejected by a number of canons 
and cathedral schools; Godfrey remained a layman in station if not intention until his 
investiture as a Premonstratensian acolyte the year before his death.  The authors of 
their Lives were certainly regular canons, but their identities are unknown.  As 
authors, they defined the representation of events in the respective Lives but did not 
attempt – with especially interesting neutrality in the Vita Godefridi – to overly 
clericalize the Norbertine charism itself.   
 The only effort to unambiguously define Premonstratensianism as a discipline 
and conversatio for clerics and canons in the materials discussed thus far has been 
Anselm of Havelberg’s Epistola apologetica canonicorum regularium of ca. 1138.  
This work is the earliest identifiably extant “Norbertine” text, and it of course not 
insignificantly happens to be an apologia.  The circumstances of its composition 
were, as seen, to defend not specifically Premonstratensianism itself but the vocation 
of regular canons in contrast with the assumed prestige and presumptions of monks.  
The work was in some ways literally about “Premonstratensian-ism,” however, for its 
terms of defence regarded the congregations’ visionary culture.  It was not merely 
regarding the canons’ reading practices but also the more contested issues of 
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knowledge and religious epistemology, and Anselm began his Apologia to Egbert 
with the monitum, “Everyone accustomed to interpreting sacred readings should know 
how great an evil it is to entrust sacred Scripture to one’s own understanding, rather 
than to entrust one’s understanding to sacred Scripture.”249   Visionary technologies 
were not simply anyone’s for the taking.250   
 The documentation of early life at Prémontré in the Life of Lord Norbert 
reveals the extent to which Norbert’s disciples in the Magdeburg circary asserted 
themselves to be the genuine “Premonstratensians.” Norbert’s Frankish canons 
received considerably poor report in the Vita (A).  Their asceticism was inordinate, 
and the accounts of their visions and encounters with spiritual intelligences were 
unfavourable. What news about Prémontré’s shortcomings – presumably brought by 
Lord Norbert himself and others – provided valuable intellectual material for the 
northern circary congregations to fashion their own discipline through critical 
comparison.  The representation of styles of life not to be observed also plays an 
important role in William of St-Thierry’s Life of Bernard.  Like this text, the Life of 
Norbert platformed both productive and disadvantageous efforts as equally useful in 
the creation of congregational self-knowledge and solidarity, and the understanding of 
their confessional truth.251  The resolution of the problems at the Laon school 
                                                
249  Anselm of Havelberg, Epistola Apologetica, “Quantum vero malum sit, quamvis sacram 
Scripturam suo sensui emancipare, et non potius divinae Scripturae suum sensum adaptare, nulli 
incognitum esse debet qui sacris lectionibus consuevit,” PL 188.1119C; trans. Neel, p. 38. 
250 Cf. Bernard McGinn, ‘“Trumpets of the Mysteries of God”: Prophetesses in Late Medieval 
Christianity,’ in Matthias Riedl (with T. Schabert, ed.), Propheten und Prophezeiungen/Prophets and 
Prophecies (Würzburg: Königshausen und Neumann, 2005), at p. 126. 
251  Cf. Roger Bastide, ‘La rêve, la transe et la folie’ (1972), in Henri Desroche (with C. Martin-
Sperry, trans.), The Sociology of Hope (London and Boston: Routledge and Keagan Paul, 1979 [1973]), 
p. 6; Barbara Newman, ‘What Did It Mean to Say “I Saw”?  The Clash between Theory and Practice in 
Medieval Visionary Culture,’ Speculum, vol. 80, no. 1 (Jan., 2005), p. 14; Henri de Lubac (with E. M. 
Macierowski, trans.) ‘Anagogy and Eschatology,’ in Medieval Exegesis: The Four Senses of Scripture, 
2 vols. (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 2000 [1959]), vol. 2, pp. 183-93; Rousseau, ‘Orthodoxy and the 
Cenobite,’ pp. 255-56; Tom License, ‘The Gift of Seeing Demons in Early Cistercian Spirituality,’ 
Cistercian Studies Quarterly, vol. 39, no. 1 (2004), p. 50;  
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redounded to the esteem of Norbert’s discipline as observed by his Magdeburg 
disciples, so represented in the Vita A and implicitly so in Anselm’s Apologia.  
 According to the Life of Lord Norbert, troubles at Prémontré apparently began 
not long after the canonry moved from the original site in the meadow to a nearby 
mountain.  According to Herman of Tournai, “Norbert…had forseen in the spirit that 
a larger church would have to be built,” and so the second Prémontré was, upon the 
mountain.252  When the winter of 1120-21 passed and Norbert set out for Cambrai, the 
canons faced a solitude that had been entirely unknown to them formerly. Evil crept 
into primitive Prémontré in Norbert’s absence.  “Observing in each [canon] his 
individual behaviour – in one, namely, the love of contemplation, in another the 
desire for wisdom, in still another the intention to fast – Satan tried to impede each 
one.”253  A demon visited one contemplative during his Matin meditations on the 
Trinity.  The spirit praised his ideas and attempted to encourage them by appearing 
suddenly in the form of a man with three heads, claiming to be God.  A foul smell 
gave the apparition away, and the canon countered it with explicitly canonical words 
of expulsion: “O [wretch]… You, who were the image of God’s likeness and through 
pride lost the knowledge of this truth, how do you presume not only that you know 
the Trinity but that you are the Trinity? You did not even have the strength to know 
yourself [te scire]. […] I am not obedient to your deceits,” and apparent confusions, 
about self and doctrine.254  
 The same man (iuevenis) was also fond of (and perhaps new to) fasting.  On 
an Ash Wednesday, his demon retaliated by conjuring in him a powerful hunger, 
especially for milk and cheese.  “Wolfishly [lupina rabie],” he rejected his brothers’ 
                                                
252  Herman of Tournai, The Miracles of St. Mary of Laon 3.10, trans. Antry, p. 83. 
253  Vita Norberti A, c. 9, MGH SS 12, p. 679; trans. Neel, p. 138. 
254  Vita Norberti A, c. 9, MGH SS 12, p. 679; trans. Neel, pp. 138-9 (emphasis added). 
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counsel that not even children were permitted these during Lent, though meanwhile 
he was given two meals in exchange for quiet.  When Norbert returned (significantly, 
from Nivelles), the exorcist recognised that “this was not a human infirmity but 
something diabolical that had overtaken [the brother].” He ordered that the man not 
be given any food.  After some days “[the canon] considered it a delight when a 
quarter part of rough bread and a cup of water were given to him – thus with the help 
of God he was restored to his former way of life [ad pristinam consuetudinem].”255  
The attacks together (concerning a single demon singling out one youthful canon) 
provided a narrative occasion for describing division within the canons’ ranks about 
their conversatio.  These episodes highlight the invariable problem of discipline when 
asceticism and contemplation become idiosyncratic to the point of singularitas – in 
this case, the congregant’s private fasting had made him useless and disputive 
(overtaken by demonic attack) during Lent, an occasion of collective ritual 
observance and community cohesion.  The thrice-faced apparition and the 
circumstances of the canon’s first lapse, moreover, imply that the uncontrolled 
meditations among these canons were only eventually disinclined from an apparent 
original circumstance of nursing doctrinal ambiguities or errors.   
 Even when Norbert was present, opinions about religion remained divided and 
the brothers’ collective discipline was unstable.  As the above and others’ examples 
testify, “some of those who followed [him] believed that what they heard from him 
was sufficient for salvation and therefore they needed neither a Rule nor structure of 
life.”  Norbert countered that “without a structure of life and without a Rule and the 
instruction of the Fathers, the apostolic and evangelical precepts cannot be completely 
                                                
255  Vita Norberti A, c. 9, MGH SS 12, pp. 679-80, at 680; trans. Neel, p. 139. 
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observed.”256  Those who wished to remain with him “could never go wrong if they 
put into practice the profession they had made according to the Gospels, the words of 
the Apostles, and the Rule of Augustine,” assuming they read Augustine’s 
commentaries and other doctrinal works as well.257   Not long afterwards, in any 
event, Norbert left Prémontré for Magdeburg, holding “no hope of returning to remain 
with the confreres any longer.”258  Even if such conditions at this particular “mount 
foreshown” were more imaginative than objective as recorded in the Magdeburg Life, 
the account still sketches some basic and important issues concerning the 
congregational orientation of Norbert’s Frankish disciples into the canonical 
profession. As introduced above in Anselm’s Apologia, Peter of Hamersleben’s 
departure from Magdeburg is better seen as part of this conflict concerning 
perceptions about Prémontré (and other and more local houses of Norbert’s school), 
even within the first decade of Premonstratensianism following the founder’s death.   
 The Life of Norbert was a narrative designed to enshrine the obedience of his 
disciples to the Rule of Augustine.  It does not go into any practical detail concerning 
how Prémontré’s erratic anagogy was resolved and trained into respectability – even 
Norbert himself fended off demonic attacks.  It was with him, however, that the 
canons learned that, like their “false wisdom,” the demons were mere illusion.259  The 
                                                
256  Vita Norberti A, c. 12, MGH SS 12, p. 683; trans. Neel, pp. 145-46. 
257  Vita Norberti A, c. 12 […] Sed vir discretus et providus ne in posterum sancta eius plantatio 
eradicaretur et fundamentum quod supra petram firmam locare disposuerat labefactaretur, commonuit 
eos, sine ordine et sine regula et sine patrum institutionibus ad integrum non posse observari apostolica 
et evangelica mandata,” MGH SS 12, p. 683; trans. Neel, pp. 145-46. 
258  Vita Norberti A, c. 17, MGH SS 12, p. 693; trans. Neel, p. 162. 
259  Vita Norberti A, c. 17, “Ipsum quoque patrem Norbertum nocte orationi in ecclesia intentum 
terrere aggressus est.  Astitit enim ei in similitudine horribilis ursi, dentibus et ungulis quodammodo ei 
horrorem incutiens.  Ad cuius improvisum aspectum homo Dei aliquantulum expavit, sed mox ad se 
reversus persecutoris sui recognovit insidias, et parumper orando viribus resumptis: ‘Quid,’ inquit, 
‘expectas, cruenta bestia?  Ungulae tuae inanes sunt, horribiles dentes tui ventus, et irsuta pellis tua 
fumus et vapor inaniter pertransiens et velud umbra, quae sole veniente disparet; tu, signaculum 
similtudinis, lux cum esses, superbiendo tenebras meruisti.  Recede nunc, praecipio tibi, quia nulla 
conventu Christi ad Belial, nulla societas luci ad tenebras, nulla pars fideli cum infidele.  Recede 
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illusory nature of their presumed knowledge was contrasted with the stability and 
confessional truth that the Regula Augustini represented for Norbert’s followers, 
although particularly in Magdeburg.  It is of course a significant contrast to the 
Grandmontine example that there was never an intended Regula Norberti.  The Life 
testifies to the sometime existence of a commentary, now lost, by Norbert on the Rule 
of Augustine and also that his commentary had not agreed with others extant (whether 
old or contemporary is unsaid).  At this the canons became concerned, because “the 
foundation was not yet well rooted”; yet the Magister counselled,  
 
‘Although diverse, are these ways contrary to one another?  If the 
practice or the institution is changed, ought the bond of charity be 
changed […]?  […] The institute alone does not bring about the reign of 
God, but rather truth and the observance of God’s commands.  […] This 
Rule clearly binds in regard to caritas, work, abstinence from food, 
clothing, silence, obedience, regarding one another with respect and 
honouring one’s Patrem – what is there that would be of further use for 
any religious to attain salvation?’260   
 
                                                                                                                                      
festinantur; scis, quia nulli nocere potes nisi permissus.’  Et hiis dictis mendax ille verba veritatis non 
praevalens ferre, disparuit,” MGH SS 12, pp. 691-92; trans. Neel, pp. 161-62. 
260  Vita Norberti A, c. 12, “Deinde cum singuli singulas super eandem regulam expositiones et 
interpretationes, diversas opiniones autumarent, eo quod eius scripta et aliorum regularium opera 
videbant non convenire, aliosque ad timorem, alios ad dubitationem, alios ad temporem inducerent, 
utpote plantationem adhuc tenuiter radicatam: ‘Quid miramini,’ inquit homo Dei, ‘vel haesitatis, cum 
universae viae Domini misericordia sint et veritas?  Etsi diversae numquit aversae?  Si usus mutatur et 
institutio, numquit debet mutari caritatis vinculum, quod est dilectio?  Regula quidem dicit, Primo 
diligatur Deus, deinde proximus.  Regnum Dei non operatur sola institutio, sed veritas et mandatorum 
Dei observatio.  Ergo quia de dilectione, quia de labore et de abstinentia escae, de vestitu etiam, de 
silencio, de obedientia et quod invicem honore praevenire deberent et patrem suum honorare evidenter 
haec regula determinat, quid est quod amplius  alicui regularium ad salutem obtinendam expediatur? 
Quod si de colore vel grossitate vel subtilitate vestium fiat aliqua inter spiritales contentio, dicant qui 
ob hoc derogandi potestatem accipiunt, dicant inquam de hac regula, dicant de evangelii et apostolorum 
institutione, ubi albedo et nigredo subtilitasve vel grossitudo describatur, et credatur eis,” MGH SS 12, 
p. 683; trans. Neel, p. 146. 
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Prémontré presented the readers of the Magdeburg Vita Norberti with a portrait of 
conversatio at fault.  But it also provided a narrative and pedagogic model for inter-
institutional reconstruction and communal solidarity. To a considerable extent, one 
might not blame Prémontré for its faults, if the reports are more or less accurate.  As 
the Life or rather death of Count Godfrey makes plain, Master Norbert coached 
devotions into sometimes extreme and dangerous directions.  The importance of the 
authority of the Rule of Augustine signals, on the one hand, the sponteneity of his 
congregations’ origins, and on the other, the later work of exposing excesses of 
idiosyncrasy and self-aggrandizement following Norbert’s departures.  The durable 
centrality of the Rule to the congregational collective represents the canons’ 
articulating a common discipline and group direction in the years following Norbert’s 
death. What remains striking among these texts altogether is the fact that they 
preserved memories of original differences, conflicts, and even subversive 
idiosyncrasies that sustained a contrast with their since-evolved and refined 
congregational outlook and orthopraxis.  
 Whence, perhaps, the anxiety and pretension in Anselm of Havelburg’s 
definition of what a regular canon was; that is, the name “seems to signify the same 
thing as if one were to say ‘regular regular’ or ‘canonical canon,’ as though modern 
usage iterates the same words in Latin and in Greek, […] affirming the antiquity and 
now the revival of this form of religious life.”261  More directly, he added, “or, 
perhaps, [the name] distinguish[es] the regular canons from those who do not live 
according to a Rule.”262 As the early Premonstratensian literary canon reveals, there 
were a number of issues concerning the respectability of the tradition and the viability 
                                                
261  Anselm of Havelberg, Epistola Apologetica, PL 188.1123A-B; trans. Neel, p. 42. 
262  Anselm of Havelberg, Epistola Apologetica, “[…] vel aliquorum, qui non tam regulariter vivunt, 
manifesta distinctio,” PL 188.1123B; trans. Neel, p. 42. 
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of the discipline during its early history, much like other examples above and the first 
Cistercians who are to be studied presently.  The Life of Lord Norbert – a model of 
conversatio and mirror of the conversion of a nobleman-cleric turned pauper, 
anagogue, preacher, and teacher – addressed many congregational concerns both 
implicitly and explicitly as a work of “understanding in transmission,” and transition.  
 The relation between Norbert and Godfrey’s Lives and Anselm’s Apologia is 
also strikingly similar to the historical coherence between the Cistercian Exordium 
Parvum, the first Life of Bernard, and Bernard’s own works and letters.  Following 
the concluding statement for this Chapter, it will be to the interplay between these 
texts and others in their respective situational contexts that we will explore with more 
precision and in greater detail what these considerations might signify in early 
Cistercian history   
 
 Bernard – a Benedictine in the “New Age of Conversion” 
 
  Although some say that Bernard, the Abbot of Clairvaux, 
bore no less fruit in the same time, nevertheless – if anyone ponders 
this carefully, I think he will not deny that Norbert surpasses 
Bernard.  The latter was not the founder of his order, for it was 
already flourishing at the monastery of Cîteaux in which, when he 
was a cleric, he took the monastic habit under Abbot Stephen […].  
From that monastery Clairvaux was founded. 
Herman of Tournai, 
The Miracles of St.-Mary of Laon 263 
 
 The above congregations testify to the unprecedented diversity, opportunity, 
and experimentation apparent in the intellectual landscape of eleventh and early 
                                                
263 Herman of Tournai, Miracles of St. Mary of Laon 3.7, trans. Antry, Norbert and Early Norbertine 
Spirituality, pp. 78-79. 
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twelfth-century Christian Europe. The Benedictine Abbot Guibert of Nogent (ca. 
1060-1124), who lived through the turn of the century that this Chapter has covered, 
called his time a “new age of conversion (conversionum tunc temporis).”264  Bernard 
lived likewise during an era when many alternative confessional identities were 
possible. Yet his career unfolded on the comparatively guarded and conservative path 
of the Cistercians’ identification with a confession that was historically authorized by 
Pope Gregory I.265 Their identification with the Benedictine institution signalled their 
obedience to and foundations in a tradition of unambiguous antiquity, defined by 
interpretations of the faith by recognized authorities rather than in prophetic or 
spontaneous inspiration. Affiliation with an established Rule and Patristic tradition 
(i.e. Benedict and Augustine) was the critical aspect of every new congregations’ 
effort to consecrate their novelty with institutional definition and recognizable 
prestige.  They did so to prove their relevance not only to contemporaries and in local 
history, but in the whole scope of Church history.  Their projects were consummately 
theological efforts to adapt ecclesiology to contemporary events, recent trends, and 
new ideas. The circumstance inhering in the development of these congregations into 
schools was that of guiding the unique conversationes of their students through literal 
“conversation” with authorizing discourse.266   
                                                
264  Guibert of Nogent, Monodies 1.11, trans. Joseph McAlhany (with J. Rubenstein) in Rubenstein, 
ed. Guibert of Nogent – Monodies and On the Relics of Saints: the Autobiography and Manifesto of a 
French Monk from the Time of the Crusades (London: Penguin, 2011), p. 29; Latin original ed. E.-R. 
Labande, Guibert de Nogent – Autobiographie (1981), cited in Jean-Claude Schmitt (with A. J. 
Novikoff, trans.), The Conversion of Herman the Jew: Autobiography, History, and Fiction in the 
Twelfth Century (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010 [2003]), p. 272, n .20. 
265  Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Formation of the Cistercian Order,’ pp. 178-80. 
266 Cf. Vita Norberti A, c. 4, “‘Si de religione requiror, religio munda et immaculata apud Deum et 
Patrem haec est: visitare pupillos et viduas in tribulatione eorum et immaculatum se custodire ab hoc 
saeculo [Jas. 1.27].  Postremo si de veste agitur, primus ecclesiae pastor docet nos, quia non in veste 
preciosa acceptum est coram Deo.  Unde Iohannes Baptista vestitus legitur pilis camelorum et Cecilia 
cilicio induta ad carnem.  Plasmator etiam hominis in exordio mundi Adae non purpuream vestem, sed 
tunicam pelliciam fecit et dedit,’” MGH SS 12, p. 673; trans. Neel, pp. 129-30. 
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 Giles Constable has observed that, “an awakening to the variety of individual 
religious needs and temperaments and an acceptance of a diversity of forms of 
religious life…lay at the heart of the twelfth-century movement of religious 
reform.”267  He commented elsewhere that this period can be characterized as a time 
of spiritual optimism and confidence in the possibility of salvation, in notable contrast 
to later centuries.268  He has also argued that modern accounts of religiosity in the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries have put at their interpretive centre the experiences and 
histories of only the highly institutionalized and organized communities following a 
Rule. The amorphous, spontaneous, and generally only quasi-articulate vocations of 
hermits and recluses, pilgrims, crusaders, penitents, and wandering preachers, are 
commonly relegated to the margins – yet the intellectual and social creativity of the 
time remains a field of exciting possibilities.  “It may be closer to the realities of 
medieval religious life,” Constable argued, “to put individual religious experience in 
the centre, surrounded by various forms of religious life, of which each was no less 
important for those involved.”269  Whence, indeed, the tensions introduced among the 
emergent orders over the interpretation of the intellectual inheritance from religious 
leaders, inspiring collectives which were themselves composed of individual persons 
with respective and collective ambitions, backgrounds, ideals, and indeed passions. 
 Each text at our employ was the result of years of undocumented (and very 
probably tumultuous) congregational discussion and debate, informing and invariably 
converting for posterity the record, memory, and instructive representation of their 
founder(s) and first students.  As a matter of institutional respectability and survival, 
                                                
267  Constable, The Reformation of the Twelfth Century, p. 87.  
268  Constable, The Reformation of the Twelfth Century, p. 289. 
269  Constable, The Reformation of the Twelfth Century, p. 86. 
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these texts were not in a position to indulge any “immaculate perceptions.”270  
Congregational records of conversio, conversatio, conversion to institutions, and the 
fixing of social order were very responsive to the demands of outsider patrons and 
prospective adherents, who might understandably query the role these ascetics had 
assumed as teachers of penitential theory and other theologies of virtuous behaviour. 
The intellectual project of sustaining, developing, controlling, and defining their 
enterprises led ascetics, paradoxically, not into further dissociation from the world but 
deep into public debate about their ideologies and social position.271 In practice, the 
catholicity of Christian Europe was a constellation of sparring orthodoxies and 
approaches to faith and enlightenment. Each school was a competitive site of 
religious, ethical, philosophical, and spiritual instruction, discussion, and debate.  The 
texts at our employ are for the most part our only records of what was taught therein 
or quarrelled about within or with outsiders. The invention of such new traditions 
implied the durability of conversion to their common Great Tradition ever anew. 
 This Chapter has ranged over a wide expanse of time, geography, and cultural 
and intellectual circumstance.  In the Chapters to follow we attend to the situations 
attending the conversion of the Burgundian cleric, Bernard of Langres, to the 
Benedicine New Monastery and the emergent discourse of Cistercian monasticism.  
Bernard’s “Cistercian conversion” did not occur nor end before his appointment to the 
abbacy of Clairvaux.  His conversion and conversatio were also never wholly his 
own.  Neither occurred without considerably informed and nuanced context; for one, 
the magnetism of the New Monastery and Bernard’s persuading others to submit to it 
with him was – like many of our subjects above – a family affair.  Such details 
                                                
270  Marshal Sahlins, ‘Individual Experience and Cultural Order,’ Culture in Practice – Selected 
Essays (New York: Zone Books, 2000), at p. 282. 
271  Rousseau, ‘Orthodoxy and the Cenobite,’ p. 258. 
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constitute an important but neglected aspect of the eleventh-century background of 
early-twelfth century Cîteaux and the first Life of Bernard.  Familiarization with this 
Burgundian background contributes much to the present investigation into the 
intellective relations between the record of Bernard’s life and conversatio, his context 
as a Cistercian conversus, and his own articulation of the monks’ ordo and religio as 
the school’s pre-eminent public representative and ideologue.    
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3. 
ROBERT OF MOLESME AND BERNARD OF LANGRES 
 
 
 
 
 Monastic conversio as a lifelong reorientation of heart, mind, and habit, and a 
perpetual, philosophical paenitentia, is not spontaneous but rather protracted 
historical and cultural experience.  Conversion is not only an elusive psychic event or 
moment.  The materials for the study of our subject are the records of life 
(conversatio) preserved by religious communities who were engaged with and 
fascinated by ethics, spirituality, and ideas about self-change, and they were also 
concerned with cultivating local recognition and respect for their efforts from others.  
Our focus on their interests intersects with two currents of broader concern.  In the 
first place, religious conversion comprises, in many world situations, both education 
and intellectual socialization: as emphasized, “understanding in transmission.”  
Secondly, conversion as cultural change is a political (self-) identification and an 
ideational re-/orientation, viz., language, custom, government, memory, moral and 
symbolical system(s), the criteria for obeisance to custom and law, and issues of 
habitation and social interaction, all alongside “mere” belief.  The last Chapter 
explored these themes in relation to various congregational situations.  The remaining 
Chapters will similarly synthesize ideas present in the relevant evidence to map  
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 Figure 3.  Frankish (Ducal) Burgundy in the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries.  Source: C. B. Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister: 
Nobility and the Church in Burgundy, 980-1198 (Ithaca and 
London: Cornell University Press, 1987), p. 30. 
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aspects of the emergent Cistercian conversatio, primarily but not exclusively through 
the prism of Bernard’s literate conversion to it.      
 It is vital to relativize his relationship to Cîteaux in order to explore the 
circumstances of his attraction to the abbey-shrine before 1113. Bernard’s committing 
his future and that of his family and friends to its school of caritas is the turning point 
of the site’s early history after its foundation.  This represents its transition from a 
remote shrine into a school for Cistercian conversi.  Peculiarly, this quickening of the 
congregation’s development is still a mostly uncharted area of research, 
notwithstanding the invaluable contributions by Lackner (1972), Auberger (1986), 
Berman (2000), and McGuire (2010).  Our present query attends in part to the 
founding of the shrine in 1098, an event in which Bernard played no role but to which 
he certainly contributed later.  He did not found the New Monastery but submitted to 
it, under the discipline and care of Abbot Stephen (r. 1109-33; d. 1134), and in 
circumstances to be met towards the end of this Chapter.  Until then, we discuss the 
Monastery’s pre-history and origins.  For, the circumstances of the school’s birth in 
Burgundy remains vitally relevant to understanding the nuances of the conversion 
discourse to which Bernard submitted, and which his person and career promoted ever 
after. 
 Save for some important exceptions, the events to be discussed presently took 
place for the most part in the diocese of Langres (see Figure 3).  Langres was where 
Bernard was born and raised, where he resided as the first Abbot of Clairvaux (f., r. 
1115–), and where he died (in 1153, in the same office).  Cîteaux, on the other hand, 
was not in Langres but on the outskirts of Chalon (Figure 3). This is a peculiarity that 
would be deeply woven into the “spirituality of action” of early Cîteaux and its first 
students, who would be sent back to Langres in the early twelfth century, and which 
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diocese would house the monks’ earliest and most dense population concentration.1  
Again by contrast, Molesme (f. 1075), the original abbey from which the project of 
the New Monastery was launched, could not have been unknown to the younger 
Bernard, for it was also in Langres and was well-known to his family.  There are 
multiple regional and social dimensions to Cistercian beginnings that have been 
underemphasized in discussions of both early Cîteaux and the origin and background 
of Bernard of Clairvaux.  
 This Chapter describes an intellectual genealogy of Cistercian beginnings that 
spans the career of Abbot Robert of Molesme (ca. 1028-1111) to Bernard’s affiliation 
with the New Monastery, not at its foundations but between ca. 1113–ca. 1118.  
Again, materials will be synthesized in complex testimonial and confessional relation 
to the events they describe.  Although some seem unlikely, many relevant sources are 
not by all means as unusable as many modern critics have contended (see above, 
Chapter One).  Though bold, our assimilative method may yet lend insights into 
Bernard’s relationship to Cistercian beginnings and the situation of early Cîteaux in 
its native theatre of late-eleventh and early-twelfth-century Frankish Burgundy.  It is 
in such ambience that we track “Bernard the learner” – a man of more definition in 
the Chapter to follow this. We will encounter him in his pre-Cistercian context, as 
more an heir of tradition than its inventor – a young man reasonably unknown and 
insignificant in his time and place, but informed in diverse ways by this local social 
world, its recent history, and the mentalités to which he would be both an heir and 
ideologue.   
  
                                                
1  Cf. Bouchard, “The Mâconnais and Brionnais were already thickly settled with Cluniac monks by 
the beginning of the twelfth century, and hence no Cistercian houses were founded in the dioceses of 
Mâcon or Nevers.  Rather, the greatest concentration of Cistercian houses was in the relatively 
unsettled diocese of Langres,” Sword, Miter, and Cloister, at p. 122; cf. Bell, ‘From Molesme to 
Cîteaux,’ p. 473. 
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 The Life and Monastic Lineage of Robert of Molesme 
 
 Paradoxically, Robert of Molesme is the most understudied prime mover of 
Cistercian history.  This is conceivably for two reasons.  In the first place, he is not 
known to Cistercian tradition as the first Abbot of Cîteaux, a post beginning with his 
student, Molesme’s former Prior, Alberic (d. 1109), who was called the New 
Monastery’s “Primi Abbatis” in the Exordium Parvum.2  However, in the same 
Exordium Robert was nonetheless recognized to be the new shrine’s director 
(“Pastore”), preceding its development into an abbey under Alberic.3  This distinction 
between the authority of “Pastor” Robert and the abbatial independence of Cîteaux is 
critically important to the separation between Molesme and the New Monastery and 
hence, the origins of the shrine that Bernard later chose between them.  The seeming 
disconnect of Robert’s roles between Molesme and Cîteaux is also potentially quite 
an important signal for the origins of the Cistercians’ own, original conversion 
discourse. 
 In the second place, the general inattention to Robert’s career is also likely due 
to the purported unreliability of his biography.  The Vita beati Roberti (“primi abbatis 
Molismensis et Cisterciensis”) is an early thirteenth-century Life composed by a monk 
of Molesme who – for quite interesting reasons – explicitly expressed that he wished 
to remain anonymous: in his Prologue he wrote, “Whoever you are who come as a 
reader, I ask that you do not inquire about the name of the author.”4  Though late, the 
                                                
2  Exordium Parvum, c. 17 (‘De morte primi abbatis et de promotione secundi…’), in Waddell, p. 438. 
3  Exordium Parvum, c. 9 (‘De electione Alberici, primi abbatis Cisterciensis ecclesiœ’), in Waddell, at 
p. 427. 
4  Incipit prologus in vita beati Roberti primi abbatis Molismensis et Cisterciensis, “Quicumque igitur 
lector accesseris, nomen quesco scriptoris in hoc opere non requiras,” in Kolumban Spahr, ed. Das 
Leben des hl. Robert von Molesme: Eine Quelle zur Vorgeschichte von Cîteaux (Schweiz: 
Paulusdruckerei Freiburg, 1944), at p. 2; the extant manuscript is Westphalian (“Monasterium 
Bodecense, Bödeken; dioc. Paderborn), Brussels Bibl. Roy. MS7773 472r-479r, and the text is believed 
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text was composed by an author removed in time but not place from the events that he 
was describing – that is, the early history of his own abbey.  The critical edition of the 
Life that Spahr used is the oldest (early thirteenth century), presently preserved at 
Dijon – it was originally part of a dossier of Vitae that were in fact originally 
preserved at Cîteaux.5  The Vita Roberti is a vital source for the study of Molesme, 
the site without which the existence of the New Monastery would have been 
impossible.  The Life’s outsider’s perspective on Cistercian origins also affords a 
number of insights on matters likely either assumed or suppressed in the Exordium 
Parvum, though the latter was closer to events in time and witness to Cîteaux’s 
foundations (making it, perhaps, in some ways more suspect than the later Life). To 
neglect the Molesme chronicler’s potential contributions would be to exaggerate his 
removal from the events and ideas under present discussion.  
 The relations between the Cistercian Exordium-tradition and the later, 
Molesme Vita Roberti are complex.  Another body of material can complement and 
inform these respectively difficult narrative sources.  The Molesme cartulary is first 
attested in the abbey’s archives by ca. 1120, and the earliest acta preserved in it is the 
abbey’s foundation charter of 1075.6  The shrine’s charters were first published by 
Jacques Laurent in 1907 with an independent Introduction, comprising two volumes.  
The edition was of only 250 copies, however, and – as Baker lamented, – the texts’ 
commercial and academic circulation was obstructed by the broader misfortunes of 
the early twentieth-century World Wars.7   To the present student – in similar 
circumstance to Baker – only Laurent’s first volume has been available.  On the other 
                                                                                                                                      
to have been composed in the time of Abbot Odo II of Molesme (r. 1218-33), cf. Watkin Williams, ‘St. 
Robert of Molesme,’ The Journal of Theological History 37 (1936), pp. 405f. 
5  Codex Divionensis MS 646 (386), in Spahr, at xix-xx. 
6  Cf. Jacques Laurent, Cartulaires de l’Abbaye de Molesme, ancien diocese de Langres, 916-1250 – 
Recueil de documents sur le Nord et la Bourgogne et le Midi de la Champagne, 2 vols. (Paris: Picard & 
Fils, 1907 [scanned reprint, 2010]), vol. 1, at p. 5. 
7 Baker, ‘Crossroads and Crises in the Religious Life of the Late Eleventh Century,’ at p. 144, n. 29. 
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hand, Volume 2 – the elusive text with the edited charters themselves – was studied 
by Bouchard, the pre-eminent Anglophone historian of High Medieval Burgundy.  
For what follows, we are dependent on Laurent’s commentary on the charters and 
Bouchard’s broader studies of Frankish Burgundy for our reconstruction of the 
abbey’s local history – or rather, the history and origins of two abbeys.  Of 
indispensible significance is also Bede Lackner’s final chapter in his Eleventh-
Century Background of Cîteaux, which remains the most substantial and informed 
modern account about Molesme in any language.8   
 The present Chapter is not only an excursion into the intellectual pre-history 
of Bernard’s conversion.  It offers a cultural archaeology of eleventh-century Langres, 
and in brief extension, the early twelfth-century diocese and episcopal court of 
Chalon. Both of these places were the nurseries for eleventh- and early-twelfth-
century Cistercian conversion discourse.  This school of monasticism and Bernard’s 
conversion to it cannot be understood solely through the distilled lens of Cistercian 
historiography and the confessional literature that Bernard produced as the young 
Abbot of Clairvaux (these comprise our primary materials for Chapter Four, below). 
Among other matters, the following considerations will inform the discussion about 
Cîteaux’s foundation in Chalon and Bernard’s travels thence from Châtillon 
(Langres), with his small revelation-cult or reading circle, ca. 1113. Preceding this 
discussion, a study of Robert of Molesme’s career will open a window on Cistercian 
beginnings that affords an important view on the persons and events that we survey. 
 
 
                                                
8  Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, at pp. 217-274; cf. the summary by Laurent 
Veyssière, ‘Les relations entre Étiene Harding, Bernard de Clairvaux et l’abbaye de 
Molesmes,’Analecta Cisterciensia 53 (Rome: Editiones Cistercienses, 1997), esp. pp. 46-57. 
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 Robert from Champagne and pre-Cistercian Caritas 
 
 It happens that Bernard of Clairvaux, born and raised in Langres, is the only 
early Cistercian author and abbot who is concretely known to have been a native 
Burgundian.  By contrast, the Exordium Parvum described Alberic as only a “learned 
man (virum scilicet litteratum),” a not especially helpful insight for a region of such 
considerable human traffic as Frankish Burgundy.9  His background is essentially 
unknown.  On the other hand, and famously, Bernard’s own Abbot at Cîteaux, 
Stephen – cognomen Stephen Hardingus – was an expatriate Anglo-Saxon from 
Sherborne in Dorset, a land totally foreign to the Burgundian conversi under his 
charge.10  And by contrast again, Robert of Molesme – the man who brought all of 
these men into a common thread of shared history – hailed from Champagne 
(“Robertus de Campanie partibus oriundus”), which was in the diocese of Troyes.11  
As a youth he had made his monastic profession at Montier-la-Celle (dioc. Troyes), 
and ca. 1053 he was elected Prior of the abbey.  Around 1068, he was invited to be 
abbot at St.-Michael-de-Tonnerre (Langres), which post he held only briefly before 
his withdrawal, return to Celle, and then appointment in 1072 as Prior at St.-Ayoul in 
Provins (dioc. Sens).12   
                                                
9  Exordium Parvum, c. 9, “Viduata igitur suo pastore [Robert], Cisterciensis ecclesia convenit, ac 
regulari electione quemdam fratrem Albericum nomine in abbatem sibi promovit: virum scilicet 
litteratum, in divinis et humanis satis gnarum, amatorem Regulae, quique prioris officium et in 
Molismensi et in illa diutius gerebat ecclesia,” in Waddell, p. 427; cf. Gregor Müller (with B. K. 
Lackner, trans.), Cîteaux Under Alberic (Lafayette: Guadalupe Translations, 2003 [1909]), p. 18ff. 
10  Exordium Parvum, c. 17, “Huic [Alberic] successit quidam frater, Stephanus nomine, Anglicus 
natione, qui et ipse cum aliis de Molismo illuc advenerat,” in Waddell, p. 438; cf. Claudio Stercal (with 
M. F. Krieg, trans.), Stephen Harding: A Biographical Sketch and Texts (Kalamazoo: Cistercian 
Publications, 2008), pp. 8-16. 
11  Vita Roberti, c. 1, “Beatus igitur Robertus de Campanie partibus oriundus…Pater igitur eius 
Theodericus, mater vero Ermengardis dicebatur,” in Spahr, p. 3. 
12  Vita Roberti, cc. 1, 3-4, in Spahr, pp. 4-5, 8-10; cf. Lackner, Eleventh-Century Background of 
Cîteaux, pp. 219-20. 
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 Throughout his residence in Langres, Robert’s interaction with and 
dependence on the great abbey-shrine of Cluny (dioc. Mâcon, f. 909) rested entirely 
on his brief but sure exposure to the school’s customs during his tenure at St.-
Michael-de-Tonnerre, ca. 1068-72. 13   Cluny’s consuetudines and the monks’ 
programme for reform were widely practiced throughout Burgundy, and beyond; they 
were the Cistercians’ most immediate neighbours and local rivals.14  St.-Michael-de-
Tonnerre was introduced to Cluniac instruction by the shrine of St.-Benignus at Dijon 
(an ancient cathedral situated in the Ducal capital, in Langres).15  The latter had itself 
come under Cluniac instruction in 990 through exchanges between Abbot Maiolus of 
Cluny (d. 994) and Bishop Bruno of Langres (d. 1016).16   Their efforts had been to 
sponsor an honourable visitor from abroad, William of Volpiano (d. 1031), who was 
appointed abbot over St.-Benignus in Dijon.  He received this position after having 
first made a pilgrimage to Cluny from Fécamp (Normandy).17 We have met this 
William in a previous Chapter.  His approach to caritas – in the Life by his student, 
Rodulfus Glaber – was compared earlier to that of the early Cistercians. Rodulfus 
                                                
13 To explore this area in detail would entail a separate and alien thesis on monastic ritual history; cf. 
Chrysogonus Waddell, ‘Liturgical-Patristic Resonances of the Straight Path,’ in E. Rozanne Elder, ed. 
The New Monastery: Texts and Studies of the Earliest Cistercians (Kalamazoo: Cistercian 
Publications, 1998), pp. 129ff.; idem, ‘The Pre-Cistercian Background of Cîteaux and the Cistercian 
Liturgy,’ in E. Rozanne Elder, ed. Goad and Nail: Studies in Medieval Cistercian History X 
(Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1985), pp. 110-11; idem, The Summer-Season Molesme Breviary: 
Troyes, Bibliothèque Municipale, Manuscript 807 – I. Introduction and Commentary (Kentucky: 
Gethsemani Abbey, 1985), pp. 52ff. 
14  Constance B. Bouchard, ‘Merovingian, Carolingian, and Cluniac Monasticism: Reform and 
Renewal in Burgundy,’ Journal of Ecclesiastical History, vol. 41, no. 3 (July, 1990), pp. 372-74; idem, 
‘“Feudalism,” Cluny, and the Investiture Controversy,’ in David Blanks (with M. Frassetto and A. 
Livingstone, eds.), Medieval Monks and their World: Ideas and Realities – Studies in Honor of Richard 
E. Sullivan (Leiden, Boston: Brill, 2006), pp. 85-86. 
15  Cf. Jean-Charles Picard, ‘Les premiers sanctuaires chrêtiens des cités de Bourgogne,’ Rivista di 
storia e letteratura religiosa, vol. 25, no. 1 (1989), pp. 9ff. 
16  Bouchard, ‘Reform and Renewal in Burgundy,’ Appendix, s.v. ‘St.-Bénigne of Dijon,’ p. 383. 
17  Cf. Rodulfus Glaber, Vita Domni Willelmi Abbatis, c. 5, in France, pp. 264-65.  
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described William’s teaching as being “after the manner of Cluny (Cluniacensi ex 
more)” but not itself strictly Cluniac.18   
 There are a number of broad similarities between Robert from Champagne and 
William from Volpiano-Fécamp.  The significance  and impact of William’s career in 
Burgundy is best conveyed in Rodulfus’ account of the magister’s purported 
intentions while still in Normandy (ca. 1001); as follows,  
 
Seeing that amongst the inhabitants not only of that place but 
throughout the entire province and also all Gaul [per totam 
Galliam] the science of reading and singing psalms had greatly 
declined and was becoming extinct, especially amongst the 
common people…[he resolved that] the benefit of [his] teaching 
was to be freely bestowed on all those who converged on the 
monasteries under his charge; […] an example of uniform caritas 
was to be given for the slave and the freeman, the rich and the poor 
[alike].19     
 
As James France has noted, Rodolfus’ “Lord William” is portrayed at the height of 
his religious career – “Secure under his protection there were…some forty houses, 
both monasteries and cells, large and small, of monks, abounding in all good things,” 
and not only in Burgundy.20  William of Volpiano-Fécamp was an honoured visitor in 
Langres and had a memorable impact on communities throughout the diocese. His 
monastic-humanistic legacy is attested by Rodulfus’ waxing over the late magister’s 
                                                
18  Rodulfus Glaber, Vita Domni Willelmi, c. 5, in France, pp. 266-67. 
19  Rodulfus Glaber, Vita Domni Willelmi c. 7, trans. France, pp. 272-73; and idem, cc. 5, 10, at pp. 
266, 280 (see above, Chapter 1). 
20  Rodulfus Glaber, Vita Domni Willelmi, c. 12, in France, pp. 286-87, lxxii. 
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caritas.  Both William’s career and Rodulfus’ account of it are important material for 
the eleventh-century background of Cîteaux.  
 Of especial significance is William’s reported pedagogic egalitarianism, 
particularly his teaching the reading and chanting of the Psalms to laymen (see above, 
Chapter One).  Such caritas was also of particular importance to the coaching of 
eremitical congregations, as the last Chapter saw.  Eremitism proper (as opposed to 
general ascetic strictness) is absent in the Life of Lord William.  On the other hand, the 
counseling of hermits and the privileging of eremitism over conventional cenobitic 
custom were central themes in Robert’s career.  This element of Cistercian pre-history 
properly begins with his time at St.-Ayoul in Sens, after 1072.  His promoting this 
kind of caritas led directly to his return to Langres and the founding of Molesme in 
1075.       
 
 Robert and Benedictine eremitism in Burgundy 
 
 Robert did not stay at St.-Michael-de-Tonnerre for long.  “When he saw the 
brothers of that place fall away from the pattern of justice…he parted company [from 
them] and returned to the monastery of Celle,” from whence he was then appointed, 
ca. 1072, as Prior of St.-Ayoul in Provins (dioc. Sens).21  This abbey had recently 
been founded as a dependency of Montier-la-Celle.22  As implied by its name, Provins 
was an area undergoing relatively recent urbanization.  St.-Ayoul was situated in the 
midst of much street development and the traffic and commerce of markets and fairs. 
The abbey complemented and benefited from these enlargements through its presence 
                                                
21  Vita Roberti, cc. 3-4, in Spahr, pp. 8-10. 
22  Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 220. 
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and occupations as an urban shrine.23  It was around this time that Prior Robert 
encountered certain eremitical reactionaries to these advancements.  His meeting them 
would shape the direction of his subsequent career, celebrity, and eccentricity. 
 Around this time and in this region – so the author of the Vita Roberti related 
– there was in the deep forest of Collan (that bridged the dioceses of Sens and 
Langres) a certain unnamed hermit, living alone in a small hut-shrine.  One day two 
laymen, brothers (“duo enim milites fratres quidem secundum carnem”), were 
travelling through the forest on their way to one of “[those] accursed fairs that the 
vulgar people call ‘tournaments.’”24  Religious dislike of tourneamenta is enshrined 
in the Molesme Vita Roberti.  The two brothers both knew that either one between 
them might profit from the death of the other.25  Yet, they went on and enjoyed 
themselves, and they returned by way of the same forest, having “performed 
strenuously, in the manner of people of that kind [secundum mores gentis illius 
egerant].”26  Their travels testify to the human traffic that both the provincial 
urbanization of Provins, and other places, and the popularity that tournaments 
themselves were generating.  It was on their return journey that the brothers 
experienced compunction for their close encounter with fratricide.  They submitted to 
the discipline of the forest’s recluse, though how and when they actually met him is 
never narrated in the Life.  Four others soon joined them.  In short time the hermit’s 
formerly solitary dwelling became a rude abode for thirteen men.  Lackner has 
suggested that among those in the second wave of hermit-conversi at Collan were 
                                                
23  Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 220. 
24  Vita Roberti, c. 2, “Duo enim milites fratres quidem secundum carnem sed secundum spiritum non 
eadem sentientes, studio inanis glorie dediti ad ostentationem virium suarum execrabiles nundinas quas 
vulgus torneamenta nominat expectebant,” in Spahr, p. 6. 
25  Vita Roberti, c. 2, in Spahr, p. 6. 
26  Vita Roberti, c. 2, in Spahr, p. 6. 
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perhaps a certain Alberic, a certain John, and a certain Ilbodus, all future monks of 
Cîteaux.27       
 The Life’s report that the congregation then appealed to the Pope requesting 
Prior Robert of St.-Ayoul for their director (Pastor) is probably an exaggeration.28  
More likely, the soldierly brothers’ conversions had attracted public attention, and it 
was either the Bishop of Sens or the Bishop of Langres who sent an “apostolic 
rescript” to the Abbot of Celle, “authoritatively commanding that whoever among the 
brothers was [nominated] should be given to [the hermits] as abbot.” 29  
Hypothetically, the Abbot of Celle might have also perceived in this an opportunity to 
place Robert in a milieu to which the Prior’s nature was inclining.  The Collan shrine 
was not to become a priory of Celle’s in Sens, nor was it turned into a site of monastic 
eremitical retreat or leisure.30  The penitential intentions of the conversi-congregation 
were respected and preserved.  Robert’s role was to direct the shrine’s cenobitization 
into a respectable abbey. “Considering the unsuitability of the place,” he removed 
them to a clearer area of the forest, owned by a branch of the young comital dynasts 
of Tonnerre, the Malignys.31  Here, “working with their own hands, [the hermit-
brothers] cut down the branches from the trees and constructed from them a 
dwelling,” and an oratory for worship.32  This was the origin of the abbey of Molesme 
in 1075, the year that saw Robert’s return to Langres. 
                                                
27  Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 222. 
28  Vita Roberti, c. 4, “Memorati autem heremite amore vite celestis afflati, cum virum Dei semper 
viderent in Deum proficere et seipso effici meliorem, inito consilio duos ex fratribus suis ad sedem 
apostolicam transmiserunt, quatinus a summon pontifice precibus obtinerent, ut vir Dei beatus 
Robertus pusillo gregi Christi pater fieret atque pastor,” in Spahr, p. 10. 
29  Vita Roberti, c. 4, “Summus autem pontifex audiens ipsorum propositum gavisus est valde 
petitionique ipsorum benigne annuens, apostolica benedictione fretos remisit ad propria gratulantes, 
abbati de Cella per apostolica scripta mandans atque precipiens, quatinus quemcumque de fratribus 
elegissent, ipsis traderet in abbatem,” in Spahr, p. 10. 
30  Cf. Constable, ‘Eremitical Forms of Monastic Life,’ p. 262. 
31  Cf. Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, p. 114. 
32  Vita Roberti c. 6, in Spahr, p. 11. 
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 The foundation and respectability of Molesme 
 
 As Bouchard has pointed out, Molesme was an unusual new monastery for its 
time.  It was built on a site where no abbey had stood before, which was rare for new 
foundations in Burgundy.  More commonly and more economically, new 
communities simply rebuilt or built upon ruined churches, in a dual sense of the word 
– they either rebuilt them materially (for the Burgundian Franklands abounded in 
ruined churches; as an eastern frontier, the region had been devastated by Hungarian 
invasions); or else symbolically (that is, when regular Benedictine or Augustinian 
religious displaced, replaced, or regularized purportedly “lax” secular canons, parish 
priests, and/or a-regular resident hermits). 33   The future Cîteaux was itself no 
exception to this general practice – it was built from the then-extant foundations of a 
church on a diocesan frontier (see below).    
 Robert’s first new monastery was made possible through the collaborative 
support of the Maligny family and the associates of their house. Molesme’s 
foundation charter preserves the names of some of those involved; they included: the 
Lord Hugh Maligny and his sisters; their nephews and nieces, with their respective 
spouses; Raynald, a constable on the land of Molesme; a certain Odo Payen, a Gui, 
and a Hugh of Courteron alongside his wife, Gersendis; her sister, the lady of 
Chacenay, with her children; and Odo of Fulvy and an Odo “son of Engilbald,” with 
their wives – “Considering with the single and sincere eye of reason that they came 
naked from their mothers’ wombs and that they will go out from this world into 
miserable exile unless they do good…all the above named…gave all the allodial land 
                                                
33  Bouchard, Sword, Miter, Cloister, pp. 117-18; on the Hungarian raids, cf. France, Rodulfus Glaber, 
pp. 39-9, n. 2.  
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they had at Molesme […] completely free of any other domination.”34  The secular 
host and the monks together dedicated the site to the Virgin Mary, a not especially 
exceptional choice of patron saint but one with significant implications for the future 
Cistercians and Bernard.  The signatory witnesses were Archard of Châtillon (the 
Constable-seneschal of the Duke of Burgundy), a certain Hugh of Griselles, a Bourdin 
and Guy (the lords of Larrey), as well as the castellans Hugh of Eporves, Raynald of 
Montfort, and Tescelin Sorel of Fontaines-les-Dijon.35  The latter was Bernard’s 
father – though Bernard was not yet born, in 1075. 
 The shrine’s earliest local sponsorship was pre-eminently lay.36  The hermit-
monks cultivated deliberate poverty and ate only vegetables, which was probably 
impressive enough for most noble laymen and -women.37  From 1076-7 to 1083, the 
congregation was given many properties and churches to administer, by the Duke of 
Burgundy as well as by local counts and other lords.38  Robert also endeavoured to 
publicize this endeavor by sending his monks to the Bishop of Troyes, ostensibly to 
beg for alms, bread, and clothing but also to showcase their (voluntary) penury by 
travelling to the Bishop’s court bare-footed.39  Their mission to gain a certifiably 
religious patron was a success, and the monks returned to Molesme; from 
thenceforward, “there was always someone [i.e. an ecclesiastical magnate-sponsor] to 
provide them with the necessary food and clothing.”40  It was probably this Bishop, 
Hugh of Troyes, who prompted the belated involvement of Bishop Raynard of 
                                                
34  Molesme foundation charter, trans. Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister, at pp. 227-28; Latin in 
Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 223, n. 14 (Laurent, Cartulaires, vol. 2, p. 
5).  
35  Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 223 (Laurent, Cartulaires, vol. 2, p. 5). 
36  Cf. Baker, ‘Crossroads and Crises,’ p. 144. 
37  Vita Roberti, c. 6, in Spahr, p. 12. 
38  Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, pp. 224-25. 
39  Vita Roberti, c. 8, in Spahr, pp. 12-13. 
40  Vita Roberti, c. 8, in Spahr, p. 13. 
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Langres, who declared in 1083 that, “if any cleric or casatus [a lord enfeoffed with 
land] of the diocese of Langres wishes to cede a church or part of his casamentum to 
the…church [of Molesme], with the counsel and consent of the canons of Langres we 
consign it to the monks dwelling in that place.”41     
 Molesme’s stellar rise to respectability is attested by the names included in its 
twelfth-century liturgical obituary.  Those commended in the monks’ prayers included 
the aforementioned Bishop Raynard (d. 1085), Bohemond of Pouilly (the famous 
first-crusader, who became the Prince of Antioch; d. 1111), Count Theobald of Blois-
Champagne (who had visited the shrine as a child), the aforementioned King Henry 
(d. 1060), and his brother, Robert, the first Capetian Duke of Burgundy (d. 1076), as 
well as a certain noble recluse called Agnes of Grancey.42  As is well known, 
Molesme’s very success contributed to the tensions that created the “New Monastery” 
in 1098.  However, it would be injurious to our account and to Molesme’s history to 
progress simply from the site’s foundation in 1075 to the Cistercians’ origins, ca. 
1098.  Hence, what follows will discuss further the contemporary enthusiasm for and 
patronage of Molesme abbey.  It will also consider a number of positive aspects of 
Robert’s career that contributed to the later Novum Monasterium. 
 
 The Patrons and Pupils of Robert of Molesme               
  
 The material and social success of Molesme is impressive.  By ca. 1100, the 
abbey was responsible for over forty dependency-shrines that were spread not only 
throughout Langres but further abroad, throughout twelve dioceses in all: Arras, 
Autun, Auxerre, Beauvais, Chartres, Meaux, Metz, Rouen, Sens, Thérouanne, Toul, 
                                                
41  Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 225 (Laurent, Cartulaires, vol. 2, p. 7). 
42  Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, pp. 132-33. 
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and Troyes.43  As Laurent has pointed out, Molesme’s charters are a critical source for 
the High Medieval history of Langres and the Champenois, especially with respect to 
the lay families whose identities are largely only known because of their patronage of 
Abbot Robert and his projects.44  To write a history of Molesme as one merely of 
negative anticipation – as Cistercian “pre-history” – would clearly deform the 
evidence and the first Cistercians’ situation in it. The first Cistercians were indeed 
responding to conflicted circumstances, but they were never without constructive 
materials to shape their intended reform of their (Molesme) Benedictinism.  Even 
though the obscure social and religious situation at this latter abbey became so 
irreconcilable that the reactionary group departed and never returned, what we follow 
is not only an exodus of monks but a migration and evolution of ideas and shared 
loyalties. These cannot be understood without a balanced appreciation of Molesme 
and Cîteaux together.   
 
 Robert of Molesme and the Burgundian nobility 
 
 In the absence of any extant early literature beyond legal receipts, Molesme’s 
success must be measured according to the gifts and donations it received, for 
example in the form of properties and rights to profits from shrines and lands abroad.  
Most of these donations were supplied with specific stipulations, beyond simply the 
good of the givers’ souls.  Many churches or sites were given to the shrine’s care on 
the condition that the food produced there and the thus-tended dependency would 
remain available to the gift-giver(s), i.e., as a prebend, a place for the patron’s shelter, 
                                                
43  Cf. Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, pp. 230-31. 
44  Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, p. 113. 
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refuge, and/or repose.45  Lands could also be given in exchange for the privilege of 
automatic acceptance to Molesme as a monk in extremis, that is, in the event of some 
near-death situation.  This option was only available to men, who, to be fair, were 
more likely than women to have desired this, given their bellicose pursuits and rather 
unpredictable entertainments (i.e. tourneamenta).  In more egalitarian and traditional 
spirit, however, another common condition of gift-contribution was the donor’s 
acquisition of liturgical and/or burial rights on the central shrine’s lands or that of one 
of its cells.46  Molesme abbey became the center of a complex and vast network of 
commercial and symbolic exchange.     
 Another measure of Molesme’s success is the prominence of its receiving lay 
conversi as monks.  This testifies to the site’s significance as a shrine and a school, a 
place where many undertook a disciplined conversion to the Molesme-Benedictine 
conversatio.  The Lord Roger of Louesme gave lands, forests, and serfs to Molesme 
and himself became a monk there.  The condition of the shrine’s receiving his 
properties and person was that it would also house (elsewhere) his only daughter 
(“unam filiam”), under the custodial care of the shrine’s divine patron 
(“habebat…quam in custodiam Sancte Mariae et monachorum”).47  Similarly, a 
certain Reynard of Noyers and his son became monks on condition of a prebend for 
Reynard’s daughter-in-law, whilst the widow of a certain Lord Aimon of Brémur 
retired to a prebend under Robert’s governance as well. 48  The population 
concentration of women within the shrine’s orbit eventually led to the founding of the 
nunnery of Jully in 1115.  Not all joined their brothers and fathers or husbands, 
                                                
45  On praebendarii, cf. Jörg Sonntag, ‘On the Way to Heaven: Rituals of Caritas in High Medieval 
Monasteries,’ in Gert Melville, ed. Aspects of Charity: Concern for one’s neighbour in medieval vita 
religiosa (Berlin: Lit Verlag, 2011), pp. 46-8. 
46  Cf. Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, at p. 227. 
47  Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 230, n. 34 (Laurent, Cartulaires, vol.2, 
p. 125); Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, p. 254. 
48  Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, p. 254. 
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however.  The lay Provost, Aimon Sorel of Châtillon, became a monk of Molesme 
with his son, Gerard. His wife (a Maligny) and their two other sons remained “in the 
world,” albeit with certain incomes diverted.49   
 These conversions testify to the social and spiritual importance of Molesme 
among the Burgundian lay gentry – at least, certainly to a general demographic of 
male castellans and milites.  The trend of adult conversions to Molesme, from its very 
beginnings in Collan, was ever that of militiamen related by blood submitting 
together.  Its appeal in such capacity certainly anticipated the success of Cîteaux in 
attracting like converts, notably Bernard and his family.  Conversions to Molesme 
also anticipate another aspect of Cistercian culture.  This regards its significance as a 
school for clerical conversion, and for a disciplined education in Benedictine 
eremitism. 
 
 Bruno of La Chartreuse and Stephen Harding 
 
 Molesme’s origins were eremitic and from these beginnings the site attracted 
significant numbers not of learned men but lay militiamen, that is, functionally 
illiterate conversi new to a vocation dedicated wholly to Latin-literate cult  and 
intellectuality.  One suspects that Molesme was not a school of the same scholarly 
reputation as Bec in Normandy, for example.50  Nonetheless, the shrine drew within 
its orbit at least three named individuals who can be considered both literate and 
scholarly, though each man in respective situations.  The first of these is Bishop 
Robert of Langres (d. 1111), whose piety may not be guaranteed by the fact of his 
                                                
49  Cf. Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, p. 121. 
50  Sally N. Vaugn, ‘Lanfranc, Anselm, and the School of Bec: In Search of the Students of Bec,’ in 
Meyer, The Culture of Christendom, esp. pp. 156-57. 
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office but whose education is certainly implied.51  His interest in and conversion to 
Molesme would be mirrored in the career and later conversion of the Cistercians’ own 
Bishop, himself a famed scholar, Bishop William of Champeaux-Chalon (ca. 1070-
1121), of whom much will be said in Chapter Four, below. 
 Another significant conversus to Molesme Benedictinism was Bruno of 
Rheims (originally from Cologne; ca. 1031-1101).  This man is better known as the 
founder of La Grande Chartreuse and of Carthusian Benedictine eremitism (a 
Frankish equivalent to Fonte Avellana).  Bruno’s education and reputation had been 
based in Rheims (a Capetian capital), and for a time he was also the teacher 
(praeceptor) of Odo of Lagery, the future Pope Urban II.52  His retirement from 
public, secular life was prompted by antagonisms with a certain Archbishop 
Manasses, a boorish ecclesiastical noble who reportedly once said, “‘It would be good 
to be the Archbishop of Rheims if I didn’t have to sing Mass.’”53 Around 1082, Bruno 
travelled to see Robert at Molesme, and with two associates – a certain Peter and 
Lambert from Rheims – he was placed at the newly-established nearby priory of 
Sèche-Fontaine.  Bruno’s residence there (a place of retirement and not a publicly-
operational shrine) is known only from one Molesme charter, that attests to his 
personal participation in materially building the small church with its cells.54  In 1084 
– in flight from the too-frequent visitors (and probably ex-students) – he left Sèche-
Fontaine and travelled to Grenoble (dioc. Vienne) with six companions. They “chose 
                                                
51  Cf. Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister, p. 70; Jaeger, The Envy of Angels, pp. 44-52.  
52  Cf. H. E. J. Cowdrey, ‘The Gregorian Papacy and Eremitical Monasticism,’ in Cowdrey, Popes and 
Church Reform in the 11th Century (Ashgate: Variorum, 2000[1995]), at pp. 44, 47.  
53  Guibert of Nogent, Monodies 1.11, trans. McAlhany and Rubenstein, p. 26. 
54  Cf. Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 2.134-6, cited in Cowdrey, ‘The Gregorian 
Papacy and Eremitical Monasticism,’ p. 46, n. 42. 
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to live on a steep and rather forbidding promontory, attainable only by a difficult and 
rarely travelled path.”55   
 Early Chatreuse, the future La Grande Chartreuse, was built, “not far from the 
base of the mountain” with eremitic cells surrounding it, and huts below for the “more 
than twenty faithful laymen, who live under [the Carthusians’] guidance.”56  The 
house was Benedictine but possessed no permanently resident abbot. Bruno appointed 
one of his companions to be the shrine’s Prior, whilst its governance was entrusted to 
the Bishop of Grenoble as both its abbot and treasurer.57  Bruno himself travelled on, 
to Rome and Calabria, and retired – after a short career in the Curia – to the Calabrian 
hermitage of La Torre (ca. 1091).  He never returned to Chartreuse to assume 
governance, though he interceded on its behalf on numerous occasions and 
encouraged his former student, now Pope Urban, to protect its interests.58  The new 
shrine’s respectability redounded to Molesme’s.  Just as Maiolus of Cluny had 
sponsored the celebrated William of Volpiano-Fécamp, Robert sponsored Bruno’s 
ascetic retirement from Rheims. The link between Sèche-Fontaine–La Chartreuse to 
Molesme and from thence Cîteaux is tenuous, but not merely apocryphal – it was 
reinforced in the first extant letter-treatise by Bernard of Clairvaux, ca. 1115-16 (see 
Chapter Four).  Such inter-institutional ties were especially important in broadcasting 
the genealogy and reputability of new congregations.59     
 The other famous clerical convert to Molesme Benedictinism was the man 
known today as Stephen Harding, who was called Abbot Stephen of Cîteaux when the 
young Bernard of Langres first met him.  Harding – from Herdingc, Hardingus – was 
                                                
55  Guibert of Nogent, Monodies 1.11, trans. McAlhany and Rubenstein, p. 27. 
56  Guibert of Nogent, Monodies 1.11, trans. McAlhany and Rubenstein, p. 29. 
57  Guibert of Nogent, Monodies 1.11, trans. McAlhany and Rubenstein, at p. 28. 
58  Cowdrey, ‘The Gregorian Papacy and Eremitical Monasticism,’ pp. 47-9. 
59  Cf. Constable, The Reformation of the Twelfth Century, at p. 111; cf. Little, ‘Intellectual Training 
and Attitudes toward Reform,’ at p. 240. 
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an Anglo-Saxon (“Anglicus natione”) native to the southern county of Dorset; he was 
educated at the cathedral abbey of Sherborne.60  Born, perhaps, around or before 
1060, he had suspended his monastic profession in his adolescence and left his 
homeland to pursue an education on the Continent.61  At some point abroad Herdingc 
changed his name to Stephen (Stephanus) and was joined by a fellow Anglo-Saxon, 
called “Peter.”  The two men undertook a pilgrimage to the shrines and schools of 
Rome.62 Their travels then took them back to the Franklands, and they settled in 
Langres, becoming monks at Molesme under Robert.  Both saw the secession that 
birthed the New Monastery.  It is also worth noting, however, the importance of their 
Anglo-Saxon backgrounds and their attraction to Molesme. 
 The Norman Conquest of Britain was not only a military campaign but also a 
Papal project of ecclesiastical reform.  In some ways it was a forerunner of the First 
Crusade, only thirty years later.  In 1066, Duke William “the Conqueror” rode into the 
country bearing the banner of Saint Peter (the famed Vexillum Sancti Petri) – it had 
been given to him and personally blessed by the Pope for the Normans’ holy war 
against the Christian Angles.63  After the Conquest, at the Council of London (ca. 
                                                
60  Stercal, Stephen Harding, pp. 8-9; cf. Stephen Marritt, ‘Coincides of Names, Anglo-Scottish 
Connections and Anglo-Saxon Society in the late Eleventh-Century West County,’ The Scottish 
Historical Review, vol. 83:2, no. 216 (Oct., 2004), p. 160; cf. H. E. J. Cowdrey, ‘Peter, Monk of 
Molesme and Prior of Jully,’ in Michael Goodich (with S. Menache and S. Schein, eds.), Cross-
Cultural Convergence in the Crusader Period: Essays Presented to Aryeh Grabois on his Sixty-Fifth 
Birthday (New York: Peter Lang, 1995), p. 71, n. 30, for an appendix of the Hardings and their 
holdings in the Domesday Book; on Sherborne, cf. Frank Barlow, The English Church, 1000-1066: A 
History of the Later Anglo-Saxon Church (London and New York: Longman, 1979 [1963]), pp. 165, 
222. 
61  Cf. William of Malmesbury, Gesta Regum Anglorum 4.334, “Is fuit Hardingus nomine, apud 
Anglos non ita reconditis natalibus procreates, a puero Scireburniae monachus; sed cum adolescentem 
seculi urtica sollicitaret, pannos illos perosus primo Scottiam, mox Franciam contendit.  Ibi aliquot 
annis litteris liberalibus exercitus, divini amoris stimulus accepit.  Nameque cum pueriles ineptias 
robustior aetas excluderet, Romam cum consorte studiorum cleric profectus est,” in R. A. B. Mynors, 
(with R. M. Thomson and M. Winterbottom, trans.), The History of the English Kings, 2 vols. (Oxford 
and New York: Clarendon Press, 1998-99), vol. 1, pp. 578-79. 
62  Vita sancti Petri prioris Juliacensis puellarum monasterii et monachi Molismensis, c. 1, in Migne, 
PL 185 at 1259B-C; cf. Stercal, Stephen Harding, pp. 16-17. 
63  Cf. Pier A. Maccarini ‘William the Conqueror and the Church of Rome (from the Epistolae),’ in R. 
A. Brown, ed. Anglo-Norman Studies 6 (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1983), pp. 172-3; Carl Erdmann 
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1074-75), Archbishop Lanfranc of Canterbury condemned the Anglo-Saxon peoples, 
for (among other alleged moral abuses) hanging up animal bones as charms against 
cattle-disease, and permitting “similar works of the Devil.”64  This may not be an 
accurate report on the vitality of the late Anglo-Saxon Church, but the statement is 
nonetheless what an authoritative ecclesiastical statesman believed was the measure 
of the Christian faith that the Anglo-Saxons shared with Rome. When we read, 
therefore, that Harding (and Peter, who had probably also changed his native name) 
had departed their homeland to pursue an education, there are reasons to believe that 
such was undertaken in order to satisfy certain criteria for cultural citizenship in late-
eleventh-century Roman Christendom.  It is not insignificant to their cultural 
conversions that the Norman chronicler, Orderic Vitalis (writing ca. 1135), reported 
the purported sentiments of Bishop Raynald of Langres (r. 1065-85), who had 
apparently once said, “‘Molesme, to those who love the place, is like a [second] 
baptism.’”65  To persons such as Stephen and Peter, the Burgundian shrine likely 
represented an opportunity for ecclesiastical reintegration – their conversion, a 
Catholic re-education.   
 It is unknown whether Bruno’s arrival at Molesme was coincidental with 
Stephen and Peters’. Perhaps the Rheims magister’s reputation had somehow 
informed their decision, during a pilgrimage-sojourn in Rome that not impossibly 
took place during the early reign of Urban II (r. 1088-99).  As for all of the early 
students at Molesme, however, the nature and content of Bruno, Peter, and Stephen’s 
                                                                                                                                      
(with M. W. Baldwin and W. Goffart, trans.), The Origin of the Idea of Crusade (New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1977 [1935]), pp. 154-55, 188-89. 
64  Lanfranc of Canterbury, Ep. 11, in Helen Clover (with M. Gibson, trans. and ed.), The Letters of 
Lanfranc, Archbishop of Canterbury (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979), at pp. 78-9; on the 
“foreignness” of Britain and the Anglo-Saxon peoples in Continental sentiment preceding and 
following the Norman Conquest, cf. Sally N. Vaugn, Archbishop Anselm, 1093-1109: Bec Missionary, 
Canterbury Primate, Patriarch of Another World (Farnham: Ashgate, 2012), pp. 30-36.  
65  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, trans. Marjorie Chibnall, 6 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1969-1980 [1973]), at pp. 312-13. 
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educations under Robert is regrettably unknown, beyond the supposition that its 
quasi-eremitic Benedictinism was respectable and sought-after by many.  Before 
turning to the circumstances that attended the breakdown of relations between two 
groups of monachi at Molesme in 1098, we will briefly jump forward in time, to ca. 
1101, to consider a text that (as far as the present student is aware) has never received 
comment in Cistercian studies before.   
 
 Peter the Hermit and the never-ending First Crusade 
 
 From 1094 to 1098, at least nine priories and one abbey were set under 
Molesme’s auspices.66  The site and its abbot ever encouraged the lay religiosity of 
landed magnates, and benefited much from their generosity as well as the monastic 
conversions of many.  Such arrangements and others would lead, as the next segment 
considers, to debates at Molesme resulting in the departure of some of its monks for 
Chalon, for a time with Abbot Robert among them.  This departure took place in 
1098, though sometime ca. 1099-1101 the Abbot-Pastor was recalled to his former 
post, where he remained in office over Molesme until his death in 1111.  These latter 
years of Robert’s career were not uneventful.  His mature tenure remains relevant to 
the parallel, earliest history of the first Cistercians, that is, the monks who remained in 
Chalon.  This segment is the last that deals specifically with Molesme abbey.  It treats 
the link between Molesme and Cîteaux to a phenomenon of broader contextual 
significance, which is also a phenomenon of inevitable concern for any study of the 
Franks and Franklands in the later eleventh century.  This is, namely, the First 
Crusade.  
                                                
66  Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 234. 
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 First, a word on nomenclature is required.  It is unhelpful to consider the First 
Crusade as “merely” a war, or as being conceived at the time as the “First” of 
anything, or indeed being called “the Crusade,” either. This latter word is a French 
neologism (croisade), from the thirteenth-century noun crucesignatus (“one signed 
with the Cross”); this referred to the badge sewn or marked on the clothes of 
participants, or the mark painted, tattooed, or self-branded on skin. The Cross was a 
powerful symbol of bravery, protection, and committment that was otherwise 
commonly worn or painted on armour, banners, and/or horses.67  The original 
expedition was variously called the Peregrinatio or “the Way” (the Via or Iter, i.e., 
the Pilgrimage), as much as it was considered a Holy War.68  It was first mobilized by 
Pope Urban II to rescue the Christian shrine(s) of Jerusalem from alleged profanation 
by Saracen “pagans.” His speeches at the Councils of Piacenza (1-7 March, 1095) and 
Clermont (18-28 November) and his further tours and proclamations incited mass-
enthusiasm from thousands of militiamen, petty nobles, and non-combatants, 
particularly throughout the southern Franklands.  As discussed above, the existence of 
Muret-Grandmont was both a symptom and a result of such consuming cultural 
passions.  Aspects of the Cistercians’ foundations in Burgundy can likewise be 
interpreted in this light. It was, however, only during the initial calls for 
reinforcements in the crusader-captured Holy Land from 1101 and on that the history 
of this mass religious movement intersects with that of our monks in Burgundy.  
 In 1101, Duke Odo prepared to depart to assist the Franks in the Holy Land.  
He gave donations to many religious houses, including the fledgling Cîteaux (where, 
                                                
67  On Count Elias of Maine, cf. Orderic Vitalis, Historia 10.8, in. Chibnall (op. cit.), vol. 5, p. 230; of 
Abbot Baldwin (later, of Caesaria), who branded his forehead, cf. Guibert of Nogent, Gesta Dei Per 
Francos, c. 4, trans Levine, p. 88; cf. Ekkehard of Aura, Chronicon s.a. 1095, 1096, and Translatio S. 
Nicolai, c. 1, cited in Constable, ‘The Cross of the Crusaders,’ pp. 64, 68. 
68  Cf. Gaposchkin, ‘Pilgrimage to Crusade,’ pp. 47-50; Constable, ‘The Cross of the Crusaders,’ pp. 
69-70. 
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it might have been, Robert still remained), and he had a written petition for his soul 
composed by the monks of Cluny.69  The counts Stephen of Burgundy and William of 
Nevers accompanied him, but the Duke himself was killed in battle shortly after 
arriving in West Asia, ca. 1102-3.70  Enthusiasm for the Pilgrim War was pre-
eminently a demotic phenomenon. Odo’s donations and departure mirrored the 
activities of many Burgundian castellan families before him.  For example, around 
1096, a certain Hugh and Norgeot of Toucy, the younger brothers of a lord-miles 
named Ithier, gave alms and lands to Molesme for Ithier’s soul (he had departed in 
1095, and never returned).  Around 1101, the same brothers co-founded the priory of 
Cresinon and dedicated it to the Virgin of Molesme, and then departed for Jerusalem 
from their home-town of Châtillon-sur-Seine.71  A charter of 1101 preserves the 
receipt of moneys and a freeholding given by a certain Hugh of Méry-sur-Seine, who 
– before his departure – had given Molesme the site called Rosnay-l’Hôpital in 1097 
on condition that it remain a prebend for his brother, Anseau, and his cousin, Simon.72  
The shrine received a number of like properties from 1095 to 1098, though not all 
from departing pilgrims.73 
 After the Duke’s departure, Robert returned to Molesme in time to meet a 
certain lord called Gerald of Alignes in 1101.  The council concerned Gerald’s 
entrusting Robert with a new foundation, based in Alignes (Flanders) and called 
“Bellevaux.”  The visionary first-crusader, Peter the Hermit, had founded this 
                                                
69  August Bernard (with A. Bruel, eds.), Recueil des chartes de l’abbaye de Cluny, 6 vols. (Paris: 
Imprimiere Nationale, 1974 [1876-1903]), vol. 5, pp. 156-9; cf. Riley-Smith, The First Crusade and 
the Idea of Crusading, pp. 127-28. 
70  Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister, pp. 197-98, n.33. 
71  Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, pp. 138-39. 
72  Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, p. 139. 
73  Cf. Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 266. 
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community on the occasion of his return home, ca. 1100-1.74  To all appearances, 
Peter returned home a hero; many believed that he had been the fons et origo of the 
War itself, based on his alleged personal discourse with Christ on a past Jerusalem 
pilgrimage.75  Bizarrely, this man not only survived the War but lived until 1115.76  
On his return he founded not only Bellevaux, but also a house of regular canons at 
Neufmoustier in Huy.77  It is significant that he – now not only a hermit but Peter the 
Hermit, “Venerabilis Petrus Heremita” – did not remain among his followers to 
govern Bellevaux.78  His congregation was entrusted to Robert on the condition that 
the settled fratribus, present and future, would live honestly under his direction, 
according to the Rule of Benedict, and that they would be granted abbatial election in 
full accord with the Rule, at Robert’s discretion.79  In other words, Bellevaux was 
submitted to monastic cenobitization by Molesme.  The ceremony was conducted 
amidst an impressive gathering of attendants and co-signatories – one of the noble 
guests was Peter the Hermit himself.80        
 Was Robert’s return pressured because his presence was required for the War 
Hermit’s return-tour through Burgundy?  In the face of centuries’-long tradition about 
                                                
74  Léon Vieillard, ed., ‘Charte relative à Pierre l’Hermite,’ in Archives de l’Orient Latin: Publiées 
sous le patronage de la Société de l’Orient Latin 1 (Paris: E. Leroux, 1964), at p. 394; Vieillard cites 
Laurent but does not provide bibliographic detail, p. 393. 
75  Cf. Albert of Aachen, Historia Ierosolimitana 1.3-4, in Susan B. Edgington, trans. and ed., Albert of 
Aachen: History of the Journey to Jerusalem (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2007), pp. 5-7. 
76  Cf. E. O. Blake and C. Morris, ‘A Hermit Goes to War: Peter the Hermit and the Origins of the First 
Crusade,’ in W. J. Shields, ed. Monks, Hermits, and the Ascetic Tradition, Studies in Church History 
22 (Oxford: Blackwell, 1985), pp. 81ff. 
77  Constable, The Reformation of the Twelfth Century, p. 62. 
78  ‘Charte,’ “[…] Pulchra Vallis, quod…venerabilis Petrus Heremita construxit, donno Roberto abbati 
abbatibusque Molismensibus subiugavit,” ed. Vieillard  p. 394. 
79  ‘Charte,’ “[…] tali sane conditione ut quousque secundum sanctiones beatissimi Benedicti fratribus 
predicti loci conversari assenserunt presentibus et futuris, eisque auxilium delegaverint, eorum ditioni 
subdantur.  Sin autem seu supra dictus abbas sive aliquis successorum eius monachos supradicti loci, 
qui dicitur Pulchra Vallis, eis volentibus contra regulam S. Benedicti, sicut diximus, per alias 
institutiones ire compulerit, seu prava intentione auxilium ad hunc tenendum ordinem denegaverint, 
libertate concessa, eorum diffinitioni subiacebit quod melius sequi decreverint, abbatem scilicet 
secundum regulam elegerint,” ed. Vieillard  p. 394. 
80  ‘Charte,’ ed. Vieillard, p. 394. 
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Cistercian beginnings, the suggestion is certainly outlandish – but not impossible.  In 
any event, this peculiar intersection of histories has relevance for Cistercian history on 
another front.  A Crusade connection also pertains to a certain intellectual and 
aesthetic similarity between the Cistercian Exordia and the early twelfth-century 
crusade chronicles.  No other event was so written about in the early twelfth century 
as the victory of the late-eleventh-century Peregrinatio. The cultural obsessions of 
sedentary religious and the many pilgrim- and sedentary Holy War enthusiasts were 
very shared.  The three great, early, and honourary Latin-prose (and “theologically 
refined”) histories of the War were all composed by Benedictine monks: Robert of 
Rheims, Guibert of Nogent, and Baldric of Bourgueil (dioc. Dol).81 Abbot Guibert 
voiced not only his witness to a “new era of conversion” – he famously described the 
Pilgrim War as the “Gesta Dei per Francos,” which was the title of his prose History. 
 It is not hard to imagine how captivating the idea of the War was, as a 
Pilgrimage and a rite of passage, for many monks (short of their breaking orders and 
joining it).  The very discourse of the Expedition – to free a holy place from 
profanation and to re-sanctify it – was entirely ecclesiological, and native to the 
restorative and penitential mentalités of the reform-minded eleventh century. The first 
Cistercians’ departure from Molesme in 1098 was undertaken with similar ideals as 
the first crusaders, in their pursuit of a purportedly greener horizon to be recovered in 
or rescued from “vast horror and solitude.”82   Of course, the practical inconveniences 
of the monks’ travels from Molesme to Chalon and the crusaders’ bloody and surreal 
overland journey to Palestine hardly compare on most levels.  Yet it is upon the same 
premise, of an alleged abuse of a shrine and the undertaking of the thus-“exiled” 
                                                
81  Jonathan Riley-Smith, The First Crusade and the Idea of Crusading, pp 135-36. 
82  Exordium Cistercii, c. 1, in Waddell, p. 400; cf. Burton, ‘Past Models and Contemporary 
Concerns,’ pp. 42-44; cf. Benedicta Ward, ‘The Desert Myth: Reflections on the desert ideal in early 
Cistercian monasticism,’ in Ward, ed. Signs and Wonders: Saints, Miracles, and Prayers from the 4th 
Century to the 14th (Ashgat: Variorum, 1992 [1976]), pp. 183-85ff..      
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devotees to restore or recreate it, that the first Cistercians and the first crusaders share 
certain driving passions in common.  
 In the midst of their twelfth-century success – to which the Exordium 
Parvum’s composition, ca. 1113-19 attests – the monks, “We Cistercians (Nos 
cistercienses),” described the result of their enterprise thus: “having spurned this 
world’s riches, behold! the new soldiers of Christ, poor with the poor Christ 
[himself],” now abide at the New Monastery.83  The Pilgrim War cannot but have lent 
some situational inspiration to the monastic deep-conversion discourse that the 
founding of the New Monastery represents – either literally in the site of their new 
shrine, or, more intellectively, inspiring the prose of their epic “little history,” 
concerning their endeavour.  As we have stated previously, moreover, no other 
monastic consuetudines, spiritual treatises, and Exordia were so widely read as the 
Cistercians’. It is to their ascetic project that we now turn, or rather, return. 
 
 The New Monastery: A Shrine in the Landscape  
 
 The Council of Clermont in November 1095 was not exclusively a war 
council.  Its conservative purpose was to promulgate general canonical legislation and 
to handle specific legal and religious cases.84  Among a number of these, Urban 
enacted a significant resolution concerning Molesme. The shrine was to be kept free 
of fraud and violence in the election of its abbot, who was answerable to the Bishop 
of Langres. The monks’ decisions about self-governance were also to be conducted 
through community consensus, or else according to the resolution of the more sound 
                                                
83  Exordium Parvum, Prol. and c. 15, “Ecce huius saeculi divitiis spretis, coeperunt novi milites 
Christi, cum pauper Christo pauperes,” in Waddell, pp. 417, 435. 
84  Robert Somerville, The Councils of Urban II, vol. 1: Decreta Claromontensia, Annuarium 
Historiae Conciliorum (Amsterdam: A. M. Hakkert, 1972), at pp. 20, 32, and cf. Appendix III, ‘The 
Canons of Clermont,’ pp. 142-50. 
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and mature members of the congregation (“pars concilii sanioris”).85  In this lies, 
perhaps, the origin of the Cistercian General Chapter, the annual meeting of abbots 
that addressed the conduct of dependent houses under twelfth-century Cîteaux.  As 
McGuire has pointed out,86 the expression “sanior pars” derives from Chapter 64 of 
Benedict’s Rule.87 As a Gregorian Pope, Urban is notable as being himself a leader 
who was raised to the papacy from Benedictine life (he was formerly a monk of 
Cluny). Though it is ultimately unknown whether these words are his or those of a 
Molesme scribe (the acta and speeches at Clermont 1095 are notoriously difficult to 
know for certain, as is well known in First Crusade studies,88 Urban’s purported 
discourse may yet have inspired the Molesme monks who founded Cîteaux in 1098. 
 The speculative nature of this point should be stressed. However, as will be 
seen below (and as is known from Bernard’s later career), the early Cistercians were 
deeply involved in ideas about enhancing Frankish Christianity, contemporary with 
and in the aftermath of the First Crusade. The “new era of conversion” was a period 
of profound religious fervors, as Bernard himself and many others illustrate, often 
colourfully and sometimes violently. The social and pedagogic necessity of a body of 
religious seniors to coach and curb such and other enthusiasms, as at Molesme and 
Cîteaux, Fonte Avellana, Prémontré, and elsewhere, has been made apparent above 
and will be seen further throughout this and the final Chapter.  It seems as if the very 
split between Molesme and the New Monastery was prefigured in Urban’s decree: 
“Therefore, beloved sons in Christ,” he purportedly discoursed, “always seek to have 
the fear and the love of God in your hearts, that the freer you are from the tumults of 
                                                
85  “Nullus ibi qualibet surreptionis astutia seu violentia preponatur, nisi quem fratres communi 
consensus vel fratrum pars concilii sanioiris secundum timorem Dei et beati Benedicti regulam 
elegerint.  Electum autem a Lingonensi episcopo consecretur […],” Laurent, Cartulaires 2.4, cited in 
Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 238, n. 55. 
86  Brian McGuire, Examiner’s Report to this dissertation (2015), at p. 3. 
87  Cf. Regula Benedicti 64.1-2, in Kardong, Benedict’s Rule, at pp. 525-26. 
88  I.e. Riley-Smith, The First Crusade, at p. 16. 
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the world the better you strive to please God with every faculty of your mind and 
soul.”89  The pursuit of this freedom (“a secularibus tumultibus liberiores”) defines 
the early New Monastery’s efforts to distinguish itself from Molesme and many other 
forms of life and custom.  
 The difficulty of this research area is well known.  What follows submits only 
a student’s interpretation of the much-contested secession-event of 1098.  There are 
three critical sources for our appraisal.  We continue to rely on the Vita Roberti, 
which offers a fuller portrait of events than can be safely ignored, despite the author’s 
writing his account quite late.  There is also the testimony of Orderic Vitalis, writing – 
by his own reckoning – around 1135, but also, problematically, not in Burgundy but 
Normandy.90  Unlike the anonymous Molesme hagiographer, Orderic’s account – a 
dialogue between Abbot Robert and the monks of Molesme – is certainly aprocryphal.  
By comparison, the community memories that the Molesme account of events 
represents – notwithstanding their distortions – have remained mostly ignored today, 
though they are closer to the territorial space and interests of the historical action.91  
Yet our third source, the most contemporaneous, is easily the most problematic of the 
three.  This is the Cistercians’ own, early twelfth-century Exordium Parvum, the 
narrative account of their origins (“The Humble Beginning”).   
                                                
89  Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, pp. 237-38. 
90  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, “Iam fere xxxvii anni sunt ex quo Robertus abbas ut 
dictum est Cistercium incoluit,” in Chibnall, vol. 4, pp. 324-25. 
91  Cf. Elizabeth Freeman, “Whether a community writes about its origins at the time of origins, or 
perhaps decades later, there is prima facie no reason that an account written decades later is any less 
“truthful,” nor any reason that a contemporary account is any more “truthful.”  For the truth we are 
referring to is the truth that a community needs, believes, and senses about itself, and that truth will 
always be a kind of invention…a truth that serves a purpose, a truth employed to help a group define 
and live out its collective identity,” in ‘What Makes a Monastic Order?,’ at p. 439. 
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 Today this work is believed to have been begun or even completed between 
the years 1113-19, during the time of Abbot Stephen, or later.92  On the other hand, 
the majority of the Exordium’s chapters are not prose composition but rather preserve 
the letters of episcopal endorsement and patronage that the New Monastery had 
received during its initial settlement.  These the monks embedded into a linking 
narrative-commentary that articulated their ascetic intentions and institutional agenda.  
Thus, chapter two preserves the letter of the Legatine Archbishop Hugh of Lyons to 
Abbot Robert, that granted concession to the monks of Molesme who wished to 
“withdraw from there and those who remain there,” and “from then on to adhere more 
strictly and perfectly to the Rule.”93    The letters provide both historical and 
ecclesiological source material for the origins and early customs of the New 
Monastery.  They embody, in many ways, the earliest origins of the Cistercian ascetic 
tradition. The letters also informed the very structure and trajectory of the Cistercians’ 
“Humble Beginnings” – the title is itself a referent to the monks’ obedience and 
submission to episcopal authority and direction.  The monks themselves admitted the 
purpose of the letters within the work that preserved them, thus: “We have deemed it 
appropriate in this little work to leave to our posterity these letters…so that [our 
successors] may understand with what great counsel and authority their church was 
founded.”94    
                                                
92 Cf. Waddell, Narrative and Legislative Texts, p. 205; Holdsworth, ‘Narrative and Legislative Texts: 
a Review Article,’ p. 165; Burton, ‘Past Models and Contemporary Concerns,’ p. 29. 
93  Exordium Parvum, c. 2, “Notum sit omnibus de sanctae Matris Ecclesiae profectu gaudentibus: Vos 
et quosdam filios vestros Molismensis coenobii fratres Lugduni in nostra praesentia astitisse, ac 
Regulae beatissimi Benedicti, quam illuc usque tepide ac negligenter in eodem monasterio tenueratis, 
arctius deinceps atque perfectius inhaerere velle professos fuisse. Quod quia in loco praedicto, pluribus 
impedientibus causis, constat adimpleri non posse, nos utriusque partis saluti, videlicet inde 
recedentium atque illic remanentium providentes, in locum alium quem vobis divina largitas 
designaverit vos declinare, ibique salubrius atque quietius Domino famulari, utile duximus fore,” in 
Waddell, p. 419. 
94  Exordium Parvum, c. 10, “Has epistolas…congruum duximus in hoc opusculo relinquere, ut posteri 
nostri intelligent quam magno consilio et auctoritate ecclesia eorum sit fundata,” in Waddell, p. 428; 
idem, pp. 432-33, n. c. 14. 
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 In Chapter Two above, this thesis compared the Cistercian Exordium Parvum 
to the Life of Count Godfrey of Cappenberg.  It was suggested that both of these 
hagiographies can be identified as historical cartulairies, that is, works preserving 
official legal receipts within a prose narrative about local history.95  Unlike the Life of 
Count Godfrey, the matter of land-inheritance does not directly pertain to the New 
Monastery, which was an abandoned church that the monks appropriated when they 
found it (see below).  The Exordium epistolae are formal “receipts” or rescripts of the 
Legatine and Papal moral support and guidance for the New Monastery’s cause.  
Collectively, these letters outlined, in basic terms, that the monks were to adhere to an 
ascetic standard that befitted and honoured the patronage that they had received.  The 
prose chapters outlining the Cistercian reform and the monks’ consuetudines provided 
a narrative and legislative elaboration upon these conditions for the congregation’s 
settlement and its proposed autonomy from Molesme.  They are central to the 
evolution of the Cistercian tradition.96   
 The readers of the Exordium Parvum who are stressed in our account, 
moreover (and as broached above, in Chapter One), are less the Cistercians’ disciples 
and descendents – the “successoribus nostris” signaled in the Exordium’s prologue, 
among whom Bernard was numbered.  Rather, the important readers were the Bishops 
who received this text, into whose lands the twelfth-century Cistercians were settling.  
The Exordium was designed to persuade their support “with the sincere truth of this 
matter made public.”97  Exactly what “the sincere truth of this matter” was – that is, 
                                                
95  Cf. Exordium Parvum, c. 18, “Abhinc abbatias in diversis episcopatibus ordinaverunt, quae tam 
larga potentique benedictione Domini in dies crescebant, ut infra octo annos inter illos qui de 
Cisterciensi coenobio specialiter fuerant egressi et caeteros qui de Cisterciensi coenobio specialiter 
fuerant egressi et caeteros qui ex eisdem fuerant exorti, duodecim coenobia constructa fuerint inventa,” 
in Waddell, , p. 439. 
96  Cf. Geoffrey Koziol, Begging Pardon and Favor: Ritual and Political Order in Early Medieval 
France (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1992), at p. 218. 
97  Exordium Parvum, Prol., in Waddell, p. 417. 
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the origins of Cîteaux and its congregational detachment from Molesme – is ever the 
debated topic, then as now.   
 
 Aux and Vivicus: the conspiracy history    
 
 The familiar account of Cistercian beginnings deriving from the monks’ own 
twin Exordia and the commentary of twelfth-century friends and critics of early 
Cîteaux, states clearly that in 1098, a group of monks from Molesme departed with 
Abbot Robert directly for the site that they called the “Novum Monasterium,” in the 
diocese of Chalon.98  This traditionalist (or confessional) narrative is complicated by 
the testimony of the thirteenth-century Molesme hagiographer.  He is the only extant 
author who claimed that there were not one but actually two forerunners to the late-
eleventh-century New Monastery.  These sites were called Aux and Vivicus; they are 
not attested in any text or context beyond the Vita Roberti. Laurent and others gave 
little credence to their mention in the Life.  Lackner cited Ducourneau as an 
authoritative commentator, whose deduction ran thus: “This point of history remains 
rather obscure; one cannot absolutely prove its falseness, but there are good reasons 
for supposing that…[the] exodus to Vivicus was a product of the imagination.”99  
These historians considered the existence of Aux at least to have been plausible, but 
for confessional reasons were disinclined to credit it with much else. 
 Our signaling a contrasting “conspiracy” or hidden history in Cistercian 
beginnings refers to the possibility that the late-eleventh-century New Monastery was 
the end-expression of multiple prior attempts at ascetic re-definition by monks at or 
                                                
98  Cf. Exordium Parvum, cc. 1, 3, in Waddell, pp. 418, 421. 
99  Ducourneau, Les origines cisterciennes (1933), in Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of 
Cîteaux, at p. 236; Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, p. 223. 
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from Molesme. These were, we surmise, efforts undertaken to take their shrine’s 
Benedictinism on a new path, or perhaps, to redirect it in accord with its eremitical-
turned-Benedictine foundations at Collan.  In doing so, these monks – Robert, 
Alberic, Stephen, and the lesser-known Peter, John, and Ilbodus – sought to revitalize 
their relationship with and their never-ending conversions to the spirituality of 
Benedict’s Rule.  We also contend, throughout this segment, that the material non-
permanence of Aux and Vivicus does not conclusively imply the sites’ historical non-
existence.  It should not be doubted that countless eremitical shrines and cult 
experiments once existed that we shall never know of.  
 Robert purportedly withdrew to the place called Aux (Auz), “in which he had 
heard were brothers serving God in a spirit of humility.”  He was received warmly 
and stayed there for some time, “working with his own hands…fervent in vigils and 
prayers,” and “a servant of all and reckoning himself the least of all” – and “not long 
afterwards he was elected abbot by them.”100  This latter point is of immense 
significance to Cistercian beginnings since it suggests that for a time Robert waived 
his abbatial responsibilities at Molesme already before he did so as the sometime-
Pastor of the New Monastery.  Ducourneau and Lackner were prepared to admit the 
possible existence of Aux, and Ducourneau suggested that Robert’s time there 
conceivably took place between ca. 1090-93.101  Both scholars categorically denied 
that he was elected abbot, however, which is an understandable conclusion from their 
perspective, based in church law and Cistercian propriety. The issue is most complex, 
less for this detail however than that it is unknown what kind of shrine Aux was – 
                                                
100 Vita Roberti, c. 9, “Orta igitur inter eos discordia recessit ab eis venitque ad locum qui vocatur Auz, 
in quo audierat habitare fratres in spiritu humilitatis Domino servientes.  Ad quos cum venisset, devote 
susceptus est ab eis vixitque aliquamdiu inter eos laborans propriis minibus, ut haberet unde tribueret 
necessitate patienti.  Vigiliis autem et orationibus incessanter insistens, infatigabiliter Domino serviebat 
et cum in sanctitate cunctos excelleret omnibus serviens omnium se minimum reputabat.  Unde non 
multo post ab eis electus est in abbatem,” in Spahr, p. 14. 
101  Ducourneau, op. cit., in Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 233. 
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Ducourneau and Lackner after him both assumed that Aux referred to a new 
monastery. 
 By contrast, the Life states that Aux was simply a “place (locum qui vocatur 
Auz),” without the necessary article of whether it was an abbey, a hermitage, or a 
priory, cell, or some other remote and rough shrine, perhaps not unlike the original 
Collan.  What is also significant about this episode is the alleged report thus given of 
Robert’s own pursuit of a deeper monastic conversatio, as the Life relates, for his 
spiritual betterment as a monk, not an abbot.  He became a conversus redux at Aux, “a 
servant to all,” and he was explicitly elected rather than received as their leader, at 
least according to his biographer.  This peculiar oscillation between monastic renewal 
and Robert’s conversion of station has much potential relevance to the unearthing of 
earliest Cistercian conversion discourse.  Its possible truthfulness also accords well 
with a slight comment made by the Legate Hugh to Bishop Robert of Langres (c. 7 of 
the Exordium Parvum), about Robert’s “usual inconstancy (solita levitate).”102 There 
may have been more to this than the a-contextual, throwaway disparagement that it 
would superficially appear to be.  
 Robert’s short time at Aux was then mirrored in the settlement of the site 
(another “place,” locum) called Vivicus, and then after it, the New Monastery.  The 
biographer related that the monks at Molesme grew to be sorry that they had offended 
their abbot (they “fretted and wept over both their moral and financial ruin”).  They 
successfully persuaded a Bishop to command Robert’s return to Molesme.103  When 
he returned, he “reformed [our] observance of monastic discipline,” “intent on fasting 
                                                
102  Exordium Parvum, c. 7, “ita tamen, ut si deinceps eamdem ecclesiam solita levitate deserverit 
[…],” in Waddell, p. 425. 
103  Vita Roberti, c. 10, in Spahr, p. 15. 
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and incessant prayer.”104  At Molesme, thereupon, arose “four of stronger spirit, 
namely, Alberic and Stephen and two others, who after learning the rudiments of 
claustral life desired the solitary struggle of the desert [heremi],” a monastic topos for 
deep-conversion that the Rule encourages, as we have seen.105  According to the 
Molesme hagiographer, the monks left their home and settled at Vivicus, without 
Robert.  Their departure apparently caused some anger, for their Molesme brethren 
complained to their Bishop (whose identity is given erroneously in the Vita), who 
imposed a threat of excommunication on Alberic, Stephen, and their fellows if they 
did not return.106  They did not.   
 In their journey from Molesme to the place that became the New Monastery, 
the monks certainly travelled quite far (see Figure 3); it is unknown where Vivicus 
was between them, if it ever did once exist.  In any case, it may not have been mere 
accident that the fugitive ascetics trespassed into another diocese, namely, a legal 
zone beyond the powers of the Bishop of Langres. 107  A flight it certainly was, 
according to the Molesme hagiographer: “they were compelled to leave the place we 
previously spoke about [Vivicus], [and] they came to a thicket [silvam] named [a] 
‘cistercium’ by those who lived there.  There they built an oratory in honour of the 
Blessed Mother of God and Virgin, Mary, and thenceforth neither threats nor prayers 
                                                
104  Vita Roberti, c. 10, “[…] Molismum, ubi ieiuniis et orationibus incessanter intentus, emulatione 
Dei emulabatur subiectos sibi, ut in brevi observantiam in eis discipline monastice reformaret,” in 
Spahr, p. 15. 
105  Vita Roberti, c. 10, “Erant autem inter illos quatuor viri spiritu fortiores, scilicet Albericus et 
Stephanus et alii duo, qui post claustralis exercitii rudimenta ad singulare certamen heremi 
suspirabant,” in Spahr, p. 15. 
106  Vita Roberti, c. 10, “Egressi igitur de monasterio Molismensi venerunt ad locum cui Vivicus 
nomen est, quem cum aliquanto tempore incluissent, ad instantiam Molismensium a viro venerabili 
Joceranno [sic] Lingonensi episcopo, nisi reverentur excommunicationis sententiam susceperunt,” in 
Spahr, p. 15; Bishop Joceran reigned 1113-25, Spahr loc. cit., n. 7. 
107  Cf. Exordium Parvum cc. 2–Addendum and 9, in Waddell, at pp. 420, 427. 
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could call them back from their purpose.”108 According to the Molesme history, 
Robert then heard of the monks’ “holy way of life (sanctam ipsorum 
conversationem),” and so “went over to them, that he might share in their purpose and 
help them.”109   
 This is all certainly an alternative account of Cistercian beginnings than that 
which the Exordium Parvum relates.  This need not imply deliberate distortion on the 
part of either camp between Cîteaux and Molesme.  Rather, the complex of competing 
ideas seems simply to suggest what is known already, namely, that the historical 
events represented between the respective accounts were complex.  The departure 
itself was certainly never straightforward, and it is unfair to expect our sources to 
represent events with absolute disinterest.  It is to the nature of some of the debates 
surrounding the monastic migration from Molesme and the settlement of Cîteaux – 
which may, as the Vita Roberti suggests, have taken place in discrete stages – that we 
presently turn. 
. 
 Competing discourses: the New Monastery, a new monastery 
 
 An enduring question in early Cistercian studies is, simply, why a “New 
Monastery”?  No single answer has ever been forthcoming. We proceed from two 
assumptions.  First, and regardless of their legal realities, it is assumed that the 
Cistercian secession was not only an event of human movement and diocesan 
relocation.  The small congregation’s territorial re-location implies the significance of 
the Novum Monasterium as the symbolic consecration of (re-)created religious space, 
                                                
108  Vita Roberti, c. 11, “Compulsi ergo prefatum locum relinquere, venerunt ad quamdam silvam 
Cistercium ab incolis nuncupatam.  Ubi in honorem beate Dei genetricis et virginis Marie oratorium 
construentes, nec minis nec precibus a suo deinceps potuerunt proposito revocari,” in Spahr, pp. 15-16. 
109  Vita Roberti, c. 12, in Spahr, p. 16. 
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and or as conversion discourse.  The departure was but one stop on a “never-ending 
conversion” that led to the creation of Cistercian monasticism and spirituality. 
Second, and related to this, is that rather than stress the dynamic attractiveness of the 
monks’ “new” Benedictinism, we consider their rituals, readings, and ascetic values 
to comprise a body of intellectual property and contested inheritance.  We consider 
their conversion as one of tradition and of ideas as well as a group-conversion to 
ideas, or at least an idea (i.e. a “Novum Monasterium,” wherever it was to be).  At 
present, however, we begin not with the monks themselves, but a comparatively 
distant congregation of twelfth-century Benedictines for whom the founding of 
Cîteaux became a topic for instructive conversation and debate.  
 Orderic Vitalis, as met above, is a potentially very problematic authority on 
the emergence of the Cistercian tradition.  The most prominent reason for this relates 
not to only the time at which he was writing (ca. 1135), but rather that he was writing 
in Normandy, at his abbey of St.-Évroul and for the monks residing there.  His 
Ecclesiastical History was a work designed for their readership.110  Yet, in writing for 
his Norman monks, Orderic’s representation of these events has an important 
implication that cannot be ignored.   This is that it is unknown how he had known of 
any debates or discussions at Molesme in the eastern Franklands without having first 
somehow heard about such discourses in the first place.  It is not likely that his 
received interpretation of Cistercian beginnings was totally isolated.  His portrait of 
the dialogue between Abbot Robert and his monks in 1098 is certainly apocryphal and 
an inevitably distorting case of “Frankish whispers.”  But it nonetheless testifies to the 
important discussion and debate that the Cistercian religio had prompted in other 
                                                
110 Cf. Marjorie Chibnall, ‘A Twelfth-Century View of the Historical Church: Orderic Vitalis,’ in 
Chibnall, ed. Piety, Power, and History in Medieval England and Normandy (Ashgate: Variorum, 2000 
[1997]), pp. 129-31; Giles Constable, ‘Introduction,’ Three Treatises from Bec on the Nature of the 
Monastic Life (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2008), esp. pp. 18-19.  
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communities. Their actions gave much for many traditional Benedictines to think 
about and to think with.  
 The points that Orderic’s dialogue emphasized are important.  According to 
his account, the Molesme–New Monastery split concerned explicitly variant ascetic 
standards idealized within the formerly united congregation.  This may reflect the 
interests and concerns of Orderic’s local monastic readership, but the situation of 
ascetic asymmetries in cenobitic congregations was also itself a common sociological 
problem, as Chapter Two explored above.  In this dialogue, as elsewhere throughout 
his History of the Church, Orderic’s historiography was executed in an expressly 
pedagogic mode and for a considerate and mature readership.  His account also 
testified, as seen above, to the enduring remembrance of and respect for Molesme 
abbey in the twelfth century.  Orderic’s History related, in significant variation to the 
confusing accounts from Burgundy, that Abbot Robert “Venerabilis” had initiated the 
whole project.  In his account, representing Molesme at ca. 1098, Robert called his 
monks together and delivered a discourse in which he lamented, with significant 
vocabulary, the material success of Molesme abbey, thus: “‘We receive abundant 
food and clothing from the tithes and oblations of churches, and by casuistry or force 
take for ourselves the things that belong to priests [presbiteris].  In this way we are 
gorged with the blood of men and are participators in sin.’”111 His proposed counter 
was a reinstitution of certain basic ascetic strictures: “‘Let us earn our food and 
clothing by the labour of our hands, and abstain from wearing breeches and shirts and 
lambskins, according to the Rule.  Let us [also] surrender [our] tithes and oblations 
[un]to the clergy that serve in parishes.’”112  In this he described the essential points 
of the Cistercians’ reform program, which suggests that he had acquired some 
                                                
111  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, in Chibnall, vol. 4, pp. 312-15. 
112  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, in Chiball, pp. 314-15. 
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familiarity with their Exordium and consuetudines, perhaps through a local Bishop 
sponsoring a nearby, Norman Cistercian abbey (founded before ca. 1135).113   
 Orderic continued, “the community of [Molesme] monks did not agree to 
[Robert’s] proposals.” In his apocryphal dialogue, they proceeded to instruct their 
abbot about the unique history of Frankish monasticism (“Viam…vitae qua sancti 
patres olim in Gallia religiose vixerunt”), certainly a topical subject for Orderic’s 
Norþman readers.114  The Molesme monks related how St. Benedict’s disciple, 
Maurus of Monte Cassino (d. ca. 584), had taught in Gallia with all respect for “‘the 
customs of the Gauls [ritus Gallorum], who often shiver in the wintry frosts of the 
west.’”115  They presented a discussion of the Rule of Benedict’s accommodation of 
its practitioners’ climate and regional circumstance, as well as “all [the] human needs 
of monastic life [omni conversatione humana],” “‘so that everything may be done in 
moderation on account of the faint-hearted and [that] they may abstain from 
murmurationibus’” (monastic “grumbling” being the most despised petty vice of all in 
the Regula Benedicti).116  They proceeded to counter, point by point, Robert’s 
proposed measures for reforming his monks’ clothing and cooking needs; they 
argued, “‘we are unwilling to give [these customs] up, for [they] are both useful and 
                                                
113  Cf. Exordium Parvum, c. 15, “Dehinc abbas ille et fratres eius, non immemores sponsionis suae, 
Regulam beati Benedicti in loco illo ordinare et unanimiter statuerunt tenere, reicientes a se quidquid 
Regulae refragabatur: froccos videlicet et pellicias ac staminia, caputia quoque et femoralia, pectina et 
coopertoria, stramina lectorum ac diversa ciborum in refectorio fercula, sagimen etiam et caetera omnia 
quae puritati Regulae adversabantur.  Sicque rectitudinem Regulae supra cunctum vitae suae tenorem 
ducentes, tam in ecclesiasticis quam in caeteris observationibus Regulae vestigiis sunt adaequati seu 
conformati.  Executi ergo veterem hominem, novum se induisse gaudebant.  Et quia nec in Regula nec 
in Vita sancti Benedicti eumdem doctorem legebant possedisse ecclesias vel altaria seu oblationes aut 
sepulturas vel decimas aliorum hominum seu furnos vel molendina aut villas vel rusticos, nec etiam 
feminas monasterium eius intrasse, nec mortuos ibidem, excepta sorore sua, sepelisse, ideo haec omnia 
abdicaverunt, dicentes: Ubi beatus pater Benedictus docet ut monachus a saecularibus actibus se faciat 
alienum, ibi liquido testator haec non debere versari in actibus vel cordibus monachorum, qui nominis 
sui etymologiam haec fugiendo sectari debent,” in Waddell, pp. 434-35. 
114  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, in Chibnall, pp. 314-15. 
115  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, in Chibnall, pp. 316-17. 
116  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, in Chibnall, pp. 316-19; cf. Regula Benedicti cc. 4.39, 
5.14-17, 23.1, 34.6, 35.13, 40.8-9, 41.5, 53.18, 65.2, in Kardong, Benedict’s Rule, ‘Index of Key 
Words,’ s.v. ‘Murmur (murmurare),’ at p. 640. 
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modest,’” and remained legitimate even if they varied, as the monks freely admitted, 
from the customs of those in warmer climes like Italy, Egypt, and Palestine.117  “‘By 
what argument,’” they said, “‘can you [Robert] maintain that those who voluntarily 
seek to change their sinful life for a better one [in Gaul] should be violently driven to 
the retreats of Paul or Anthony?”118 
 The narrated impasse between Robert and his monks was reached when the 
Molesme religious stated conclusively, “‘The things that we have learnt to value from 
earlier monks who lived by the Rule, the things that we hold as heirs of the order and 
its possessions, we will not renounce as long as the Cluniacs and the monks of Tours 
and other monks preserve them…we do not choose to be condemned far and wide by 
our brethren as rash innovators.’”119  The apocryphal debate at Molesme preceding 
Robert’s departure and the founding of the New Monastery was not quite a 
“dialogue,” because the Molesme monks carried most of the discourse.  Yet it is 
important that Orderic neither banished nor rubbished Robert’s purported ascetic 
ambitions.  The History’s Abbot Robert gave consideration to the words of his monks, 
and advised Orderic’s readers sagely, to “‘Meditate in your heart according to the 
precepts of divine law how carefully you should direct in the way of God those who, 
having of their own free will turned from worldly corruption, desire to lead a better 
life under your guidance.’”120  Robert’s considered reply was ruminatively instructive; 
thus, 
 
                                                
117 Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, in Chibnall, pp. 316-17, 318f. 
118  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, in Chibnall, pp. 316-17. 
119  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, “Quae a prioribus cenobitis qui religiose vixerunt 
servanda didicimus, ac ut heredes ordinis et possessionis habemus, quamdiu Cluniacenses sive 
Turonenses aliique regulares viri ea nacti fuerint non dimittemus, ne cut temerarii novitatum 
adinuentores a fratribus nostris longe lateque condemnari volumus,” in Chibnall, pp. 320-21/ 
120  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, “Secundum precepta divinae legis prudenter intuere, 
quam discrete in via Dei deceat te illos dirigere, qui sponte sua conversi a mundane pravitate, sub tuo 
magistrate emendatiorem vitam volunt arripere,” in Chibnall, pp. 314-16. 
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 ‘I remind you of the life of the Egyptian Fathers, which can be 
imitated, as an example of virtue, but without attempting to force any 
part of it on you, only from a desire to persuade you for your good. 
Instead I invite you to observe the Rule of St.-Benedict in every detail, 
for in truth I see that you have departed in many ways from that Rule 
to which you professed obedience.  Therefore I fear the condemnation 
of the supreme Judge, and dread that He will censure us for the guilt 
of this transgression in the Last Judgement.’121 
 
Robert departed Molesme “with twelve men of like mind,” and they sought a place 
that they later acquired through the “pity (compassus)” of Duke Odo, who gave them 
“an estate in the place called Cîteaux [in loco qui cistercius dicitur] in the diocese of 
Chalon.”122 Orderic described how the monks then sought out Pope Urban, who “gave 
consideration to both sides” of the Molesme–New Monastery controversy.  He 
commanded Robert’s return but endorsed the decision of the monks who wished to 
remain at Cîteaux – “every man [was to] make an initial choice of the way of life 
[institutionem vitae] [that] he desired, and should be indissolubly bound to abide by it 
all his life.”123  Orderic’s Urban added that, “‘We must at all costs avoid allowing a 
shocking schism to appear in God’s house and to spread and increase, bringing ruin to 
                                                
121   Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, “Imitatibilem Aegiptiorum partum vitam ad 
informationem boni commemoro, sed inde nulla vobis violenta imponitur exactio, immo salubris 
proponitur persuasio.  Verum ad tenendam per omnia sancti Benedicti regulam vos inuito quam in 
pluribus prevaricari secundum id quod professi estis vos veraciter agnosco.  Unde superni iudicis 
animadversionem pertimesco, ne in nos deseviat pro reatu transgressionis in tremendo iudicio,” in 
Chibnall, pp. 316-17; cf. Regula Benedicti 2.37-40, 7.11, 7.21, in Kardong, pp. 49, 132, 133, 
respectively. 
122  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, in Chibnall, pp. 322-23. 
123  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, in Chibnall, pp. 322-23. 
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many; but equally we must avoid wrongly smothering something good, which has 
been inspired by God to save souls.’”124   
 Urban’s conclusion provides perhaps the whole reason for Orderic’s creating 
this apocryphal discourse about Cistercian beginnings, though the latter was himself a 
supporter of Molesme.  Of the New Monastery – before sending Robert back to 
Molesme – Orderic’s Urban concluded that the New Monastery “‘[remains] useful 
and salutary to men, who may be inspired to greater virtue by seeing an example of 
sanctity.’”125  Notwithstanding his own confessional loyalties, Orderic’s account of 
the Cistercians’ reform endeavour broadly complemented the essential points that the 
monks themselves outlined in their Exordium Parvum.  The first Cistercians 
challenged the customs that had accrued within the Frankish Benedictine tradition. 
Unlike many contemporary new congregations, they were not critics of Benedictinism 
itself but sought to vitalize or realize a deeper ascetic austerity within the renunciatory 
life that they already practiced.126  The Cistercians admitted the respectability of elder 
Frankish abbey-shrines but did not concede to them an equality to the New 
Monastery’s Benedictine deep-conversion discourse.127  It was in express response to 
such contentions that Orderic’s work was instructive and timely for his readers.   
 There are two further points of significance that are not immediately 
recognizable from the narratives by the Cistercians themselves or other, traditionalist 
Benedictines.  The first of these concerns Robert’s age, in 1098.  The accepted dates 
for his lifetime are that he was born ca. 1028, and that he died – as is materially 
verified – in 1111.  Robert’s birth-date at ca. 1028 is a conjecture inherited from 
                                                
124  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, in Chibnall, pp. 322-33. 
125  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, in Chibnall, pp. 324-25. 
126  Cf. W. E. Goodrich, ‘The Cistercian Founders and the Rule: Some Reconsiderations,’ Journal of 
Ecclesiastical History, vol. 35, no. 2 3 (July, 1984), at p. 362. 
127  Goodrich, ‘The Cistercian Founders and the Rule,’ p. 373. 
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Ducourneau.128 It was also once alternatively proposed that he might have been born 
as early as ca. 1017, which would make him over eighty years old in 1098 and over 
ninety at his death (which is impressive enough for any male, not least an ascetic, 
living throughout the eleventh century).129 The point to be observed, in any event, is 
that Robert was old in 1098, at the time of the migration.  This could have been of 
much significance to the original ascetic ambitions of the “New Monastery.”  In the 
first place, Robert’s age suggests that some credence be given to the Molesme 
“conspiracy history,” namely that he was not present at the earliest settlement of the 
site in Chalon but joined the monks afterwards. Between 1098-1101, he was also not 
the new shrine’s abbot but its accepted “director (Pastor).”  His designation as such 
should not be read with merely legal concerns in mind. It also signals the affection 
and debt that the ex-Molesme monks felt towards him as their spiritual “Father 
(Abbas).”  These monks were, of course, the first Cistercians Alberic, Stephen 
Harding, John, Ilbodus, Peter, and the unnamed others of their company, most of 
whom Robert had known for many years – they owed their primary Benedictinism to 
his caritas and eremitic directorship.130   
 A delicate issue is whether he had joined them not because Molesme had 
fallen into great iniquity than, rather, that he had perhaps intended to retire at the New 
Monastery (as he purportedly had at Aux), and, at this new shrine, to die blessedly. 
James France has shown that the Rule of Benedict assumes that an abbot will hold his 
office for life.  France has argued that, “among the Black [traditionalist] Monks 
voluntary resignations were almost unknown” – by contrast, abbatial retirement was 
                                                
128  Cf. Watkin Williams, ‘St. Robert of Molesme,’ p. 407. 
129  Williams, ‘St. Robert of Molesme,’ p. 407. 
130  Cf. Brian P. McGuire, ‘Taking Responsibility: Medieval Cistercian Abbots and Monks as their 
Brothers’ Keepers,’ in McGuire, ed. Friendship and Faith: Cistercian Men, Women, and their Stories, 
1100-1250 (Ashgate: Variorum, 2002 [1988], pp. 261-63. 
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an early custom in Cistercian tradition.131  It is attested in Stephen Harding’s career, 
for he retired from abbatial office in 1133 and died a simple (albeit veteran) 
Cistercian the following year.  Its unusual prominence implies the significance to 
these monks of their vocation, as monks and not according to the honoured stations of 
Abbot, Prior, or suchlike, as being central to their concept of ethical conversion.  The 
role of the abbot in particular, as the governor of the community, became strikingly 
ancillary to his commitment to his own spiritual life, his moral accountability and his 
existential individuality.  This suggestion accords well with other modern 
observations that have also stressed, albeit perhaps overly much, the importance of 
“the individual” in Cistercian thought.132  The threat of Robert’s retirement or even 
his death abroad might suggest why there was such an apparently pressing need for 
his return, which the sources all express related to the smooth continuation of 
Molesme’s businesses.  It may have surprised many that Robert lived to a very old 
age. 
 The second consideration concerns the sociological make-up of Molesme 
abbey, as a shrine in which veteran eremitic-religious and freshly converted 
militiamen lived and worshipped together.  The situation parallels that of Muret-
                                                
131  James France, ‘The Cistercian Community,’ in The Cistercian Order,’ p. 82. 
132 Cf. Wim Verbaal, “A life by which the individual was absorbed, and even somehow lost, was no 
longer acceptable in a world in which individuals came to claim rights of their own.  In Cîteaux 
monastic life was considered a community of individuals who had chosen to submit to its customs.  
Therefore the stress was not on authority or respect for superiors, but on the obedience and 
responsibility of the individual monk.  The shift is slight but significant: instead of the authorities to 
which one submitted, it was now the person who submitted who took centre stage [bar the Regula 
Benedicti, the Cistercian General Chapter, various Bishops, God, the Virgin Mary, the community, 
etc.],” in ‘Cistercians in dialogue: bringing the world into the monastery,’ The Cistercian Order, at p. 
235; cf. Aron Gurevich, “The notion of the individual’s personal responsibility for his fate and free 
choice of the path to salvation or of perdition does not belong to the transition to the Renaissance […]; 
it is present throughout the Middle Ages, however distinctively personality was understood in this era,” 
in János M. Bak (with P. A. Hollingsworth, trans.), Medieval Popular Culture: Problems of Belief and 
Perception (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995 [1988]), p. 145; cf. Caroline W. Bynum, 
‘The Cistercian Conception of Community,’ and ‘Jesus as Mother and Abbot as Mother: Some Themes 
in Twelfth-Century Cistercian Writing,’ in Jesus as Mother: Studies in the spirituality of the High 
Middle Ages (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982), at pp. 69ff., 154-58; Constable, The 
Reformation of the Twelfth Century, at p. 289.  
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Grandmont and Cappenberg, as the last Chapter saw, and it also prefigures the 
situation at Cîteaux after 1113. The duality that had pertained at earliest Collan also 
appears to have endured up to the New Monastery’s own, early social composition.  
In the Exordium Parvum (c. 14 – the received text of Paschal’s Privilege), the Pope 
purportedly recognized that, “for some of you, it was the broad ways of the world that 
you left, while for others, it was the less austere, narrow ways of a laxer 
monastery.”133  Waddell interpreted this to refer to two groups present at the New 
Monastery in 1119, comprising the original Molesme contingent alongside the 
conversi that the shrine had accepted, around 1113 and afterwards.134  The social 
duality of early Molesme would recur at early Cîteaux.135 
 
 “Nos Cistercienses”: the desolation of early Cîteaux 
  
 As stated already and as presently emphasized, the monks’ migration to 
Chalon involved a trespass – perhaps deliberately, perhaps not – into a legally alien 
diocese, beyond the powers, protection, and/or censure of the Bishop of Langres.  The 
Exordium Parvum related that, from Molesme, the company “eagerly headed for the 
desert-place called Cîteaux” – “ad heremum quae cistercium dicebatur alacriter 
tetenderunt” – and the prose suspiciously conceals that the vagrant monks had had 
                                                
133  Exordium Parvum, c. 14, “pars vestri saeculares latitudines, pars ipsas etiam monasterii laxioris 
minus austeras angustias reliquistis,” in Waddell, p. 433. 
134  Waddell, Narrative and Legislative Texts, at n. p. 434. 
135  Cf. Waddell, “there is a clear reference to two groups of monks at the New Monastery [...] Was 
there already, in October of 1100, so significant a number of monks who had entered the New 
Monastery directly from “the world” as to form a group distinguishable from the monks who had come 
from Molesme? Such a reference might be better understood in the context of 1113, when a large 
number of postulants did in fact pour into the New Monastery directly from the world, and formed a 
group distinguishable from the survivors of the original Molesme contingent. There is a chance, then, 
that the exhortatio-formula has been adapted to fit the new composition of the community – though the 
purely hypothetical nature of this suggestion must be emphasized,” Narrative and Legislative Texts, at 
n. 8 23-9 28 (8 23-9 29), p. 434. 
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first to find, or rather come upon, this place.136  The later Exordium Cistercii 
telescoped the sequence of events entirely, notwithstanding that it addressed their 
migration from Langres to Chalon across two prologues (an incipit and an 
“exordio”).137  It may be that the original monks had found and settled at “the place 
[locum],” not knowing that it was on a diocesan frontier at all (it is not likely that they 
carried maps).  The migration itself is important. Their settlement at the new site 
would, after all, and rather embarrassingly, necessitate a series of correspondences 
between the respective Bishops of Chalon and Langres and others, concerning whose 
territory Abbot Robert belonged to, as well as to which Bishop’s court the monks that 
remained owed obedience.  
 The ascetics had deliberately sought an alien landscape to suit their eremitic 
ambitions, and they evidently found it – “understanding upon arrival that the more 
despicable and unapproachable the place was to seculars, the more suited it was for 
the monastic observance they had already conceived in mind, and for which sake they 
had come there.”138  It is commonly accepted that the place was not so uncharted that 
it did not possess a small, probably ruined church, nor even that the region lacked 
“locals” – Baker has noted that the site was near the intersection of two very old 
roads.139  The land was given to the monks by the viscount Reynard of Beaune, with 
his wife Hordierna and their sons Hugh, Humbert, Reynard, and Hagano, and their 
                                                
136  Exordium Parvum, c. 3, in Waddell, p. 421. 
137  Exordium Cistercii, cc. 1, 2, “[…] Igitur post multos labores ac nimias difficultates, quas omnes in 
Christo pie vivere volentes pati necesse est, tandem desiderio potiti Cistercium devenerunt, locum tanc 
scilicet horroris et vastae solitudinis. […] Anno itaque ab Incarnatione Domini millesimo nonagesimo 
octavo, venerabilis Hugonis, Lugdunensis ecclesiae archiepiscopi, Sedis Apostolicae tunc legati, et 
religiosi viri Gaulterii Cabilonensis episcopi, necnon et clarissimi principis Odonis Burgundiae ducis, 
freti consilio, auctoritate roborati, inventam heremum in abbatiam construere coeperunt,” in Waddell, 
at pp. 400, 401, respectively. 
138  Exordium Parvum, c. 3, in Waddell, p. 421; cf. Bruun and Jamroziak, ‘Withdrawal and 
engagement,’ and Newman, ‘Foundation and twelfth century’ in The Cistercian Order, at pp. 5, 31, 
respectively. 
139 Baker, ‘Crossroads and Crises,’ at p. 142. 
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daughter, Raimuldis, with Bishop Walter of Chalon’s approval.140  Lord Odo, the 
Duke of Burgundy, “completed from his own resources the wooden monastery they 
had begun…and abundantly helped them out with land and livestock,” before 
embarking on his valorously fatal pilgrimage in 1101.141  A common designation for 
the site in multiple accounts is simply that it was “a place [locum]” called “Cîteaux.”  
In a contextually dissociated translation, these expressions could be rendered as “the 
place” called a “cistercium,” or“‘cistercius’ dicitur” (i.e. see Orderic, above).  
 The word possesses an intriguing and important etymological root.  As a direct 
vernacularism, a “cistercium” or cisteaux (alt. cisternae) signals a marsh, or refers to 
stagnant waters and reeds.142  “A place of vast horror and solitude,” of “thickness of 
grove and thornbush…inhabited only by wild beasts” (such as, for example, birds) – 
the monks came upon or were shown this untended site and its lonely church, and 
were evidently delighted with it.143  Newman and Auberger in particular have stressed 
the Benedictine significance of Cistercian agricultural activity as spiritually 
transformative (viz. laborious) praxis, and this is certainly endorsed in an 
interpretation of the expression “Nos cistercienses” as “We marsh-dwellers.”144  This 
reading also signals an important pun that Orderic Vitalis made on the novel 
vernacularism, “cistercius” – of “the Cistercians” – to wit, that “many who were 
                                                
140  Exordium Parvum, c. 3, in Waddell, p. 142; Jean Marilier, ed. Chartes et documents concernant de 
l’abbaye de Cîteaux, 1098-182 (Rome: Editiones Cistercienses, 1961), nn. 4, 23 at pp. 36, 49-51; 
Lackner, The Eleventh-Century Background of Cîteaux, p. 267. 
141  Exordium Parvum, c. 3, “Tunc domnus Odo dux Burgundiae, sancto fervor  eorum delectatus, 
Sanctaeque Romanae Ecclesiae praescripti legati litteris rogatus, monasterium ligneum quod 
inceperunt de suis totum consummavit, illosque inibi in omnibus necessariis diu procuravit, et terris ac 
pecoribus abunde sublevavit,” in Waddell, p. 421. 
142  Domino du Cange and Carolo du Fresne, ed. Glossarium Mediae et Infimae Latinitatis, 10 vols. 
(Paris: Firmin Didot, 1883-87), vol. 2, s.v. “cistelium,” “cistelli,” “cisternae,” p. 344; Frédéric 
Godefroy, ed. Dictionnaire de l’Ancienne Langue Française et de tous ses Dialectes du IXe au XVe 
siècle, 10 vols., (Vadus: Kraus Reprint, 1965), vol. 2, s.v. “cist,” p. 140; Adolf Tobler and Erhard 
Lommatzsch, ed. Alfranzösches Wörterbuch, 7 vols. (Stuttgart: F. Steiner Verlag Wiesbaden (1936), 
s.v. “cisternae,” “citoual,” pp. 447-48, 451. 
143  Exordium Parvum, c. 3, in Waddell, p. 421. 
144  Newman, The Boundaries of Charity, pp. 67-82, 89-96; Auberger, L’Unanimité Cistercienne 
Primitive, pp. 109-27.   
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parched with thirst have drunk from their spring; many streams have flown [from 
Cîteaux] through the diverse Franklands.” 145  The thirteenth-century German 
Cistercian, Conrad of Eberbach, made a similar allusion, in fact in relation to Bernard 
and his company’s collective conversion to Cîteaux (see below): “As if by rivulets 
from a pond teeming with rational fish demonstrating their purity by the fins of good 
intentions and the scales of holy works, they [thereafter] flowed out to populate 
monasteries in all parts of the Western world.”146  The early Cistercians’ industrious 
mastery over nature projected important symbolic nuances onto the efficacy of their 
spiritual technologies and techniques.147  
 At this humble site the self-exiled monks settled and remained, for a time with 
their elder, Abbot Robert.  He was recalled, as we have seen, and with him went 
“certain monks who did not love the desert.”148  Among those who remained, it was 
apparently under their first abbot, Alberic, that the Cistercians enacted their first and 
mostly generic measures for strict simplicity: in their clothing and cult appurtenances, 
as well as the (intended) rejection of (superfluous) lands and incomes. The Cistercians 
specified that they would accept serfs and “landed properties far from the haunts of 
men,” as well as other lands and animal stock “useful for men’s needs.”149  The 
Exordium described these foundational measures as organic process in the monks’ 
deep-conversion: “having therefore put off the old man, they were rejoicing to put on 
the new” – “Where the blessed father Benedict teaches that a monk should estrange 
himself from secular conduct, there he clearly testifies that these things should have 
no place at all in the conduct or in the hearts of monks [especially “nos 
                                                
145  Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.26, “Multi ex eorum fonte sitientes hauserunt, et inde 
plures rivuli per diversas Galliarum regions derivati sunt,” in Chibnall, pp. 326-27. 
146 Conrad of Eberbach, Exordium Magnum 1.21, in Griesser, p. 121; trans. Ward, pp. 99-100. 
147  Cf. M. B. Bruun and E. Jamroziak, ‘Introduction: withdrawal and engagement,’ p. 5. 
148  Exordium Parvum, c. 7, in Waddell, p. 425. 
149  Exordium Parvum, c. 15, in Waddell, p. 435; Bouchard, Sword, Miter, Cloister, pp. 119-20, 184. 
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Cistercienses”], who ought to pursue the etymology of their name by fleeing these 
things.”150  
 Our subtitle refers to the earliest Cistercians’ poverty, at once actual and as 
publicly proclaimed, and thus in its political and symbolic guises rather than as pure 
penury or material want.  This dynamic became particularly pronounced during the 
time of Abbot Stephen (r. 1109-33), whose severity and ascetic goals will occupy our 
attention in the final Chapter, below.  At the time of his accession (following 
Alberic’s death), it seems that the first Cistercians’ austerity already required a 
revitalization, perhaps because the monks had acclimatized to their (“reformed”) 
marshland habitat.  Under Stephen their desolation gained a philosophically 
iconoclastic aspect, as stated: “lest there remain in the house of God…anything 
smacking of pride or superfluity, or anything that might at any time corrupt the 
poverty – guardian of the virtues – which they had voluntarily chosen.”151 The monks 
resolved only to possess wooden crosses and cult objects that lacked all silks, gold, 
and silver, though exceptions were made for items of express devotional or ritual 
significance.152  Around this time, too, they spurned the expense of dying their robes 
the respectable black of traditional Benedictines.  They wore them undyed, lending 
them a respected (and suspected) visibility as quasi-angelic “White Monks.”153  Their 
                                                
150  Exordium Parvum, c. 15, “Ubi beatus pater Benedictus docet ut monachus a saecularibus actibus 
se faciat alienum, ibi liquido testatur haec non debere versari in actibus vel cordibus monachorum, qui 
nominis sui etymologiam haec fugiendo sectari debent,” in Waddell, pp. 434-35. 
151  Exordium Parvum, c. 17, “Deinde ne quid in domo Dei, in qua die ac nocte Deo devote servire 
cupiebant, remaneret, quod superbiam aut superfluitatem redoleret, aut paupertatem, custodem 
virtutum, quam sponte elegerant aliquando corrumperet,” in Waddell, p. 438. 
152  Exordium Parvum, c. 17, in Waddell, p. 438. 
153  Cf. Adriaan H. Bredero, ‘The Cistercians and the Old Monasticism,’ David Loades, ed. The End of 
Strife: Papers selected from the proceedings of the Colloquium of the Commission Internationale 
d’Histoire Ecclésiastique Comparée held at the University of Durham 2 to 9 September 1981 
(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1982), pp. 184-85; Bede K. Lackner, ‘Friends and Critics of Early Cîteaux,’ 
Analecta Cisterciensia 34 (1978), pp. 24-26; cf. Müller, Cîteaux Under Alberic, pp. 48-50. 
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earliest regular attire, however, as undyed wool, would have been more grey-white, 
shaggy, and habitually grubbier than the modern, crisp, pure white. 
 Under Abbot Stephen, their practiced poverty was as political a public 
statement as Abbot Robert’s had been in sending his monks to Troyes barefooted.  It 
was also an enactment of the conditions of the Cistercians’ autonomy from Molesme. 
As Dumont has observed, “whatever may have been the original idea of the founders 
of Cîteaux as they left Molesme behind them, it was their very stubbornness in its 
defence that gave [early Cistercianism] its definitive shape.”154  In their pursuit of an 
atypical monastic poverty the monks were also cultivating a certain legal status. “For, 
as the poor of Christ, they can prepare no defense against their rivals by means of 
riches or power, but have their hope solely in God’s clemency and Yours,” so wrote 
Hugh of Lyon to Pope Paschal (Exordium Parvum, c. 12).155  The Pope’s reply – 
enshrined as the Roman Privilege – was that, “the place where you [O Cistercians] 
have chosen to dwell for monastic quiet is to be safe and free from all mortal 
molestation, [and] shall exist there as an abbey in perpetuity… [It] shall be especially 
protected under the guardianship of the Apostolic See – saving the canonical 
reverence due to the church of Chalon.”156 The new monks enjoyed episcopal 
protection for their ascetic mission and their conversatio (“quiet and safe from the 
                                                
154  Charles Dumont, ‘Humanisme et rusticité,’ in Dumont, ed. Sagess ardente: À l’école cistercienne 
de l’amour dans la tradition bénédictine (Québec: Abbaye cistercienne Notre-Dame-du-Lac, 1995), at 
p. 57; trans. R. Summers, ‘Humanism and Rusticity: Aim and Practice of the Early Cistercians,’ 
Cistercian Studies Quarterly, vol. 17, no. 1 (1982), at p. 67. 
155  Exordium Parvum, c. 12, “[…] utpote pauperes Christi, nullam contra suos aemulos divitiis vel 
potentia defensionem parantes, sed in sola Dei et vestra clementia spem habentes,” in Waddell, p. 431. 
156  Exordium Parvum, c. 14, “Locum igitur illum quem inhabitandum pro quiete monastic elegistis ab 
omnium mortalium molestiis tutum ac liberum fore sanctimus, et abbatiam illic perpetuo haberi ac sub 
Apostolicae Sedis tutela specialiter protegi, salva Cabilonensis ecclesiae canonica reverentia, 
roboramus,” in Waddell, p. 432. 
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pressure of all persons, ecclesiastical or lay, in perpetuity”) on condition that “those 
who love the desert live there together, and in quiet.”157   
 Their desired-for poverty had an undesireable effect too, however, and one 
that is well known among Cistercian historians.  “Having spurned this world’s riches, 
behold! the new soldiers of Christ, poor with the poor Christ,” attracted no imitators.  
With genuinely caritative intent, they “longed to pass [their conversatio] on to 
successors, so that it would be of profit for the salvation of many.”158  The monks 
were never so remote as to be devoid of all human contact, of course.  The Exordium 
Parvum impressed the significance of early discussions at the New Monastery about 
“by what planning, by what device, and what management they would be able to 
support themselves in their life [vita], as well as the guests who came, both rich and 
poor, whom the Rule commands to welcome as Christ.”159   These conversations led 
to the Cistercians’ acceptance of laybrother-serf-conversi and the origins of their 
granges.160   
 The cistercian-monks’ “real” poverty concerned their lack of students, or 
monastic conversi of like social station, who would endear their souls to God and 
ensure that their project endured.  Their situation changed when, around 1112-13, a 
young man encountered the New Monastery, perhaps visiting it after having first 
heard of it from his family, tutors, or (quite likely) the Bishop of Langres.  The 
youth’s name was Bernard, and he was from the township of Châtillon-sur-Seine, in 
northern Langres. Cîteaux changed his life foreover, and he changed Cîteaux forever.  
                                                
157  Exordium Parvum, cc. 10, 6, and c. 14, “Praesentis itaque decreti pagina interdicimus ne cuiquam 
omnino personae liceat statum vestrae conversationis immutare, neque vestri quod Novum dicitur 
coenobii monachos sine regulari commendatione suscipere, neque congregationem vestram astutiis 
quibuslibet aut violentiis  pertubare,” in Waddell, at pp. 428, 423, 432 respectively (emphasis added). 
158 Exordium Parvum, c. 16, “Viri enim sancti thesaurum virtutum caelitus inventum successoribus ad 
multorum salute profuturum committere gestiebant,” in Waddell, p. 437. 
159  Cf. Regula Benedicti cc. 53 (‘De hospitibus suscipiendis’), 61 (‘De monachis peregrinis, qualiter 
suscipiantur), in Kardong, Benedict’s Rule, at pp. 419-21, 497-99, respectively. 
160  Exordium Parvum, c. 15, in Waddell, p. 435. 
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What will forever remain unknowable, however, is what Robert of Molesme (d. 1111) 
would have made of him. 
 
 The Early Life and Conversion of Bernard of Langres 
 
 We presently discuss Bernard before Cîteaux.  Our potential nomenclature for 
this individual in pre-Cistercian history is myriad: Bernardus Sorel (the red-haired, 
see Figure 1) after his father, Tescelin Sorel of Fontaines; Bernard Montbard, after 
his mother, Aleth, and her father, Lord Bernard I Montbard; or, Bernard of Langres, 
in the broadest sense of his life lived (for the most part) in one diocese; Bernard of 
Fontaines-les-Dijon, where monks past and present have been sure was the place of 
the paternal casamentum in which he was born, ca. 1090; or, alternatively, Bernard of 
Châtillon-sur-Seine, in which town the young sometime-cleric received his first 
formal education, and in which same town he began a small lay and clerical 
soteriology-cult (see below). It is not only to Bernard’s life and conversion that we 
attend in this final segment.  Rather, it is the collective nature of these events – 
gravitating around Bernard’s person – and the historic conjunctions between Robert 
of Molesme, the New Monastery, and Bernard’s family that continue to be 
emphasized.  The broader examination of these many factors’ implications on 
Bernard’s conversion and the Cistercians’ long beginnings will now remain the 
permanent occupation of this thesis. This segment resumes considerations that were 
outlined above, in Chapter One. What is emphasized presently, as ever, is Bernard’s 
relationship to this “little tradition,” his creative impact upon it, and its impact on his 
life and the lives of many others. 
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 For all his matured mysticism and existential self-exile, Bernard was a man 
rarely alone in person.  His conversion and career would never have taken place as 
they did had he genuinely been solitary in his inclinations. Beyond his family 
connections and his penchant for congregationalism, he also probably had very little 
absolute agency and command over the circumstances that led to the group-
conversion of ca. 1113 and on.  He would have achieved nothing were it not for the 
patronage, interests, and/or concerns of others more powerful and influential than he.  
It must be appreciated that, “socially, he was nothing; [as a Cistercian monk] he had 
no social standing comparable to the dignity and authority of Bishops…[His] 
charisma was not granted him by [birth], for he was not a member of the upper 
aristocracy […and] he had received no designation of appointment from a church 
authority [i.e. a shrine of such stature as Cluny, St.-Benignus, or St.-Denis]” – “He is 
presented [throughout the whole Vita Prima] as the center of events in which he may 
equally have taken part from the periphery.”161  These comments concord with our 
intentions to describe Bernard as a witness and subject in Cistercian beginnings, as 
much as he was an author within the new tradition. We study his critical role in 
Cistercian history as a learner and ideologue, a conversus and monk obedient and 
humble.   
 The following “exordium” to his submission to Cîteaux will show how these 
and related matters frame important subjects for consideration across three arenas of 
early-twelfth-century Cistercian beginnings. These are: first, Bernard of Langres’ 
(never-ending) conversion; the conversions of his family and friends, along with the 
inflow of recruits to Clairvaux following 1115; as well as the never-ending 
conversions of the first Cistercians themselves.  Ironically, these veteran-elite ex-
                                                
161  Leclercq, ‘The Various Saint Bernards,’ pp. 20-21; Casey, ‘The First Life into Biography,’ p. 60, 
respectively. 
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Molesme Benedictines were forced to adapt their school to yet another “popular” 
spiritual clientele.  As Chapter Four will see, alongside Abbot Stephen himself, the 
young Abbot Bernard worked very hard – near to death – to resolve the neutralizing 
effect that the overabundance of conversi had had on the New Monastery’s original 
designs for ascetic distinction from Molesme.  These two men represent the important 
and constructive collaboration between two worlds, out of which Cistercianism 
developed many enduring, normative intellectual and institutional characteristics.  
 
 Bernard Montbard, the lesser: family, education, and friends 
   
 Various historians throughout the seventeenth- to early twentieth-centuries 
assumed that (Saint) Bernard of Langres was a highborn-noble, despite all of the 
evidence to the contrary.162  The important wording used by William of St.-Thierry 
(who knew Bernard and his brothers) disaffirms these post-medieval hagiographers’ 
ideals: “Bernard, [who] took his origins from a Burgundian township [castellione 
Burgundiae (Fontaines-les-Dijon)], was of parents who were illustrious [claris] in 
secular dignity, but more dignified and nobler still in their Christian piety.”163  His 
parents were of “middling nobility (mediae nobilitatis),” in an upward social mobility 
that especially motivated his father, Tescelin Sorel (the Red), a castellan from 
Fontaines.  William described Tescelin as a vir–miles “of long-standing loyalties.”164 
His parentage is unknown; he served the Duke of Burgundy’s Constable, stationed at 
                                                
162 Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister, at p. 237. 
163  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 1, “Bernardus castellione Burgundiae oppido oriundus 
fuit parentibus claris secundum dignitatem saeculi, sed dignioribus ac nobilioribus secundum christinae 
religionis pietatem,” in Verdeyen, p. 33; trans. Cawley, p. 3. 
164  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 1, “Pater eius Tescelinus vir antiquae et legitimae militiae 
fuit,” in Verdeyen, p. 33; trans. Cawley, p. 3; cf. Dominique Barthelémy (with G. R. Edwards, trans.), 
‘Knighthood and Nobility around the Year 1000,’ The Serf, the Knight, and the Historian (Ithaca and 
London: Cornell University Press, 2009 [1997]), p. 242; Georges Duby (with C. Postan, trans.), ‘The 
origins of knighthood,’ The Chivalrous Society (London: Arnold, 1977), pp. 164, 170. 
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Châtillon-sur-Seine, and he was a familiar at Dijon, the Ducal court capital in 
Langres.165  His status as a miles is not strictly indicative of higher or lower class.166 
He was a “lord,” in the sense of being a vir–strongman and landlord entrusted with 
powers to wield command over his own house (casamentum), and to executively 
wield the powers (“justice”) of his lord’s ban (judiciary).167  He was not blood-gentry, 
for want of the inherited (and most importantly, free), “powers of justice and 
command that created the presumption of nobility” – thus, he did not rule a court but 
served in one, as a loyal (“noble”) miles.168   
 For a time, he served with Aimon Sorel, the husband of the comital lady, 
Adeline Maligny (of the house that had first sponsored Molesme).  From Châtillon, 
Tescelin and Aimon served Duke Odo.  As we have seen, Aimon divorced his wife 
Adeline to become a monk at Molesme with his son, Gerard.  Tescelin was also 
present at the original, ceremonial founding of the shrine in 1075, with the Constable 
of Châtillon at that time, Achard.169  Bernard’s father is a witness to charters of rights 
confirmations that Odo made at various shrines, at Cluny in Mâcon, in Autun, and at 
St-Marcel-lès-Chalon.170  Like Adeline Maligny and unlike her husband, however, his 
proximity to monastic culture did not inspire him to independently aspire to the life 
itself – he was the most reluctant and the last male in Bernard’s nuclear family to 
                                                
165  Cf. Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister, Appendix A, s.v. ‘The Lords of Fontaines-lès-Dijon,’ at 
p. 329; Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, pp. 121, 316. 
166  Cf. Jean-Pierre Poly and Eric Bournazel (with C. Higgitt, trans.), The Feudal Transformation, 900-
1200 (London and New York: Holmes & Meir, 1991 [1980]), pp. 101-2; Barthelémy, ‘Knighthood and 
Nobility around the Year 1000,’ p. 242. 
167  Cf. Constance B. Bouchard, “Strong of Body, Brave and Noble”: Chivalry and Society in 
Medieval France (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1998), p. 47. 
168 Cf. T. N. Bisson, ‘The “Feudal Revolution”,’ Past & Present, no. 142 (Feb., 1994), p. 18; 
Barthélemy, ‘Knights and Nobility,’ p. 198. 
169 Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, at p. 116. 
170 Bouchard, Sword, Miter, Cloister. ‘The Lords of Fontaines-lès-Dijon,’ at p. 329. 
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become a Cistercian.171  His services for the Duke at Châtillon and elsewhere were his 
chief occupation, and they endeared him to a close associate of Odo’s.  This was Lord 
Bernard I Montbard, who had attended Christmas and Easter with Abbot Robert, 
Duke Odo, and others at Molesme.  Tescelin married Lord Bernard’s only daughter, 
Aleth. 
 The early–/modern hagiographers of Bernard of Clairvaux might be excused 
for their anachronistic hallucinations about his blood-nobility, for Montbard remains a 
town in eastern France. Lord Bernard I (d. ca. 1105) was its first Domnus.172 Aleth 
named her third son by Tescelin (our Bernard) after him, but Lord Bernard’s 
grandson, Bernard II Montbard, inherited the name and claim to station from Aleth’s 
eldest brother, Rainard (d. ca. 1120).173  It has also been much contended that, before 
her marriage, Aleth had intended to be a nun.  This arises from William of St.-
Thierry’s projecting onto her married life an anticipation of her family’s adult 
eremitism and monasticism (“eremiticam seu monasticam vitam…aemulari”), that 
they embraced some years after her death (date unknown).174  It is likely that religious 
nurse-guardians had raised her, and that Bernard I had lifted her from their care for 
marriage.  The ceremony formalized a meaningful bond between Aleth’s father and a 
valued miles rather than one between a husband and wife.  A nunnery may have been 
preferable – but the sentimental report that she reared her children “for the desert 
rather than for the court,” preparing and training them for their epic “crossing to the 
desert [ad eremum transmittendos (i.e. Cîteaux)],” is fairly obviously suspect.175  
                                                
171 William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 30, “[…] pater quoque, qui solus domi remanserat, veniens 
ad filios suos, appositus est ad eos.  Qui cum aliquantum tempus ibi fecisset, obiit in senectute bona,” 
in Verdeyen, p. 56; trans. Cawley, p. 29.  
172 Bouchard, Sword, Miter, Cloister, Appendix A, s.v. ‘The Lords of Montbard, p. 335. 
173 Bouchard, Sword, Miter, Cloister, ‘The Lords of Montbard,’ pp. 334-37; ‘Le milieu familial,’ 
Commission d’Histoire – Bernard de Clairvaux, at p. 11. 
174  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 5, in Verdeyen, p. 36; trans. Cawley, p. 7. 
175  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 5, in Verdeyen, p. 36; trans Cawley, p. 7.  
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William of St.-Thierry’s portait of Aleth Montbard is the most uncertain of any that 
he created of the Sorel-Montbards in the Life of Bernard, for he never met her.   
 The children of Tescelin and Aleth were: Gui (the eldest), Gerard (who 
became Clairvaux’s cellarer), Bernard, Andrew, Bartholomew, Nivard (the youngest), 
and an only daughter, Humbeline – “six boys and one girl, the boys all destined to 
become monks and the girl a nun.”176  The family-“uncle (avunculus)” was Gaudry 
(he was perhaps the childrens’ godfather), who was also a miles, and he also became a 
monk at Cîteaux after joining Bernard’s revelation-cult at Châtillon. Tescelin 
apparently had nothing to do with the latter, which may not be surprising.  But he also 
never re-married, which might indicate either his age, a Christian sentiment for his 
late wife, or – probably in combination with these – a filial loyalty to his Lord-father-
in-law’s family.  If his various eleventh-century services – and the large family that he 
had had with Aleth – had represented any plans for a long-lived and –landed new 
castellan dynasty, these were entirely derailed.  First (undeniably) because of Aleth’s 
early death (its cause is unknown); and following this, the voluntary celibacy of all of 
his children, who radically embraced dynastic self-extinction.  All of his sons bar 
Nivard became Cistercians in or around 1113 (Nivard joined later), and only 
Humbeline and Gui were ever married. It is probably not inconsequential to 
Tescelin’s belated conversion that his only grandchildren were girls.177   
 As stated, Bernard received his earliest priestly education from the canons of 
St.-Vorles in Châtillon.  The contents of their library are unknown, but it was here 
that he received his earliest exposure to formal Latin.  This school nursed his 
“exceptional poetic sensibility,” which, in centuries’ time, Popes would esteem as his 
                                                
176  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 1, in Verdeyen, p. 33; trans. Cawley, p. 4. 
177  Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister, p. 331. 
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“honey-tongue’d” eloquence. 178   It is well known today and perhaps overly 
emphasized that he was familiar with Ovid, inasmuch as he quoted both the 
Metamorphoses multiply and a certain ethical precept from the Erotic Arts (a work 
copied by many clerics, monks, and nuns throughout the Middle Ages).  He also knew 
and quoted Virgil’s Aenead multiply, and it is likely the epic genre rather than the 
erotic that constitutes the link between his earliest reading and his monastic, post-
conversion intellectuality.179  On the other hand, it seems that the clerical youth at 
Châtillon had undergone a radical change in his aesthetic (qua existential) sensibility 
– from Juvenal to Job, as it were.180   
 It is to be much lamented that the abbot’s famed “erotic” or “spurious verses,” 
composed while he was a young secular, are no longer extant, though they were 
apparently much remembered (to his regret).181  It is also not hard to imagine him 
before his conversion as not only a poet but also a bard or “singer of tales,” like the 
“scurra” that accompanied the youthful band of Burgundian cattle-raiders as 
described by an eleventh-century monk of Fleury.182  One profitable implication of 
this is the suggestion that Bernard’s “spurious verses” were probably not all mere 
smut, but likely also included petty gestae, laudes, and (very likely) satires as well. It 
was this same literary calling that his brothers and others, “with a fleshly concern for 
him, when they came to realize that he was planning conversion,” attempted to return 
                                                
178  Cf. Commission d’Histoire, ‘L’écrivain et l’humaniste,’ at p. 447. 
179  Cf. Commission d’Histoire, Appendix IV, ‘Répertoir des citations d’auteurs profanes dans les 
œuvres de saint Bernard,’ s.v. ‘Ovide,’ ‘Virgile,’ pp. 551-52, 553-54, respectively; Leclercq, Monks 
and Love in Twelfth-Century France, pp. 66-69. 
180  Commission d’Histoire, ‘Répetoir des citation d’auteurs profanes,’ s.v. ‘Juvenal,’ 550-51. 
181  I.e. Berengar of Poitiers, Berengarii Scholastici Apologeticus, Contra Bernardi, cited in McGuire, 
‘Bernard’s Life and Works: A Review,’ at p. 25, n. 37. 
182 Andrew of Fleury (et. al.), Miracula sancti Benedicti 8.36, in E. de Certain, ed. Les miracles de 
saint Benoît, écrits par Adrevald, Aimoin, André, Raoul Tortaire et Hughes de Sainte Marie, moines de 
Fleury, Société de l’Histoire de France (Paris and New York: Johnson Reprint Corporation, 1968 
[1858]), at pp. 336-39; Bryan Gillingham, ‘The Social Context of ‘Goliardic’ Song: Highway, Court, 
and Monastery,’ The Dalhouse Review, vol. 82, no. 1 (Spring, 2002), pp. 77-78. 
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his mind to.183  Their efforts led only to his founding a reading group and taking them 
to Cîteaux.    
 Bernard’s brothers were also his earliest friends.  The family’s official man-
of-letters (in-training) was not excluded from their activities and entertainments.  He 
accompanied his brothers  “[while] they were engaged with the Duke of Burgundy in 
a siege at the castle of Grancey,” for example (see Figure 3), and he was also 
somehow involved in Gerard’s ransom following a war-game gone awry.184  If 
Bernard was intended to be his family’s priest, his responsibility would have been to 
faithfully labour in intercession to endear them to God and to protect them, which – 
incidentally – he did at Grancey, stopping at a church to pray before joining his 
brothers again, and in the “miraculous” liberation of Gerard from mundane captivity.  
In the long run, with the exceptions of Bartholomew (“iunior ceteris fratribus et 
necdum miles”), the young Nivard, and Humbeline, his older brothers, his “Uncle” 
Gaudry, and his father were all in a vocation with a high mortality rate.185  He 
displaced all of the males of his nuclear family from what he had perhaps perceived to 
be an inevitably violent and unpleasant destiny (with implications unto eternity) – not 
only did all of his immediate family become monks but they all died monks too.  
 Whatever the young preacher’s tactic, the very first enthusiast for his 
soteriology was Gaudry, his uncle: “with [him], [there was] no postponement, no 
hesitation at all…[and] he was a respectable, influential man, with quite a name and a 
                                                
183  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 9, “Ubi vero de conversione tractantem fratres eius, et qui 
carnaliter eum diligebant, persenserunt, omnimodis agere ceperunt ut animum eius ad studium possent 
divertere litterarum, et amore scientiae saecularis saeculo arctius implicare,” in Verdeyen, p. 39; trans. 
Cawley, p. 10.    
184  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, cc. 10, 11-12, in Verdeyen, pp. 40-43; trans. Cawley, pp. 
10, 12. 
185  Cf. Duby, ‘Youth in Aristocratic Society: Northwestern France in the Twelfth Century,’ in The 
Chivalrous Society, at p. 115. 
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measure of glory in that military world, being lord of the castle of Touillon.”186  
Bernard’s bond with the “Old Knighthood” was deep and lifelong; as he wrote of 
worldly soldierliness in his later letter-treatise, In laude de Novae Militiae (ca. 1128), 
“What then, O [secular] milites, is this monstrous error and what this unbearable urge 
which bids you fight with such pomp and labour, and all to no purpose except death 
and sin? […] What else is the cause of wars and the root of disputes among you, 
except unreasonable flashes of anger, the thirst for empty glory, or the hankering after 
some earthly possessions?”187  There are many reasons to suggest that the salient 
foundations of Bernard’s monastic anhedonism were not only clerical, but derived 
from his mixed clerical-military background.188 Such would support our contention 
that one of the dangers at early Cîteaux from ca. 1113 and on was that the influx of 
Châtillon conversi had risked the shrine’s becoming a “Molesme-redux.”   
 
 Bernard of St.-Vorles, Châtillon: “legende ou réalité?”  
  
 It was Bernard’s literary talents that signal what possibilities were once open 
to him before he became a monk.  This talent, as Murray has observed, was likely also 
the source of the “soul sickness” that precipitated his rejecting these career prospects 
and becoming a Cistercian for life.189  The simple but critical question endures, as 
                                                
186  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 9, “Primus omnium Galdricus avunculus eius, absque 
dilatione aut haesitatione, pedibus, ut aiunt, iuit in sententiam nepotis et consensum conversionis, vir 
honestus et potens in saeculo, et in saecularis militiae gloria nominatus, dominus castri in territorio 
Aeduensi, quod Tuillium dicitur,” in Verdeyen, p. 40; trans. Cawley, at p. 11. 
187  Bernard of Clairvaux, In laude de novae militiae, c. 2, “Quis ergo, o milites, hic tam stupendus 
error, quis furor hic tam non ferendus, tantis sumptibus ac laboribus militare, stipendiis vero nullis, nisi 
aut mortis, aut criminis? […] Non sane aliud inter vos bella movet litesque suscitat, nisi aut 
irrationabilis iracundiae motus, aut inanis gloriae appetitus, aut terrenae qualiscumque possessionis 
cupiditas,” SBOp, vol. 3, p. 216; trans. Conrad Greenia, in Bernard of Clairvaux, Treatises: vol. III 
(Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1977), pp. 132-33. 
188  Murray, Reason and Society, p. 376. 
189 Murray, Reason and Society, pp. 362-74, esp. p. 366. 
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McGuire has phrased it: “Why did Bernard become a [Cistercian] monk?”190  The 
above has implied that it was likely the marsh-dwelling Benedictines’ poverty, their 
instutional security and Legatine-episcopal support, as well as their regionally unique 
ascetic severities and penances (hence, their promise of Christian enlightenment and 
salvation), that inspired him.  But various symbolic-economical factors likely 
informed his original decisions, which was made with all the idiosyncracies of a 
youth aged around twenty-two or twenty-three; to wit, 
 
 [After Aleth’s death] Bernard lived a style of life autonomous 
and suited to his habits.  His physique was elegant, his countenance 
gracious, his manners agreeably polished.  So endowed was he with 
keeness of intellect and strong, winning eloquence, that he was spoken 
of widely as a lad of great hopes. […] 
 In the meanwhile, he was thinking to himself and weighing up 
that homely saying, ‘It is unsafe to linger with a snake’ [source 
unknown].  And so he began to contemplate his escape.  For he saw 
that…outwardly the World and its Prince had much to offer him – 
great hope and wealth even greater – yet they were all deceptive, 
‘vanities upon vanities and all of them vanity [Eccl. 1.2].’ 191 
 
 Our above reading of a certain later work by Bernard has implied that his “escape” 
was not intended solely for his own benefit.  In his pursuit of freedom to religion, he – 
peculiarly but not without precedent – persuaded his brothers, family, and friends to 
                                                
190  McGuire, ‘Bernard’s Life and Works: A Review,’ at p. 26; cf. Giles Constable, ‘Cluny – Cîteaux – 
La Chartreuse.  San Bernardo e la diversità delle forme di vita religiosa nel xii seculo,’ in Constable, 
ed. The Abbey of Cluny: A Collection of Essays to Mark the Eleven-Hundredth Anniversairy of its 
Foundation (Münster: Lit Verlag, 2010 [1975]), pp. 246-50. 
191 William of St.-Thierry, cc. 6, 8, in Verdeyen, pp. 37-39; trans. Cawley, pp. 7-8, 9. 
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undertake the same radical change of life that he intended; and after his brothers, “he 
tackled every relative, companion, or friend whose conversion in any way could be 
hoped for.”192  Among these included his mother’s brother, Milo Montbard, who sold 
his rights to Pouilly-lez-Molesme to join Bernard at Cîteaux later, and – while he was 
recruiting for the Châtillon-collective – there was also the controversial abduction of a 
fellow school-friend, Hugh of Mâcon (the nephew of Abbot Hugh of Cluny), who had 
an episcopal career awaiting him in Auxerre.193  As emphasized above, Bernard’s 
Cistercian conversion was hardly wholly his own; it implicated (and interfered with) 
the lives of many others. 
 The events that followed in Bernard’s life and theirs leading to Cîteaux must 
be handled with great care, especially in light of our present concerns.  McGuire 
described the short-lived circle that Bernard formed at Châtillon, before their 
collective journey to Chalon, as “a kind of practice monastic life.”194  The significant 
point is that they would all have needed such practice, including Bernard.  For around 
six months – so William of St.-Thierry narrated – the group had, “just one house 
[domus] as their own, common to all of them, where they used to meet together, lodge 
together, [and] speak together.”195 Their closest access to cult appurtenances (i.e. 
books) likely remained Bernard’s cathedral-school of St.-Vorles. Despite the spiritual 
egalitarianism of the project, it is likely that the collective he formed was exclusive 
(and, probably from its beginnings, implicitly so with respect to gender), for “scarcely 
                                                
192 William of St.-Thierry, c. 10, “Primo quinque fratres eius aggreditur, solo minimo ad conversionem 
adhuc minus habili seniori patri ad solatium derelicto, deinde cognatos et notos, socios et amicos, et de 
quibuscumque poterat esse spes conversionis,” in Verdeyen, p. 40; trans. Cawley, pp. 10-11. 
193  Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, p. 158; William of St.-Thierry, Vita 
Bernardi, cc. 13-14, in Verdeyen, pp. 43-44; trans. Cawley, p. 15. 
194  McGuire, ‘Bernard’s Life and Works: A Review,’ at p. 27. 
195  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 15, “Erat enim eis Castellione domus una propria et 
communis omnium, ubi conveniebant et cohabitabant et collaquebantur,” in Verdeyen, p. 44; trans. 
Cawley, p. 16. 
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anyone that was not of their company dared enter it.” 196  These men dwelt 
“unanimously together, nor did ‘any of the others dare to mingle with them [Acts 
6.1],’” as William described romantically –  “or, if someone did enter and saw and 
heard what was being done and said…such a visitor underwent an assessment, a 
discernment, at the hands of all…[the stranger] would then either adhere to their 
unanimity or else would withdraw.” 197   The scrutiny to which prospective 
congregants were appraised, in William’s words, is an explicit identification of this 
demotic collective with apostolic aspirations.  What is difficult to determine, however 
(though it is not hard to guess at), is whether Bernard and his company had 
themselves adopted or consciously mimed the apostolic behaviours that William 
ascribed to them.  Cistercian conversion discourse does not lack a considerable sense 
of elitism. 
 The biographer never explicitly called this lay-clerical collective a “reading 
circle.”  This is our interpretation of his description of the group’s purported chief 
activity, which also allegedly led to prophecies and revelations.   As he described 
from the reported hindsight of the sect’s adherents at Clairvaux, and with much of his 
own devout imagination, throughout the six months at Châtillon, “if someone did 
enter and saw and heard what was being done and said [by them] there, it was just 
like what the Apostle says of the Christians in Corinth, when all of them were 
somehow prophesying [cf. 1 Cor. 14.24-5]…and confessing that truly God was 
among them.”198 Over the course of this short-lived cult’s career, ca. 1112-13, it is 
important not to consider the group as merely an amateur gathering engaged in “pre-
Cistercian” activity.  Their religiosity was authentically their own and demotic insofar 
                                                
196  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 15, “[…] et habitabant unanimister simul, nec quisquam 
aliorum audebat se coniungere eis,” in Verdeyen, p. 44; trans. Cawley, p. 16. 
197  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 15, in Verdeyen, pp. 44-45; trans. Cawley, p. 16. 
198  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 15, in Verdeyen, p. 45; trans. Cawley, p. 16. 
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as they had, apparently, remained “in secular garb,” which William then erroneously 
lauded as a phenomenon “unheard of in those days.”199  Their “prophesying” suggests 
literate praxis, for two reasons.  First, because Bernard was conspicuously literate, 
with his intellectuality now guided by Scripture; and second, because this suggestion 
implies that, insofar as the Châtillon-sect does signal a “preparation for the desert 
[school-shrine]” of Cîteaux, it had served to introduce Gaudry, Gui, Gerard, and 
others (including Bernard himself) to a functional religious and symbolic literacy to 
take with them into monastic life.200    
 On the other hand, another important and conspicuous feature of this group 
was that it – or rather, its leader, Bernard – was purportedly socially disruptive: “By 
now, as often as Bernard discoursed in public or private, mothers would hide their 
sons away, wives keep their husbands at home, and friends would steer friends 
aside.”201  It remains under-investigated that this famous and much-quoted description 
is of invasive recruitment practices before Bernard became a monk.202  There is no 
surety that in their society at Châtillon, he and his group were locally and popularly 
lauded as practicing a welcome “kind-of practice–monastic life.” The confessional 
(Regular) logic of the group’s “preparation” should not be rejected; but nor should the 
apparent situation as William has described, in hand with other researches.     
 Throughout the late-eleventh to twelfth-centuries, there were actually two 
villages that constituted Châtillon-sur-Seine, which were separated by the river.  
According to Laurent, the east- and west-siders were long rivals if not enemies, or at 
                                                
199  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 15 in Verdeyen, p. 45; trans. Cawley, p. 16. 
200  Cf. Bischoff, ‘Early Premonstratensian Eschatology: The Apocalyptic Myth,’ pp. 44-46; Morrison, 
‘Incentives for Studying the Liberal Arts,’ pp. 38-39. 
201  William of Ss.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 15, “Iamque eo publice et privatim praedicante, matres 
filios abscondebant, uxores detinebant maritos, amici amicos avertebant,” in Verdeyen, p. 44; trans. 
Cawley, p. 16. 
202  Cf. Goodrich, ‘The Reliability of the Vita Prima S. Bernardi,’ at p. 161.   
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least certain tradesmen and governors were (Laurent’s term is “bourgeoise”).203  The 
cultural center that the combined villages comprised was itself far from unimportant.  
The township was dually governed by an episcopal representative (the Mayor, or 
Villicus) and by the Duke of Burgundy’s Constable (Provost). 204  These 
representatives of the Bishop and the Duke took great care to distinguish their 
masters’ respective rights, which was a general tension in relations between the 
secular and ecclesiastical gentry everywhere.205  As Laurent described Châtillon-sur-
Seine, the villages were undergoing much combined urban and commercial 
development, and their interactions were competitive throughout the eleventh to 
thirteenth centuries.206 The church of St.-Vorles, where Bernard was a student, was a 
school for canons that had been founded by Bishop Bruno of Langres (r. 980-1016), 
and was well reputed in Frankish Burgundy for the education that it offered and the 
religiosity that it taught.207  The Bishop of Langres’ castle (or palace) was also famous 
for the ceremony and festivity that it hosted on the Feast-Day of St.-Vorles.208  The 
two-towns-as-one represented a political and intellectual centre in Langres that 
rivaled Dijon, the Ducal court capital, well into the thirteenth century.209      
 In its local social make-up the township was potentially socially troubled 
between the households of the Mayor and the Constable.  We can fairly assume that 
Bernard’s elder brothers and Gaudry were in the service of the latter with Tescelin. 
These named milites and others Bernard abducted into his reading-group, and beyond 
                                                
203  Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, p. 316. 
204  Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, p. 316. 
205  Cf. Bouchard, “Strong of Body, Brave and Noble”, p. 79. 
206  Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, pp. 314, 316-17. 
207  Cf. Acta s. Veroli (sub anno. 1033, ca. 1024), cited in David C. van Meter, ‘The Peace of Amiens-
Corbie and Gerard of Cambrai’s Oration on the Three Functional Orders: the Date, the Context, the 
Rhetoric,’ Revue belge de philologie et d’histoire 74 (1996), at pp. 640-41. 
208  Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, p. 315. 
209  Laurent, Cartulaires de l’abbaye de Molesme, vol. 1, pp. 315-16. 
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soteriology, his reasons for doing so are unknown. A remembrance of the Bishop’s 
famous Feast of St.-Vorles might be read in a certain long sentence by Bernard, thus: 
“The fear [of God] proper to Prelates has three aspects: that their splendid display 
should not disturb the spirits of those who listen to them; that their rather extravagant 
style of life should not offend the eyes of the inner judge; and that the punishment of 
justice should not fall upon them in the present life.”210 Or another, that is potentially 
more subversive: “Three vultures [alt. eagles] gather beside the Lord’s body: the 
enormity of lay power, which is a great bird with huge wings; the misuse of clerical 
position, which sets its nest in the heavens; and the spiritual acuity of the humble, 
which encourages its young to fly away.”211 We extrapolate from the Abbot’s 
sententiae not to pursue canonical statements but to identify points of potential 
recollection of the time before Bernard and his company migrated to Cîteaux and then 
returned to Langres as monks.  There are many aspects of the abbot’s sententiae that 
suggest a latent social commentary based in long-standing reflection.     
 It remains the case that Bernard of St.-Vorles’ loyalty in any conflict between 
the Bishop’s Mayor and the Duke’s Man and men (who were his own family) is 
totally uncertain, and will probably forever remain a “great unknown.”  The important 
implication is that his monastic conversion was an unambiguous declaration of 
allegiance with canonical authority, whatever his personal beliefs about the Bishop of 
Langres.  William of St.-Thierry approached the matter solely from the perspective of 
how the conversions redounded to Bernard’s piety, in that he had become a monk and 
had brought many others to the life with him.  But the biographer’s wording is 
                                                
210  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 2.34, “Trifarius est praelatorum timor: ne audientium animos 
exquisitior apparatus commoveat; ne interni iudicis oculos immoderatior usus offendat; ne iustitiae 
retributio in praesenti eis fiat,” SBOp, vol. 6.2, p. 33; trans. Swietek, pp. 149-50. 
211  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 2.119, “Aquilae dominico corpori assidentes tres sunt: magnitudo 
potentiae laicalis, grandis et magnarum alarum; abusio propositi clericalis, quae ponit in caelo nidum 
suum; humilium subtilitas spiritualis, quae provocat ad volundum pullos suos,” SBOp, vol. 6.2, p. 47; 
trans. Swietek, p. 165. 
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potentially more significant than might be immediately assumed, especially in light of 
Laurent’s signalling the township’s local, petty social troubles.  Bernard had 
purportedly seen in Cîteaux – or was persuaded to see – a flight from “vanity”: 
“Vanity over his illustrious secular background; vanity over that keen intellect of his, 
or even perhaps,” and dangerously, “vanity over something of a reputation for 
holiness,” in uncertain, a-canonical and a-regular circles.212  A particularly prominent 
danger is the extent to which this purported reputation, and his ascribed actions and 
intentions, would clash with the vested holiness of the Bishop of Langres’ 
authority.213     
 The intimation of an historical crossroads endures: given the young man’s 
plausibly conflicted loyalties in Châtillon, was the collective conversion designed to 
protect his kin and friends from inevitable military danger, and a spiritually 
unpalatable destiny; or, alternatively, did Bernard undertake it to protect himself (as 
well), from a fate that threatened, for him, eternal death: the inevitability of a conflict 
that drove him to open opposition with the Bishop’s Mayor and men?  How much can 
we even trust William of St.-Thierry’s lone report of this congregation’s existence? 
Does the account as extant narrate only Cistercian legend, or does it shield a more 
complex social “reality”?   
 
 
 
 
                                                
212 William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 8, “[…] maximeque ad effugium vanitatis, seu de 
saeculari generositate, seu de acrioris ingenii gratia, seu etiam forte de alicuius nomine sanctitatis,” in 
Verdeyen, p. 39; trans. Cawley, p. 10. 
213  Cf. Robert I. Moore, ‘Heresy, repression, and social change in the age of Gregorian reform,’ in 
Scott L. Waugh (with P. D. Diehl, eds.), Christendom and its discontents: Exclusion, persecution, and 
rebellion, 1000-1500 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), at p. 37. 
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 From Châtillon to Cîteaux: demotic and adopted mentalités 
  
 The passage in the Exordium Parvum describing the arrival of the Châtillon-
collective is commonly celebrated in modern Cistercian scholarship.  One of the 
account’s notable features, as discussed in Chapter One above, is that it renders 
Bernard’s identity anonymous within this group, in order to emphasize that he had 
been but one of many students submitting in discipleship to the Marian shrine and its 
abbot. “At a single time,” so generations of Cistercians have read, “the grace of God 
sent to [our] church…so many clerics, learned and noble, [and] so many laymen, 
powerful in the world and likewise noble” – “thirty simultaneously and with alacrity 
entered the novitiate, and by battling well against their own vices and the enticements 
of malign spirits, were able to finish their course.”214 The text immediately proceeds 
to laude how, “encouraged by their example,” men young and old and from “every 
part of the world” flowed upon the formerly desolate New Monastery.215  
 Ever since Auberger, historians of Cistercian beginnings have been aware of 
an intellectual duality that lent the monks’ tradition its early and distinctive outlook. 
Regarding their first charismatic models, Newman writes, “whereas the few extant 
hints of [Abbot] Stephen’s religiosity suggest his emphasis was the model of 
Benedict, Bernard’s extensive religious writings instead focus on the imitation of 
Christ through voluntary poverty, humility, and love.”216  With the exception of her 
                                                
214  Exordium Parvum c. 17, “Nam tot clericos litteratos et nobiles, laicos etiam in saeculo potentes et 
aeque nobiles, uno tempore ad illam Dei gratia transmisit ecclesiam, ut triginta insimul in cellam 
novitiorum alacriter intrarent, ac bene contra propria vitia et incitamenta malignorum spirituum 
fortiterque decertando, cursum suum consummarent,” in Waddell, p. 438. 
215  Exordium Parvum, c. 17, “Quorum exemplo, senes et iuvenes, diversaeque aetatis homines in 
diversis mundi partibus animati, videntes scilicet in istis possibile fore quod antea impossibile in 
custodienda Regula formidabant, illuc concurrere, superba colla iugo Christi suavi subdere,” in 
Waddell, p. 438. 
216  Newman, ‘Foundations and twelfth century,’ The Cistercian Order, at p. 31; idem, The Boundaries 
of Charity, pp. 23-37. 
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own study of the Cistercians’ “transformation of the monastic schola” – which 
concerned broader twelfth-century changes, rather than Bernard and his company’s 
education specifically – what is not generally addressed in scholarship is that in 
practice this duality at earliest Cîteaux was intellectually asymmetrical.  The conversi, 
including Bernard, undertook a regularized life of ritual and discipline, and were 
exposed to standards of ascetic austerity, to which they arguably would not have been 
accustomed heretofore. Correspondingly, throughout the years, ca. 1113-15 (and on), 
Abbot Stephen met these new disciples and effected their intellectual, moral, and 
behavioural transition from raw conversi-spiritualists into Cistercian Benedictines.  
As has been stated repeatedly in this dissertation, his caritative pedagogy in response 
to their circumstance – moreover, his teaching the future Bernard of Clairvaux how to 
be a monk – was the historic turning point of early Cistercianism. It signals Cîteaux’s 
transition from an obscure marshland shrine into a socially engaged monastic school, 
whose customs became the most widely read of any congregation of the whole twelfth 
century.  
 The material and cultural artifact that best embodies the monks’ earliest 
“spirituality of action,” as engaged with their new students, is the unique Cîteaux 
Bible, so-called the “Bible of Stephen Harding.” The copied text of this was complete 
by ca. 1109-11, and throughout the years thereafter it acquired many visual 
illuminations that literally illustrate how the monks taught the Scriptures based on 
their school’s discipline and their students’ pre-monastic experiences.217  Bernard is 
not likely to have contributed anything to this text beyond studying it and admiring it 
                                                
217  Dijon, Bibliothèque municipale, MSS 12-15; cf. Alessia Trivellone, ‘Cîteaux et l’Église militante: 
ecclésiologie et altérité à traverse les enluminures des manuscrits réalisés sous Étienne Harding (1108-
1133),’ Revue historique, vol. 313, no. 4 (2011), at p. 715; Yolanta Załuska, L’enluminure et le 
scriptorium de Cîteaux aux XIIe siècle (Cîteaux: Commentarii Cistercienses, 1989), pp. 50-55; 
Auberger, L’unanimite cistercienne primitive, pp. 195-202; Stercal, ‘The Monitum of Saint Stephen’s 
Bible (1109),’ Stephen Harding, pp. 39-44; Dumont (trans. Summers), ‘Humanism and Rusticity,’ at p. 
67;  
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in his turn.  However, it was probably this Book, as much as Stephen himself and 
Benedict’s Rule, that represented for Bernard the ultimate sense of Christian authority 
to which he had submitted. The conversion-event of 1113 represents an important 
moment of cultural syncretism between the New Monastery and its first genuinely 
raw conversi.  It implies multiple processes of symbolic exchange between vastly 
different vantages that also signals the ever-important dynamic of intellectual 
socialization in conversion discourse. Moreover, it implies a “popularization” of the 
Cistercians’ Benedictinism and their reform austerity – to borrow Duby’s terms – a 
reciprocal intellectual interaction and a creative familiarization of the shrine-school 
collective with the values and outlooks that were shared and that also distinguished 
Cistercian conversi from their teachers.218 
 Bernard’s sententiae are Latin “theologoumena” (to borrow a Greek word), 
that is, informal religious opinions rather than doctrinal statements.  They reflect the 
relevant nexus between sociology and theology that many of Bernard’s family’s 
conversions represent – from ca. 1113-15 and on, with Bernard amongst them – 
together learning a new intellectual vocabulary and applying it in learned and 
everyday outlooks; thus,  
 
 Four things are said to increase the grace of our devotion: the 
recollection of our sins, which makes a person humble in its 
presence; the remembrance of [divine] punishment, which 
                                                
218  Georges Duby, “On s’aperçoit aussitôt que le mouvement de vulgarisation agit sur un ensemble 
beaucoup plus vaste qui affecte non seulement les croyances, les savoirs, les attitudes religieuses, mais 
également les modes, les représentations sociales, la façon don’t une société se coinçoit elle-même, qui 
touchent aux comportements individuels, aux valeurs éthiques, bref à tout un style de vie.  On 
s’aperçoit également que le phénomène de vulgairsation revêt un double aspect: réception, imitation, 
par les couches sociales inférieures, de modèles, d’attitudes proposées par les élites, et, dans le sens 
inverse adoption par les élites mêmes de quelques valeurs issues de niveaux moins élevés,” La 
vulgarisation des modèles culturels dans la société féodale,’ in Dominique Iogna-Prat, ed. Qu’est-ce 
que la Société Féodale? (Paris: Flammarion, 2002 [1979]), at p. 1200; R. H. Hilton, trans. ‘The 
diffusion of cultural patterns in feudal society,’ The Chivalrous Society, at p. 173. 
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encourages him to act well; the consideration of his pilgrimage on 
this earth, which urges him to spurn visible goods; and the desire for 
everlasting life, which encourages him toward perfection and impels 
him to withdraw from worldly attachments by a change in his 
will.219 
   
 […] The ‘road to sin’ symbolizes our will, through which sins come 
and go and meet with one another in turn (just as is said of Babylon, 
[where] demons, owls, hairy beasts, and other things that are 
mentioned in Scripture congregate there).220 
 
 Goliath must be killed with his own sword – that is, vainglory must 
be destroyed through reflection on vainglory itself.221 
 
These sententiae have many implications for a readership – and in their origins, an 
aural and conversational context – based in the experiences of militiamen undergoing 
conversions to Cistercian-Benedictine austerity. Indeed, the eleventh-century 
Molesme foundation charter expressed similar sentiments regarding the purpose of its 
school for enlightenment, as follows: “When our first father [Adam] sinned, all of us 
were made sinners with him, since we all exist in him […] When he was hurled down 
from the height of blessedness to the abyss of wretchedness, we too were all hurled 
                                                
219  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 2.7, “Quattuor esse dicuntur quae nostra gratiam devotionis 
adaugent: memoria peccatoru, quae hominem reddit humilem apud se; recordatio poenarum, quae illum 
sollicitat ad bene agendum; consideratio peregrinationis, quae illum hortatur visibilia debere contemni; 
desiderium vitae perennis, quae hominem incitans ad perfectum, cogit eum a terrenis affectibus 
voluntatis mutatione suspendi,” SBOp 6.2, p. 25; trans. Swietek, pp. 139-40. 
220  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 3.21, “Si ‘peccatorum’ dicimus a peccatoribus, via peccatorum 
est propria voulntas per quam vadunt et veniunt et invicem sibi occurrunt peccata, et sicut de Babylonia 
dicitur, ibi occurrunt sibi daemonia et ululae et pilosi et cetera quae ibi referuntur,” SBOp 6.2, p. 7; 
trans. Swietek, at p. 206. 
221  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 1.32(B), “Goliath suo gladio occidendus est, id est vana gloria 
consideratione ipsius vanae gloriae,”and cf. 1.32(A), SBOp, vol. 6.2, p. 18; trans. Swietek, at p. 131. 
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down by the just judgement of God.”222  The Molesme-exordium continued, “Hence it 
is that both our inner and outer man are subject to a great many passions from the 
Tree of Knowledge, that our flesh is afflicted by many very bitter sufferings, that our 
spirit too daily suffers…and is many times overcome by the flesh.”223  As Robert of 
Molesme apparently taught, “merciful God, having pity on the multitude of our 
infirmities, lest what He had made should perish, sent His Son to earth, to take the 
form of a servant, and to remain obedient to Him unto death.  By His humility, our 
pride was overcome; by His resurrection, a man filled with faith may rise again from 
the death of sin; and by observing His teachings, he may return to his original 
state.”224  Bernard may not have known this text personally, but his father, Tescelin, 
was present when its sentiments were enshrined at Molesme’s foundation in 1075.  
The charter’s spirituality has much potential relevance to the origins and earliest 
ambitions of the first Cistercians, who undoubtedly knew its writ, and undertook their 
deep conversion to extend and enrich this foundational, pre-Cistercian, Molesme 
monastic mission statement.   
 Throughout this Chapter, the emphasis has been less on Bernard’s commonly-
privileged and literate individuality than, by contrast, the multiple and “never-ending” 
conversions of the first founders, supporters, and conversi of Collan, Molesme, and 
the New Monastery.  The demographic that had first endorsed Molesme also 
predominated amongst the elders of Bernard’s own family, the Sorel-Montbards.  
Certain consistencies evidently endured throughout and beyond the “eleventh-century 
background of Cîteaux” which have not received great emphasis in modern studies of 
the first Cistercians.  One of the most important of these is the role of castellan 
                                                
222  Foundation charter, trans. Bouchard, in Sword, Miter, and Cloister, at p. 227. 
223  Foundation charter, trans. Bouchard, in Sword, Miter, and Cloister, at p. 227. 
224  Foundation charter, trans. Bouchard, in Sword, Miter, and Cloister, at p. 227. 
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spirituality, and the contribution of this social group to eleventh- and early-twelfth-
century religious customs, behaviours, and institutions.  As Bouchard has pointed out, 
by the end of the twelfth century, there were hardly any great nobles at the heads of 
Burgundian churches – these positions were held by men from castellan families or 
the families of favoured milites, for example, the Abbot of Clairvaux himself.  
Bernard’s conversion and that of his family participated in broader social and cultural 
trends.225  
 In contrast to born nobility, this new castellan asceticism envisaged, “a rival 
notion of nobility of manners, spirit, or soul,” and a “magnificence” that 
philosophically contributed much to the traditional monastic concept of ascetic 
combat with self-glorification.226  “O man,” Bernard wrote in an early homily to the 
Virgin Mary, the Cistercians’ inherited divine patron, “if it is beneath your dignity to 
follow the example of a man, surely it will not be beneath you to follow your 
Creator,” in child-like and total obedience.227 He added, “if you cannot follow the 
high road of [Mary’s] virginity, at least take the sure road of humility” – “There is no 
doubt that her virginity was found pleasing to God because her humility made it 
so.”228  Mary’s symbolic conversatio was of much significance to the Cistercians’ 
legal and spiritual ambitions – “the sinner’s path of humility is safer than the haughty 
                                                
225 Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister, p. 75. 
226  Murray, Reason and Society in the Middle Ages, pp. 327, 354. 
227  Bernard of Clairvaux, In laudibus Virginis  Matris 1.8, “Si hominis, o homo, imitari dedignaris 
exemplum, certe non erit tibi indignum sequi Auctorem tuum,” and cf. 1.7, “Utrimque stupor, utrimque 
miraculum: et quod feminae Deus obtemperet, humilitas absque exemplo; et quod femina Deo 
principetur, sublimitas sine socio,” SBOp, vol. 4, pp. 20, 19, respectively; trans. Marie-Bernard Saïd, in 
Chrysogonus Waddell, ed. Magnificat: Homilies in Praise of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Kalamazoo: 
Cistercian Publications, 1979), pp. 12, 11, respectively. 
228  Bernard of Clairvaux, In laudibus Virginis Matris 1.9, “[…] si non potes sublimem incedere 
semitam virginitatis, sequere vel Deum per tutissimam viam humilitatis,” and 1.5, “Unde constat quia 
etiam ut placeret virginitas, humilitas procul dubio fecit,” SBOp, vol. 4, pp. 20, 18, respectively; trans. 
Saïd, pp. 12, 10, respectively. 
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virgin’s way.”229  The Virgin’s epic virginity possessed much symbolic relevance for 
Bernard and the Sorel-Montbards, specifically. Bernard and his family had abandoned 
their properties and stations only to acquire new properties and stations, as 
Benedictine religious. In contrast with their former lives, however, they held these not 
through their service to a landed lay lord, but in service of a different kind.  Not only 
humility and quiet but chastity was the heavy price of possessing ecclesiastical 
property outright.230  As Murray has explored with attractive conclusions, economic 
motivations cannot solely account for the radical changes of life that many formerly 
landed, heads or members of lay families undertook (especially, as in this case and 
others, inter-generationally).231 
 As our attention to the Cistercian evidence has suggested, the notion of 
“conversion as a never-ending process” could be both conceived and executed 
entirely within monastic culture.  This concept of conversion within culture is 
particularly apparent in the monastic career of Robert of Molesme who, for a time, 
either founded, directed, or simply attended, the New Monastery’s Marian marsh-
shrine.  Bernard’s conversion to the latter is curious in light of the historic relationship 
between his family, and the Burgundian lay gentry in general, to Molesme.  Yet it is 
only so if considered solely in light of material concerns.  If attention is cast rather to 
the symbolic nuances and spiritual economies of the conversion-decision, -event, and 
its aftermath, a significant broader point about intellectual hierarchies of conversatio 
becomes apparent.  This constitutes the well-known but still much-underinvestigated 
intellectual background of eleventh-century Cîteaux, and the school that it became 
                                                
229  Bernard of Clairvaux, In laudibus Virginis Matris 1.8, “Attamen salubriorem elegit sequendi 
partem in humilitate peccator quam in virginitate superbus, cum et illius immunditiam sua humilis 
satisfactio purget, et huius pudicitiam superbia inquinet,” SBOp, vol. 4, at p. 20; trans. Saïd, p. 12. 
230 R. I. Moore, ‘The First European Peace Movement, or Virtue Rewarded,’ Medieval History, vol. 2, 
no. 1 (1992), at p. 32. 
231  Murray, Reason and Society in the Middle Ages, pp. 348-49ff. 
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when it adapted itself to the interests and needs of the conversi that arrived ca. 1113-
15 and on.  This subject is to be explored more fully in Chapter Four to follow. 
 Cîteaux’s transition from a shrine into a shrine-school was described above as 
its “popularization (vulgarisation),” borrowing Duby’s expression.  Yet, contrary to 
the expectation that this might have thrown the Cistercians’ ascetic ambitions awry, 
the shrine did not forfeit its spiritual goals, whatever those may have been 
specifically.  Rather, these were enhanced considerably, through the collaborative 
efforts of the abbots, Stephen Harding of Cîteaux, and his young pupil, Bernard of 
Clairvaux.  Theirs was a conversion of tradition that would enjoy incredible success. 
Twelfth-century Cistercian monasticism would have been impossible without Robert 
of Molesme’s hand and influence, as this Chapter has endeavoured to prove.  Bernard 
could not have been unaware of Robert’s life and career, and of the contemporary 
respectability of Molesme among the Burgundian nobility and castellan-gentry.  
There is also, indeed, a curious symmetry between Bernard of Châtillon in 1113 and 
the monks who founded the New Monastery in 1098 – both had left (or fled) Langres 
for new beginnings in Chalon.  From these, they then changed the face of religious 
life in Langres and far abroad.  How much can it be argued that Bernard had held 
Molesme in mind whilst articulating the Cistercians’ goals in distinction from those of 
other monks?  To such a question and others there are no ready answers.  We now 
attend, in any event, to the lived impact of Robert’s most important student-disciple: 
Abbot Stephen of Cîteaux, the first instructor of the future Bernard of Clairvaux.   
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4. 
BERNARD AND THE SCHOOL OF STEPHEN HARDING 
 
 
  An elder was asked by a brother, “How do I find God?  With fasts, or labour, or 
vigils, or works of mercy?”  He replied, “You will find Him in all those, and also in 
discretion.  I tell you many have been very stern with their bodies, but have gained 
nothing by it because they did it without discretion.  Even if our mouths stink from 
fasting, and we have learnt all the Scriptures, and memorized the whole Psalter, we 
may still lack what God wants – that is, utmost submission [humilitatem].” 
Verba Seniorum 10.91232 
 
 […] I was professed a monk of Cîteaux…and was sent by my abbot to live where I 
do now…according to the customs and common observance of our order  
[consuetudinem et communem institutionem].  
[…] If, under obedience, I am absent in body from Cîteaux, yet by a fellow 
devotion, by a life without dissimilarity, I am always there in spirit.  […] 
I have so determined to follow always my abbot as master [magistrum] that I 
may in no way stray from the teaching [magisterio] of the Rule, which, in his 
presence, I have sworn and undertaken to observe.  
Bernard of Clairvaux to Adam of Morimond (Feb., 1125) 233 
 
                                                
232 Verba Seniorum 10.91, “Interrogatus est senex a quodam fratre dicente: ‘Quomodo invenio Deum?  
Utrum in jejuniis, an in laboribus, vel in vigiliis, aut in misericordia [?]’  Et respondit: ‘In his quae 
numerasti, et in discretione.  Dico enim tibi quia multi afflixerunt carnem suam, et, quia sine 
discretione hoc faciebant, abierunt vacui nihil habentes.  Os nostrum de jejunio fetet, scripturas omnes 
didicimus: ex corde David consummavimus, et quod Deus requirit non habemus, scilicet 
humilitatem,’” PL 73.928D-929A; trans. Benedicta Ward, The Desert Fathers: Sayings of the Early 
Christian Monks [10.94] (London: Penguin 2003), p. 111. 
233 Bernard of Clairvaux to Adam of Morimond (Feb., 1125), Ep. 7.16, 17, “Ego quidem Cisterciensis 
monachus ibidem professus, ab abbate meo, ubi nunc habito, missus sum…missus iuxta 
consuetudinem et communem institutionem. […] Et si corpus absentavit oboedientia, sed spiritum 
semper ibidem praesentem tenet concors devotio et in nullo dissimilis conversatio. […] Ego sic ipsum 
sequi decrevi semper et ubique magistrum, ut nequaquam a Regulae, quam teste ipso iuravi et statui 
custodire, deviem magisterio,” SBOp 7, pp. 43-44; trans. James (Ep. 8.16, 17), pp. 35-36. 
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 Bernard’s monastic conversion and career is bound to every early success and 
resolution of Stephen Harding’s New Monastery and its twelfth-century reception as a 
new religious school.  His early socialization as an ascetic and a Cistercian abbot was 
of critical significance to the public awareness of and interest in Cîteaux (and 
Clairvaux)’s new Benedictine culture, consuetudo, and disciplina. Many elements of 
his ascetic career also contributed to the origins of and links between his order’s 
institutional organisation, their spiritual teachings, and their articulation of a 
normative ascetic orthopraxis.234  The historical situation of his conversion and early 
career – from Langres to Chalon and back again, ca. 1113–ca. 1128 – platforms the 
legislative, ethical, and intellectual foundations of the Cistercian tradition and 
confoederatio in Burgundy. His every extant expression re-iterated his commitment to 
Cistercian Benedictinism, and his every word as a preacher, moralist, spiritualist, and 
abbot was ever the intellectual property of Cîteaux and (later) the Order.235  Our 
present interest in the record of his early career depends on this feature of Cistercian 
history, wherein – recalling our considerations in Chapter One – it was important for 
the congregation to have acknowledged that his knowledge was inherited and his 
praxis imitative and obedient.236  This was made indirectly clear by his occultation in 
the Exordium Parvum; but as William of St.-Thierry put it more directly, from the 
first Bernard had had to learn what he was later to teach others.237    
                                                
234  I.e. cf. Casey, ‘Did the Order Exist in 1124?’ at p. 143; McGuire, ‘Bernard’s Concept of a 
Cistercian Order,’ at p. 230; Holdsworth, ‘The Early Writings of Bernard of Clairvaux,’ p. 55; 
Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ pp. 179, 189. 
235  Cf. Pranger, The Artificiality of Christianity, at p. 246; idem, ‘Bernard of Clairvaux: work and 
self,’ The Cistercian Order, p. 191; Newman, ‘Foundation and twelfth century,’ The Cistercian Order, 
p. 31; Bynum, ‘The Cistercian Conception of Community,’ Jesus as Mother, p.81. 
236  Cf. Herman of Tournai, Miracles of St. Mary of Laon, above (Chapter 2, ‘Bernard – a Benedictine 
in the “New Age of Conversion”’). 
237  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 19, “Et sicut de Domino legitur: quia ‘cepit Iesus facere 
et docere,’ a prima die ingressus sui in cellam novitiorum, ipse cepit agere in semetipso quod alios erat 
docturus,” in Verdeyen, p. 47; trans. Cawley, p. 20.  
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 His long learning experience took place during the time of the growth and 
centralization of the Cistercian ascetic tradition.  His early career witnessed and 
contributed much to the creation of a normative Cistercian orthopraxis and the 
monks’ collective, constitutive moral and symbolic vocabulary.  The matter of these 
developments – Bernard’s conversion taking place within and according to their 
directives – begs inquiry once more into cenobitization process and the 
representations of individuals as agents in learning- and conversion discourse.  We 
have explored the key terms and concepts, advantages, dangers, and compromises 
inherent in this intellective and political terrain in Chapters Two and Three above, and 
following these prolegomena, we are now in a better position to access and assess 
Bernard’s Cistercian conversion more plainly.   
 As seen above, of chief significance in analysing cenobitization phenomena is 
the determination of whether or to what extent a congregational emphasis on the 
importance of community reflects not their “beginnings” but rather the eclipse of a 
period of contrasted and competing conversationes, that preceded the assertion of a 
unifying common institution, consuetudo, and traditio. 238   The absorption of 
Bernard’s intellectual and ascetic idiosyncrasies (that is, his religious person and 
individuality) into the shared idiom of Cistercian congregationalism was of much 
import to the Burgundian Cistercians’ culture-in-the-making. Of especial significance 
in examining his early career in this context is the degree to which his asceticism was 
practiced in less structured forms than the narrative and legislative witness from 
Cîteaux declares, in texts that enshrine and assume ascetic stability and Regular 
conformism. The asymmetries of value between individual devotions and praxis and 
                                                
238  Cf. Rousseau, ‘Orthodoxy and the Cenobite,’ pp. 244, 251. 
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community discipline were important issues in early Cistercian intellectual and 
congregational history, as they were in others’.   
 Our present discussion proceeds from the situation of Abbot Stephen’s 
authority over Bernard and others, to the abstraction of congregational authority that 
emphasized the disciplining powers of the Cistercian tradition over and above the 
contributions of individual leaders.239  The asserted dominance of a collectively-
observed ascetic orthodoxy over variant or disorderly alternatives represented an 
arrest of excesses of changeability among the multiplying Cistercian scholae 
expanding out from the originally sole and only Cîteaux.  The complex intellective 
and practical self-invention of Cistercianism in Burgundy also platformed the monks’ 
comparisons of their custom and lifestyle (consuetudo vel conversatio) with the styles 
of life and conditions of being of others.  A striking element of early Cistercian 
history (as extant) is the extent to which their culture-in-the-making was informed by 
Bernard’s relationships with non-Cistercians, in particular with Bishops, eremitic 
ascetics, secular clerics, and religious women.  The ethical comparison of 
conversationes is one of the most conspicuous features of early Cistercian 
ecclesiology, and of Bernard’s early understanding of caritas.240 Cistercian caritas 
was never more meaningfully exhibited in Cîteaux’s early history than in its 
management of Bernard’s ascetic and social formation according to its discipline and 
moral outreach.    
 
 
 
 
                                                
239  Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ at p. 179. 
240  Newman, The Boundaries of Charity, esp. ‘Part II: Charity in Action,’ pp. 117ff. 
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 Stephen Harding – Between Cult and History 
 
 From the first days of his novitiate, so William of St.-Thierry tells us, Bernard 
had first to learn what he was later to teach others, as cited above.  William is not an 
especially reliable source for Bernard’s time at Cîteaux, 1113-15, but he is – as will 
be seen shortly – our most valuable historian for Clairvaux’s beginnings and 
Bernard’s early abbatial career (r. 1115–).  As William related, “under Abbot Bernard 
and under his teachership [magisterio],” this abbey flourished, “ever in accord with 
the exemplar shown him…while in the solitude of Cîteaux, where he had first dwelt 
with God […quoting Exodus 25.40].”241  The time to which William referred was that 
following Bernard’s year of debilitated ascetic illness (see below).  The biographer 
continued, with veneration for Cîteaux but also veiled sentiment as Bernard’s friend, 
that, had only the latter’s earliest lessons in conversatio gone further, Bernard would 
have learned to care better for his own well-being than he did, as abbot, for others’.242  
Yet, Bernard had been a Cistercian long before William converted to the tradition 
himself in 1135, very much in receipt of the Cistercians’ charismatic beginnings 
second-hand.243  The younger man was, by significant contrast, the direct heir of first-
generation Cistercianism and its teachings during Stephen’s reign, from 1113–33/34. 
 While scholarship has valuably emphasized the preservation of Abbot 
Stephen’s pedagogic presence in Cîteaux’s narrative and legislative texts (after 1134), 
it remains important that there is a decade and more of Stephen’s living presence as 
Bernard’s abbot that is accounted for and preserved for posterity in the first Life of 
                                                
241  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 38, “Haec ergo fuit in tempore illo sub abbate Bernardo 
et magisterio eius in clarissima valle illa spiritualium scola studiorum: hic fervor regularis disciplinae, 
omnia eo faciente et ordinante, et tabernaculum Deo in terris aedificante ‘secundum exemplar quod ei 
in monte ostensum est,’ cum in solitudine cisterciensi cum Deo in nube habitaret,” inVerdeyen, p. 62; 
trans. Cawley, p. 37. 
242  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 38, in Verdeyen, p. 62; trans. Cawlrey, p. 37. 
243  Cf. E. Rozanne Elder, ‘Early Cistercian writers,’ The Cistercian Order, pp. 200-201. 
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Bernard (of ca. 1146-48). This text was recognized to cover the years of its subject’s 
lifetime up to the year 1130 (“ad tempus Scismatis”), which is also within Stephen’s 
lifetime.244 Not only the question of authoritative presence in texts but also authority 
preserved in congregational memory becomes paramount.  For, beyond the Exordium 
Parvum (as well as charters, and other important but non-narrative texts), it was 
chiefly Claraevallian memories that preserved impressions of Stephen’s Cîteaux for 
later twelfth- and thirteenth-century Cistercians.  Such was the case with Conrad of 
Eberbach’s late Exordium Magnum, in Book 1 of which he apologized that his 
account was based on investigations into “the sacred endeavours of our seniors,” 
undertaken not at Cîteaux but Clairvaux, “where we were formed.”245  Such was also 
the case with William’s Life of Bernard over fifty years earlier (based, as argued 
above, upon the testimonies of Bernard himself and his Claraevallian brethren). And 
by proposed implication, the enduring memory of Stephen’s Cîteaux also abides in 
Bernard’s own spiritual works and inferential testimony.  Throughout many texts, and 
long after his death, Stephen of Cîteaux’s pedagogic presence and “charismatic 
qualities” were meaningfully present and communicated through Bernard’s teachings 
and activities as abbot.246 Abbot Stephen was Bernard’s first living, disciplining, and 
enlightening monastic authority figure. 
 
 
 
 
                                                
244  Burchard of Balerne, ‘Subscriptio,’ in Verdeyen, at p. 84; trans. Cawley, p. 65. 
245  Conrad of Eberbach, Exordium Magnum 1.10, in Griesser, p. 23; trans. Ward, p. 71. 
246  Cf. Martha G. Newman, ‘Stephen Harding and the Creation of the Cistercian Community,’ Revue 
Bénédictine 107 (1997), pp. 307, 315-16; idem, ‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ p. 176; 
Auberger, L’unanimite cistercienne primitive, pp. 22, 83, 318.   
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 The severity of Abbot Stephen       
 
 We return to the context that closed Chapter Three above, and to William’s 
narrative.  His account of Bernard’s arrival at Cîteaux and his two-year introduction 
to monastic religion is descriptive, but not – beyond basic themes – especially reliably 
detailed.  His narrative stands, however, much in contrast to the telescoping of events 
in the Exordium Parvum, c. 17.247  With more detail and nuance, William wrote in 
praise how, “from the beginning Bernard has been a novice among novices, a monk 
among monks”; and, with a rich Benedictine-Augustinian scientism, he described 
Bernard’s early conversio and revolution of heart thus: “doggedly continuous practice 
[of the Rule] made this his custom, and somehow sheer custom turned it into second 
nature [ – ] his whole self became absorbed in the spirit, his whole hope steered 
towards God, his whole memory engaged in one great spiritual meditation or gaze.”248 
There is much in William’s narrative of Bernard’s time at Cîteaux that anticipated the 
young abbot’s severe asceticism at Clairvaux, and this is arguably the chief lens of 
William’s memory.  He never met the young Burgundian in the good health once 
enjoyed before his becoming a Cistercian;  
 
Eating is an activity to which, even to this day, Bernard is rarely 
drawn by an appetite for enjoyment […] His natural functions 
[natura eius] have been in fragile, delicate balance even from the 
first year of his conversion [a primo siquidem conversionis suae 
                                                
247  I.e., “[…] ut triginta insimul in cellam novitiorum alacriter intrarent, ac bene contra propria vitia et 
incitamenta malignorum spirituum fortiterque decertando, cursum suum consummarent,” in Waddell, 
at p. 438. 
248  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, cc. 22, 20, in Verdeyen, pp. 50, 48, respectively; trans. 
Cawley, at pp. 22, 20, respectively; cf. Pope Gregory I, Dialogi 2.35.3, White, trans. Early Christian 
Lives, at pp. 200-1; Augustine of Hippo, Confessions 11.11, in R. S. Pine-Coffin, trans. Saint Augustine 
– Confessions (London: Penguin, 1961), at pp. 261-62; cf. John. J. Conley, ‘The Eremitical 
Anthropology of William of St.-Thierry,’ Cistercian Studies Quarterly 25 (1990), pp. 120ff.  
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anno].  Since his leaving the novitiate, these have broken down 
further, due to his many fastings and vigils, to the chill and to the 
toil, and to the continuous round of his rugged exercises. 249 
 
William only ever knew Bernard as a “feeble, languid man [hominem imbecillem et 
languidum],” and moreover only ever as an abbot.250  We too, from all the extant 
evidence, do not ever encounter him as but the Abbot of Clairvaux, and never directly 
as the novice of and from Cîteaux.251  It is from these and later Claraevallian 
memories, however, that some insight may be gained as to the ascetic severities of 
Abbot Stephen, who had been Bernard and others’ first and most influential teacher.  
If the memories are fabricated, then they are of little use; but on the other hand, if they 
are genuine (however distorted or literary), they suggest the extent to which Bernard’s 
rough consuetudo was undertaken in emulation of Stephen’s fierceness, and one in 
spirit with Cîteaux’s ascetic philosophy.  Indeed, it may be the case that the nature 
and extent of Bernard’s austerities were the proof and embodiment of his reception of 
Cîteaux’s instruction and outlook. 
 The common, modern Cistercian-studies consensus on Stephen Harding’s 
character and abbacy is that he was a stern and strict teacher and legalist.252  H. E. J. 
Cowdrey has done the most in attempting to identify a specifically personal and 
culturally relative conversatio that Stephen (cognomen Herdingc) had pursued 
                                                
249  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 22, “Porro ad comedendum usque hodie vix aliquando 
voluptate trahitur appetitus, sed solo timore defectus…A primo siquidem conversionis suae anno, seu 
egressionis de cella novitiorum, natura eius, cum tenerae nimis semper et delicatae complexionis 
fuisset, ieiuniis multis et vigiliis, frigore et labore, durioribus et continuis exercitiis attrita,” in 
Verdeyen, p. 49; trans. Cawley, p. 22. 
250  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 38, in Verdeyen, p. 62; trans. Cawley, p. 38; Goodrich, 
‘The Reliability of the Vita Prima S. Bernardi,’ p. 158. 
251  Pranger, ‘Bernard of Clairvaux: work and self,’ at p. 191. 
252 Exordium Parvum, 15.5-6, 17.4, in Waddell, pp. 434-5, 438; Auberger, L’unanimité cistercienne 
primitive, at p. 83; Newman, ‘Stephen Harding and the Creation of the Cistercian Community,’ pp. 
315-16; idem, ‘Foundations and twelfth century,’ p. 26. 
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individually, as a scholar, monk, and sometime pilgrim.253  He has implied that there 
are grounds to believe that while abbot of Cîteaux, Stephen’s Benedictinism was still 
marked by a distinctly eremitical streak.254  Conrad of Eberbach provides some 
illustration of this.  According to his informants, the Abbot of Cîteaux despised 
ostentation, which was a notable tone of the measures enacted during his reign as 
recorded in the Exordium Parvum.  “He hated all proud dispay; he was marked out 
only by his staff of office which he was accustomed to carry in processions on feast 
days.  Even to this day it is kept in the sacristy at Cîteaux out of reverence for so great 
a father and [is] held in great veneration.  It seems little different from the ordinary 
support that the old and sick are accustomed to lean upon.”255   
 Conrad elaborated further, on Stephen’s reported attitudes toward his own 
achievements while in retirement after 1133 and facing death, in 1134.  To his fellow 
monks (unidentified), the elder supposedly said (in rebuke), “‘Be silent, brothers, be 
silent.  What is this you are saying [of my virtue]?  Truly I tell you that I go as 
fearfully and anxiously to God as if I had never done any good at all.’”256  This 
account, however didactic and doctrinal in nature, testifies to the extent to which even 
Abbot Stephen (the venerable) was remembered as but a learner in Cîteaux’s reform 
project, and its school for monastic enlightenment.  It builds upon the discourse of 
“never-ending” conversion that is suggested in accounts of Robert of Molesme’s 
religiosity. The particularly penitential element of Stephen’s acclaimed humility will 
be recalled in considerations of Bernard’s own asceticism, to be treated elsewhere in 
this Chapter.  A brief word, however, on other intellectual contributions by Stephen to 
                                                
253  H. E. J. Cowdrey, ‘Frater quidam Stephanus nomine, Anglicus natione: The English Background 
of Stephen Harding,’ Revue Benedictine 101 (1991), esp. pp. 329-31. 
254 Cf. Cowdrey, ‘Stephen Harding and Cistercian Monasticism,’ at pp. 212, 214 (citation p. 214). 
255  Conrad of Eberbach, Exordium Magnum 1.27, in Griesser, pp. 53-4; trans. Ward, p. 106. 
256  Conrad of Eberbach, Exordium Magnum 1.31, in Griesser, at p. 60; trans. Ward, p. 114. 
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Cistercian pedagogy and congregational memory will add further possibilities to his 
lived impact on Bernard’s behaviours, learning, and spirituality, and to Cistercian 
conversion discourse. 
 
 The Cîteaux Bible: “Jewish Wisdom” and orthodoxy                 
 
 In Newman’s account, upon his election in 1109, Abbot Stephen was faced 
with two important organizational responsibilities.  These were, as she explored, the 
matters of defining what “strict adherence” to the Benedictine Rule entailed and, 
furthermore, determining how to link Cîteaux’s new foundations to the first 
congregation and its school ethos.257  A related and also oft-noted aspect of Stephen’s 
career concerns his overseeing the early Cîteaux scriptorium, and in particular, the 
assembling of the Cîteaux Bible.  Beyond the monks’ copying of Patristic works and 
commentaries – such as, of celebrated renown, their illuminated edition of Pope 
Gregory I’s Moralia on Job – there is little direct noted alliance between the monks’ 
“textual community” (in-the-making), the Cîteaux Bible, and Bernard’s earliest 
Cistercian intellectuality.258  There is certainly an underestimated extent to which the 
Cîteaux Bible informed his spiritual aesthetic. The Bible was an important presence in 
its own right in early Cistercian school culture and in shaping the monks’ literate and 
                                                
257  Newman, ‘Stephen Harding and the Creation of the Cistercian Community,’ at p. 313. 
258  Cf. Diane J. Reilly, ‘Education, Liturgy, and Practice in Early Cîteaux,’ in Steven Vanderputten, 
ed. Understanding Monastic Practices of Oral Communication (Western Europe, Tenth-Thirteenth 
Centuries) (Turnhout: Brepols, 2011), pp. 87, 93-94, 101; Matthieu Cauwe, ‘La Bible d’Étienne 
Harding: Principes de critique textuelle mis en œuvre aux Livres de Samuel,’ Revue Bénédictine 103 
(1993), esp. pp. 436-42ff.; Trivellone, ‘La Bible d’Étienne Harding et les origines de Cîteaux,’ esp. pp. 
317-18; on Bible textual communities, cf. Richard Landes, ‘Economic Development and Demotic 
Religiosity,’ in Rachel Fulton (with B. W. Holsinger, eds.), History in the Comic Mode: Medieval 
Communities and the Matter of Person (New York: Columbia University Press, 2007), at pp. 110-11; 
Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ pp. 178-84. 
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intellectual sensibilities.259  A text ever informing the lived exegesis of their world 
and Benedict’s Rule, it represented their earliest efforts to identify the sources of 
authority for their tradition.260  The celebrated Monitum – appended to their great 
Book, at MS 13, f. 150v – in which Stephen described the method and means employed 
to acquire their Scriptural text, is itself important (if fragmentary) testimony to his 
teachings and ethos.261      
 Like the Rule, the Cîteaux Bible was a magisterial guide, model, and 
monument to the monks’ cultural commitment to their religio. Their school’s 
commitment to the letter of Scripture was enshrined in the Monitum’s small account 
of the circumstances of the Bible’s origins and purpose.  At an obscure period in their 
earliest history (before 1111), Stephen had purportedly consulted a Jewish community 
to ascertain which parts and verses of the Scriptures were spurious as preserved in the 
many transcriptions of Jerome’s Vulgate in contemporary Christian use.262  As Reilly 
has noted, the task of collecting and comparing Bible manuscripts would have been 
an enormous one for such a young scriptorium as Cîteaux possessed, and what is 
more likely is that, instead, Stephen travelled widely to inspect other communities’ 
texts (and, probably more discreetly, their observances). 263   According to the 
Monitum, Stephen and others consulted these Jews with “their books [open] before 
us,” and the discussion that ensued was conducted in the Romance tongue, the 
Frankish vernacular (thus proving that Stephen Harding, the stranger from afar, was at 
                                                
259  Reilly, ‘Education, Liturgy, and Practice in Early Cîteaux,’ pp. 111-14. 
260  Cf. Lars-Arne Dannenberg, ‘Charity and Law: The Juristic Implementation of a Core Monastic 
Principle,’ in Gert Melville, ed. Aspects of Charity: Concern for one’s neighbour in medieval vita 
religiosa (Berlin: Lit Verlag, 2011), at pp. 13-14. 
261  Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ p. 184; Reilly, ‘Education, Liturgy, and 
Practice at Early Cîteaux,’ p. 101; Stercal, Stephen Harding, p. 40. 
262  Monitum (5, 7), ed. Stercal, Stephen Harding, pp. 52-5. 
263  Reilly, ‘Education, Liturgy, and Practice in Early Cîteaux,’ p. 101; Cowdrey, ‘The English 
Background of Stephen Harding.’ pp. 337-38. 
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least tri-lingual).264  Trusting in the truth of the Hebrew original (Hebraice veritatis, 
that is, the text of the Hebrew reading), the monks accordingly made the emendations 
to their Bible, and – importantly – they gave the credit for the lesson where it was 
(allegedly) due.265   
 Notwithstanding the humanistic effort thus described, it does not stretch 
credulity to be cautious before acclaiming this purported event of medieval interfaith 
collaboration.  For one, what the monks traded for the knowledge is quite unstated.  
That Stephen reportedly found his way to a local Rabbinate (i.e., “Iudeos quosdam in 
sua scriptura peritos”) is certainly striking; but the community cannot be securely 
identified, and their relevance to Cistercian beginnings may have been of more 
symbolic than historically social importance.266  In consulting a Jewish readership, the 
Cistercians had undertaken a conservative scholarly mission that underscored not 
their openness to Jewish revelation but rather their committment to Patristic exegesis.  
As the Monitum itself recalled, Jerome himself had relied on Jewish contacts and 
semantic knowledge. 267  As read elsewhere, the Jews were the “guardians” of 
Christian books (“custodes librorum nostrorum”) and librarii nostri, “our librarians,” 
                                                
264  Monitum (7-9) “Qui suos libros plures coram nobis revoluentes et in locis illis ubi eos rogabamus, 
hebraicam sive chaldaicam scripturam romanis verbis nobis ex[ponente]s, [parte]s vel versus pro 
quibus turbabamur minime reppererunt,” in Stercal, Stephen Harding, at pp. 54-55 (citation c. 9). 
265  Monitum (11), “Quia propter hebraice atque chaldaice veritati et multis libris latinis qui illa non 
habebant, sed per omnia duabus illis linguis concordabant credentes, omnia illa superflua prorsus 
abrasimus veluti in multis huius libri locis apparet, et precipue in libris regum ubi maior pars erroris 
inveniebatur,” in Stercal, Stephen Harding, p. 54. 
266  Monitum (5), “[…] non modice de dissonantia historiarum turbati sumus, quia hoc plena edocet 
ratio, ut quod ab uno interprete, videlicet beato Iheronimo, quem ceteris interpretibus omissis, nostrates 
iamiamque susceperunt, de uno hebraice veritatis fonte translatum est, unum debeat sonare,” in Stercal, 
Stephen Harding, p. 52; cf. Aryeh Graboïs, ‘The Hebraica Veritas and Jewish-Christian Intellectual 
Relations in the Twelfth Century,’ Speculum, vol. 50, no. 4 (Oct., 1975), pp. 617-18; contrast, David E. 
Timmer, ‘Biblical Exegesis and the Jewish-Christian Controversy in the Early Twelfth Century,’ 
Church History, vol. 58, no. 3 (1989), pp. 314-15. 
267  Monitum (6), invoking Jerome, Incipit prologus Hieronymi in Danihele propheta, in Stercal, 
Stephen Harding, p. 53, n. 44. 
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according to Augustine.268  In Gregory I’s Moralia in Iob, the Jews were described as 
“foolish (stultus)” for having “only slightly regarded the Presence of Eternal Wisdom 
in the flesh [i.e. in Christ],” but the Pope also advised that it was well to look into the 
“wisdom of the Hebrews” to appreciate what constituted the Christian faith through 
what the Jews denied.269  The express purpose of the purported consultation was not 
to imbibe any specifically Jewish wisdom but rather to enhance the recognition of the 
Cistercians’ conservative reform orthodoxy by fellow Christians.  They were 
following Patristic and canonical authority to the (Latin) letter. 
 There is no corroborative evidence extant to discount a thesis that these Jews 
did not exist beyond a symbolic relevance to the Cistercians’ claims about their 
school’s intellectual pedigree. 270  On the other hand, Bernard and others took 
Stephen’s Monitum at its word, and (notwithstanding potential cause for skepticism) 
meaningfully so. According to the Monitum, the Cistercians possessed an 
authoritative Christian Bible distinct from the allegedly widespread corruptions of 
other Scriptural readerships.  The symbolic implications of this were important to the 
monks’ reform ideal.  This was illustrated, again, by Conrad, who linked the 
founders’ frequent consultation of the Bible to the origins of the Carta Caritatis and 
the early General Chapter, and to the thirteenth-century longevity of the Order 
itself.271  The Bible’s Monitum testifies to the extent to which Stephen’s school 
culture cultivated a sense of its own uniqueness and durability, through its 
                                                
268  Augustine of Hippo, Sermo 5.5 and Ennarationes in Psalmos 56.9, cited in Jeremy Cohen, Living 
Letters of the Law: Ideas of the Jew in Medieval Christianity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1999), p. 36; cf. Załuska, L’enluminure et le scriptorium de Cîteaux, at p. 305. 
269  Pope Gregory I, Moralia in Iob 6.2.3, 6.18.32, “Stultus quippe Iudaeorum populus exstitit quia 
ipsam in carne praesentiam aeternae Sapientiae sprevit,” “Perscrutemur adhuc Hebraeorum sapientiam 
ut videamus quid providendo prohibuit, quid prohibendo provocavit,” in Marci Adriaen, ed. S. Gregorii 
Magni – Moralia in Iob, Libri I-X, Corpus Christianorum Series Latina 143 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1979), 
pp. 285, 307, respectively.  
270  Graboïs, ‘The Hebraica Veritas and Jewish-Christian Intellectual Relations,’ p. 618. 
271  Conrad of Eberbach, Exordium Magnum 1.29, in Griesser, p. 57; trans. Ward, pp. 110-11. 
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comparisons with other readerships and literate religiones. Beyond the Rule of 
Benedict, moreover, this Book was singularly the most important authority to which 
Bernard and others submitted their personal, religious intellectualities.272  It was likely 
even the constitutive text, after the Regula Benedicti, which materially embodied the 
sense of culture, tradition, and authority according to which their religious selves 
were being transformed as monks of Cîteaux. We turn now to discuss how Bernard’s 
intellectual and ethical reconfiguration was articulated in specifically Benedictine 
terms.     
 
 The school of humility, The Steps of Pride 
 
 According to William of St.-Thierry, while at Cîteaux Bernard read the 
Scriptures, “gladly and often, with a simple sequential approach.  He spoke of using 
no other words than Scripture’s own for his understanding.”273  As is well known 
from the lives and ends of many unorthodox, demotic readers and preachers of the 
medieval Bible, the Christian wisdom tradition was never just anyone’s for the taking.  
Thus, William added that Bernard also “humbly read the saintly orthodox [Patristic] 
commentators and by no means equiparated his own interpretations with theirs; 
rather, he submitted his to theirs for them to shape up; [though nevertheless] he often 
drank straight from the wellspring whence they too had drawn.”274  He did so 
knowing – or believing in – the lengths to which Abbot Stephen had gone to possess 
an authoritative text for the Cistercians’ great Book.  While Abbot Stephen was never 
cited explicitly in contemporary witness as an arbiter of specific values to the young 
                                                
272  Cf. Bynum, ‘Did the Twelfth Century Discover the Individual?’ Jesus as Mother, pp. 95-106. 
273  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 24, in Verdeyen, p. 51; trans. Cawley, p. 24. 
274  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 24, in Verdeyen, p. 51; trans. Cawley, p. 24. 
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Bernard of Cîteaux–Clairvaux, it remains important to recognize the latter’s education 
as having taken place in a dependent, limited, and intellectually contingent dialogue 
with Stephen’s authority.  Cîteaux’s shrine was a learning centre and was much 
licensed as such through its positive endorsement from episcopal sponsors. 
 William’s account recalls considerations raised above, concerning Bernard’s 
reading group formed while still at Châtillon.  Before their conversions in 1113, there 
had been every possibility of danger that without authoritative intervention and 
guidance, the group would have fallen ill on the side of ecclesiastical sanction.275  
Stephen’s work at Cîteaux was, it seems, quite well timed, and one is tempted to 
believe that the Cîteaux Bible was known of abroad and contributed to the attraction 
of converting to Cistercian Benedictinism. Remembering, however, the social 
disruptions that attended Bernard’s gathering friends for his first revelation cult, there 
is also much reason to take William’s given reasons for Bernard’s temporary exodus 
from Langres seriously; “Most of all, [Cîteaux meant for him] an escape from vanity: 
vanity over his illustrious secular background, vanity over that keen intellect of his, or 
even perhaps, vanity over something of a reputation for holiness.”276  His conversion 
was a dedicated re-formation and re-introduction to Christian obedience according to 
the teachings of a community founded on Patristic authority and episcopal support. 
The lesson and condition of being that he apparently required was a course in 
humility – due, as suggested above, to social and political as well as possibly 
existentially-felt pressures.  
                                                
275  I.e., cf. Gesta episcoporum Leodiensium, in Walter L. Wakefield (with A. P Evans, trans. and ed.), 
Heresies of the High Middle Ages (New York: Columbia University Press, 1991 [1969]), s.v. ‘6. 
Heretics at  Châlons-sue-Marne and Bishop Wazo,’ at p. 90. 
276  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 8, “[…] maximeque ad effugium vanitatis, seu de 
saeculari generositate, seu de acrioris ingenii gratia, seu etiam forte de alicuius nomine sanctitatis,” in 
Verdeyen, p. 39; trans. Cawley, p. 10. 
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 Between ideal and reality, the Cistercian emphasis on humility speaks directly 
to their strict Benedictinism and the nature of their school culture for moral reform.  
The earliest extant Cistercian commentary on the Regula Benedicti is that which 
Bernard composed while abbot of Clairvaux, ca. 1118-21, for his neighbour and 
relation, Abbot Godefrey of Fontenay.277  The title of this work is On the Steps of 
Humility and Pride (De gradibus humilitate et superbiae), and it constitutes not a 
commentary on the whole Rule but instead an interpretation of its teachings through 
one chapter (in fact the longest), Chapter 7, ‘De humilitate.’278  The importance of this 
chapter for the Cistercians should not be underestimated.  Emphasizing humility was 
the most pragmatic and meaningfully Benedictine answer to the enduring social 
project of ensuring a harmonious co-operation and co-existence between ascetic 
veterans and beginners.  It was also congregationally valuable as an intellective check 
on the inequalities among all Cistercians, regarding their respective Scriptural and 
liturgical literacies, relative expertise in exegetical technique, ascetic stamina, and 
other spiritual accomplishments. Alongside obedience, humility was the key virtue 
promoted in the early Cistercians’ discipleship community. 
 The monks’ interpretation of Benectine humility collectivized its moral 
necessity.  A short, independently didactic sentence by Bernard reads thus: “There are 
four things which bring us true humility: the meanness of our work; the constancy of 
our subjection to others; the comparison between us and those who are better; and the 
judgement of our Creator.”279  “It is said,” he wrote in his treatise, “that ‘a horse is a 
deceptive saviour’ [cf. Psalm 32.17], not because a horse deceives anyone but because 
                                                
277  Holdsworth, ‘The Early Writings of Bernard of Clairvaux,’ at p. 34; cf. Bynum, Docere Verbo et 
Exemplo, pp. 101-2. 
278  Cf. Regula Benedicti c. 7.1-70, in Timothy Fry (et. al., eds.), RB 1980: The Rule of St. Benedict I 
Latin and English with Notes (Minnesota: Liturgical Press, 1980), at pp. 190-203. 
279  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 2.88, “Quattuor sunt quae veram conferunt humilitatem: vilitas 
operis, assiduitas subiectionis, comparatio melioris, iudicium Conditoris,” SBOp 6.2, p. 42; trans. 
Swietek, p. 159. 
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he who trusts in his own strength deceives himself.”280  Cistercian humility was self-
knowledge predicated on caritative outreach.281 He elaborated: “the man who is well 
fed does not know what the hungry man [or monk] feels.  The sick man feels with the 
sick and the hungry man with the hungry.  For just as pure truth is seen only with a 
pure heart, so he who is wretched at heart feels more truly with the wretchedness of 
his brother.”282  This  “wretchedness” signalled the more positive possibilities of 
mutual enlightenment and shared transformative knowledge.  Humility was an 
instrument for the transmission of moral revelation within a discipleship community 
of collaborative, lifelong conversi-penitents.  
 Like conversion itself, and deeply a part of it, the pursuit of humility was also 
never-ending, and the desire for it potentially bottomless.  Bernard’s treatise, De 
gradibus humilitate et superbiae, is not extant save in its author’s own second 
redaction, accompanied by a formal retractio. The work opens with the Abbot of 
Clairvaux’s formal modification of his interpretations (“I cited [a] text in support of a 
point I was making. It was rash to do it from memory, because afterwards I could not 
find it in the Gospel...It was not a deliberate error”), and his defense of an 
unsupported “opinion” about angels which was not verifiable from Scripture.283  In 
certain lights the treatise – always now accompanied with Bernard’s disclaimer that 
the work was apt to be and has already been misunderstood – is a carefully 
                                                
280  Bernard of Clairvaux, De gradibus humilitate et superbiae 5.16, “Sicut dicitur, ‘fallax equus ad 
salutem,’ non quod equus aliquem fallat, sed quia is seipsum fallit, qui in fortitudine eius confidit,” 
SBOp 3, p. 28; trans. G. R. Evans, Bernard of Clairvaux – Treatises I (Kalamazoo: Cistercian 
Publications, 1970), p. 114. 
281  Bernard of Clairvaux, De humilitate 2.5, 3.6, “Bona tamen via humilitatis, qua veritas inquiritur, 
caritas acquiritur, generationes sapientiae participantur…Inquirimus namque veritatem in nobis, in 
proximis, in sui natura.  In nobis, nosmetipsos diiudicando; in proximis, eorum malis compatiendo; in 
sui natura, mundo corde contemplando,” SBOp 3, pp. 19-20; trans. Evans, pp. 105-6. 
282  Bernard of Clairvaux, De humilitate 3.6, SBOp 3, p. 21; trans. Evans, p. 106. 
283  Bernard of Clairvaux, De gradibus humilitate, Retractio, “Alio quoque in loco quamdam de 
Seraphim opinionem posui, quam numquam audivi, nusquam legi. Ubi sane lector meus attendat, quod 
proinde temperanter ‘puto’ dixerim, volens videlicet non aliud quam putari, quod certum reddere de 
Scripturis non valui,” SBOp 3 at p. 15; trans. Evans, at p. 101. 
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constructed discourse about humility and pride in his own organized, specialized, and 
socialized Benedictine education.  As Bernard famously concluded his treatise, “You 
are perhaps saying, brother Godefrey, that…instead of writing about the steps of 
humility I have written about the steps of pride.  I reply, I can only teach what I have 
learned [of myself].”284  
 It is difficult to be sure whether his sentiments are the direct echo of lessons 
learned while under Stephen’s directorship.  As Newman has noted, it is impossible to 
know what Abbot Stephen preached in Cîteaux’s Chapter, whether to Bernard or any 
other monks.285 There is no solid guarantee that these ideas were not simply Bernard’s 
own.286  However, in having created the monument to Cistercian Christianity in the 
Cîteaux Bible, and as the first and most authoritative living instructor of the text and 
theory of the Regula Benedicti, Stephen was still the implicit arbiter of many moral 
and monastic truths to the younger Bernard.  It can only be inferentially suggested 
that the latter’s concept of humility was in receipt of (and obedient to) Stephen’s.  On 
the other hand, one important event with many implications for Bernard’s monastic 
learning was his appointment to abbatial authority – within only two years of his 
training.  There is much to suggest that the appointment was intended to advance not 
only Bernard’s Cistercian schooling but also those of the brethren observing their 
Benedictinism with him, in effective, ethical, and institutional co-operation.  
Stephen’s decision was of quite definite sociological and ecclesiological importance, 
for Bernard’s early abbatial career would prove demanding on all persons involved.287  
 
                                                
284  Bernard of Clairvaux, De humilitate 22.57, SBOp 3, p. 58; trans. Evans, p. 142. 
285  Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ at p. 184. 
286  I.e. cf. Jean-Baptiste Chautard, ‘La Règle de S. Benoît illustrée par S. Bernard (1),’ Collectanea 
Cisterciensia 71 (2009), pp. 11ff; Jean Leclercq, ‘S. Bernard dans l’histoire de l’obéissance,’ Recueil 
d’Étudies sur Saint Bernard et ses Écrits 3 (Rome: Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 1969), pp. 280ff 
(based on later treatises and sermons). 
287  Cf. Leclercq, ‘Toward a Sociological Interpretation of the Various Saint Bernards,’ at pp. 20-1.  
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 The First Friends and Patrons of Bernard of Clairvaux 
   
 The New Monastery clearly recovered from its early “desolation” soon after 
Bernard and his group’s conversion in 1113.  The same year saw the foundation of 
Cîteaux’s first daughter-house, La Ferté (Firmitas), explicitly due to the increased 
number of brothers after 1113.288  The two years following witnessed the foundations 
of Pontigny (Pontiniacum, 1114),289 Clairvaux (Clara-vallis, 1115),290 and Morimond 
(Morimundus, 1115).291  The New Monastery possessed these schools and properties 
in addition to its first grange at Gergueil (given ca. 1110),292 and Gilly-les-Vougeout 
(ca. 1110), which became the summer residence for Cîteaux’s later abbots.293  By 
1134, the year of Stephen’s death, there would be twenty other such abbeys for men 
founded from Cîteaux.294  By ca. 1120, the Cistercians were received into the Empire.  
This was through the patronage of no less a personage than Archbishop Frederick of 
Cologne, who had been the sponsor of Norbert of Xanten and who, ca. 1122, 
sponsored the founding of Camp abbey.295  The first and most important patrons and 
allies of the White Monks – and arguably their first public spokesmen, after their own 
abbots – were Bishops, as has already been made apparent in diverse contexts. 
 The importance of episcopal patronage was made explicit in the Exordium 
Parvum, and it was also so in the precepts of Stephen’s Carta Caritatis.  This text 
specified that a local Bishop approve all new Cistercian foundations by ratifying the 
                                                
288  Marilier, Chartes et documents concernant l’Abbaye de Cîteaux, n. 42, “Tantus erat numerus 
fratrum apud Cistercium quod nec substantia quam habebant eis sufficere, nec locus in quo manebant 
eos convenienter poterat capere,” at p. 66.  
289  Marilier, Chartes et documents, n. 43, p. 66. 
290  Marilier, Chartes et documents, n. 44, p. 66. 
291  Marilier, Chartes et documents, n. 45, p. 67; cf. Casey, ‘Did the Order Exist in 1124?’ pp. 120ff.  
292  Marilier, Chartes et documents, n. 36, pp. 57-8. 
293  Marilier, Chartes et documents, n. 33, p. 57; cf. Stercal, Stephen Harding, at p. 19. 
294 Cf, Conrad of Eberbach, Exordium Magnum 1.31, in Griesser, p. 60; trans. Ward, p. 113. 
295  Cf. John Van Engen, Rupert of Deutz (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983), pp. 314-15; 
cf. Casey, ‘Did the Order Exist in 1124?’ at pp. 123-24. 
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monks’ mission as stated in the Carta itself (which in some form was likely already in 
existence by ca. 1114-15; see below).296  The Cistercians’ local Bishop was also the 
authority required to give the pastoral staff to an abbot-elect of their congregation.297  
The monks’ relationship with their diocesan lords was a pronounced feature of their 
reform program, as seen above in Chapter Three. In this they followed the example of 
many eleventh-century Flemish Benedictines, whose customs for abbatial benediction 
always included a formal promissio of good faith and obedience to the diocesan 
authority.298  In this the Cistercians were also much like contemporary new houses for 
Frankish regular canons, whose statutes demanded a like subordination.  Obedience to 
Bishops (ultimately, of course, to the Bishop of Rome) was an important element of 
sacerdotal and monastic reform endeavours.299  Episcopal certification of Cistercian 
foundations was the most secure local means of legitimating the monks’ interventions 
in the social worlds of lay people, clerical schools and centres, and the houses of 
neighbouring Benedictines. The monks’ good relations with Bishops, moreover, 
platformed their contacts with many members of the European gentry; that is, from 
the ecclesiastical to the secular aristocracy.  
 The present segment explores Bernard’s earliest extramural contacts while 
abbot.  His relationship with – interestingly – not the Bishop of Langres but Cîteaux’s 
Bishop in Chalon would be the legitimating ground for his early public activities.  His 
extramural outreach became apparent strikingly early in his abbacy, but the success of 
                                                
296  Carta Caritatis (Prior), Prol., “Domnus Stephanus abbas et fratres sui ordinaverunt ut nullomodo 
abbatiae in alicuius antistitis diocesi fundarentur antequam ipse decretum inter Cisterciense coenobium 
et caetera ex eo nata exaratum et confirmatum ratum haberet et confirmaret, propter scandalum inter 
pontificem et monachos devitandum,” in Waddel, at p. 442. 
297  Cf. Exordium Parvum cc. 4.2, 7.8, in Waddell, pp. 422, 424 respective; Casey, ‘Did the Order 
Exist in 1124?’ p. 142.  
298  Cf. Steven Vanderputten, ‘Abbatial Obedience, Liturgical Reform, and the Threat of Monastic 
Autonomy at the Turn of the Twelfth Century,’ Catholic Historical Review, vol. 98, no. 2 (2012),  at 
pp. 253-54; Koziol. Begging Pardon and Favor, pp. 184, 188-9. 
299  Cf. Koziol, Begging Pardon and Favor, at p. 244; Constable, ‘The Authority of Superiors,’ p. 196. 
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his endeavours – whatever his “charisma” – remains inconceivable without the critical 
element of episcopal support for his public appearances and presence.  It would be in 
such public encounters that some of the most salient features of his career made 
themselves first apparent. It is in the context of his early letters that he formed his 
most meaningful early bonds both within and beyond his congregation at Clairvaux. 
This early period of his career would be critical in his ethical, intellectual, and 
political socialization as a Cistercian monk and abbot.  
 
 Bishop William of Champeaux-Chalon 
 
 Bernard’s first episcopal patron was his most influential first friend in the 
Church (Abbot Stephen was not likely Bernard’s “friend”). Bishop William of 
Champeaux was a prominent teacher in Parisian and Laonois cathedral school circles.  
He was much involved in secular and Papal affairs, but is most remembered, first (and 
regrettably), for the criticisms made of him by Peter Abelard, and secondly (more 
importantly, at present), as the founder of the shrine of St.-Victor, a cenobium for 
Augustinian canons.300  He founded this congregation around 1108, at an abandoned 
hermitage outside the city walls of Paris. The canons were much admired for their 
clerical “philosophy of manners” and their exegeses of Biblical history and 
sacramental theory.301  Incidentally, like the Cistercians, the Victorines laid claim to 
their own share of the “Hebraica Veritas,” but markedly unlike our monks, the 
                                                
300  Cf. Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 58.2 (to Bishop Ebal of Chalons, ca. 1124-26), “[…] bona memoriae 
praedecessor vester domnus Guillelmus […],” SBOp 7, p. 151; trans. James (Ep.61), at p. 87; Peter 
Abelard, Historia Calamitatum, trans. Betty Radice (London: Penguin, 1974), at p. 58; Mary Stroll, 
Calixtus II (1119-1124): A Pope Born to Rule (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2004), pp. 338, 371-75; Paul 
Rorem, Hugh of St. Victor (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), pp. 5-6; Newman, The Boundaries 
of Charity, p. 145. 
301  Cf. Jaeger, The Envy of Angels, pp. 244ff., s.v. ‘Humanism and Ethics at the School of St. Victor,’; 
Maria Dobozy, ‘Hugh of St. Victor: The Performing Body and Moral Conduct in the Middle Ages,’ pp. 
36-40. 
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canons’ source of Jewish tradition was more verifiably acknowledged.302  It is, 
however, unknown to what extent William was responsible for this significant aspect 
of his school’s humanistic history.303  But it is also much to be noted that it was in 
light of his relationship with the young Abbot Bernard that he retired to Clairvaux as a 
Cistercian himself, ad succurrendum (1120-21); many Victorine canons followed him 
in his last conversion of heart and station.304        
 William became Bishop of Chalon around 1113, and his tenure was much tied 
to early Cistercian history.  He was the authority to whom Stephen of Cîteaux turned 
for Bernard’s formal appointment as Clairvaux’s abbot-elect.  It is likely that the 
monk who represented Cîteaux at the Bishop’s court with Bernard, Ilbodus (met 
above in Chapter Three), carried with him a now-lost letter for William from Stephen 
for the occasion.  Bernard’s biographer waxed much over the confusion at the 
Bishop’s court over who was the nominated abbot: whether the older monk, “tall, 
strong, [and] handsome” (whom William of St.-Thierry possibly never met), or the 
younger man, “emaciated, deathly, [and] despicably garbed.”305 The Vita Bernardi 
overemphasized Bernard’s asceticism when describing the earlier years of his career.  
It is, however, important that the youth was described as entirely awed and uncertain 
in Bishop William’s presence. 306   The meeting was his most significant early 
interview with an ecclesiastical authority to judge his capacity to preach and teach 
                                                
302  In a notula on Genesis 49.12, the famous canon Hugh of St.-Victor’s Adnotationes elucidatoriae 
translated exactly from the midrashim of Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki (the famous Rashi, ca. 1040-1105, 
fl. Paris–Rheims), and Hugh’s familiarity with Rashi’s Jewish disciples is evident elsewhere in his 
exegeses; cf. Graboïs, ‘Jewish-Christian Intellectual Relations,’ pp. 619-21; Herman Hailperin, Rashi 
and the Christian Scholars (Pennsylvania: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1963), esp. pp. 106-11.    
303  Cf. Jaeger, The Envy of Angels, at p. 245; Graboïs, ‘Jewish-Christian Intellectual Relations,’ esp. p. 
621. 
304  Cf. Gillian R. Evans, Bernard of Clairvaux (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), at p. 11. 
305  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 31, in Verdeyen, p. 57; trans. Cawley, at p. 31. 
306  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 31, in Verdeyen, p. 57; trans. Cawley, p. 31. 
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Christianity.307  He did not dare speak, his Life alleged; but “[the Bishop] kept up the 
conversation until they reached that stage of mutual confidence and that boldness of 
speech which characterize [the] familiar faithfulness [of friends].”308  William was not 
immediately Bernard’s “friend,” so to speak; he was the younger man’s patron, and 
the prerogative of warm welcome and approval lay with him.309  In the wake of their 
first meeting, however, Bernard and Bishop William “thereafter each quite often 
received the other as his guest.”   
 As William of St.-Thierry elaborated, with important implication, “Clairvaux 
became like a home to the Bishop, while the Bishop’s house and indeed, on his 
account, the entire city of Chalon became the same for the monks of Clairvaux.”310  It 
is of implicit significance that Bernard had secured for Cîteaux and Abbot Stephen the 
enduring goodwill of their new diocesan Lord.  But, more importantly for his career, 
contacts, and travels, it was thanks to this William’s recommendations that Bernard 
was introduced to the Frankish episcopal lords abroad, particularly, as his biographer 
specifies, within the province of Rheims.311  It was also on William’s authority that 
Clairvaux was successful in receiving several other Augustinian canons among its 
conversi-brethren, ca. 1120.312  William was, moreover, the explicit arbiter and 
implicit sponsor of Bernard’s early contacts with the laity.  Arguably, without the 
                                                
307  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 31, in Verdeyen, p. 57; trans. Cawley, p. 31; compare: 
Rodulfus Glaber, Historiarum libri quinque 2.11.22, “When [Bishop] Gebuin questioned [the heretic 
Leutard] about all that he was purported to have said or done, Leutard began to hide the poison of his 
vileness, wishing that he had not learnt to take texts from Holy Scripture for his purposes,” trans. 
France, pp. 90-91. 
308  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 31, in Verdeyen, p. 57; trans. Cawley, p. 31. 
309  Cf. McGuire, Friendship and Community, p. lviii (citing Ann Matter, Review, Speculum 68 
(1993), pp. 1173-75).  
310  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 31, “Ex illa die et ex illa hora facti sunt cor unum et anima 
una in Domino, in tantum ut saepe alter alterum hospitem deinceps haberet, et propria esset domus 
episcopi Claravallis, claraevallensium vero efficeretur non sola domus episcopi, sed et per ipsum tota 
civitas Catalaunensis,” in Verdeyen, p. 57; trans. Cawley, p. 31. 
311  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 312 (to Archbishop Raynald of Rheims, ca. 1124), SBOp 8, p. 242; 
trans. James (Ep. 375), p. 447; William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 31, in Verdeyen, p. 57. 
312  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 3 (to the canons of Eaucourt, ca. 1120), SBOp 7, pp. 23-24; trans. James 
(Ep. 3), at p. 19. 
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Archbishop’s respectable support and respected name, the young abbot’s career 
would have acquired only a comparatively limited public outreach.  William was 
certainly the best early friend and patron that Bernard could have made in the 
Frankish Church.  It is also a notable feature of Clairvaux’s early history that its first 
episcopal sponsor and sustainer was not the Bishop of Langres.313  A like-minded 
enthusiast for the reformation of mores, William enabled Bernard’s career and 
Stephen’s discipline to flourish. 
 
 Bernard and “the World”: early lay clients, early causes 
 
 Clairvaux abbey was founded between Stephen of Cîteaux and the lords of La 
Ferté-sur-Aube and Châtillon.314  At this time, the latter still included the castellan 
Tescelin Sorel and others who knew Bernard of Langres and, more particularly, 
Tescelin’s other sons and their uncle, Gaudry. By 1120, the abbey consisted of a truly 
mixed congregation of veteran monks, fledgling monks, and conversi barbati.315 
Clairvaux was a human site made by collaborative hands and minds. Its valley was 
originally called “Wormwood Vale (Vallis absinthialis),” because of its abundance of 
the bitter-tasting shrub, and the monks cooked no food but by the leaves of beech 
trees.316  For their bread they observed the Prophet Isaiah’s penitential regime of 
“barley and millet and vetches” (Is. 28.25), reportedly once much admired by a 
religious guest who took a loaf away with him to show others.317  William himself 
presumably partook of the same, the description of which suggests important lived 
                                                
313  Cf. Brian Noell, ‘Cistercian Monks in the Market: Legal Study, Economic Statutes, and 
Institutional Evolution in the Twelfth Century,’ Cîteaux 59 (2008), at p. 172, n. 15. 
314  Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister, at p. 237. 
315  John France, ‘The Cistercian community,’ The Cistercian Order, p. 85. 
316  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 25, in Verdeyen, p. 52; trans. Cawley, p. 25. 
317  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 25, in Verdeyen, p. 52; trans. Cawley, p. 25. 
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dimensions to the shrine’s Scripture-text community.318  Bernard’s brother, Gerard, 
was the first cellarer of the house, and its prior was another relation, a certain 
Geoffrey, who was later to become the Bishop of Langres (r. 1139-63).319   
 Despite their collectively created, intellective solitude, the monks received 
many guests.  They were evidently also very visible to laypeople nearby and abroad.  
William recounts how, on one occasion, the monks were petitioned by a woman who 
had travelled from Châtillon to offer their shrine alms for prayers for her ill husband; 
on another, Bernard encountered a woman in the meadows nearby who had brought 
him her disfigured son for a blessing.320  The monks also memorably hosted a band of 
milites travelling on their way to a tournament, and Bernard terrified these with a toast 
to their souls (the “Miracle of the Beer”) – they decided preference for the 
“knighthood of the spirit [spirituali militiae]” over the damnation that struggles in a 
tournament invited.321  On another occasion, the monks of Clairvaux were made 
somehow aware of the plight of a poor man, “quite near the monastery,” whose wife 
was apparently both a witch and an adultress; she had reportedly wasted him with 
malice, threats, and spells or poisons.322 The monks (again, somehow) brought him to 
their shrine and explained to Bernard his need for blessings and exorcism. William 
left unstated whether the husband was returned to his wife. It is possibly from such or 
like ethical abductions that many lay friends of Clairvaux’s brothers became 
Cistercians.  From William of St.-Thierry’s account, it is in any case evident that all 
                                                
318  Cf. Bischoff, ‘Early Premonstratensian Eschatology: The Apocalyptic Myth,’ pp. 43-46. 
319  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi cc. 27, 45; Arnold of Bonneval, Vita Prima 2, c. 29; in 
Verdeyen, pp. 53, 67, 109; trans. Cawley, pp. 26, 43, 78, respectively; cf. Bouchard, Sword, Miter, 
Cloister, Appendix B. ‘The Burgundian Bishops,’ at p. 396. 
320  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi cc. 27, 44, in Verdeyen, pp. 53, 67; trans. Cawley, pp. 26, 
43. 
321  William of St-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 55, in Verdeyen, p. 72; trans. Cawley, p. 49. 
322  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 49, “Virum pauperem non longe a monasterio habitantem 
uxor adultera maleficiis cruciabat.  Sict enim ei in ira et furore fuerat comminata, egeret per malignas 
incantationes ut miser homo consumptis carnibus nec posset mori nec vivere permitteretur,” in 
Verdeyen, p. 70; trans. Cawley, p. 46. 
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of the monks of Clairvaux were much involved with the social worlds surrounding 
them. 
 None more so than their abbot and younger brother, Bernard, who was drawn 
early, and for various purposes, from Clairvaux to “the cities and regions nearby.”323  
It is imprecise to say that he did so as a preacher.  Rather, the newly installed Man of 
God (from Cîteaux) was touring, most likely as a regional novelty, as the first 
Cistercian abbot to set up Cîteaux’s Benedictine “workshop for virtue” in Langres.324 
Over the course of these tours, Bernard was a guest in many lay households.  One 
assumes he had been formally introduced to these by Bishop William, or else through 
now-obscure family connections.  In one of his earliest letters, written from Chalon to 
Clairvaux’s Prior (ca. 1116-17), he informed his brothers that his absence was to be 
prolonged: “I have secured, not by my prayers but those of the Lady Beatrice, the 
permission of the Bishop to spend the winter [with her], near you, not at Clairvaux but 
on the lands of Dementin.”325  This Beatrice might have been the elder and widowed 
sister of the late Duke Odo himself and of Bishop Robert of Langres (who had died at 
Molesme in 1111).326  Whatever Bernard’s role in attracting her invitation, it is 
implied in his letter that she had formally made it not to Bernard directly but to 
Bishop William, who had accepted on the abbot’s behalf.  She had likely requested 
his company as a spiritual counsellor, and he had caritatively (and obediently) 
obliged, with the Bishop’s commanding “permission.”  He later wrote to her upon his 
return to Clairvaux, describing the importance to him of his arrival home;  
                                                
323  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c 61, in Verdeyen, p. 76; trans. Cawley, p. 54. 
324  I.e., Regula Benedicti 4.78, in Timothy Fry (et. al., trans. and ed.), RB1980: The Rule of St. 
Benedict – Latin and English with Notes (Minnesota: Liturgical Press, 1980), pp. 186-87. 
325  Bernard of Clairvaux (to Clairvaux abbey, ca. 1116-17), Ep. 441, “Notum facio vobis extorsisse 
me, non meis, sed dominae Beatricis precibus, ab Episcopo licentiam hiemandi iuxta vos, non tamen in 
Claravalle, sed in Clementini Prato.  Interim vigilate, pigros excitate, nimios reprimite, pusillanimes 
consolamini; omnibus omnia facti, omnium virtutes vestras facite,” SBOp vol. 8, p. 419; trans. James 
(Ep. 460), p. 518. 
326  Cf. Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister, p. 151. 
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 I am as a vessel lost [Ps. 30.13], [and] only you do not forget me.  
You ask after the state of my health, about the journey from 
which I have just returned, and the monks whom I have moved to 
another place.  To all of which I briefly reply that, from a 
wilderness, from fearful desert spaces [cf. Deut. 32.10], the 
brethren have come unto an abundance of everything, of 
buildings and friends.327   
 
He was answering for his brothers as well as himself, and his tacit message was that it 
was not Clairvaux that was the wilderness and fearful space, but rather the world 
beyond its borders, the intellective-ascetic concept of a secular “counter-World.”328  It 
is to be hoped that his winter counsels and discourses had been enough, for Bernard 
was gladly returned, he wrote, to “a fertile land and a dwelling of great beauty,” that 
is, Clairvaux, “and now I feel stronger and better than I did before the journey.”329  
On the other hand, he also often brought men back to Clairvaux or, while abroad, sent 
them on to become monks with his brothers.  His earlier letter, announcing his stay 
with Beatrice to the Clairvaux brethren, opened with the following: 
 
                                                
327  Bernard of Clairvaux (to the Lady Beatrice, ca. 1117-19), Ep. 118, “Sola nos oblivisci non potes.  
Inquiris de esse et statu sanitatis nostrae, de via quam nuper egimus, de monachis, quos ad alium locum 
transtulimus.  De quibus primum breviter respondeo, quod de terra deserta et de loco horroris et vastae 
solitudinis introducti sunt in abundantiam rerum, aedium et amicorum, in terram denique fertilem et 
locum amoenae habitationis,” SBOp, vol. 7, p. 298; trans. James (Ep. 121), pp. 182-83. 
328  I.e. William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 25, “Erat autem Claravallis locus in territorio 
Lingonensi, non longe a fluvio Alba, antiqua spelunca latronum, quae antiquitus dicebatur vallis 
absinthialis, seu propter abundantis ibi absinthii copiam, seu propter amaritudinem doloris incidentium 
ibi in manus latronum.  Ibi ergo in loco horroris et vastae solitudinis consederunt viri illi virtutis, 
facturi de spelunca latronum templum Dei et domum orationis,” in Verdeyen, p. 52; trans. Cawley, p. 
25; Valantasis, ‘Constructions of Power in Asceticism,’ pp. 796-97. 
329  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 118, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 298; trans. James (Ep. 121), p. 183. 
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 I found the young man [adolescentem] who is bringing you this 
letter awaiting me at Chalons.  When he saw me he asked me 
with great diffidence and simplicity to receive him into our order 
and make a monk of him [in nostro ordine recipi et monachum 
fieri].  He explained that Thomas of Marla, whose shield-bearer 
he had been, wished to make him a knight in the service of the 
world, but that he preferred the service of Christ, and for this 
reason sought refuge with us. Consult some of the brethren and, if 
they should approve and you see fit, receive him and put him to 
the test.330 
 
The contrast of Clairvaux valley with the undisciplined tumult and human 
“wilderness” beyond it was a prominent theme of descriptions by both Bernard and 
William of St.-Thierry.  The outsider-status of the Clairvaux Cistercians, moreover, 
was an important element of their broad caritative outreach, and the attraction of their 
way of life and spiritual authority to others.  
 The abbot undertook many favours for laypeople, but apparently felt much 
ambivalence as to their merit or use.  “I have done what you wanted,” he wrote, to the 
friend of a certain Hugh de Bese, “on behalf of whom you persuaded me to intercede 
with the Duke’s Lady” (regarding her witheld consent on Hugh’s arrangements for his 
son’s marriage).331  “It was no concern of mine, except that it was your wish that I 
                                                
330  Bernard of Clairvaux (to Clairvaux abbey, ca. 1116-17), Ep. 441, “Hunc adolescentem, qui vobis 
has litteras portavit, exspectantem me Catalaunis inveni, qui, ut me vidit, simpliciter satis et verecunde 
rogavit se in nostro ordine recipi, et monachum fieri, narrans mihi quia, cum Thomas de Marla, cuius 
armiger fuit, vellet eum militem facere militiae saeculi, militiam Christi praeposuit et, ob hanc causam, 
ad nos confugit.  Super his aliquos de fratribus consulite, et si laudaverint, vobisque ita visum fuerit, 
recipite eum ac probate,” SBOp, vol. 8, p. 419; trans. James (Ep. 460), pp. 517-18. 
331  Cf. Bernard of Clairvaux (to the Duchess Matilda of Burgundy, ca. 1120), Ep. 121, “Suam gratiam 
adiciat Dominus super vos et super filios vestros, nobilissima mihique in Christo dilectissima Domina. 
[…] erogate vestrum frumentum pauperibus Christi, ut in aeternum cum usura recipiatis,” SBOp, vol. 
7, p. 302 ; trans. James (Ep. 125), at p. 185. 
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should do it; for how do your lands, pleasures, and relations concern me?”332  To this 
anonymous friend, he wrote that Hugh’s plight was due to the layman’s own 
misguided outlook and moral limitations: “I have always known that this man…[is] 
far removed from good […] Although he is a sinner, I have never seen him on any 
pilgrimage; although he is rich, I have never heard of him giving alms; although he 
has for long been a steward, I have never heard of him protecting the orphan and 
widow…Hardly ever, if ever, can any advantage come to him from the company of 
noblemen, […and yet] he only thinks of marrying his sons and daughters to them.  
But I wish and greatly desire that what, for your sake, I gladly undertook to ask for, 
may turn out well for him.”333  
 Throughout his recorded public activities the Cistercian moral outreach was 
made apparent, which was, moreover, always framed as service to others out of 
humility and obedience, mercy, and education.  In these letters above, such sentiments 
are conspicuously articulated through the contrast between monks and laypeople, 
which was firmly asserted each time to secure, define, and underline the intellective 
and ethical boundaries that divided the two forms of life, regular and secular.  As far 
as can be determined, Bernard did not cultivate unambiguously “friendly” 
relationships with laypeople.  Yet he was freer to do so, on the other hand, with 
clerics, in whose circles he had once formerly lived.  We turn now from his contacts 
with the laity to his more articulate exchanges with such persons to whom he would 
elaborate with more confidence the possibilities offered by a moral education under a 
Rule.  These other young men, as he attempted to persuade them, were practically but 
                                                
332  Bernard of Clairvaux (‘ad quosdam amicos,’ ca. 1121?), Ep. 443, SBOp, vol. 8, p. 421; trans. 
James (Ep. 462), p. 518.  
333  Bernard of Clairvaux (‘ad quosdam amicos’), Ep. 443, SBOp, vol. 8, p. 421; trans. James (Ep. 
462), p. 518. 
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a short step from ascetic conversion, in marked contrast to the wide distance that 
separated the lives of Cistercians from laypeople. 
 
 Clerical conversions: Guarike of Clairvaux and Fulk of Langres 
                   
 As a formerly secular litteratus, Bernard’s incentives for conversion and the 
pursuit of holiness may be described as a search for a spiritual counterpart to worldly 
erudition and its benefits, as Morrison described of Peter Damian.334  His conversion 
found much resonance and meaning under Stephen Harding’s literate directorship, 
and is emblematic of the earliest Cistercians’ appeal for creative clerics.335  William 
of St.-Thierry is descriptive in his accounts of Bernard’s successes in recruiting 
clerics to the Cistercian conversatio.  Of particular significance was the frequency 
with which the abbot returned from Chalon with clerical recruits, whom he likely 
gained with Bishop William’s support.336  It is, however, from one of his earliest 
letters that some measure of his intended impact on clerical lives can be guaged.  This 
concerns his letter to the secular canon, Fulk of Langres. As Cistercian literature, the 
meaning and import of letters to such addressees was to self-consciously represent 
(and respect) enduring differences in traditions of learning.337  They are an important 
guide to the emerging public consciousness of the Cistercians in contrast with other 
schools of learning and virtue.     
 The social context of his contacting Fulk (“bonae indolis adolescenti”) was 
made discreetly apparent over the course of his letter.  Bernard opened by writing, “I 
                                                
334  Morrison, ‘Incentives for Studying the Liberal Arts,’ p. 35. 
335  Dumont, ‘Humanism and Rusticity,’ pp. 66-7; Verbaal, ‘The Cistercians in dialogue,’ p. 234. 
336  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi cc. 65, 68, in Verdeyen, pp. 78-79, 80; trans. Cawley, pp. 
59, 62. 
337  Cf. John D. Cotts, ‘Monks and Clerks in Search of the Beata Schola: Peter of Celle’s Warning to 
John of Salisbury Reconsidered,’ in Sally N. Vaugn (with J. Rubenstein, ed.), Teaching and Learning 
in Northern Europe (Turnhout: Brepols, 2006), p. 263. 
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do not wonder if you are surprised that I, a rustic and a monk, should address myself 
to you, a citizen of towns and a student, with no excuse or clear reason that can occur 
to you.”338  Throughout the text, however, it becomes apparent that he was prompted 
by concerns voiced by Fulk’s cousin, a certain Guarike, who had recently become a 
monk of Clairvaux.  It was this Guarike who had alerted Bernard to Fulk’s 
circumstance.  Thus according to Guarike’s report, his cousin Fulk had, sometime, 
formerly promised to become an Augustinian regular but had been dissuaded by his 
uncle, a certain Willenc of Aigremont, who was also Guarike’s uncle, (“[who had] 
resisted strongly the good intentions of our Guarike, his other nephew and your 
kinsman”).339 Dean Willenc, who was later the Bishop of Langres (r. 1125-36), had 
promised Fulk a lucrative career, in which endeavour, moreover, he was ultimately 
successful, for Fulk never became regular but was promoted to the archdeaconate of 
Langres in 1125.340   
 Bernard wrote while conscious of the diversity and respectability of various 
forms of regular life.  It is significant that the abbot nowhere directly attempted to 
poach Fulk into a Cistercian conversion, for he was already promised to the 
Augustinians.   He spoke, on informal behalf, for Fulk’s true community of fellow 
regulars, “your brother soldiers, whom you have deserted by running away.”341  The 
martial tone was borrowed from Augustine himself, for whom the true Christian 
litteratus was like a “defender [defensor] of right faith, and the conqueror [debellator] 
of error” – Bernard echoed Augustine’s own rhetorical figures to invite Fulk to the 
“naked” combat of the regular canon, “with his most powerful limbs overcoming and 
                                                
338  Bernard of Clairvaux (to Fulk of Langres, ca. 1120), Ep. 2.1, “Non miror si  mireris, sed miror si 
no nmireris, unde mihi ut ad te scribere vellem, civem rusticus, scholasticum monachus, cum nulla hinc 
tibi occasio necessaria occurrat, nulla se ratio patens ostendat,” p. 12; trans. James (Ep. 2), p. 10. 
339 Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 2.3, SBOp vol. 7, p. 14; trans. James (Ep. 2), pp. 11-12. 
340  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 2.8, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 19; trans. James (Ep. 2), p. 15; cf. Bouchard, 
Sword, Miter, and Cloister, Appendix B: ‘The Burgundian Bishops,’ at p. 395. 
341  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 2.12, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 22; trans. James (Ep. 2), p. 18. 
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destroying falsehood.”342  Thus the abbot wrote, “What business have you in towns, 
fancy soldier [delicate miles]? […] What do you fear?  There are more with us than 
against us…The Lord himself is at hand to sustain us, to teach our hands to make war 
and the fingers of our hands to fight.”343   
 He did not contact Fulk to encourage his conversion to Cistercianism, but his 
having written at all was based in his convictions and faith in the Cistercians’ moral 
right to instruct or reform others.  In giving his reasons for having written, he 
announced, “Our good mother Caritas loves us all and shows herself differently to 
each one of us, cherishing the weak, scolding the restive, exhorting the advanced.”344 
“It is she,” he added, “who brings God to men and reconciles men with God,” and it is 
she whom Fulk had “wounded” – but, “should you [yet] return to her [si conversus 
fueris ad illam],” “I am indeed bound in caritas to exhort you who are [also] in 
caritas to be grieved for [in your present state], although you do not grieve.”345 “It 
was my own zeal for the love of God that moved me to pity for your error, to 
compassion for your unhappy state, so that I interfered…in order to save you, 
although you are not a monk of mine.”346  On Guarike’s behalf, then, and on behalf of 
their community at Clairvaux, he reminded this canon in the world, that, “When the 
joy of life fades, endless remorse will devour you.  Far be this from our Fulk [ab 
adolescentulo nostro]; may God forefend His child from such a fate!”347  His letter 
                                                
342  Cf. Augustine of Hippo, De doctrina Christiana 4.14, 4.148, cited in Morrison, ‘Incentives for 
Studying the Liberal Arts,’ at p. 48, nn. 62, 65. 
343  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 2.12, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 22; trans. James (Ep. 2), p. 18. 
344  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 2.1, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 12; trans. James (Ep.2), p. 10. 
345  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 2.1, SBOp, vol. 7, pp. 12-13; trans. James (Ep. 2), p. 10. 
346  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 2.8, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 19; trans. James (Ep. 2), p. 16. 
347  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep.2.10, SBOp, vol. 7, pp. 20-21; trans. James (Ep. 2), p. 17. 
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declared that Cistercian caritas pertained as much to the formation and education of 
others, not only monks of their profession or number.348   
 What is the most caritative about Bernard’s letter is that he spoke on behalf of 
the Augustinian conversatio in a Cistercian endeavour to identify with the canon’s 
circumstance and limitations, and to encourage his ascetic and moral potential.  The 
letter is testimony to the significance of positive comparison with other 
conversationes in early Cistercian history.  It spotlights the considerable evidence of 
Cistercian dialogue with the experiences, backgrounds, and moral contingencies of 
their own conversi-monks and many others. The earliest letter by Bernard that is 
preserved in Clairvaux’s letter collection is also addressed to a non-Cistercian 
readership.  This time Bernard wrote to regular ascetics – in fact, to the venerable 
cousins of Molesme and the Cistercians themselves, the hermit-monks of La Grande 
Chartreuse.  His letter to Fulk was platformed by an education that placed him in the 
role of a learner, student, and ideologue of ascetic culture.  In the conspicuous 
absence of letters between Bernard and the Abbot of Cîteaux, his early letter (or 
letter-treatise) to the Carthusians, dated ca. 1116, is another important but neglected 
key work that can assist in exploring his ethical ascetic formation.   
 
 Bernard’s First Treatise – the letter, ‘De Caritate’      
 
 As Newman has pointed out, Stephen of Cîteaux nowhere elaborated on the 
concept of caritas as it pertained to the emerging Cistercian confoederatio and its 
constitutive symbolic vocabulary.349  In his Carta Caritatis, the concept was not given 
                                                
348 G. L. J. Smerillo, ‘Caritas in the Initial Letters of St. Bernard,’ in Pennington, ed. Saint Bernard of 
Clairvaux, at pp. 134-35. 
349  Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ p. 195. 
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any particularly symbolic or poetic nuance to colour the text’s legislative points and 
purpose.  The significance of caritas to the earliest generation of Cistercians is so 
mininally represented that impressions of its relevance and rise to significance have 
ranged from, for example, those of Berman, who argued that for much of the twelfth 
century, the Burgundian congregations were only “vaguely tied together by precepts 
about love,” and, alternatively Leclercq’s, who argued that what links between 
caritas, unity, and peace exist in early Cistercian thought and culture derived from 
Bernard’s spirituality, and not that of Cîteaux.350  It remains an outstanding issue in 
early Cistercian studies that many of the intellectual foundations of the monks’ 
ecclesial mission and moral purpose remain symbolically and historically obscure.  
Newman has undertaken some remedy for this, and has argued that the Carta 
Caritatis functioned to materially embody Abbot Stephen’s caritas for the 
generations of religious who were taught their Cistercianism after his death.351  A text 
that contributes to this discussion is Bernard’s letter to La Grande Chartreuse, the 
intent of which was to define caritas and to describe its centrality to the formation of 
a disciplined Cistercian subject – namely, Bernard himself.   
 His letter served to reinforce the bonds between two congregations – 
Clairvaux and La Chatreuse – who were linked (not directly but equally at second-
hand) to the historic person and charismatic pedagogy of Abbot Robert of Molesme 
(d. 1111). Bernard’s letter to the Carthusians is important testimony to the 
Cistercians’ concept of caritas as binding not only the monks of their number but also 
between themselves and fellow regulars. Other letters between Chartreuse and 
Clairvaux have not survived, unfortunately, but Bernard wrote in praise of Prior Guy 
                                                
350  Berman, The Cistercian Evolution, at p. 151; Jean Leclercq, ‘Saint Bernard et les dèbuts de l’ordre 
cistercien,’ Studia monastica 34 (1992), at pp. 75-76. 
351  Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ pp. 196-97. 
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and the Carthusian brothers’ letters to him, showing him, “a true and sincere caritas 
to be attributed entirely to a pure heart and unfeigned faith which leads us to love our 
neighbours’ good as well as our own.”352  He continued, thus,   
 
May the Lord bless you for troubling to meet me, your child, with 
such a blessing in your letter to me that you have given me the 
courage to write back to you, after I had for so long wanted to, but 
not dared.  For I was loath to harass your holy peace in the Lord, to 
disturb even for one moment your unbroken silence from the world, 
the whispers of your heavenly converse, by my uncalled-for 
scribbling; or to distract with my own affairs your ears absorbed in 
celestial praises. 353 
 
Bernard’s letter to the Carthusians was intended for a congregational readership, and 
it is not insignificant that its theme was Caritas. To borrow Goswin’s definition cited 
in the Introduction above, the letter implies a genuine “link of mind to mind” between 
the Carthusians and the Cistercians of Clairvaux about the etiquette and importance of 
Benedictine “charity” in monastic education.  There is also much suggestion in its 
discourse that the letter was submitted as a short treatise (or long discourse: 
“longum…sermonem”) for the hermits’ appraisal and review.354   
 Whether he did so with Stephen’s sanction is unknown, yet it remains 
important in the broader context of Cistercian history that the newly installed Abbot 
of Clairvaux forged such a bond with the Carthusians, suggesting his learning from 
                                                
352  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.3, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 54; trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 43. 
353  Bernard of Clairvaux (to the Prior of La Grande Chartreuse, ca. 1116), Ep. 11.1, “Benedicti vos a 
Domino, qui me in benedictionibus dulcedinis tantae praevenire curastis, ut daretur puero vestro, vobis 
primum scribentibus, fiducia rescribendi, scribere quidem ad vos iam pridem gestienti, sed non 
praesumenti,” SBOp, vol. 7, pp. 52-53; trans. James (Ep. 12), at p. 42. 
354  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.10, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 60; trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 48. 
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them, and his lifelong commitment to receiving as well as imparting spiritual 
instruction.  What follows will interpret his statements on caritas in light of his 
recorded experiences as the abbot of Clairvaux and a Cistercian ascetic, according to 
William of St.-Thierry’s Vita Bernardi.  The juxtaposition of material from his first 
letter with the details of his first Life suggests many otherwise understated nuances in 
the Cistercians’ early concept of caritas, specifically as Bernard himself was subject 
to.  This earliest extant letter, and/or first treatise, is the material witness to the 
significance of caritas in Bernard’s Cistercian conversion discourse, and to the nature 
of his learned instruction from others over the course of his formation as an abbot and 
ascetic.  Beyond the Life itself, Bernard is nowhere more explicitly characterised as a 
conversus committed to learning from others. 
 
 “Carthusian Connections”: the letter’s addressees  
 
 The Carthusians were markedly distinct from other hermit-congregations as 
thoroughly regular, Benedictine hermits organized into a cenobitic collective. By 
1116, the congregation of La Chartreuse was both veteran and venerable in a way that 
Clairvaux was not; and Bernard had little to teach them as to the nature of Rules, or 
the benefits of observing one.  He wrote as a newly installed (and still reasonably 
newly converted) Cistercian-Benedictine monk.  The significance of asymmetries of 
religious knowledge and experience is evident throughout the letter’s contents and 
also in context of recorded sententiae by its named addressee.  Guy (alt. Guigo; d. 
1136) was the fifth Prior of La Grande Chartreuse and was, incidentally, elected the 
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same year as Stephen’s elevation as Abbot of Cîteaux in 1109.355  As was fitting for a 
successor in leadership to Bruno of Rheims, Guy (from Valence) was much respected 
as a scholar, “and was immensely erudite, in both secular and sacred studies.”356  He 
was the author of a series of Meditations, or sententiae (intriguingly comparable to 
Bernard’s), which represent his philosophy of ascetic discipline between the years ca. 
1109-20.357  Clairvaux itself possessed a copy of these Meditations, which scholars 
today believe was in the abbey’s library at some point after Guy’s death.358   
 It might be, though, that Bernard was already familiar with the collection’s 
contents as discrete sententiae, once woven into the (now lost) letters of counsel and 
advice that Guy had sent to him, prior to the receipt of the Meditations dossier at 
Clairvaux.359  A possible connection in inspiration between the sententiae by Guy and 
Bernard respectively suggests the importance of eremitical collections of dicta and 
meditationes – for which Grandmont also provides an example – in the social 
formation and intellectual maturation of new ‘discipleship communities.”  Eremitical 
sententiae collections are comparatively under-researched.  In the case of Bernard and 
Guy’s authorship of such texts, another kind of link is implied, namely between 
cathedral-school education and Benedictine-eremitical conversion.  Collectively, 
these Benedictine sententiae preserve the intellectual vehicles for “understanding in 
transmission” between two thought-worlds, not only between clerical and monastic 
                                                
355  Cf. The Magister Chronicle, sub anno 27 July, 1136, cited in ‘Introduction,’ A. Gordon Mursell, 
trans. and ed., The Meditations of Guigo I, Prior of the Charterhouse (Kalamazoo and Spencer: 
Cistercian Publications, 1995), at p. 8 
356  The Magister Chronicle, in Mursell, ‘Introduction,’ The Meditations of Guigo I, at p. 8. 
357  Cf. David N. Bell, ‘The Carthusian Connection: Guigo I of La Chartreuse and the Origins of 
Cistercian Spirituality,’ Cistercian Studies Quarterly, vol. 27, no. 1 (1992), p. 53. 
358 Troyes, Bibliotheque municipale MS 854; Cf. Bell, ‘The Carthusian Connection,’ p. 52; Mursell, 
‘Introduction,’ The Meditations of Guigo I, p. 21. 
359  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.1, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 52; trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 41; cf. Gilson (1953) 
and Wilmart (1926), contra de Meyer and de Smet (1953), cited in Mursell, ‘Introduction,’ The 
Meditations of Guigo I, p. 21, nn. 54, 55, 57.  
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but more broadly Benedictine and “secular,” in the guided evolution of received 
knowledge and symbols into moral understanding. 
 There are, as Bell has noted, many sententiae by Guy that find resonance with 
early Cistercian spirituality.360  Of particular significance to Bernard may have been 
the dictum, “Consider how ignorant you are about yourself.  There is no region so 
remote and unknown to you, and about which you would more readily believe 
someone who told you lies.”361  The young abbot’s letter to the congregation 
represented his effort to learn from and participate in their ascetic ethic.  Whatever 
wisdom he received from them, moreover, he attributed to their caritas, and in 
expressing his gratitude he presented a short study on this theme as the affect for 
which he was ever indebted to them; thus, 
 
 What I do not dare [i.e. approach you unsolicited], Caritas does […] 
She is the mother of friendships and will not be repulsed…it was she 
who, when she wished, made you attentive to me, so that you have not 
thought it at all beneath you, not only to bear with me when I am 
speaking but moreover kindly to encourage me to speak when I am 
silent. I embrace your goodness, I admire your condescension, I praise 
and venerate the purity of your intention which leads you to rejoice in 
the Lord for what you consider my progress.362 
  
                                                
360  Bell, ‘The Carthusian Connection,’ pp. 56-61. 
361  Guy of La Chartreuse, Meditations n. 303, trans. Mursell, p. 131. 
362  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.2, “Verum quod non audeo ego, audet Caritas…et cum voluit, fecit 
sobrios nobis, adeo ut minime duceretis indignum, non modo sustinere loquentem, sed tacentem 
insuper benigne provocare.  Aplector benignitatem, dignationem admiror, laudo et veneror puritatem, 
qua de nostris profectibus, quos putatis, tanta in Domino exsultatione gloriamini,” SBOp, vol. 7, p. 53; 
trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 42. 
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It was not of his own sermo-discourse but that which the hermit-monks had 
previously given him, that Bernard exclaimed, in praise, that “I would call [one’s] 
caritas unspotted who never keeps anything of his own for himself. […] The 
unspotted law of God is caritas, which seeks not what may benefit itself, but what 
may benefit many.”363 This “law of God” as articulate care and instructive generosity 
was, as his letter makes plain, the pre-eminent basis for the ordering of relations 
between learners and teachers in spiritual schooling.  It was the guiding ethic and 
etiquette for his reception of, and reply to, the Carthusians’ instructions or lessons, 
whatever they may once have been: “Caritas will never be without fear, but a chaste 
fear; nor ever without self-interest, but an ordered self-interest.”364  This letter 
deserves a priority in studies of his spiritual and social formation as a preacher and 
teacher that it does not currently possess.  It is explicit testimony to his formation by 
and dependence on ascetic elders, and his contributions to the Cistercians’ ascetic 
ethic as articulated alongside other schools of monastic enlightenment.    
   
 Bernard’s directorship: early failures 
 
 He concluded his letter with a revealing gratitude that, however rhetorically 
construed, remains authentically affectionate.  “I feel myself driven to compose [this] 
long discourse by my insatiable desire to speak with you, my most dear brothers.”365  
Yet, he continued, he was reluctant to tarry, “[for] fear more than anything to become 
a burden to you,” and moreover, “I am ashamed of my wordiness [already].”366  He 
also wrote that, “I am hard pressed by the cares of my own household,” that is, at 
                                                
363  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.4, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 55; trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 44. 
364  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.7, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 58; trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 46. 
365  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.10, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 60; trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 48. 
366  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.10, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 60; trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 48. 
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Clairvaux.  If dated correctly, the letter is situated within the first two years (or more) 
of his abbatial tenure, when he was roughly in his late twenties.  There is still much 
room to consider his youth, his inexperience in both teaching and organizing a 
Benedictine community, and his individual, fledgling, penitential idiosyncrasies.  
Representations of learning in eleventh- and twelfth-century new religious collectives 
frequently took into account the contingent struggles of converting to, testifying, 
embodying, and imparting the new guiding ethos of a “little” or reform tradition.  
With respect to the moral and historic contingencies of Bernard’s early abbacy, there 
may be good reasons why received letters from Guy (and indeed from Stephen of 
Cîteaux) have not  been preserved.  Carthusian counsel may well have been for 
Bernard’s benefit in a time of embarrassed need and/or necessity.  The social drama 
that William related about this time is broadly representative of the monks’ ethos of 
conversion as a journey to enlightenment and not its spontaneous attainment. 
 According to William, during Clairvaux’s early existence Bernard’s brethren 
were required to share the burden of their abbot’s cares and duties.  This was so due 
to Bernard’s tendency for contemplative distraction (his natural anagogy or 
“mysticism”), and, apparently, his inability to accommodate practical duties with his 
spiritual, existential, and/or poetic inner wayfaring.  Thus, “as much as they could, 
[his brethren] absorbed [his] cares amongst themselves, resorting to him only for their 
inward consciences, the concerns of their souls.”367  Yet, even then, “[he] scared away 
from himself almost all of the men he had to govern, men into whose midst he had 
come to share their conversatio.”368  This was due to two factors of his learning and 
practice at fault.  The first was that he alienated them with unintelligible esoteric 
insights, as received through daily meditations and lectio divina.  The ideal or model 
                                                
367  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 27, in Verdeyen, p. 54; trans. Cawley (at c. 28), p. 27. 
368  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 28, in Verdeyen, p. 54; trans. Cawley, p. 27. 
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abbot, as the Regula Benedicti specified, was to “recognize that his goal must be 
profit for the monks, not pre-eminence for himself.  He ought, therefore, to be learned 
in divine law, so that he has a treasury of knowledge from which he can bring out 
what is new and what is old.”369  Yet, when Bernard preached or explained readings 
in chapter, “he would speak into human ears in an angelic tongue, scarcely to be 
understood.”370    
 His every sermon or word of counsel allegedly presented the brethren with 
“ideals so sublime, [and he] would demand of them such perfection, that the sermon 
would seem to them ‘a hard saying [Job 6.60]’; so great was their failure to catch 
what he was saying.”371  Though not quite of the same demonic extreme, William’s 
record implies that Bernard had similar trouble with socializing a constructive 
anagogy as had the Frankish canons of early Prémontré; “his preaching [was] more of 
a stumbling block to [its hearers] than a source of edification.”372 Bernard also 
alienated his brethren with the excess of the penances he prononuced on them during 
confession: “they were indeed aghast at the novelty of what they heard him reply, for 
this seemed to them a seedbed of despair for the weak.”373 Faithful to the Rule, 
however, his elder and younger brothers, his uncle, and his other “sons,” “made no 
excuses; they faced up to the Man of God [their Abbot] and took upon themselves the 
blame for their weakness [their penances], inasmuch as, ‘faced with God Himself, no 
one living could be justified’ at all” – they were, after all, committed to a 
professional, lifelong monastic career as penitents.374  And in time, 
 
                                                
369  Regula Benedicti 64.8-9, RB1980, pp. 282-83. 
370  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 28, in Verdeyen, pp. 54; trans. Cawley, p. 27. 
371  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 29, in Verdeyen, p. 55; trans. Cawley, p. 27. 
372  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 29, in Verdeyen, p. 55; trans. Cawley, p. 28. 
373  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 29, in Verdeyen, p. 55; trans. Cawley, p. 28. 
374  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 28, in Verdeyen, p. 55; trans. Cawley, p. 28. 
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[…] they so humbled themselves at his signs of reproach that he now 
began to suspect his own zeal regarding them, regarding brethren so 
humble and submissive.  He began also to shift the blame to his own 
ignorance and to bemoan his not being allowed to remain silent 
when so ill-equipped to speak; and to see how his talk had been, not 
so much of things lofty by human standards as of things unworthy of 
humanity, even injurious to the consciences of his hearers; and how 
he had been demanding, in brethren so simple, an all too scrupulous 
perfection, a perfection he did not even find as yet in himself. 
 
Hence it came about that the filial humility of the disciples became 
Schoolmistress [magistra] to the spiritual master.375 
    
One of the most acclaimed features of the early Cistercian reforms was Abbot 
Stephen’s levelling the status of the Cistercian abbot to that of a brother amongst 
brethren, not a monastic lord over his monks.376  The community of brothers each 
helped the other on the journey towards their respective and collective enlightenment.  
The abbot was himself committed to learning from and participating in all the 
penitential rounds, and “the form of the customs and the books of the New 
                                                
375 William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 29, “Unde factum est ut fieret magistra magistri pia 
humilitas discipulorum.  Cum enim ad nutum arguentis humiliarentur qui arguebantur, cepit etiam 
spirituali magistro adversus fratres humiles et subiectos zelus suus esse suspectus, in tantum ut ipse iam 
potius accusaret ignorantiam suam, et defleret necessitatem quod silere non liceret, cum nesciret loqui; 
quod non tam alta ad homines quam indigna hominibus loquendo laederet conscientias auditorum; 
quod tam scrupulose perfectionem a fratribus simplicibus exigebat, in quo se nondum inveniret ipse 
perfectum,” in Verdeyen, p. 55; trans. Cawley, p. 28. 
376  Bernard of Clairvaux, De praecepto et dispensatione 4.9-10, SBOp vol. 3, pp. 259-60; cf. Martha 
G. Newman, ‘Disciplining the Body, Disciplining the Will: Hypocrisy and Asceticism in Cistercian 
Monasticism,’ in Oliver Freiberger, ed. Asceticism and its Critics: Historical Accounts and 
Comparative Perspectives (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), at p. 94; idem, 
‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ pp. 193-95; idem, ‘Stephen Harding and the Creation of 
the Cistercian Community,’ pp. 318-20; Goodrich, ‘Caritas and Cistercian Uniformity,’ p. 42.  
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Monastery, so that nothing be in discord in our actions, but that we live bound by one 
love and one Rule, and the same customs.”377  
 The imparted lesson of William’s narrative was the young Bernard’s 
dependence on his brothers’ engaged co-operation in his formation as both a monk 
and abbot.  Bernard was reported to have observed that, “they, in their silence[s], 
were meditating on much better themes…[than] they heard from him, […] more 
efficaciously than even his example could prompt them to do.”378  Thus he withdrew 
to an inner solitude and silence, to await an insight through shared meditations as to 
God’s will, and theirs, for this new monastery.379  Henceforth, William proclaimed, he 
was gifted with “more effective speech, a more abundant insight into the Scriptures, 
[…the] authority he [now] enjoys with his hearers, and […] an understanding” (and 
compassion) for sinners like his monks and he himself.380 This impressive levelling of 
the abbot to the learning status of his own monks was more than an organizational 
benefit in linking Cîteaux’s daughter-abbeys to itself.  It was also an important tool 
for coaching humility and discipline through the co-operative dependence of all 
Cistercian monks in their respective communities.  
 In his letter to La Grande Chartreuse Bernard presented to these readers the 
argument that, “Anyone can make a law for himself, but he cannot withdraw it from 
the immutable order of the eternal law [ie. caritas].  Anyone who thus makes a law 
for himself is perversely trying to imitate his Creator by ruling himself, and making 
his own self-will a law for himself, just as God is His own law and subject only to 
                                                
377  Carta Caritatis (Prior), cc. 2, 3, “et hoc etiam volumus, ut mores et cantum et omnes libros ad 
Horas diurnas et nocturnas et ad missas necessarios, secundum formam morum et librorum Novi 
Monasterii possideant, quatenus in actibus nostris nulla sit discordia, sed una caritate, una Regula, 
similibusque vivamus moribus,” in Waddell, p. 444 (citation c. 3).  
378 William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 29, in Verdeyen, p. 55; trans. Cawley, p. 28. 
379  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 29, in Verdeyen, p. 55; trans. Cawley, pp. 28-29. 
380  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 29, in Verdeyen, pp. 55-56; trans. Cawley, p. 29; cf. Guy 
of La Chartreuse, Meditations n. 142, trans. Mursell, p. 93. 
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Himself.”381  In a sentence that reminds us that the abbot was writing to scholars, he 
wrote, that “[Caritas] is the eternal law, the creator and ruler of the universe, since 
through it all things were made in weight, measure and number.”382 It is a property of 
this law, he continued, that, “he who will not be ruled sweetly by it shall be ruled as a 
punishment by himself; […] he who, of his own will, throws off the sweet and light 
yoke of caritas shall unwillingly suffer the insupportable burden of his own self-
will.”383  For an abbot not to admit his own inexperience and the difficulties of his 
learning would defeat the purpose of his directing his brethren with profit both for 
himself and to them.  This volunteering of need gave the penitential discipline of 
Clairvaux abbey a novel aspect.  Though their practice has many broader implications 
for early Cistercian spirituality, what is also significant is that it was through 
Bernard’s assumed equality with his monks that he found a role for his brothers and 
uncle within the community, who had still otherwise lost much station, authority, and 
agency in their submission to him as their brother-abbot. 
 
 How Abbot Bernard was disciplined    
   
 McGuire has written damningly of Bernard’s apparent inability to create 
meaningful friendships with anyone; to wit, “Was Bernard ever really a friend with 
anyone, in the sense of sharing part of himself with other persons for the very sake of 
such sharing, instead of using them for other purposes?”384  Though it is not our place 
to judge how much, or how little, Bernard shared of himself with anyone, there is 
                                                
381  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.5, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 56; trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 44. 
382  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.4, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 15; trans. James  (Ep. 12), p. 44. 
383  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.5, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 56; trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 45. 
384  McGuire, Friendship and Community, at p. 290, cf. pp. 46, 252, 261, 310-11; cf. Elder, ‘Bernard 
and William of St.-Thierry,’ Companion to Bernard of Clairvaux, p. 119. 
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much to consider in McGuire’s impression that Bernard “used” others, or employed 
them, as collaborative agents in the working-out of his role resolution as a penitent 
and abbot.  With respect to his family at Clairvaux, this also speaks to the 
reorientation and realization of their roles in relation to him, and the morally 
contingent transformations for all involved.  Such constituted the social and ritual 
drama that was Bernard of Clairvaux’s early abbacy.  His family were not merely 
passive agents in his conversion but took an active role in his praxis as a meaningful 
part of their own conversion discourse. Their relationship to their abbot, who was also 
their younger or elder brother or nephew, was itself an aspect of their role resolution 
as monks.  How the family enacted these roles effectively was not always positive in 
the experiences of any, but their relationships changed in ways that were nonetheless 
eminently constructive and mutually instructive.   
 The way in which the burden of care for their younger kinsman (and friend) 
was resituated within Clairvaux’s cenobitic, discipleship community is revealing as a 
portrait of humility and “care” in the early congregation.  As William frankly 
described, Bernard’s elder brother Guido and paternal uncle, Gaudry, were not 
swayed, “as carnal folk would be,” with any wonder or awe at the younger man’s 
ascent in eminence or his public appearance to others as a man blessed.385  “They 
spared no harsh words,” and brough him to shame; “his best deeds they slandered; his 
signs, one and all, they reduced to naught…they frequently taunted and abused [him] 
even to tears.”386  William recorded a story told him by Geoffrey from Clairvaux 
                                                
385  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 45, “Nec tamen more carnalium in gloriam elevabantur 
humanam, sed iuvenili eius aetati et novae adhuc conversationi, spirituali sollicitudine metuebant,” in 
Verdeyen, p. 67; trans. Cawley, p. 43. 
386  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 45, “Neque enim parcebant verbis durioribus exagitantes 
teneram verecundiam eius, calumniantes etiam bene gesta, signa omnia adnihilantes, et hominem 
mansuetissimum nihilque contradicentem frequenter usque ad lacrimas improperiis et opprobriis 
affligentes,” in Verdeyen, p. 67; trans. Cawley, p. 43. 
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(who was, at the time of relating it, then the Bishop of Langres).387  This concerned a 
journey he and Guido had undertaken with Bernard one time. As an informant for the 
Life, Geoffrey is alleged to have remembered it as the first miracle he ever saw 
Bernard perform.388  They were travelling through “the outpost of Nanton (per 
castrum Nantonis)” (dioc. Sens), and the monks were approached by a youth (iuvenis) 
who asked of their Father a blessing for his ulcered foot.  Bernard made a sign and 
obliged the boy by touching his wound, and while returning through the town 
(oppidum), the monks encounted him again, healed and well (“sanum eum atque 
incolmem invenerunt”).389  Guido, however, did not fall into praises for the miracle, 
but upbraided his brother, “arguing that he had been presumptuous in even consenting 
to touch the fellow.”390  Guido has also already been encountered, in a Chapter One 
above, as a monk well known to all as a “serious and reliable man,” who did not 
credit his brother’s supposed preternaturality.  “‘Fabulae,’ inquit, ‘sunt quae auditis,’” 
so William was reportedly told.391  William described this as characteristic of Guido’s 
usual downplaying of Bernard’s virtues (“suo more et solito studio fraternas virtutes 
deprimeret”). 
 Medieval school society is of course well known for its inclusive approach to 
discipline, and for a range of corrective practices including physical violence and 
emotional coercion.392 As Guy of La Chartreuse put it, himself sometime a cathedral 
scholar and then overseer of a penitential hermit community, “People find it hard to 
                                                
387  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 45, “[…] sancti viri et propinquus sanguine et in 
conversione socius,” in Verdeyen, p. 67; trans. Cawley, p. 43. 
388  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 45, “primo miraculo quod per manus eius fieri vidit, 
praedictum germanum eius adfuisse Guidonem,” in Verdeyen, p. 67; trans. Cawley, p. 43 
389  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 45, in Verdeyen, p. 67; trans. Cawley, p. 43. 
390  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 45, “Ceterum saepe dictus beati viri frater ne ipso quidem 
poterat compesci miraculo, quominus increparet eum et praesumptionis argueret, quod acquieverit 
tangere hominem,” in Verdeyen, pp. 67-68; trans. Cawley, p. 43. 
391  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 64, in Verdeyen, p. 78; trans. Cawley, p. 58. 
392  Cf. Katherine A. Smith, ‘Discipline, Compassion, and Monastic Ideals of Community, c. 950-
1250,’ Journal of Medieval History 35 (2009), pp. 329-34ff. 
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believe that what upsets them may be done out of love.”393  However idiosyncratic 
their method, the attitudes and actions of Bernard’s brothers and their custom of 
habitually humbling him appear above all to reflect an approach to their relationship 
to him that is still emblematic of an enduring responsibility of care and guardianship 
of his being, as “custodes animi.”394  It is also highly unlikely that they acted so 
without Bernard’s permission.  This is strongly implied by an interpretation of their 
behaviour within the bounds of the Rule of Benedict.  According to the Rule, “no one 
has the authority to excommunicate or strike of any of the brothers unless he has been 
given this power by the abbot,” and though Bernard was never physically attacked 
(save by himself, see below), as regards the disciplining of monks for negligence or 
contempt, he explicitly possessed the powers for the distribution of reproof and 
rebuke. 395   It would seem, therefore, that among the duties that his brethren 
shouldered was that of habitually correcting and humbling him. 
 This reciprocal exchange of discipline is potentially very significant with 
respect to Bernard’s articulations of a conversion discourse in his letters, and 
especially with respect to his theory of caritas as offered to La Grande Chartreuse.  In 
a later letter, ca. 1121-22, addressed to his neighbour-abbot, Rainald of Foigny, 
Bernard described himself as Rainald’s “brother and fellow-servant, not [your] Father 
and Lord.”396  The entire letter – fittingly contemporary with the treatise, De gradibus 
humilitate et superbiae – is entirely dedicated to Bernard’s concern with inappropriate 
titles and inaccurate impressions about him.  The more he was extolled with praise, he 
wrote, the more he felt “weighed down” by the teachings of his readings that 
                                                
393  Guy of La Chartreuse, Meditations n. 382, trans. Mursell, p. 158. 
394  Cf. McGuire, Friendship and Community, at and pp. lii, 85-87, 90. 
395  Regula Benedicti 70.2, 2.25-27, in RB1980, pp. 290-91, 174-77 respectively. 
396  Bernard of Clairvaux (to Abbot Rainald of Foigny, ca. 1121-22), Ep. 72.1, “Dilectissimo suo 
Rainaldo, Bernardus eius, non pater aut dominus, sed frater et conservus; quod fratri carissimo et fideli 
conservo,” SBOp, vol. 7, p. 175;  trans. James (Ep. 75), p. 103. 
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demanded of him humility and spiritual abasement.397  “I would be describing more 
truthfully what I feel were I to say that he who extols me, humiliates me, [and] he 
who humiliates me, extols me. […] These and the like words of truth [i.e. reproach] 
do comfort and, in a wonderful way, exalt me even while they abase me; instruct me, 
even while they humiliate me, so that by the very same words [by which] I am 
abashed…it is the work of Christ’s sweet yoke, his light burden.”398  In this sense, we 
might see in the disciplining behaviours of Bernard’s brethren a twinning of nurturing 
and judgement that they shared with him, that reinforced his conversion’s 
synchronicity with theirs. 399 The seriousness of their vocational roles was also 
reinforced, for there is little by way of emotionally articulate “friendliness” in this 
aspect of their caritas.  
 The abbot’s spirituality was ever articulated within the context of community.  
As he wrote to the regular canon Oger (ca. 1125), “[…] I cannot but be exasperated 
with all my [abbatial] cares.  I bear them only for the sake of caritas, because I am 
debtor to the wise and unwise.”400  Asymmetries of knowledge and value were always 
pre-eminent in his self-evaluations to outsiders of the Clairvaux community.  “Not 
teaching but lamenting is the duty of the monk I am supposed to be and of the sinner I 
am,” he wrote, to Oger again, and to the canon’s request for a public lecture, he 
replied, “An untaught man is not competent to teach; a monk does not dare to; and a 
                                                
397  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 72.1, “Quantum itaque tuis attollor favoribus, tantum his molibus 
premor,” SBOp, vol. 7, pp. 175-76; trans. James (Ep. 75), p. 104. 
398  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 72.1, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 176; trans. James (Ep. 75), p. 104.   
399  Cf. Brian P. McGuire, ‘Taking Responsibility: Medieval Cistercian Abbots and Monks as Their 
Brother’s Keepers,’ in Friendship and Faith, at p. 276; Smith, ‘Discipline, Compassion, and Monastic 
Ideals of Community,’ p. 330. 
400  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 88.2, “Ego enim, ut verum fatear, propter te, mi Ogeri, ipsis meis curis 
compellor irasci, quamquam in his, teste conscientia, soli caritati cupiam deservire, cuius profecto 
imperio, quia sapientibus et insipientibus debitor sum,” SBOp, vol. 7, p. 232; trans. James (Ep. 91), p. 
136. 
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penitent does not want to.”401  What authority he assumed over others was his 
obedience to caritas, “rather than to you [Oger] or myself,” “a mere worm of the 
earth.”402 It was in the spirit of demonstrating his lessons that he concluded his letter 
to the Carthusians with the request, “I want you to believe what I, rather than another, 
who sees only the surface, say of myself.”  His farewell followed thus, 
 
 I tell you, therefore, who speak of myself from experience and not 
from conjecture, that I am not as I am believed or said to be [by 
those who praise me].  I say this with an assurance supported by 
the proof of experience, so that I would prefer to obtain nothing 
more by your special prayers than to be such as your letters make 
me out to be.403 
 
The disciplining of Abbot Bernard at Clairvaux was the collective reinforcing of his 
obligation to cultivate humility and obedience in his own never-ending Cistercian 
conversion.  His brothers’ practice of humiliating him is also broadly representative of 
their own congregational reorientation of affect and social knowledge.404   The 
“ordered self-interest” of Cistercian learning was the co-dependence of relations with 
                                                
401  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 89.2, “Quamquam non solum temporis, sed nec meae professionis est, 
huic rei operam dare quam postulas, nec possibilitatis adimplere quod optas.  Siquidem vel monachi 
quod esse videor, vel peccatoris quod sum, officium non est docere, sed lugere…Docere itaque nec 
indocto est in promptu, nec monacho in ausu, nec paenitenti in affectu,” SBOp, vol. 7, p. 236; trans. 
James (Ep. 92), p. 138. 
402  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 88.2, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 233; trans. James (Ep. 91), p. 136. 
403  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.10, “Gratulor quidem de caritate, quae omnia credit; sed confundor 
pro veritate, quae omnia novit.  Volo vos mihi credere de me magis quam alteri, qui tantum videt in 
facie…Dico vobis ego, qui de me loquor non ex coniectura, sed ex sententia: Non sum talis qualis 
putor vel dicor.  Quod quidem tam securus fateor quam certus experior, ita ut nil malim vestris 
orationibus specialiter obtinere quam ut talis fiam, qualem litterae vestrae praedicant,” SBOp, vol. 7, p. 
60; trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 48. 
404  Cf. Maria C. M. Pacheco, ‘Ordinatio Caritatis: Réflexions sur l’ascèse et la mystique dans la 
pensée de Saint Bernard,’ in J. Hamesse (with O. Weigers, eds.), Ecriture et réécriture des textes 
philosophiques médiévaux: Volume d’hommage offert à Collette Sirat (Turnhout: Brepols, 2006), at pp. 
378-79. 
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others as the guiding etiquette of imparting and receiving (or demanding) 
transformative instruction.   
 In his letter to Abbot Rainald, Bernard explained: “That I have a father’s 
affection for you, I do not deny, but I refuse the authority of a father.”405  In his earlier 
letter to the Carthusians, he wrote that “only the love of a son seeks not itself,” in God 
(“sola quae in filio est caritas”).406  The foundations of his pursuit of enlightenment 
were based in these metaphors of fleshly relation, for “because we are flesh and blood 
born of the desire of the flesh, all desire or love must start in the flesh, and it will 
then, if properly directed, progress under grace by certain stages until it is fulfilled in 
the spirit.”407  The concept of flesh (technically, of creatureliness and createdness), 
was central to Bernard’s Christology, which was never only concerned with the 
relation of “(a) Man” to God but of all humankind to divinity; for example, “[In you 
O Lord] the sinew of the body is perceived as powerfully extended and humanity as 
unutterably enhanced.  We are, therefore, your portion and the people of your 
choosing, whom you have brought to yourself by the word of preaching and by the 
mystery of your Incarnation.”408 Bernard’s soteriology likely derived its vocabulary 
from the collectivity of his “flesh” as shared being with blood-brothers (and friends) 
                                                
405  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 72.4, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 178; trans. James (Ep. 75), p. 106. 
406  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.3, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 55; trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 43. 
407  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 11.8, “Verumtamen quia carnales sumus, et de carnis concupiscentia 
nascimur, necesse est cupiditas vel amor noster a carne incipiat, quae si recto ordine dirigitur, 
quibusdam suis gradibus duce gratia proficiens, spiritu tandem consummabitur,” SBOp, vol. 7, p. 58; 
trans. James (Ep. 12), p. 46. 
408  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 1.13, “Ibi enim, velut curvato sapientiae ligno et pio quodam 
modo flexa divinitate, nervus carnis vehementer extentus et humanitas ineffabiliter aucta cognoscitur.  
Pars ergo tua sumus et populus acquisitionis tuae, quem acquisisti verbo praedicationis, et mysterio 
incarnationis,” SBOp vol. 6.2, p. 11; trans. Swietek, p. 121. 
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at Clairvaux, whose “carnal” relations with him were reconfigured from former 
identifications to a spiritual realization of penitential and ascetic co-dependence.409   
 Bernard’s early letter to the ascetic masters of La Grande Chartreuse is a key 
with which we have explored the asymmetries of power, knowledge, and value that 
were crucial to his identification with his twinned vocation as a penitent ascetic and 
disciplining abbot.  His rhetoric in this letter, among others, was situated within the 
Cistercian-Benedictine vocabulary of humility as self-knowledge, and their discourse 
of caritas as care through effective discipline and reciprocal instruction.  The main 
features of the spirituality thus revealed are fundamentally based in the concept of 
community, and relate not only to Bernard’s conversion but its synchronicity with his 
brothers’.  Yet, as William of St.-Thierry’s Life also related, in much detail, the 
extremes of Bernard’s ascetic praxis nonetheless imposed discontinuities between his 
subjective self-imaging and his congregational, care-giving responsibilities.  Not all 
of the abbot’s behaviours found legitimation in his congregation’s collective praxis or 
in his relationship with them. As the effects of his penance led to a greater 
deterioration of his own wellbeing and damage to his community, it was necessary 
that Cîteaux reinforced his subjection to the Cistercian tradition. 
 
 Bernard’s Ascetic Illness Between Cîteaux and History 
 
  Another meditation by Guy of La Chartreuse would have served the Clairvaux 
community (and Cîteaux itself) well for counsel on Bernard’s abbatial election and 
tenure.  “O you who are choosing a spiritual father or doctor,” Guy taught, “let me 
                                                
409  Bernard of Clairvaux Ep. 1.9 (to Robert of Cluny, ca. 1125), “tua tibi conscientia respondeat, cur 
abieris, cur Ordinem tuum, cur fratres, cur locum, cur me, qui et tibi carne propinquus et propinquior 
spiritu sum, deserveris,” SBOp, vol. 7, p. 7; trans. James (Ep. 1), p. 7. 
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give you this advice: choose someone whose spirit will not be distracted from you, by 
illness or anything else.”410  Abbot Bernard was frequently ill and over time became 
increasingly so.  On his return to Clairvaux ca. 1117, he wrote to the Lady Beatrice 
how, “in no small way my fever returned, and I became so ill that I thought I should 
die.”411  To the canon Oger (ca. 1124), he related, “for some time now the hand of the 
Lord has been heavy upon me.  I reeled under it and had well nigh fallen, the axe was 
laid to the barren tree of my body, and I feared it was already being cut down,” but he 
added, “on account of your prayers and those of my other friends the Lord has spared 
me this time, yet only in the hope that I shall show some fruit in future.”412  And 
around the same time, to William of St.-Thierry (who was much interested in 
Bernard’s illness), he wrote, “With regard to the state of my health, I can only answer 
your kind enquiries by saying that I have been sick and still am sick, but not much 
more than usual nor much less.”413  Bernard was so ill that for a year he was removed 
from Clairvaux’s common house to a hut or shack, “outside the cloistered confines of 
the monastery,” “such as is built for lepers at public crossroads.”414  Ascetic illness 
was a major element of his early career, and his socialization as a Cistercian ascetic.  
It remains, arguably, the most understudied feature of his life and writings.415 
 It was in such ill health that William of St.-Thierry first met him: “That same 
period was when I too began my frequenting of Clairvaux and of Bernard himself.”416  
The exact years during which these events took place is difficult to determine.  Some 
have argued today, though with no evidence for surety, that Bernard’s “year of 
                                                
410  Guy of La Chartreuse, Meditations n. 133, trans. Mursell, p. 91. 
411  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 118, SBOp, vol 7, pp. 298-99; trans. James (Ep. 121), p. 183. 
412  Bernard of Clairvaux, Ep. 90.2, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 238; trans. James (Ep. 93), p. 139. 
413  Bernard of Clairvaux (to William of St.-Thierry, ca. 1125), Ep. 86.2, SBOp, vol. 7, p. 223-24; 
trans. James (Ep. 88), p. 127. 
414  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi cc. 32-33, in Verdeyen, pp. 58-59; trans. Cawley, p. 32. 
415  Cf. Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast, at p. 43. 
416  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 33, in Verdeyen, p. 58; trans. Cawley, p. 32. 
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convalescence” took place anytime from ca. 1116-17, 1117-18, 1118-19, or, as 
Holdsworth has argued more recently, ca. 1119-20/21.417  It is essentially unknown 
when his illness took its greatest early hold on him, but the time is also significant 
because it was during such that he composed his Homilies to the Virgin Mary – as he 
himself related, not for his brothers’ devotions but his own.418 Having taken place 
during an uncertain period, his ascetic excess and illness is best understood as a 
representation of his broader disciplining and socializing experiences as a Cistercian.  
These considerations address the monks’ congregational concerns about ascetic 
stability and regularity, their accommodation of private devotions and penances, and 
their assertive articulation of a normative ascetic ethic and orthopraxis.  
 These considerations also pertain not only to Bernard alone but to other, later, 
and non-Burgundian Cistercians as well.  Ascetic idiosyncracy was signficant in the 
life and Vita of Abbot Aelred of Rievaulx (d. 1167), who practiced private penances 
for secret sins (apparently, as many today believe, his homosexuality); this consisted 
of ablutions and immersions in glacial water harnessed from a stream at his north 
Yorkshire abbey. 419   In the thirteenth century, the Flemish, bearded wagoner-
conversus Arnulf of Villers (d. 1228) provoked much admiration and alarm among 
Cistercians and others with the extremes of his asceticism.420 Yet the emphasis on the 
young laybrothers’ obedience to his monastic superiors’ authority, in Goswin of 
Bossut’s Vita Arnulfi, enshrines one of the most consistent themes in Cistercian 
                                                
417  Holdsworth, ‘The Early Writings of Bernard of Clairvaux,’ pp. 37-39; Elder, ‘Bernard and 
William of St.-Thierry,’ p. 110, n. 11. 
418  Bernard of Clairvaux, In laudibus Virginis Matris, Pref., SBOp vol. 4, p. 13; trans. Saïd, p. 3. 
419  Walter Daniel, Vita Ailredi, c. 16, trans. Powick, pp. 24-25; cf. Brian P. McGuire, ‘Sexual 
Awareness and Identity in Aelred of Rievaulx (1110-67), American Benedictine Review, vol. 45, no. 2 
(June, 1994), pp. 185-87, 207-8. 
420  Cf. Goswin of Bossut, Vita Arnulfi conversi Villariensis, Preface (B; 1.2), “The private aspects of 
his conversatio were partly known and partly unknown,” and 1.2d (1.9), 1.3b (1.11), 1.4d (1.16), 1.5c 
(1.18), 1.6b (1.20), 1.8a (1.25), trans. Cawley, ‘The Life of Arnulf, Lay Brother of Villers,’ Send Me 
God, at pp. 125, 132, 133, 136, 137, 138, 142, respectively. 
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history, namely, the directing and containing of inequalities of ascetic motivation and 
expressive penitential zeal.421  Deep-motivated ethical conversion was central to the 
eleventh-century origins of the New Monastery itself.  It was reflected again in the 
conversion and career of the younger Bernard of Clairvaux, as recorded by William of 
St.-Thierry.  And, in turn, this issue directly informed what Stephen of Cîteaux 
endeavoured to assure in his Carta Caritatis, the regulator of the Cistercians’ “one 
Caritas, one Rule, and the same Life.”  Articulations of difference and the assertion of 
a superior cenobitic orthodoxy over disorderly variations were recurring aspects of 
Cistercian history.   
 
 Body Under Siege: his conversatio and its discourse 
 
 Bernard’s ascetic idiosyncracies did not consist of elaborate practices 
involving whips, ropes, chains, frigid streams, or other natural or hand-made 
instruments.  The depth of his penitential practice consisted, comparatively simply, in 
the self-willed extent of his fasting and deprivations (particularly his sleep), unto an 
illness so serious, “that only death could be hoped for, or a life more grave [gravior] 
than death.”422 He evidently laid such seige to his stomach tissue, for example, that by 
the 1140’s (in Geoffrey of Clairvaux’s testimony), “as best he could recall, from his 
earliest conversion onwards, it had always cost him more effort to laugh than to avoid 
it.”423  Geoffrey reported further, how, “unable to maintain a standing posture, he was 
                                                
421  Cf. Martinus Cawley, ‘Introduction to the Lives,’ Send Me God, at p. 13. 
422  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 32, in Verdeyen, p. 58; trans. Cawley, p. 32. 
423  Geoffrey of Clairvaux, Vita Prima 3.5, “‘non meminisse se a primis annis suae conversionis 
aliquando sic risisse, ut non potius ad ridendum quam ad reprimendum sibi vim facere oporteret,’” in 
Verdeyen, p. 137; trans. Cawley, p. 92. 
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almost constantly seated.”424  When Bernard was younger: “one time the Man of God 
was ill, with a stream of phlegm flowing almost ceaselessly from his mouth.  His 
body, drained of strength, was failing and he had all but come to his last.”425  It was 
not to be his end, of course (though he had three deathbed visions at the time that had 
implied his liminal closeness to the otherworld); and from the extant evidence he was 
arguably no more and no less self-afflicted than at any other time.  William of St.-
Thierry (“I, too”) “was there with the rest,” for though not a monk of Clairvaux he 
was counted among Clairvaux’s friends throughout these earlier years.426   
  “Before he ever eats a thing,” William described, Bernard, “is already sated 
by the mere remembrance of food.  He approaches the taking of food as he would a 
torment, [… and] if ever he catches himself [eating] the slightest bit beyond [his] 
usual measure, he does not let it go unpunished.”427  “Nowadays his ruined stomach 
prompty throws up, undigested, whatever he forces down his throat.”428  “He often 
said that the only taste he ever recognized was that of water, thanks to its cooling 
effect in his mouth and his throat as he swallowed it.”429 The abbot’s ascetic excess 
was not simply one episode in his early career but a lifelong strategy of penitential 
self-injury as self-transformation.  He was, as William described, “always setting his 
earlier feats at naught and planning greater projects against his unspared body, adding 
robustness to his spiritual effort and wearing the body down in ceaseless fasts and 
vigils; and all this, despite being already so diminished by all those ailments of 
his.”430  A side of the abbot’s historical person that is entirely lost on his modern 
                                                
424  Geoffrey of Clairvaux, Vita Prima 3.2, in Verdeyen, pp. 134-35; trans. Cawley, p. 89. 
425  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 57, in Verdeyen, p. 73; trans. Cawley, p. 50. 
426  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 57, in Verdeyen, p. 73; trans. Cawley, p. 50. 
427  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 22, in Verdeyen, pp. 49-50; trans. Cawley, p. 22. 
428  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 22, in Verdeyen, p. 49; trans. Cawley, p. 22. 
429  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 33, in Verdeyen, p. 59; trans. Cawley, p. 33. 
430  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 39, in Verdeyen, p. 63; trans. Cawley, p. 38. 
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readers is his lived oscillation between life and deathliness, a well-documented aspect 
of his being and never-ending conversion that certainly impressed witnesses and 
contemporaries.  
 As Constable has broadly described, the strongest impulses behind medieval 
religious self-injury and humiliation were the expiation of sin, the expression of 
Christian devotions, and a practiced avoidance of temptation.431   Central to the 
monastic concept of asceticism was fasting as an imitation of Christ, as Himself the 
“conquering hero,” master ascetic and contemplative, and defeator of the Devil and 
the Desert (i.e. His forty days in the wilderness – Luke 4.2, Matthew 4.2 – writ large 
across the ascetic’s whole career).432 With humankind placed between animals and 
angels, the ascetic negotiated a constant intellective tension between his or her 
material and spiritual desires.433   Although the body was good in itself, “it would 
have been perfect in the beginning if [our] nature had not been corrupted in its 
beginnings through malice.  For this reason,” so argued William of St.-Thierry, in an 
independent treatise, “we are born like animals, and the image of our Maker cannot 
shine in us immediately, nor without long and hard labours.  Man is led to his 
perfection by a long way through the material and animal properties of his soul.”434  
While central to sensory existence, the ascetic body was to be subdued and 
transcended. “So far as every man delights in his own higher life, so to such a degree 
does he lay aside his earthly burden,” as Augustine taught; “This is what we do by 
                                                
431  Giles Constable, ‘Attitudes toward self-inflicted suffering in the Middle Ages,’ Culture and 
Spirituality in Medieval Europe, at p. 10. 
432  Cf. Favazza, Bodies Under Siege, p. 25. 
433  Constable, ‘Attitudes toward self-inflicted suffering,’ p. 12. 
434  William of St.-Thierry, De natura corporus et animae c. 58, in Paul Verdeyen, ed. Guillelmi a 
Sancto Theodorico Opera Omnia III Opera Didactica et Spiritualia, Corpus Christianorum, 
Continuatio Mediaevalis 88 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2003), p. 123; trans. Benjamin Clark, ‘The Nature of 
the Body and the Soul.  Part 2. The Physics of the Soul’ (at c. 2.2) in Bernard McGinn, ed., Three 
Treatises on Man: A Cistercian Anthropology (Michigan: Cistercian Publications, 1977), pp. 127-28; 
cf. idem, c. 26, in Verdeyen, p. 112; trans. Clark (at c. 1.6), pp. 114.  
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fasting.”435 What we describe as Bernard’s ascetic idiosyncrasy, many of his admirers 
believed to be his good zeal: “If on this score the Servant of God has perhaps 
exaggerated [in his praxis], the lesson he leaves to devout souls has certainly not been 
one of exaggeration but one of fervor.”436  
 Like material art, the body as presence and spectacle could be a vehicle for 
Christian teachings.437 As Bernard once wrote, or once spoke, while oscillating 
between personae as a preacher, teacher, subdued subject, and hierophant,  
 
The name of Christ means humility.  He makes himself the teacher 
of this subject when he says, I do not summon you to the 
prophecies of the Patriarchs; ‘learn from me myself, because I am 
gentle and humble of heart [Matthew 11.29].’  I place myself 
before you as a mirror. 438 
 
Bernard’s affliction was a center of gravity for his authority, and it also symbolically 
and socially centered the abbey’s collective identity as a Scripture-text and 
discipleship community.  
 His physical sufferings platformed authoritative presence through his 
partaking in one of the oldest teachings in Christ’s lived example.  By this social and 
                                                
435  Augustine of Hippo, De utilitate ieiunii (trans. S. D. Ruegg), cited in Constable, ‘Attitudes toward 
self-inflicted suffering,’ p. 12 and at n. 6, p. 24. 
436  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 41, “In quo servus Dei, et si nimietate forsitan excessit, 
piis certe mentibus non de minietate sed de fervore exemplum reliquit,” in Verdeyen, p. 64; trans. 
Cawley, p. 40. 
437  Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast, esp. pp. 76, 214, 222, 240-41; cf. Newman, ‘Considerations of 
Life and Death,’ p. 181; Fulton, From Judgement to Passion, pp. 163, 199; John A. Alford, The 
Scriptural Self,’ in Bernard S. Levy, ed. The Bible in the Middle Ages: Its Influence on Literature and 
Art (New York: State University of New York, 1992), p. 20. 
438  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 3.88, “Titulus Christi humilitas.  Huius disciplinae proposuit se 
scholarem magistrum, dicens: Non ad oracula patriarchum voc invito, sed a me ipso discite, quia mitis 
sum et humilis corde.  Meipsum propono vobis speculum,” SBOp, vol. 6.2, p. 132; trans. Swietek, at p. 
280. 
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didactic instrumentalizing of his body, his role at Clairvaux was that of a medium in 
the transmission of the community’s teachings as received from Scripture and as 
lived.439  His praxis is also identifiably akin to the political economy of public 
penance as the foundation for the moral right to rule and “correct” others, a political 
theory the practice of which spans the Carolingian era to the Leonine-Gregorian Papal 
reforms (and beyond).440  Yet, despite such considerations, we must also recall how 
much Bernard alienated his brethren with these austerities and his voiced outlooks 
and advice.441  His severities temporarily derailed his effective performance as 
Clairvaux’s abbot.  In the wake of this – Clairvaux’s first “crisis” – the balance 
between his zeal and his monks’ observances was determined only through the 
intervention of outsiders – not William of St.-Thierry, who was a (too-interested) 
spectator of Bernard’s affliction;442 but instead from Bishop William and Abbot 
Stephen. 
 
 
 
 
                                                
439  Esther Cohen, ‘The Animated Pain of the Body,’ The American Historical Review, vol. 105, no. 1 
(Feb., 2000), at p. 62. 
440  Cf. Hamilton, ‘Penance in the Age of Gregorian Reform,’ pp. 72-73; cf. Abigail Firey, A Contrite 
Heart: Prosecution and Redemption in the Carolingian Empire (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2009), at p. 
95; Makye de Jong, ‘What Was Public About Public Penance? Paenitentia publica and Justice in the 
Carolingian World,’ Settimane di Studio del Centro Italiano di Studi Sull’Alto Medioevo 44 (1997), at 
p. 901. 
441 I.e. Bernard of Clairvaux, Sententiae 1.14, “[…] In carne quidem peccatum, quod in ea manet, 
intellige, pooro in cute operimentum eius, in sanguine vero incentivum.  Haec igitur vera est 
circumcisio spiritu, non littera, si velamen excusationis et dissimulationis per compunctionem cordis, et 
confessionem oris amoveas; si peccati consuetudinem correctione conversationis abscidas; si denique, 
ut necessarium est, occasiones quoque peccati et formitem fugias concupiscentiarum,” SBOp vol. 6.2, 
p. 11; trans. Swietek, p. 123. 
442 I.e. William of St.-Thierry, De natura corporis et animae, c. 105, “Haec omnia anima intellectu 
conspiciens, non iam tantum delectatur in sua formositate quam in forma formatrice, cui intendendo 
semper efficitur formosior.  Ipsum enim intendere formari est,” in Verdeyen, p. 140; trans. Clark (c. 
2.13), p. 146. 
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 Moderation and restraint at early Clairvaux       
  
  William the monk described the effects of Bernard’s ascetic extravagance 
with fetishistic detail.  His words will remind us that whatever the symbolic glamour 
associated with Christian mortifications, in their extremes, the response of the body to 
such deliberate ill-treatment is frequently revolting. Abbot Bernard regurgitated a 
“persistent eruption from his ruined stomach, with the undigested raw matter coming 
up through his mouth” – he continued to participate in the community liturgy, 
however, and had a spitoon dug in the ground beside his standing place.443  Moreover, 
as above, so below: “if by the natural processes some little is digested and passes 
below, those lower parts of the body too are obsessed with equally distressing 
illnesses.  Only with the gravest torments do they discharge anything.”444 William 
added, “Whatever residue still lingers to nourish the body, serves less to sustain him 
in life than merely to postpone his dying.”445  By Bernard’s own testimony, he 
endured fevers; he also likely smelled terrible; and was not merely uncomfortable but 
endured much pain – and as we have seen, he inflicted like discomforts on the monks 
learning and observing their Cistercianism under him.   
 There were, understandably, limits to their capacity to maintain peace with his 
body behaviours from self-imposed penances. “Things eventually became so 
intolerable,” so William wrote, after raising the matter of the spitoon, that, soon after, 
“he was forced to quit the gatherings and to dwell on his own, apart.  The only 
exceptions were the times he had to be at the brethrens’ assembly, either for 
pleasurable colloquy and consolation, or else for the demands of claustral 
                                                
443  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 39, in Verdeyen, p. 63; trans. Cawley, p. 39. 
444  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 22, in Verdeyen, pp. 49-50 ; trans. Cawley, p. 22. 
445  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 22, in Verdeyen, p. 50; trans. Cawley, p. 22. 
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discipline.”446  It is evident that Bernard originally resisted the intervention; but it was 
William of Chalon who persuaded him to acquiese.447  “It was not easy to bend 
Bernard from his rigorous customary usage” – and so the Archbishop travelled to 
Cîteaux and met, in Bernard’s place, the colloquy of abbots gathered there (“ad 
capitulum cisterciense”).  This is, as McGuire has noted, the earliest narrative 
description of the General Chapter, the annual gathering of abbots at Cîteaux to 
discuss the organisation and peace among all Cistercian abbeys.448  There William 
petitioned Abbot Stephen and others that, “just for a year, Bernard be handed over to 
him under obedience – and this he obtained.”  He returned to Clairvaux, and bade the 
brothers to build Bernard’s aforementioned dwelling-hut. “There, [Bishop William] 
arranged for his food, drink, and the like, and forbade them to maintain any strictness 
of observance [ordinis distrinctionem] in these regards.  Nor were they to pass on to 
Bernard any worries about the running of the house; he was instead to be allowed to 
live in just the manner [that the Bishop and Cîteaux] laid down.”449  
 It was during his year of quarantine and recovery in obedience to William and 
Cîteaux that Bernard first made the acquaintance of William of St.-Thierry.  This 
William arrived accompanied by an anonymous abbot, and it is likely that they were 
alike drawn to Bernard through word from Bishop William.  As cited already, “while 
the successive needs of [Bernard’s] illness set him more than usually apart from the 
common conversatio of the community, they also provided the primary occasion for 
his exposure to persons of the world,” and important non-Cistercian religious 
figures.450 Rather unhelpfully, William of St.-Thierry is to be counted among the 
                                                
446  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 39, in Verdeyen, p. 63; trans. Cawley, p. 39. 
447  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 32, in Verdeyen, p. 58; trans. Cawley, p. 32. 
448  Brian P. McGuire, ‘Constitutions and the General Chapter,’ The Cistercian Order, at p. 88. 
449  William of St-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 32, in Verdeyen, p. 58; trans. Cawley, p. 32. 
450  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 42, in Verdeyen, p. 65; trans. Cawley, p. 41. 
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“medical men [who], on seeing his conversatio, were in wonderment.”451  When 
Bernard’s year of recovery – or rather, “that year-long obedience” – was completed, 
he was reintegrated into the Clairvaux community. However, immediately afterward, 
“he swung straight back to the unswerving rigor and the long-standing rut of his 
habitual course.  He seemed to be demanding from himself penalties and payments 
for that long vacation, and indemnities too, for the labor so lost.”452  “To this day he 
unashamedly accuses and charges himself with sacrilege, for withdrawing his body 
from the service to God and his brethren, and, with indiscreet fervor, for enfeebling it 
until all but useless.”453  Bernard’s praxis, so described, suggests a cycle of self-
punishment for self-enfeeblement, and an extremist depth to his penance that was, on 
the one hand, never-ending, and on the other, an open invitation for collaboration and 
moral interdependence with others. 
 Despite his infirmities, the brethren of Clairvaux appear to have partaken in 
some measure of his penance voluntarily, though within limits.  “The efforts of their 
spiritual father had brought it about that, with the help of God’s grace, they were so 
well able to deal with every kind of fleshly endurance that they were now performing 
many things which had previously seemed impossible,” living, for example, on 
Isaiah’s fare of bread that was “more of brick than bran [panis non tam furfureus 
quam terreus videbatur].”454  Bernard lived, as his biographer described, on bread 
pulped by milk or on watery stock drawn from vegetable soups; “other dishes, either 
his illness could not stand or he simply refused for frugality’s sake.”455  As William of 
St.-Thierry related, the brethren came to the opinion – apparently much informed by 
                                                
451  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi cc. 33, 40 in Verdeyen, pp. 58-59, 64; trans. Cawley, pp. 32-
33, 38. 
452  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 39, in Verdeyen, p. 63; trans. Cawley, p. 38. 
453  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 41, in Verdeyen, pp. 64-65 ; trans. Cawley, p. 40. 
454  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi cc. 37, 36, pp. 61-62; trans. Cawley, p. 36. 
455  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 39, in Verdeyen, p. 63; trans. Cawley, p. 38. 
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Bernard’s pursuits – that “any nourishing of the flesh that involved it in delight should 
be shunned.  They argued that such [sensual] nourishment simply brought them back 
by another route to their own country,” that is, their condition of being before having 
become ascetics.456  “They seemed to be living in the cloister with more delight than 
they had ever had in the world.”457  The severity of their asceticism was apparently 
well matched to that of their abbot and fellow-brother.    
 Interestingly, Bernard attempted to dissuade them from their belief, perhaps in 
light of new recruits to Clairvaux that found such teachings alienating and extreme.  
His brethren, in turn, “had their doubts about his remonstrances, in that he seemed to 
be catering more to their flesh than to their spirit.”458  They continued to regard as 
“poison,” “anything that gave the eater any delight at all” – and, likely with damaging 
effects on their relations with patrons and donors, “they were refusing God’s gifts on 
account of the gratification to be experienced in receiving them.”459  Two ascetic 
discourses co-existed within the community – on the one hand, with Bernard’s 
embraced deathliness offering an example that few would be inclined to imitate 
(William of St.-Thierry may have attempted it, but without the same endurance);460 
and on the other, the attitudes of the elder Clairvaux brethren who had absorbed from 
their abbot the belief that all pleasure was sin and indulgence. Their disagreements 
were subtle but their implications were significant: were the whole community to 
embrace an austerity matching Bernard’s, Clairvaux would no longer maintain 
                                                
456  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 36, in Verdeyen, p. 61; trans. Cawley, p. 36. 
457  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 36, in Verdeyen, p. 61; trans. Cawley, p. 36. 
458  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 37, in Verdeyen, p. 61; trans. Cawley, p. 36. 
459  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 37, in Verdeyen, pp. 61-62 ; trans. Cawley, p. 36. 
460  Cf. William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 59, in Verdeyen, pp. 74-75; trans. Cawley, pp. 52-53. 
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profitable concourse with its patrons and benefactors, and would likely lose (or had 
already lost) conversi-recruits due to the extremes of their observances.461      
 Hence, the matter was referred to Bishop William, who was already the 
director of the canons of St.-Victor and who appears, importantly, to have acted in the 
stead of Abbot Stephen in this instance as the counsellor for Clairvaux’s discipline.  
He preached a sermon to the community with Bernard in his audience, proving to 
them how refusing the gifts of God on the grounds of (God-given) gratifications was 
inimical to grace and disrespectful to the divine.  What is of greatest significance to 
the Archbishop’s involvement is that his sermon was preserved in William of St.-
Thierry’s Life of Bernard, suggesting either that the talk was didactically enshrined at 
Clairvaux or that William of St.-Thierry had also been present to hear it.  His account 
follows thus, 
 
  In this sermon [Bishop William] brought forth the account of 
Elisha the Prophet and the Children of the Prophets, who were leading 
the eremitical life with him in desert places.  Once, at meal time, a 
deadly bitterness was found in the cooking pot, but the power of God 
sweetened that pot, working through the ministry of the Prophet, who 
dropped into it a pinch of flour.   
  ‘The pot of these Prophets,’ said Bishop William, ‘is your own pot, 
with nothing in it of itself but bitterness. There is, however, the flour 
which turns the bitter into sweet, and this flour is none other than the 
grace of God at work within you.  Partake of the pot, sure of 
yourselves and with gratitude.  Though by nature it is less apt for 
human use, God’s grace has adapted it to your use with the aim that 
                                                
461  I.e. Bernard of Clairvaux (to Robert of Cluny, ca. 1125), Ep. 1.2, SBOp vol. 7, pp. 2-3; trans. 
James (Ep. 1), pp. 2-3. 
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you should indeed use it and eat it.  And if on that score you remain 
unheeding and disbelieve, you are resisting the Holy Spirit and are 
ungrateful for His grace.’462    
 
The involvement of Bishop William in the early spirituality and organization of 
Clairvaux abbey is much underestimated in modern accounts of Bernard’s early 
career.  His intervention in Bernard’s asceticism is certainly a significant 
demonstration of the Cistercians’ collaborations with outsiders in the settlement of 
their communities.  The Bishop’s sermon, as preserved, testifies to the extent to which 
they – including, it seems, Abbot Stephen – were prepared to accept instruction from 
superiors within the Church.  Yet Cîteaux also demanded of Bernard an obedience 
demonstrating his public allegiance with their discipline.  His behaviour was 
unacceptable insofar as it distinguished him overly much from other monks and 
abbots within the confoederatio.  Hence, it became all the more necessary for Cîteaux 
to define its caritas as an ordering, disciplining, and abstract authority by which all 
members of the Cistercian ordo were bound, regardless of their station or ascetic 
motivations.  Bernard’s troubling behaviours prompted the earliest formal 
articulations of the Cistercians’ normative ascetic ethic and orthopraxis. 
 
 Ascetic regularity and Stephen’s Carta Caritatis 
 
 It is an ancient axiom in monastic Christianity that excessive asceticism might 
be prompted by demons, or an inner evil, that misdirected attention into obsession and 
                                                
462  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 37, in Verdeyen, pp. 61-62; trans. Cawley, p. 37. 
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led the ascetic on a course that did not transform but only destroyed them.463 It was 
important, as Bernard had clearly to learn, that “we may lose salvation when we 
desire [self-discipline] excessively and [thus] kill the inhabitant while we seek to 
subdue the enemy.  Consider your body and its possibility; observe the condition of 
the flesh; impose a measure on your severity.  Preserve your body unharmed for the 
service of the Creator.”464  Within the Cistercian conversatio was considerable scope 
for penitential creativity but only ever within the constraints on all Cistercians to 
conform to a normative standard, and to observe and respect this in their relations 
with their fellows.465  Where Cîteaux’s collective regularization of its congregations 
succeeded the most conspicuously was in its laws’ containment of tendencies for 
spontaneous and disruptive eremitism within its one monastic orthodoxy, without 
allowing such motivations to develop into an implacable “counter-culture.” 466  
Stephen of Cîteaux evidently did not desire a new New Monastery to form from the 
Cistercians’ own soil, the implication of which would be that the discipline of Cîteaux 
had itself become compromised.467   
 The early General Chapters at Cîteaux met annually in order to determine the 
single law to be observed amongst all Cistercian houses, which were multiplying 
rapidly even within the period, ca. 1114-19.468  Waddell has argued that Stephen’s 
Carta Caritatis, the constitution uniting the Cistercians into a common confoederatio 
                                                
463  Cf. Andrew Crislip, ‘“I Have Chosen Sickness”: The Controversial Function of Sickness in Early 
Christian Ascetic Practice,’ in Freidberger, Asceticism and its Critics, pp. 191-92; Giles Constable, 
‘Moderation and Restrain in Ascetic Practices in the Middle Ages,’ Culture and Spirituality, at p. 316. 
464  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermones de diversis 40.7, SBOp vol. 6.1, p. 241. 
465 Cf. Joël Regnard, ‘La Charte de l’amour au désert (I),’ Collectanea Cisterciensia, vol. 72, no.3  
(2010), at p. 246. 
466  Cf. Constable, ‘Eremitical Forms of Monastic Life,’ p. 241. 
467  Cf. Adriaan H. Bredero, ‘The Cistercians and the Old Monasticism,’ David Loades, ed. The End of 
Strife: Papers selected from the proceedings of the Colloquium of the Commission Internationale 
d’Histoire Ecclésiastique Comparée held at the University of Durham 2 to 9 September 1981 
(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1982), p. 184. 
468  Cf. Waddell, Narrative and Legislative Texts, pp. 267-68; Jane Sayers, ‘The Judicial Activities of 
the General Chapters (I),’ The Journal of Ecclesiastical History, vol. 15, no. 1 (Apr., 1964), p. 20.   
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– required for presentation to the Bishops in whose dioceses the monks were settling 
– was already in existence by ca. 1114-16, as implied by the Carta fundationis 
Pontiniaci (edited 1116).469  He has also argued that Bernard of Cîteaux had likely 
already witnessed and accepted the terms of the earliest versions of the Carta before 
the founding of Clairvaux in 1115.470  As Newman has argued persuasively, the Carta 
evolved to displace the personal authority of Abbot Stephen and to locate it, by ca. 
1119 and on, in the authority represented by Cîteaux itself and the tradition it was 
developing.471 Like the anonymously-speaking Magister of the Rule itself, Stephen’s 
Carta Caritatis was esteemed not because of his individual authorship but as a textual 
monument to his monks’ Benedictine Magisterium – “the accumulated wisdom of an 
unbroken tradition of spiritual expertise.”472 
 The Carta endeavoured to ensure collectivity and unanimity in the 
monasteries affiliated to Cîteaux, whether directly or through the New Monastery’s 
own daughter-abbeys; “when any of our churches has grown by the grace of God to 
such an extent that it can construct another monastery, let them observe between 
themselves the same agreement we observe between ourselves and our brethren [at 
Cîteaux].”473  The treatise continued, that “This…we do will and do reserve to 
ourselves: that all the abbots from every region are to come to the New Monastery on 
the day they decide among themselves [every year], and there they are to obey in 
everything the abbot of that same place and the Chapter in the correction of things 
                                                
469  Paris B.N. MS Lat. 9887 f. 12, cited in Waddell, Narrative and Legislative Texts, pp. 264-65.   
470  Waddell, Narrative and Legislative Texts, pp. 151, 265. 
471  Newman, ‘Text and Authority in the Cistercian Order,’ p. 196. 
472  Leyser, Authority and Asceticism from Augustine to Gregory the Great, at p. 117. 
473  Carta Caritatis (Prior), c. 8.2, “cum vero aliqua ecclesiarum nostrarum Dei gratia adeo creverit ut 
aliud coenobium construere possit, illam definitionem quam nos inter nostros confratres tenemus, et 
ipsi inter se teneant,” trans. Waddell, p. 447. 
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amiss and in the observance of the Holy Rule and the Order.”474  Because, however, 
the early Carta Caritatis was a work of evolving law, it is unclear how many of these 
stipulations came into direct application upon Bernard’s ascetic illness and its 
disabling effects for Clairvaux’s organization.  It is certainly the case that the Carta’s 
edict on the unanimity of the observance of the Rule applied to Clairvaux’s situation: 
“Let [daughter-abbeys] not introduce a different meaning in the interpretation of the 
Holy Rule; but as our predecessors [the Cîteaux founders]…understood and kept 
it.”475  Moreover, as we have considered in Clairvaux’s memory of Stephen’s 
austerities, it is fundamentally unclear how much Clairvaux did differ from early 
Cîteaux. It is probably very significant that the Clairvaux brethren gathered from the 
territory of Langres found the new shrine’s ascetic extremes disuniting.  
 That Stephen visited Clairvaux for inspection is implied in the Carta itself, 
though this is never documented in the Life of Bernard (perhaps, again, for good 
reason).476  Although the origins of the Cistercians’ earliest laws and regulations 
remain a matter of debate today, one suggestion that can contribute to this discussion 
is that the ethos of the Carta Caritatis and Bernard’s ascetic illness and debilitation 
were, somehow, mutually related and/or informed.477  What is clear is that Bernard 
conformed to this law, and – beyond his year under Bishop William’s supervision – 
                                                
474  Carta Caritatis (Prior), c. 8.2, “Illud tamen volumus, nobisque retinemus, ut omnes abbates 
cunctarum partium, illa die quam inter se constituerint, ad Novum Monasterium veniant, ibique abbati 
eiusdem loci et capitulo in sinistris corrigendis et in observantia sanctae Regulae vel Ordinis obediant 
per omnia,” trans. Waddell, p. 447; cf. idem c. 7.2-4, trans. Waddell, p. 446. 
475  Carta Caritatis (Prior), c. 2.2-3, “Nunc vero volumus illisque praecipimus, ut Regulam beati 
Benedicti per omnia observent sicuti in Novo Monasterio observatur.  Non alium inducant sensum in 
lectione sanctae Regulae; sicut antecessores nostri sancti patres, monachi scilicet Novi Monasterii, 
intellexerunt et tenuerunt, et nos hodie intelligimus et tenemus, ita ipsi intelligant et teneant,” trans. 
Waddell, p. 444. 
476  I.e. Carta Caritatis (Prior), c. 5, “Semel per annum visitet abbas maioris ecclesiae omnia coenobia 
quae ipse fundaverit; et si amplius visitaverit, inde magis gaudeant,” in Waddell, p. 445. 
477  I.e. Carta Caritatis (Prior), c. 8.4, “Si autem infirmitas corporis aut novitiorum consecratio 
aliquando prohibuerit ne aliquis de abbatibus nostris in constituta die ad praedictum locum 
conventionis nostrae occurrere valeat, priorem suum illuc dirigat, qui suae remorationis causam 
capitulo intimare procuret, quique etiam si aliquid constituerimus aut permataverimus, abbati suo et 
fratribus domi renuntiet,” in Waddell, p. 447. 
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was not granted any exception from it.  By the time of his more mature years, he had 
so absorbed the Cistercians’ ethic of moderation through uniformity that, as Geoffrey 
of Clairvaux reported, “he was all the keener on the regular common life, letting 
nothing in his behaviour get out of line with its observance…His comment was that 
anyone not keeping to the norms common to those of the same profession showed a 
lack of desire for hiddenness. […] His own experience thus gave him the habit of 
defining the sage as one who sagaciously savors each thing for what it is.”478  The 
abbot’s commitment and submission to Cîteaux’s orthodoxy was the ground upon 
which William of St.-Thierry observed, “Weak though he once was, he has become 
strong and powerful.  Indeed, God’s power shines out intensely in Bernard’s 
weakness, winning for him, from that day to this, a well-deserved reverence on the 
part of all, a reverence evoking authority, and an authority evoking obedience.”479  
Bernard inevitably did attend the subsequent General Chapters, that were, we might 
surmise, instructive occasions of yearly counsel and supervision.480    
 His “authoritative weakness” was his acknowledged submission to greater 
authorities.  This has many implications for the history of Cistercian ascetic praxis 
over the longue durée.  Newman has observed that throughout the 1120’s, the 
Cistercians emphasized the physical austerities of their ordo in contrast to other 
Benedictine communities, and this provided the platform for their critique of other 
congregations’ practices and capacities to coach spiritual progress. 481   This is 
certainly attested in the Exordium Parvum.  In related significance, early thirteenth-
century Cistercian hagiographers often praised the examples of their laybrother-
                                                
478  Geoffrey of Clairvaux, Vita Prima 3.1, in Verdeyen, p. 134; trans. Cawley, p. 88. 
479  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi, c. 41, “Virtus namque Dei vehementius in infirmitate eius 
refulgens, ex tunc et usque hodie digniorem quamdam apud homines ei efficit reverentiam, et in 
reverentia auctoritatem, et in auctoritate oboedientiam,” in Verdeyen, p. 65; trans. Cawley, p. 40. 
480  With the exception, Bernard of Clairvaux (to the Cistercian Abbots in Chapter, 1137), Ep. 145, 
SBOp, vol. 7, p. 347; trans. James (Ep. 145), p. 213. 
481  Newman, ‘Disciplining the Body, Disciplining the Will,’ p. 95. 
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conversi and affiliated religieuses as models of sanctity, humility, and obedience for 
the monks of the Cistercian Order, proper.  As Goswin of Bossut wrote to monastic 
readers of the Life of Arnuld of Villers, “Perceive in his holy conversatio as in the 
clearest of looking-glasses how trivial in comparison is what you yourselves ever 
suffer for Christ.”482 Newman has suggested that the laybrothers’ and nuns’ examples 
provided depictions of the relation between inner discipline and outward obedience; 
and in the case of laybrothers in particular, “the monks ultimately retained control of 
the lay brothers’ bodies by controlling both their physical labour and the textual 
representation of their physicality.”483 As McGuire observed of Arnulf’s austerities, 
“the Villers community interpreted, directed, and controlled Arnulf’s masochistic 
practices to an intercessory specialization, and these practices became his personal 
spiritual contribution to the [Cistercian] life,” that is, of both his abbey and, more 
abstractly, the Order.484 
 This tendency for instructive comparison appears to have been significant to 
Cistercian culture even earlier.  As the Exordium Parvum has enshrined forever, 
Bernard was only ever Cîteaux’s student, disciple, and conversus.  The account of his 
conversatio at fault and his reintegration into the Clairvaux community, as described 
by William of St.-Thierry, was pronouncedly discursive in supporting this essential 
point.485  The ethical emphases on community and the ordering of relations between 
masters and disciples, so central in the relationship between Clairvaux’s abbot, his 
superior(s), and his brethren, represented the whole congregation’s dependence on 
and alliance with a broader, normative, and authoritative ethic to which they were all 
                                                
482  Goswin of Bossut, Vita Arnulfi 1.12d (1.38), trans. Cawley, Send Me God, p. 150. 
483  Newman, ‘Disciplining the Body, Disciplining the Will,’ p. 108. 
484  McGuire, ‘Self-Denial and Self-Assertion in Arnulf of Villers,’ Cistercian Studies Quarterly, 28 
(1993), at p. 258. 
485  Cf. Piazzoni, ‘Le premiere biograph de Saint Bermard,’ p. 17. 
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committed.  McGuire has meaningfully described the institutional development of the 
Cistercian confoederatio thus: “[the monks] returned to stories of their origins, 
reshaping them and reforming them, in order to maintain a regulated and co-ordinated 
way of life in belonging to a monastic Order.”486 As the Cistercians returned to the 
constitutive and authoritative sources for their tradition – the Scriptures and the Rule, 
as well as their own motivated experiences – their ascetic ethic emerged and slowly 
took normative shape.  Through much experimentation, change, and adaptation the 
monks created a legal and moral architecture that would define the terms of 
association between Cistercian monks and abbots through regulations that were 
binding upon the whole confoederatio as an ordered, ecclesiological whole. 
 
 The Never-Ending Education of Abbot Bernard 
 
 Bernard’s written works and his recorded behaviours contributed much 
towards the specifically Cistercian sense of self-definition apart from other sites of 
local religious observance. Broadly eremitic in its inspiration, Cistercian spirituality 
emphasized ascetic difference as well as conformity and the comparison of 
conversationes as the key to deeper religious learning and practice.  The monks 
identified their religiosity as a never-ending conversion to the Rule, and to obedience, 
humility, and discipline. In the aftermath of his return to Clairvaux’s common house 
Bernard meaningfully wrote his treatise, De gradibus humilitate et superbiae.  In this 
work, he stressed the never-ending nature of the pursuit of Cistercian ascetic 
enlightenment.  The journey to humility as found in the Rule was set before all 
monks; as he wrote, “if you desire to return to the truth, you do not need to search for 
                                                
486  McGuire, ‘Constitutions and the General Chapter,’ p. 89. 
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the road.  You know it” – and he continued, “You came down that way. Retrace your 
footsteps.  Go up by the same steps by which you came down in your pride…Identify 
the step of pride you have reached and you will not need to strive to find the way of 
humility.”487  Both his teachings and his experience of cultivating humility were alike 
central to his school’s articulate sense of purpose and spiritual identity.  Clairvaux did 
not depart from or contradict the ethos of Abbot Stephen’s Cîteaux but elaborated 
upon and complemented the Cistercians’ unique sense of ascetic mission.  Conversion 
was a never-ending process, and one that the Cistercians, like other communities, 
identified as central to their practice and outlook.   
 As Bernard wrote in a comparatively late treatise (at ca. 1128), “the Kingdom 
of God comes closer by degrees each day, and daily more and more it gradually 
extends its bounds.  It does so in those only whose interior self, with the help of God, 
is renewed from day to day.”488  He continued,  
 
 It is a process which is still unfinished because of this perishable 
body which weighs down the soul, and because of the needy 
condition of this earthly dwelling which burdens the mind full of 
thoughts.  Even those who appear more perfect in this mortal state 
have to acknowledge that, ‘In many things we all offend [Jas. 3.2]’ 
and ‘if we say we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is 
not in us [1 Jn 1.8].’  That is why they pray without ceasing: ‘Thy 
Kingdom come.’ 489 
                                                
487  Bernard of Clairvaux, De humilitate 9.27, SBOp, vol. 3, p. 37; trans. Evans, p. 123. 
488  Bernard of Clairvaux, Liber de gratia et libro arbitrio 4.12, “Quotidie tamen paulatim adventat, 
sensimque in dies magis ac magis dilatat terminos suos, in his dumtaxat, quorum per Dei adiutorium 
interior homo renovatur de die in diem,” SBOp 3, p. 175; trans. Daniel O’Donovan, in The Works of 
Bernard of Clairvaux – Treatises III (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1977), p. 68. 
489  Bernard of Clairvaux, De gratia et libero arbitrio 4.12, “In quantum vero minus est adhuc propter 
corpus mortis quod aggravat animam, et ob necessitatem terrenae inhabitationis, utique deprimentis 
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From the vantage of Bernard’s conversion as an education in and submission to 
Cistercian ascetic ethics, it is possible to redress or at least rephrase the terms of the 
alleged “break” in tradition between Molesme and the New Monastery.490  The 
extremes of Bernard’s asceticism, and the efforts undertaken to contain and regularize 
his ambitions constructively, reveal a depth in the Cistercians’ generative models of 
ascetic discipline that is not noted in modern accounts of the intellectual complex of 
Molesme–Cîteaux–Clairvaux Benedictinism.  The ascetic ambitions of Clairvaux – 
and not only of its abbot but also the founding monks, Bernard’s brothers with him – 
is certainly in some ways distinct from or more pronounced than in the early 
narratives of Cîteaux.491  But it is not so extreme or exceptional when interpreted as 
an ascetic intellectuality that was in many ways continuous throughout the eremitism 
that had linked the houses of Molesme, Aux, and Vivicus to the original New 
Monastery and Clairvaux itself.  Our account of Molesme’s history in Chapter Three 
above is the fullest such account published in English since Lackner (as far as this 
student is aware), and recognition of Molesme’s conversion discourse as continued at 
Cîteaux raises important questions about Bernard’s ascetic education. 
 If, as suggested above, Robert of Molesme had seen in the New Monastery a 
potent soteriological ideal, so much so that he was willing to die a “proto-Cistercian,” 
it might be argued that Bernard’s extreme asceticism was an answer to or a mirror of 
those same powerful and affective ambitions.  Such broader considerations, foreign to 
normative Bernard of Clairvaux scholarship today and much neglected in modern 
                                                                                                                                      
sensum multa cogitantem, necesse habent etiam qui perfectiores in hac mortalitate videntur, confiteri et 
dicere: ‘In multis offendimus omnes,’ et ‘Si dixerimus quia peccatum non habemus, nosipsos 
seducimus, et veritas in nobis non est.’  Quapropter orant et ipsi sine intermissione, dicentes, ‘Adveniat 
regnum tuum,’ SBOp vol. 3, p. 175 ; trans. O’Donovan, p. 68. 
490  Cf. Ward, ‘The Desert Myth,’ p. 186. 
491  Cf. Bruun and Jamroziak, ‘Withdrawal and engagement,’ pp. 5-6. 
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studies of early twelfth-century Cîteaux, imply that the cultural practices conducive to 
innovation in the new Cistercian tradition were just as constructive, and perhaps even 
more active, in promoting and reproducing discourses of continuity and cultural 
repetition rather than only discontinuity and rejection.492  The apparent similarities 
between specific situations, spiritual sentiments, and sequences of events also 
suggests that a major element of Cîteaux’s achievement as a governing institution was 
in its encouraging eremitic ambitions and also, simultaneously, containing and 
regulating spontaneous and emotional religiosities.  By asserting and enforcing a 
balance between these seemingly contrary processes – one encouraging 
idiosyncracsy, the other enforcing ascetic mediocritas – the early Cistercian tradition 
acquired an experience and competence in educating unlearned recruits in 
Benedictine rules and principles.  This ultimately inclusive and syncretic approach to 
the sustaining of learning communities embeds Bernard’s conversion and Cistercian 
beginnings in a wider intellectual history that extends both back into the late eleventh 
century and on into the early to mid-twelfth.   
 The Cistercians’ assertion of a moral right and an ability to educate all who 
came to them for ascetic enlightenment signals a wide engagement with the religious 
intellectualities and demands of their time, an engagement that was even more 
complex than is commonly recognised today. In a work that was more serious than 
just satirical, and more critical of the Cistercians’ powers and limitations among and 
not above other Benedictines than casual readerships suggest, Bernard’s Apologia of 
ca. 1121-25 announced his sense of the Cistercians’ broad relevance to the world 
around them and of their own ascetic mission in it; thus, 
 
                                                
492  Moore, Law as Process, p. 47. 
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  Different people receive different gifts.  One man is allotted 
one kind, one another, irrespective of whether he be a Cistercian 
or a Cluniac, a regular, or one of the laity.  This applies to every 
order and to all languages, to both sexes, to every age and 
condition of life, everywhere and always, from the first man 
down to the last. […]  It is not I by myself, nor you without 
me…but all of us together, provided we take care to maintain the 
unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. […] 
  There are many paths that can be taken [in religion], for the 
dwelling places to which we journey are many.  Whatever path a 
man is taking, let him not be so concerned about alternative 
routes that he lose sight of his destination.  Let him be sure that 
by following the path he is on, he will eventually arrive at one of 
the dwelling-places, and will not be left outside his Father’s 
house. 493 
 
 Bernard was ever the ideologue and intellectual heir of the very first 
Cistercians, but in ways sometimes obscure and inexplicit.  We have seen throughout 
this Chapter that his conversion contributed much to the intellectual project of 
comparing the Cistercian conversatio with the style of life and the conditions of being 
of others. On the level of creating a discipleship culture, his “experiences” over his 
long conversion constituted less a collection of received ideas among disparate 
                                                
493  Bernard of Clairvaux, Apologia c. 6-7, 9, “Itaque diversi diversa accipientes dona, alius quidem 
sic, alius vero sic, sive Cluniacenses, sive Cistercienses, sive clerici regulares, sive etiam laici fideles, 
omnis denique ordo, omnis lingua, omnis sexus, omnis aetas, omnis conditio, in omni loco, per omne 
tempus, a primo homine usque ad novissimum…Aliquin nec ego solus, nec tu sine me, nec ille absque 
utroque, sed simul omnes sumus illa una, si tamen solliciti sumus servare unitatem spiritus in vinculo 
pacis…Non igitur una tantum semita inceditur, quia nec una est mansio quo tenditur.  Viderit autem 
quisque quacumque incedat, ne pro diversitate semitarum ab una iustitia recedat, quoniam ad quamlibet 
mansionum suo quisque semita pervenerit, ab una domo Patris exsors non erit,” SBOp vol. 3, pp. 86-
87, 89; trans. Michael Casey (with J. Leclercq, ed.), Cistercians and Cluniacs – St. Bernard’s Apologia 
to Abbot William (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1970), pp. 41, 44. 
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achievements and/or setbacks. The complex of information represents a meaningful 
constellation of modes of learning that were received and preserved as an instructive 
discourse about the Cistercian tradition as inherited between abbots and monks.494  It 
was central to Cîteaux’s school and its success that multiple sources of experience 
were gathered together to reflect a life of shared values. The articulation of the young 
abbot’s sense of ascetic affect and effort remains the most profound testimony to his 
integration with the idealized goal of the New Monastery. As not only a transformed 
but an obedient subject, Bernard was the living mirror of late eleventh-century 
Cîteaux.  His submission to the school of Stephen Harding, and his never-ending 
conversion thereafter, remains the most meaningful exhibition of Cistercian 
beginnings as ever-renewed in the lives of the school’s students. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
494  Cf. Constable, The Reformation of the Twelfth Century, p. 87. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 The making of rules and social and symbolic order is a 
 human industry matched only by the manipulation, 
circumvention, remaking, replacing, and unmaking of rules and 
symbols in which people seem almost equally engaged. 
Sally Moore, Law as Process1 
 
Even the disciple has his uses. 
He stands behind one’s throne and, at the very moment  
of one’s triumph, whispers in one’s ear that,  
after all, one is immortal. 
Oscar Wilde, A Few Maxims 
 for the Instruction of the Over-Educated (1894)2 
 
 
 Clairvaux and Cîteaux thrived, as is well known.  Much of the early, popular, 
and trans-national successes of the Cistercian movement depended on the widening of 
Bernard’s social circles following 1121, the year of the death of Bishop William at 
Clairvaux (a Cistercian monk ad succurrendum).  As seen above, William had been 
key to introducing Bernard to the episcopal gentry and clerical culture of West 
Francia; to the reigning Archbishops of Rheims, for example, as well as the regular 
Augustinians near Paris.  It is unknown whether the Cistercians attended the Council 
                                                
1 Moore, Law as Process, p. 1. 
2  Cited in Stephen Calloway (with D. Colvin, eds.), Oscariana: the Wit & Maxims of Oscar Wilde 
(London: Orion, 1997), p. 46. 
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of Rheims in 1119, but if Bernard did, this event provided him with the contacts 
and/or the motivation to contact both our aforementioned Norbert of Xanten (d. 1134) 
and Count Theobald of Blois-Champagne (d. 1152).3 The reach of the abbot’s 
interactions spread considerably throughout the Franklands, and his intellectual 
influence set roots both locally and further abroad.  He composed a letter-treatise of 
counsel on the mores of Bishops (ca. 1127-28), addressed to Archbishop Henry of 
Sens, and this work represents another important local achievement in the spread of 
and support for Cistercian ethics and spirituality beyond Langres and Chalon.4 With 
elements in common in moral vocabulary and social appeal to the early 
Grandmontines, Bernard also engaged with martial language and outlooks and his 
doing so was instrumental in securing the popularization of Cistercian spirituality in 
Anglo-Norman culture.5    
 However, it was still Stephen Harding who was the most widely read and 
repeatedly copied Cistercian auctor of the early twelfth century.  Stephen was the 
acknowledged living architect of the new Benedictine discipline that Bernard 
popularized.  Bernard became the living proof and lesson abroad of the disciplining 
powers and ethics of Cistercian caritas as Stephen’s shrine-school taught it. Although 
it is still a matter of debate among historians about “who really established and 
organised” early twelfth-century Cistercian monasticism, attention to the moral 
dependence of Bernard on Cîteaux and the sublimation of abbatial authority – both his 
                                                
3  Cf. Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 7.21, in Chibnall, vol. 4, pp 252-77; William of St.-
Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 67, in Verdeyen, pp. 80-81; trans. Cawley, pp. 60-61; Bernard of Clairvaux 
(to Count Theobald of Blois, Blois-Champagne, ca. 1124-25), Epp. 514, 37, 517, SBOp vol 8, 473, 
476, vol. 7, p. 94-95; trans. James (Epp. 38, 39, 44 respectively), pp. 71-72, 75. 
4  Bernard of Clairvaux, De moribus et officio episcoporum, SBOp vol. 7 (Ep. 42), pp. 100-131; 
trans. Pauline Matarasso, in Bernard of Clairvaux: On Baptism and the  Office of Bishops. On the 
Conduct and Office of Bishops; On Baptism and Other Questions – Two Letter-Treatises (Kalamazoo: 
Cistercian Publications, 2004), pp. 37-82.Newman, Boundaries of Charity, pp. 161-62. 
5  Cf. Bernard of Clairvaux (to King Henry, 1132), Ep. 92, SBOp vol. 7, p. 241; trans. James (Ep. 95), 
pp. 141-42. 
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own and Stephen’s – suggests that many important elements of the Cistercian 
tradition were developed out of discipleship relations and affiliations, and not by 
individual writers or houses alone.6  One important dimension of the link between 
Bernard and Cîteaux was, as argued above, the extremity of the younger man’s 
asceticism.  The rituals and the role of submission that Bernard’s career perpetually 
enacted was a never-ending affirmation of a balance between individual religious zeal 
and an institutional standard for a regular, culturally conformist ascetic norm.   
 The Abbot of Clairvaux’s asceticism made an important statement about his 
inherited ethics that was noted by many contemporaries besides William of St.-
Thierry.  “A man horrible with filthiness,” his lived deathliness was a central element 
of his person and presence that is now lost on audiences who only read him, long after 
his death.7  As one late observer commented to a friend (ca. 1149), “his countenance, 
emaciated by austerity and fasting in the desert, as well as his paleness, give him a 
spiritual appearance, so that just looking at this man will convince his hearers, before 
he has uttered even one word.”8  His paleness in particular was emphasized in the 
only extant coloured portrait of him that dates from his lifetime (Figure 1), and it is 
remarkable that this feature was noted in Anglo-Norman Canterbury, in a Kingdom 
that Bernard never personally visited.  It is also not insignificant that the admiring 
monks who copied his De gradibus humilitate, and who created this portait to 
illuminate their manuscript, were not themselves Cistercians but black Benedictines.9  
The constructive comparison of conversationes and the endorsement of their co-
                                                
6  Cf. Bell, ‘From Molesme to Cîteaux,’ at p. 469; Newman, ‘Foundations and twelfth century,’ p. 30. 
7  Gilbert Foliot to William de Hinet (1153), Ep. 108, cited in Holdsworth, ‘His first and greatest 
miracle was himself,’ The Cistercian Order, at p. 173. 
8  Wibald of Stavelot to Manegold of Padeborn (ca. 1149), Ep. 147, cited in Bredero, Between Cult 
and History, at pp. 82-83. 
9  France, Medieval Images of Saint Bernard of Clairvaux, p. 64. 
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existence in learning communities were significant contributions by the early 
Cistercians to twelfth-century religious and social thought in general. 
 As this thesis has emphasized, attention to Bernard’s place within early 
Cîteaux’s school ecology reveals the relevance of not only one but multiple 
discourses of conversion.  At its most exoteric, his conversion in context of 
community signalled his education as the assertion of a fact of intellectual and 
institutional allegiance, through explicit comparison with alternative conversationes 
and/or competing approaches toward ascetic religio. His example also illuminates the 
dynamics of conversion in context of cenobitization, the operation of which depended 
on his inexperience, his being given knowledge, and being governed by elders and 
superiors.  Meanwhile, these same elders were themselves engaged in and enhancing 
a conversion discourse originally only their own, brought with them from Molesme to 
the New Monastery, that they were imparting to their successors.  A comparison of 
the evolution of mentalitiés between Molesme–Cîteaux–Clairvaux and Muret–
Grandmont suggests that questions of lineage and inheritance apply in particular to 
the case of Clairvaux’s Benedictinism. The contributions by Bernard to the Molesme–
Cîteaux reform project remain mostly unknown and unknowable but nevertheless 
important to query, as the present thesis has endeavoured to do.   
 Under the directorship of Stephen Harding, moreover, Cîteaux proved adept at 
habituating clerics to a penitential intellectuality and many new daily disciplines.  In 
this respect, the teaching approaches of the Fonte Avellanesi, the hermit-scholars of 
La Grande Chartreuse, and the ambitions of the Molesme–Cîteaux–Clairvaux 
complex suggest the significance of explicit and inexplicit inspirations between 
learning communities not only across time but between cultures and languages.  
Attention to the examples of Norbert of Xanten and his followers, and the enthusiasm 
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for the First Crusade, also suggests that the Cistercians’ containing and directing 
spontaneous spiritualities was an answer to enduring sociological issues (and/or 
problems) in early twelfth-century religious culture, which the monks directly 
addressed and built in to their tradition.  The social and ethical distinctions between 
monks, clerics, militiamen, and penitents were more instructive for learners when 
blurred, rather than kept mutually exclusive.  The concept of the morally uniform 
“discipleship community” – for which the Cistercians provide an impressive model, 
but not the only one – remains an important lens through which broader patterns of 
religious and social life in the eleventh and twelfth centuries can be analysed.   
 A number of other relevant Cistercian conversion discourses have been 
neglected in the present account.  Chief among these is of course the conversion and 
education of William of St.-Thierry, which remains a major aspect of the first Life of 
Bernard that this thesis has only indirectly attended.  William became a Cistercian 
monk proper not at Clairvaux but at Signy, in 1135 – that is, intriguingly, the year 
after Abbot Stephen’s death.  His conversion was one that was philosophically 
informed by Bernard’s Cistercian learning long before this date and it had always 
been centered, if the Life is to be believed, on the latter’s interpretations of the Song 
of Songs (see Chapter One, above).  This raises important questions about Bernard’s 
relationship with this text, and ultimately about his famous sermons, which he only 
formally preached after 1135, again the year after Stephen’s death. The younger 
Geoffrey of Paris, who met Bernard during the latter’s preaching tour ca. 1140, also 
effectively converted to Bernard-ism (Bernardine Cistercianism). These conversions 
are testimony to the splintering of approaches to the Cistercian tradition from sources 
other than the Gregorian Benedictinism of the Molesme–Cîteaux elders. The reason 
that William and Geoffrey’s conversions have been excluded from detail here is that 
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they would redirect our focus from the central theme of the relationship between 
Cîteaux and its first pupils.   
 The proliferation of Cistercian houses and students in the wake of Bernard’s 
preaching and publicity represents one of the fundamental challenges in modern 
Cistercian historiography.  The birth of the Cistercian Order, to which William’s 
conversion in particular provides important witness, is the complex history of the 
development of overlapping lines of authority and the rise of alternative intellectual 
resources. Such developments, even within the early to mid-twelfth-century, have 
been neglected here in order to stress Bernard’s obedience to and dependence on 
Cîteaux as the arbiter of his early ascetic education.  The apparent “triumph” of 
Clairvaux and Cîteaux’s Cistercianism, however, should not preclude attention to 
competitions over the school’s orthodoxy that manifested even in its early years.  
Bernard’s extreme asceticism is the most well-documented example.  But more 
famous today is that of the attempted pilgrimage to Jerusalem by Abbot Arnold of 
Morimond in 1124.  Bernard’s response to latent enthusiasms for pilgrimage to the 
(newly crusader-captured) Holy Land among Cistercian monks prompted a long letter 
by him to one of Arnold’s followers, the fugitive monk Adam.  This letter was 
preserved as and effectively constitutes a treatise that might be called, “On 
Obedience.”10 Arnold’s pilgrimage may have been inspired by aspects of Stephen 
Harding’s authoritative model of pursuing an education abroad, but the idea of 
pilgrimage as Cistercian praxis was ultimately excluded in defence of a strictly 
Benedictine stabilitas loci and mentis. The sources asserting a normative Cistercian 
                                                
10  Bernard of Clairvaux (to the fugitive monk Adam, 1125), Ep. 7, SBOp vol. 7, pp. 31-46; trans. 
James (Ep. 8), pp. 26-38; idem, (to Abbot Arnold of Morimond, 1124), Ep. 4, SBOp vol. 7, pp. 24-27; 
trans. James (Ep. 4), pp. 20-22; Casey, ‘Did the Order Exist in 1124?’ pp. 143-45. 
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culture and discipline were likely more aggressive in some ways, and more receptive 
in others, than this analysis has given credit to.    
  This thesis has focused chiefly on the interaction between institutionalism and 
demotic mentalités, and conversion has been approached as the political and moral 
reorientation of affect and intellectuality, ever in context of co-existing social 
backgrounds and educations.  The study of the Cistercian conversions of two other 
persons, both representatives of respective communities, would have been instructive 
to further these points.  One of these is the conversion of a lay youth called Geoffrey 
of Péronne and a small band of friends to Clairvaux’s Cistercianism.  Their decision 
prompted two letters by Bernard that explicitly counselled conversion as process.  In 
the first, to Geoffrey and his band, he advised (obviously with caritative insights from 
his own past experience) how, “What remains for you to do, my dear sons, [is] to 
endeavour to put your praiseworthy intentions into effect.  See that you persevere, for 
perseverance is the only virtue which is crowned.”11  His letter of consolation to 
Geoffrey’s parents emphasized the multiplicity of roles that he intended to assume in 
order to coach Geoffrey’s discipleship.12   
 The monastic conversion of Bernard’s sister, Humbeline Montbard, is also an 
important example that has been left unattended.  According to William’s Vita 
Bernardi, she visited Clairvaux abbey to see her brothers ca. 1123, but they met her 
with scorn and abuse (Bernard purportedly disavowed her, and Andrew called from 
the gates that she was “bundled sh*t [stercus involutum]”).13  Humbeline’s subsequent 
discourse on compassion and caritas presented an important moral lesson especially 
                                                
11  Bernard of Clairvaux (to Geoffrey of Péronne and his company, ca. 1131), Ep. 109.2, SBOp vol. 7, 
pp. 280-82; trans. James (Ep. 111), pp. 167-68. 
12  Bernard of Clairvaux (to the parents of Geoffrey of Péronne, ca. 1131), Ep. 110, SBOp vol. 7, pp. 
282-83; trans. James (Ep. 112), p. 169.  
13  William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 30, in Verdeyen, p. 56; trans. Cawley, p. 29. 
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for the male readers of the first Life of Bernard.  Whatever the facticity of the 
encounter as related, with her conversion following ultimately with her brothers’ 
support, the widely-read narrative made an important statement about the 
inclusiveness of the early Cistercians’ moral outreach.  The narrative dramaturgy of 
her conversion was a monument to the ritual density and strict philosophies of 
Clairvaux’s inherited Benedictinism. Like that of Bernard himself, the monks’ 
humiliating their sister had been performed to test her spirit as a potential fellow and, 
in William’s words, a true sibling, “in mind no less than in the flesh, to all those men 
of God.”14  Cistercian conversion discourse was inclusive in many ways in order to 
promote constructive representations of the saving powers of the new tradition’s 
discipline.  
 While these comparisons might have enriched or illuminated features of early 
Cistercian learning culture between Cîteaux and Bernard, this thesis has ultimately 
been limited in scope to determining aspects of his relationship to the Cistercians’ 
long beginnings, ca. 1075/1098–ca. 1128/29.  With the exception of Abbot Arnold 
from among the above examples, the conversion discourse of the new tradition was 
nowhere more intimately linked to the origins of earliest Cistercian spirituality than in 
the record of Bernard’s conversion and early career, and that of his fellows’ during 
the same years following ca. 1113–15.  It remains an outstanding feature of early 
Cistercian culture that Bernard’s career and evolving intellectuality are the most well 
documented for any Cistercian monk, at least concerning the years, ca. 1098–1130.  
He is a mostly untapped witness to and an articulate channel for the first-generation 
Cistercianism that Stephen Harding and others developed in Langres before 1098, and 
then sent back to the diocese with the founding of Clairvaux.  Bernard’s relationships 
                                                
14  Cf. Regula Benedicti 58.1-3, 8, RB1980, pp. 266-67; William of St.-Thierry, Vita Bernardi c. 30, in 
Verdeyen, p. 57; trans. Cawley, p. 30. 
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with Stephen, Cîteaux, and the school’s episcopal superiors testify to the importance 
of mutually enforced roles and responsibilities in the continuation and evolution of 
the Cistercian tradition.   
 These principles were abstracted and institutionalized in the monks’ thought- 
world as a congregational emphasis on obedience and humility.  The historically and 
morally contingent circumstances that attended the rise to prominence of these virtues 
were more complex and are more detailed than has been given emphasis in modern 
studies of the birth of Cistercianism. Bernard’s conversion reveals and represents 
important links between the background and origins of the New Monastery and the 
institutionalization of the monks’ evolving formal culture. Alongside and after 
Bernard, all early contributions to Cistercian intellectuality were the effort of 
succeeding generations to identify with the New Monastery’s original desire for 
disciples, sustaining a link between the magisterium of the Rule, the original “nos 
Cistercienses,” and their successors (“successoribus nostris”).15  The relationship 
between conversion and Cistercian beginnings does not consist solely in the study of 
the extant accounts of origins or of conversion narratives.  The tradition was renewed 
and revitalized throughout many sources as the operation of the inheritance of 
knowledge and of moral responsibility.   
 Cistercian conversions were never-ending, and the intellectual origins of the 
tradition were fundamentally syncretic. Even while he preached to his own monks 
after 1135, Bernard remained ever alongside them as a learner, continuing the mission 
he had inherited from Abbot Stephen and the Cîteaux elders.  His literary and 
pedagogic achievements contributed to the Cistercians’ broader cultural project of 
creating meaningful representations of continuity between ascetic masters and 
                                                
15  Exordium Parvum, Pref. and c. 17, in Waddell, Narrative and Legislative Texts, pp. 417, 438. 
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monastic learners.  Bernard embraced the twinning of roles as a magister and a 
perpetual beginner in monastic life in order to be a mirror of learning and discipline to 
his disciples.  As he commented on the verse of the Song of Songs that begins, 
“Speak to me, my beloved…and come [2.10],”    
 
Since she [the soul] is invited to come, she has not yet arrived. 
So no one should think that the invitation was addressed  
to a blessed one who reigns without stain in Heaven; 
it was addressed to the dark lady who was still toiling along the way.16 
-  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
16  Bernard of Clairvaux, Sermones in Cantica canticorum 25.3, “Cui dicitur, ‘Veni,’ nondum 
pervenerat; ne forte quis putet hoc dictum, non quidem huic nigrae quae adhuc laborabat veniendo in 
via, sed beatae illi quae iam prorsus absque negredine regnat in patria,” SBOp vol. 1, pp. 164-65; trans. 
Killian Walsh (with J. Leclercq, ed.), The Works of Bernard of Clairvaux, Volume 3 – On the Song of 
Songs II (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1976), at p. 52. 
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APPENDIX I 
 
Cistercian literature and the works of Bernard of Clairvaux 
 
 
 The dates for most early Cistercian literature are much disputed.  Cistercian law and 
narrative represent an evolving intellectuality, and as discussed in Chapter One above, 
Berman argued that the Cistercian Exordia and related works were composed much later than 
the lifetime of Stephen Harding. Waddell (1999) and others after him have argued for earlier 
dates, at least for the origin of these texts, and this still accounts for subsequent editing and 
textual evolution (Burton, 2008, pp. 29-30). Similarly, it is also difficult to be sure when 
Bernard first composed any of his works, since he often polished and revised what he had 
written.  Goodrich has argued that these re-workings were mainly of a stylistic and literary 
nature, and that they did not overly alter the content of the original versions (Goodrich, 1987, 
p. 167).  The chronology below follows the findings of Holdsworth, who published a 
summary chronology of Bernard’s early literary career (Holdsworth, 1994, pp. 58-60).  The 
chronology is extended to include Bernard’s works after 1125 up to his first sermon on the 
Song of Songs, at ca. 1135 (Lobrichon, 1992, pp. 32-35). 
 
 
  
 DATE   PROVENANCE, TITLE, AND RECIPIENT 
 
 ca. 1113––  Cîteaux 
    Exordium Parvum 
     (edition of the letters and insertion of narrative) 
 
 ca. 1114-1115–– Cîteaux 
    Carta Caritatis 
     (early agreements upon the founding of Pontigny) 
 
 ca. 1115-1116  Bernard of Clairvaux 
     Ep. to La Grande Chartreuse 
 
 ca. 1118-1123  Bernard of Clairvaux 
    Homiliae in laudibus Virginis Matris 
 
 
 ca. 1118-1121   Bernard of Clairvaux 
    Liber de gradibus humilitatis et superbiae 
     (first redaction) 
     Ep. to Abbot Godefrey of Fontenay 
 
 ca. 1120  Bernard of Clairvaux 
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     Ep. to Fulk of Langres 
 
 
 ca. 1121-1123/25 Bernard of Clairvaux 
    Apologia ad Guillelmum  
     Epp. to William of St.-Thierry, Oger of St.-Nicholas 
 
 
 1125   Bernard of Clairvaux 
    Apologia ad Guillelmum abbatem 
     (second redaction; encyclical) 
 
 ca. 1126  Bernard of Clairvaux 
    Liber de diligendo Deo 
     Ep. to Haimeric of Rome 
 
 1127-1128  Bernard of Clairvaux 
    Liber de gratia et libero arbitrio 
 
 ca.1128  Bernard of Clairvaux 
    De moribus et officiis episcoporum 
     Ep. to Archbishop Geoffrey of Sens 
 
 1128-1131  Bernard of Clairvaux 
    Liber ad milites Templi de Novae Militiae  
     Ep. to Grandmaster Hugh of the Temple, Jerusalem 
 
 ca. 1135––  Bernard of Clairvaux  
    The beginning of the Sermones super Cantica canticorum 
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APPENDIX II 
 
Received dates for Bernard’s letters, ca.1115-16–ca. 1131 
 
 
 The arrangement of Bernard’s letters is not the same between the editions prepared 
by Leclercq and Rochais (SBOp vols. 7-8, 1974-1977) and James’ translation (1953). The 
following chronology is a further re-arrangement of the letters according to the dates provided 
in James’ and Kienzle’s edition (1998 [1953], pp. 538-52).  The dates proposed in this latter 
edition have been mostly followed.  This table includes additional information concerning the 
addressees of certain letters.  Because the monastic arrangement of the letters was not 
chronological but thematic, there are many problems associated with the matter of dating 
Bernard’s letters to women.  Some of these letters have been tentatively situated during the 
years ca. 1125-27 to correspond with the founding of Tart abbey, though it is possible that he 
wrote to professional religieuses before this time. Further, the reader will see that Bernard’s 
letter to his cousin, Robert of Clairvaux–Cluny, which is well known as the first letter in the 
Clairvaux codex epistolarum, was composed at the comparatively late date of ca. 1125.  This 
trompe l’oeil in the arrangement of the abbot’s epistolae has had a very important but also a 
misleading influence on the readership and study of his letters. 
 
 
 
DATE  RECIPIENT     SBOp JAMES 
 
 
ca. 1116  Guy, Prior of Grand Chartreuse   11 12 
 
ca. 1116-1117 The Prior of Clairvaux    441 460 
 
ca. 1118-1119   Beatrice, matronam    118 121  
 
ca. 1120  Fulk, a canon at Langres   2 2 
 
ca. 1120  The canons of Eucourt    3 3 
 
ca. 1120  The Duchess of Burgundy   121 125  
Matilda of Mayenne   
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ca. 1120   Stephen, Bishop of Metz   29 30 
 
after 1121  Simon, Abbot of St.-Nicholas   83 85 
 
ca. 1121-1122 Rainald, Abbot of Foigny   72 75 
 
ca. 1121-1131 (the same)     413  444 
 
ca. 1121-1131 An abbot     422  543 
 
ca. 1122  Lelbert, Abbot of St.-Michael   399  431 
 
ca. 1123-1124 The Abbot of St.-Nicholas   406  438 
 
ca. early 1124 Ricuin, Bishop of Toul    396  428
     
ca. 1124  Rainald, Archbishop of Rheims   312  375 
 
1124  Geoffrey, Bishop of Chartres   56  59 
 
ca. Sept.-Oct., 1124 Jorannus, Abbot of St.-Nicasius at Rheims 32  33 
 
ca. Sept.-Oct., 1124 Hugh, Abbot of Pontigny   33  34 
 
ca. Sept.-Oct., 1124 Drogo, monk     34  35 
 
ca. Sept.-Oct., 1124 Hugh Farsit     35  36 
 
ca. Sept.-Oct., 1124 (the same)     36  37 
 
ca. Sept.-Oct., 1124 Count Theobald of Blois   37  39 
 
ca. Nov., 1124 Oger, canon of Mt-St.-Élois, St.-Nicholas 90  93 
 
Dec., 1124  Arnold, Abbot of Morimond   4  4 
 
Dec., 1124  Bruno of Cologne    6  7 
 
Dec., 1124  Adam, monk of Morimond   5  6 
 
(before 1125)  Count Theobald of Blois   514  38 
 
(before 1125) (the same)     517  44 
 
(before 1125) (the same)     518  45 
 
ca. 1124-1125 Pope Calixtus II    359  5 
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ca. 1124-1126 Ebal, Bishop of Châlons   58  61 
 
ca. 1124-1137 Odo, Abbot of Marmoutier   397  429 
 
ca. 1124-1147 The Abbot of Liessies    400  432 
 
Feb., 1125  Adam of Morimond    7  8 
 
1125  Robert of Cluny (formerly Clairvaux)  1  1 
 
ca. 1125  Count Hugh of Champagne, now Templar 31  32 
 
ca. 1125  Haimeric, Chancellor of Rome   311  374 
 
ca. 1125  [unknown person]    454  468 
 
ca. 1125  Simon, Abbot of St.-Nicholas   84  86 
 
ca. 1125  William, Abbot of St.-Thierry   84b   – 
 
ca. 1125  (the same)     85  87 
 
ca. 1125   (the same)     506  89 
 
ca. 1125  Unknown person    454  468 
 
ca. Spring, 1125 Theobald, now Count of Blois-Champagne 38  40 
 
Summer, 1125 Oger of Mt. St.-Élois, St.-Nicholas  88  91 
 
Lent, 1125  (the same)     89  92 
 
ca. 1125-1126 Guilencus, Bp. of Langres   60  63 
 
ca. 1125-1126 The monks of Flay    67  70 
 
ca. 1125-1126 (the same)     68  71 
 
ca. 1125-1127 ? Sophia, virginem    113  116 
 
ca. 1125-1127 ? A nun      114  117 
 
ca. 1125-1127 ? A nun of Troyes    115  118 
 
ca. 1125-1130 Hildebert, Archbishop of Tours   123  126 
 
ca. 1125-1131 Rainald, Abbot of Foigny   74  77 
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ca. 1125-1138  (addressee unknown)    98  98
      
1126  Guilencus, Bishop of Langres   59  62 
 
ca. May, 1126 Peter, Cardinal deacon at Rome   17  18 
 
ca. Jun-July, 1126 Pope Honorius II    13  14 
 
ca. Summer, 1126 Peter, Cardinal deacon at Rome   18  19 
 
ca. Oct., 1126 (the same)     19  20 
 
ca. 1126-1128  Haimeric, Chancellor of Rome   53  56 
 
ca. 1126-1128 (the same)     20  21 
 
ca. 1126-1128 Humbold, Bishop of Lyons   22  23 
 
before 1127  A Chancellor     512  101 
 
ca. 1127   Theobald, Count of Blois-Champagne  497  46 
 
1127  (the same)     40  42 
 
1127  (the same)     41  43 
 
1127  A monk of Trois-Fontaines   71  74 
 
1127  Geoffrey, Bishop of Chartres   55  58 
 
1127  Haimeric, Chancellor of Rome   15  16 
 
1127  Suger, Abbot St.-Denis    78  80 
 
ca. 1127  Artald, Abbot of Pruilly    75  78 
 
ca. 1127-1128 Theobald, Count of Blois-Champagne  39  41 
 
ca. 1127-1128 Matthew, Cardinal Bishop of Albano  21  22 
 
ca. 1127-1128 Henry, Archbishop of Sens   42  – 
(De moribus et officio episcoporum) 
 
ca. 1127-1128 Berald, Abbot of St.-Benignus, Dijon  509  234 
 
ca. 1127-1138 ? Albert, a recluse    404  436 
 
1128  Henry, Archbishop of Sens   43  47 
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1128  (the same)     44  48 
 
1128  Haimeric, Chancellor of Rome   52  55 
 
ca. 1128  Henry Murdac     106  107 
 
ca. 1128  The Abbot of St-John of Chartres  82  84 
 
ca. 1128-1129 Pope Honorius II    14  15 
 
ca. 1128-1129 Gilbert, Bishop of London   24  25 
 
ca. 1128-1133  Guy, Abbot of Trois-Fontaines   69  72 
 
ca. 1128-1133 (the same)     70  73 
 
before 1129  Henry, Bishop of Verdun   62  65 
 
1129  Louis VI, King of France   45  – 
(from the Chapter at Cîteaux) 
 
1129  Alexander, Bishop of Lincoln   64  67 
 
ca. 1129  Henry, Bishop of Verdun   63  66 
 
ca. 1129  Pope Honorius II    46  49 
 
ca. 1129  (the same)     47  50 
 
ca. May, 1129 (the same)     49  52 
 
ca. May, 1129 (the same)     50  53
  
ca. May, 1129 Haimeric, Chancellor of Rome   51  54 
 
ca. 1129-1131 Alvisus, Abbot of Anchin   65  68 
 
ca. 1129-1131 Geoffrey, Abbot of Médard   66  69 
 
before 1130  Atto, Bishop of Troyes    23  24 
 
ca. Jan, 1130 Haimeric, Chancellor of Rome   48  51 
 
1130  Gerard, Abbot of Pouthièrs   81  83 
 
1130  William, Patriarch of Jerusalem   175  216 
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ca. 1130  Guy, Bishop of Lausanne   26  27 
 
ca. 1130  Ermengarde, Countess of Brittany, now nun 116  119 
 
ca. 1130  (the same)     117  120 
 
Sept. 1130 – Oct. 1131 Hildebert, Archbishop of Tours  124  127 
 
ca. 1130-1138 Geoffrey, Bishop of Luxeuil or Lisieux  112  114 
 
before 1131  Thomas, Provost of Beverly   411  108 
 
before 1131  (the same)     107  109 
 
ca. 1131  William, a monk of Clairvaux   103  104 
 
1131  Geoffrey, an iuvenis of Pérrone   109  111 
 
1131  The parents of the same    110  112 
 
Feb.-March 1131 Count Ebal of Fiore    513  233 
 
April, 1131  William, Count of Potiers, Duke of Aquitaine 127  – 
    (in the name of the Duke of Burgundy) 
 
Winter, 1131  William, Count of Potiers, Duke of Aquitaine 128  130 
 
ca. Jun.-Oct., 1131 The Bishops of Aquitaine (encyclical)  126  129 
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